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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – ENGLISH  

Introduction 

This report summarizes the findings of a formative evaluation of camp management in the Burmese 
refugee camps in Thailand.  The report is divided into the following sections: background, purposes, 
methodology, findings, lessons and recommendations.  Carried out in 2011-2012, the evaluation was 
commissioned jointly by the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), the Australian 
Agency for International Development (AusAID) and Act for Peace (Australia). 

Background 

It appears that Myanmar has embarked on an important period of political and economic transition.  As 
western governments begin to ease their sanctions, and investors position themselves to increase their 
activity in the country, most stakeholders are treating the current political aperture with both optimism 
and caution. Among other challenges in the years ahead, the complex process of repatriation and 
resettlement of Burmese refugees outside the country’s borders must be planned and then managed 
effectively and efficiently. Geography, ethnicity, language, gender and religion are among the many 
sensitive factors that must be handled with care in reintegrating refugee populations into the Burmese 
nation. It is clear that throughout this transition period, and particularly over the next five to ten years, 
bolstering the qualities of adaptation and resilience need to be one of the highest priorities for success 
across all sectors and institutions of Myanmar society.   
 
One adaptive and resilient system that has demonstrated its value and which could be of considerable 
relevance to the success of the repatriation and resettlement process is that of the camp management 
system in the Burmese refugee camps in Thailand. Evolving over the past 25 years, this community-based 
approach to camp management has involved refugees and refugee structures in the day-to-day 
management of the camps, sought to promote self-reliance among displaced peoples, and, in so doing, has 
provided its participants with experience and skills that could be helpful in Burma’s longer term nation-
building process.   
 
Presently, the system manages nine camps serving 140,000 refugees belonging mostly to the Karen 
(primarily in seven camps) and Karenni (primarily in two camps) ethnic groups. Although the camp 
management system has recorded some impressive successes, it also has come under considerable stress, 
especially over the past five years. Beginning in 2008, a series of reviews by donors which are supporting 
programs in the camps, identified issues of concern and the need for changes to the system.  
Commissioned in 2011 by CIDA, AusAID and Act for Peace, the present evaluation sought to examine 
these concerns and assess the appropriateness of the camp management model in the present context. 

Purposes 

The purposes of this formative evaluation were three-fold: 
1) to facilitate a constructive dialogue among stakeholders on the issue of camp management in 

refugee camps situated on the Thai-Burma border; 
2) to comprehensively and accurately describe the current camp management model that is in place; 

and 
3) to identify areas where improvements and changes should be initiated. 

 
More specifically, the terms of reference of the study directed the evaluation team to document the history 
and evolution of the model, to assess the effectiveness of the coverage of its responsibilities, to assess the 
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extent to which the work of the management structures is in compliance with international standards, and 
to foster dialogue between partners about the model, based on documented evidence. 

Methodology 

The methodology employed by the evaluation team was focussed on utilization and emphasized 
stakeholder engagement.  In addition to document review and key-person interviews with representatives 
of donor agencies, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and the Royal Thai Government (RTG), data 
were collected in the nine camps through a series of workshops and focus groups with a large sample of 
randomly selected refugees themselves, including special discussion groups for minorities, women and 
youth (girls and boys). An 11-member team of foreign and local researchers facilitated these discussions.  
Some 545 general residents of the camps were consulted, together with 308 refugee managers and 
representatives of community-based organizations working in the camps. In addition, the evaluation team 
interviewed 50 RTG officials inside and outside the camps, 57 shop owners inside and outside the camps, 
and 69 individuals located near the camps: owners of estates, large farms, resorts and restaurants, as well 
as general community members. Overall, the evaluation team gathered data through direct interactions 
with approximately 1,060 informants in and around the camps under study when representatives of the 
UN, international NGOs and Refugee Committees are included. 
 
The evaluation has several limitations.  In particular, with its strong focus on camp-level data collection, 
the evaluation team devoted relatively less time to the broader level of the coordination of humanitarian 
assistance across the camps.  Indeed, the camp-level work proved to be more labour-intensive and 
complex than expected. Factors here included the geographic dispersion of the camps and the two 
Refugee Committees, the leadership change in a key organization, delays in certain approvals at the camp 
level, and the availability of local personnel fluent in Karenni as a result of delays. Nonetheless, in spite 
of these and other constraints, the evaluation team is confident that the findings and recommendations 
presented here are accurate and appropriate.   
 
It is also important to recognize that this evaluation did not directly focus on a key dimension of camp 
management - the role and performance of the Royal Thai Government agencies and representatives. The 
RTG holds the ultimate authority and responsibility over the camps and their management. A condition 
for this evaluation to proceed was that the focus would be primarily on the refugee-based management 
structures and not on the role and performance of RTG agencies and representatives. Where issues related 
to the role and performance of various Thai officials are pertinent, they have been noted in the report. 
While some of the findings would seem to point to obvious recommendations to the RTG, we have 
refrained from doing so since it was not of the purview of this report to address recommendations to the 
RTG.  
 
Finally, the evaluation validation process had to be curtailed due to budgetary constraints which led to 
replacing the validation mission that had been planned with a series of video and audio conferences with 
key stakeholder groups in Thailand: the DHAWG, the RCs and the OCDP/MOI. This final version of the 
report reflects much of the feedback received during these sessions. However, interested readers can also 
consult Annex 12 of this longer version of the report for a summary of the discussions that took place 
during these validation sessions. 
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Findings 

Understanding the Camp Management Model 

As it has evolved in the nine camps on the Thai border, the camp management model is composed of 
three clusters1 of responsibility, each comprising a network of sub-component organizations. How the 
model functions overall is influenced by the capacity and performance of sub-component organizations in 
each of the clusters, as well as their effectiveness in coordinating within their cluster and across clusters.   
 
In the “camp cluster” (our term), are the organizations concerned with the delivery of services to the 
camps themselves. At the core of this cluster are the two Refugee Committees (RCs) and nine Camp 
Committees (CCs). Under each of the CCs and reporting to them are section leaders supported by section 
committees. These structures are supported by international NGOs whose main programs involve health 
and sanitation, education; food, shelter and non-food support, as well as management support, provided 
by the Thailand Burma Border Consortium (TBBC); and protection, provided by United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and more recently in five of the nine camps by a special 
International Rescue Committee (IRC) project, the Legal Assistance Centres (LAC). The NGOs operating 
in the camps are coordinated by the Committee for the Coordination of Services to Displaced Persons in 
Thailand (CCSDPT), which also acts as the interface between these NGOs and the Royal Thai 
Government (RTG).    
 
A second cluster in the system is the “donor cluster” (again, our term).  Here the donor countries, often 
through their embassies in Bangkok, participate in the Donor Humanitarian Actors Working Group 
(DHAWG).The major donors include the United States and the European Union. The Working Group, in 
turn, coordinates and shares information with the CCSDPT and its programs, liaises with UNHCR, and 
also consults and coordinates with key actors in the Royal Thai Government (RTG). In contrast, however, 
funds flow directly from individual donor agencies through the TBBC or through NGO service providers 
to the camps.   
 
The third cluster involves the Royal Thai Government (we call it the “RTG cluster”). The main actors 
here include the National Security Council (NSC), the Ministry of the Interior (MOI), the Thai Army, the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA), and MOI’s Office for the Coordination of Displaced Persons 
(OCDP), which is tasked to approve CCSDPT member plans, and work with UNHCR and other bodies.  
Reporting to the MOI are the four Governors of the provinces in which the camps are located, with 
Deputy District Officers (the title for Thai Camp Commanders) reporting via their District Offices to their 
respective Governor’s Office. Thai Camp Commanders interact directly with and retain ultimate authority 
over Camp Committees and their sub-structures. 
 
For most of the past two decades, this set of actors has evolved in their relationships and have, 
collectively, constituted a kind of eco-system. That eco-system has generally functioned in an adaptive 
and resilient manner, responding and adjusting to new players and needs as conditions have changed, and 
mobilizing resources to achieve the objectives of its constituent parts. For much of its history, this eco-
system has operated generally effectively because, in our view, of two main factors: first, a common 
vision and set of values; and, second, mutual trust. At the centre of these positive working relationships 
was a commitment to the welfare of the refugees and the value and practice of transparency.   
 
 
 

                                                   
1 The use of the term ‘cluster’ in this instance should not be confused with the cluster approach introduced by the IASC in its response to the 2005 UN Humanitarian Response 
Review and discussed in Section 3.3.1 of this report. 
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Perceptions of Refugees and Their Leaders in the Camps 

There is considerable consistency across camps in terms of how refugees perceive their lives in the 
camps, both in what they appreciate and the challenges they face. Furthermore, there is also considerable 
consistency across categories of residents of the camps (women, minorities, youth) and between 
categories and the general population.  In fact, the evaluation found that there does not seem, for the most 
part, to be systematic discrimination against minorities in the camps. Nor did women register significantly 
different perceptions about camp life from those of men. For their part, however, youth did express a 
higher degree of concern for their future prospects and lack of opportunity for further schooling, and 
greater concern with the issue of substance abuse.   
  
With respect to the role of refugee management structures, the general population is aware of the 
limitations of these committees to resolve many of the challenges faced in the camps. Indeed, refugees 
demonstrate a good sense of what their leaders are able to do and what is beyond the capacity of their 
leaders to change. Refugees also show quite a clear sense of the duties of their camp leaders.  
Furthermore, they know what they want in their leaders: residents of the camps generally seek leaders 
with a good level of education, the capacity to work in more than one language, strong character traits, 
and effective ways of relating to the population. Overall, for the most part, refugees are positive in their 
assessment of their management structures. While there are some expected differences in specific issues 
identified across camps, residents do not call into question the refugee camp management model per se. 
 
Moreover, the refugees engaged for this evaluation display a good recollection and understanding of the 
election processes carried out in 2010. However, they observe that there are challenges to be addressed, 
notably giving “unregistered” refugees the right to vote. We also note the need for further improvements 
in women’s representation, and finding mechanisms to give voice to the concerns of key categories, 
especially minorities and youth.   
 
For their part, refugee leaders have a clear understanding about their roles and responsibilities, which 
align well with the job descriptions which guide their efforts in the camp management system. Most of 
the major challenges they face are beyond their capacity to address solely at the camp management level.  
Instead, such issues must be addressed at the broader level of coordination of humanitarian assistance.   

Other Key Issues in Camp Management 

With regard to protection and access to justice, refugees and their leaders are aware of the importance of 
work in this area. However, there is also some resistance to these efforts. One challenge is that the 
judiciary must be separated from the executive in the refugee justice system. A second is the need for 
security personnel to be supported by innovative programs with new ways of dealing with delinquent 
youth, an issue that is growing in prevalence. 
 
In terms of camp-level coordination, there is information sharing but a lack of consultation on program 
planning and priority setting in some sectors. Further, a more strategic, camp-wide look at unmet needs 
and gaps has only recently been a focus of monthly coordination meetings. Some international NGOs, 
such as those in the health sector, have not made it regular practice to consult CCs and RCs on decisions 
on program priorities or budget cuts. 
 
With regard to service delivery and monitoring, CCs and RCs are doing well in areas where they have 
direct responsibility, such as keeping track of population figures, warehousing and distribution of rations, 
maintaining basic infrastructure, and maintaining peace and order within the camps. It is less clear, 
however, that the CCs and RCs have sufficient technical capacity to monitor and ensure standards in 
specialized sectors such as education and health.   
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The refugee camp management system is generally perceived as positive by other stakeholders, 
especially in light of a number of changes in recent years, including improvements in the election 
processes. Given the many changes in leadership positions in the camp structures as a result of the 
elections and third-country resettlement, external stakeholders see an ongoing role for capacity building.  
For its part, UNHCR has been mainly engaging with these structures around the protection agenda, and, 
while supportive of these structures, believes that, as part of its protection mandate, there is a continued 
need for vigilance about the potential interference of non-state actors on them. To support the 
strengthening of these structures, an area where the UNHCR could make a valuable contribution is in 
advocating that RTG explicitly recognize these structures as legitimate governance and management 
structures of the refugee population, make explicit the responsibilities and the authority that have been 
devolved to them, and make explicit the terms that govern their relationships with the RTG.  
 
The evaluation also examined the impact of the refugee camps on neighbouring Thai communities.  
Such impacts, either positive or negative, are not a major challenge for the camp management structures. 
Issues that arise between the camps and the local Thai communities seem to be effectively mediated 
between the CCs and community leaders by the Thai Camp Commanders. However, there are concerns 
by some representatives of other RTG agencies (Forestry Department, Police and Army) that the Thai 
Camp Commanders and Ministry of Interior are not actually effectively applying RTG policy regarding 
the camps, particularly with respect to movements of refugees in and out of many of the camps. Some 
Thai Camp Commanders note that some policies are a challenge to implement given that the camps are 
not set up as fenced-in prisons with security perimeters, and that the camps should not be set up as prisons 
since refugees are not criminal convicts. 
 
The evaluation also examined the question of whether the camp management system is meeting 
international standards and norms for the humanitarian assistance of refugees. On the whole, the team 
found that these norms and principles are understood and are guiding the refugee management structures 
and other agencies working with the refugees in the camp management system. There are, though, some 
problems identified by stakeholders. One involves the large number of unregistered refugees (more than 
50% in some of the larger camps), whose lack of official status renders them more vulnerable. There is 
also the case where TBBC rice was provided by RCs to combatants who, in exchange, provided security 
around camp perimeters; this is no longer happening, but the parties involved were not transparent about 
it when it was. Concerns regarding the practices and transparency and accountability of some Thai 
Camp Commanders were also raised with the evaluators by different parties. 
 
The provision of explicit support to camp management is relatively recent. For the first twenty years, 
neither the UNHCR nor any of the NGOs took (or could take) any responsibility or provide any support 
to camp management, but only engaged with the communities as it related to direct service provision. The 
task of providing such support fell to TBBC which, because of its commitment to refugee empowerment 
and its strong relationships of trust with the RCs, was best positioned to undertake this work. Much 
progress has been made since the situation was first examined in 2003: Clear management and 
governance structures and processes are in place and standardized across the camps. Clear job 
descriptions exist for all positions within these structures, and extensive training and capacity building for 
all concerned have been provided. And Codes of Conduct have been adopted by both RCs for all refugees 
occupying positions within these structures. However, challenges remain with respect to management 
capacities, notably due to substantial turnover of former leaders occupying key positions as a result of 
resettlement and periodic elections. Further, new challenges will emerge as attention turns towards the 
eventual repatriation of the population. Going forward, therefore, it is imperative the donor community 
more explicitly acknowledge that camp management is a sector in its own right that must be guided 
strategically and supported financially. 
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One of the issues at the level humanitarian assistance coordination that has hurt the performance and 
credibility of the camp management system is a decline in mutual trust that had been critical to the 
effectiveness and the resilience of the response over the years. TBBC’s knowledge of the provision of rice 
by RCs to combatants (in exchange for providing security around camp perimeters) was not initially 
shared with the donor group, and the level of trust between the parties fell markedly, triggering concerns 
and a series of reviews. This mutual trust must be, and is being, rebuilt. We believe that one of the 
contributing factors here is the general asymmetry of knowledge between TBBC and other long-term 
players on the ground, and the donors, whose personnel change frequently. Among other things, the 
donors need to increase their independent knowledge on the ground on a permanent basis.   

Lessons 

Three overarching lessons arising from this assessment are worth noting: 
1) There is deep potential for self-governance and self-management in refugee communities. The 

experience of the camp management system in the refugee camps along the Thai border shows 
that refugee management structures can work. This is true at the level of the individual camp.  
And it is also true, in this experience at least, at the supra-camp level, where refugee structures 
established common camp mechanisms and policies, provided guidance and leadership, and 
negotiated with outside stakeholders, including local governments, donor agencies and service 
providers. Moreover, the experience reviewed here showed that refugee management structures 
can adapt to changing conditions and needs over time. In fact, in many ways, they function very 
much as resilient eco-systems. To be sure, refugee management structures also experience stress 
and must be regularly revised, retooled and otherwise strengthened. At its most general level, 
enabling refugees to exert as much control as possible over their own lives and livelihoods 
through self-management is an important affirmation of the essential humanity of refugee 
populations.  
 

2) Shared values and vision, and mutual trust, form the foundation of effective refugee camp 

management. Early on in the case reviewed here, efforts were made by the major stakeholders to 
develop a common vision and set of values upon which the camp management model would be 
built.  One of these values, in particular, was transparency. Furthermore, there were equally 
serious efforts made by the parties to establish and maintain mutual respect and trust. In 
combination, these factors provided the bedrock upon which many gains were made by the camp 
management system. Over the past five years, it is evident that, because of both internal and 
external dynamics, the shared values and trust among the actors had weakened. This weakened 
state requires key changes and improvements in the system. However, if such changes are made 
in a forthright and timely manner, it is very likely that the camp management system will emerge 
stronger and will continue to provide value to refugees, government agencies and other 
development actors alike.   
 

3) Camp management and governance skills and experience may promote nation-building in the 

repatriation effort. This is less of a lesson and more of an expectation. The building of leadership 
skills in political decision-making and in public administration through the hands-on experience 
of camp management could serve refugee populations and receiving communities well.  
Assuming that issues related to region and ethnicity can be managed in an orderly and peaceful 
manner as refugees return, it is likely that refugee leaders with camp management experience 
would be qualified to run for public office or take up appointments as government officials in 
their locality. In other words, camp management structures have functioned as “public 
administration schools.” And, for the broader refugee population on the Thai border, camp 
management structures have animated an experience of citizenship—narrowly defined, but quite 
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real nonetheless.  Both of these experiences—of public leadership and of citizenship—will be 
carried into and will hopefully strengthen Burma’s transition process.   

Recommendations 

In light of these findings and lessons, it is recommended that: 

At Camp Management Level 

1) All NGO service providers working in the camps consult fully with refugee management 
structures, as the legitimate governance structures of the refugee population, in decisions related 
to priority setting, program planning, program implementation and budget reductions.  Lead: 
NGO service providers. 

2) All agencies working in the camps should participate in the monthly coordination meetings at the 
camp level and strengthen the strategic role of these meetings in identifying gaps and emerging 
needs and how these can be addressed in a timely fashion.  Lead: Camp Committees. 

3) While continuing to require that the RCs and CCs meet the highest standards regarding the 
protection of each and all refugees and the civilian and humanitarian character of the camps, 
UNHCR actively advocate with the RTG that: 

(1) the RTG explicitly recognize the RCs and CCs as legitimate governance and management 
structures of the refugee (aka displaced persons population); and  

(2) the RTG make clear and explicit the responsibilities and authority that it has devolved to 
the RCs and CCs in the day-to-day running of the camps (aka temporary shelter areas) 
and the terms that govern the relationships between these structures and RTG agencies 
and representatives. Lead: UNHCR. 

4) The RCs and CCs ensure that all adults in the camps (as determined by TBBC’s verified caseload 
numbers), registered or unregistered, be given the right to vote in the 2013 elections. (If the RTG 
continues to object to unregistered residents voting, then the camp structures should find other 
ways of ensuring that the voice and concerns of this constituency are heard).  Leads: Refugee 
Committees and Camp Committees. 

5) The RCs, CCs and election committees at both the camp and RC levels take the necessary 
measures to ensure that the current minimum quota of 33% women on camp management 
structures is met and, preferably, surpassed. This includes measures to offset, minimize or 
eliminate deterrents to women’s participation (e.g., long hours away from home).2  Leads: 
Refugee Committees and Camp Committees. 

6) The RCs and CCs institute mechanisms, including direct minority representation or minority 
advisory bodies, to ensure that the voices of ethnic and religious minorities are heard and that 
their special needs are given due consideration.  Leads: Refugee Committees and Camp 
Committees.   

7) The RCs and CCs should put in place mechanisms (e.g., a camp public forum) for consulting 
youth about their ideas and concerns, encouraging young people to participate in activities that 
would benefit youth and the community as a whole.  Leads: Refugee Committees and Camp 
Committees. 

8) UNHCR, RTG and IRC/LAC, in collaboration with the RCs, i) support a clearer identification 
and delineation of the roles and responsibilities of the various parties with respect to protection 

                                                   
2 Recommendations 5, 6 and 7 focus on the formal refugee management structures and do not explicitly speak of the role of CBOs. The evaluation team recognizes that there are 
a number of CBOs currently active in the camps and that, as civil society organizations of the refugee population, they play an important role in the provision of certain services, 
allow refugees to organize and build capacity and leadership in certain areas and, within democratic settings, often play an important role as critiques and watch-dogs of formal 
management and governance structures. The current CBOs in the camps are important resources and structures that the CCs and RCs should draw on, where appropriate, in 
responding to these recommendations. 
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and access to justice; and ii) strengthen the capacity of the camp justice system and camp security 
in their complementary roles of maintaining peace, order and the rule of law and dealing with 
petty crimes and infractions of camp rules.  
Furthermore, that these parties endeavour to find the necessary resources to expand these 
‘protection and access to justice’ activities to all nine camps from the current five.  
Leads: UNHCR, RTG and IRC/LAC. 

9) UNHCR, RTG and IRC/LAC continue their support of the RCs to revise and roll out an updated 
set of camp rules and regulations as soon as possible, and ensure that the roll-out includes an 
effective process of public education of the population in the camps about the nature and purpose 
of these rules and regulations and how they must be consistent with and remain subservient to 
overarching Thai law.  Leads: UNHCR, RTG and IRC/LAC. 

At the Humanitarian Assistance Coordination Level  

10) In the context of the transition process beginning in Myanmar, and the associated priority of 
refugee repatriation, the Donor Humanitarian Actors Working Group (DHAWG) invest in a 
facilitation process that would identify and then rectify any dysfunctions in the workings of the 
complex of agencies operating at this level.  Lead: DHAWG and lead donor agency. 

11) The effectiveness and efficiency of the DHAWG itself be enhanced through the establishment of 
a small secretariat that would provide the donor community with ongoing support, coordination, 
continuity, timely information and independent analysis.  Lead: DHAWG and lead donor agency. 

12) The Refugee Committees be recognized as the legitimate representatives of refugees in the nine 
camps and be formally involved in the planning and priority setting processes of the DHAWG.  
Lead: DHAWG Chair. 

13) DHAWG formally endorse the leadership role played by TBBC with respect to supporting and 
strengthening the refugee management structures, and ensure that adequate financial resources are 
earmarked for the capacity building and general operations of these structures and that an 
appropriate agency is engaged to provide oversight of the camp management dimension of the 
humanitarian assistance.  Lead: DHAWG and lead donor agency. 

14) UNHCR be requested by the DHAWG to take on a leadership role on behalf of the donor 
community in developing a coordinated approach in preparation for the repatriation of Burmese 
refugees.  Leads: DHAWG and UNHCR.  

15) In the context of transition planning for the repatriation of refugees, DHAWG commission a more 
detailed strategic analysis of ways and means in which the camp management model, and in 
particular, its experience, lessons, tools and capacities can make an optimum contribution to 
Burma’s nation-building efforts over the next five to ten years.  Lead: DHAWG and lead donor 

agency. 

 

We propose that the Committee for the Coordination of Services to Displaced Persons in Thailand take 
responsibility for animating and tracking action related to the nine recommendations at the camp 
management level. We further propose that the DHAWG as a whole take responsibility for tracking action 
related to the six recommendations at the humanitarian assistance coordination level and that it identify 
within its membership an agency or agencies to take the lead for each of the recommendations where such 
is not identified. 

Conclusion 

The evaluation found that the camp management system has generally worked well and is a valuable 
model of participation and administration of refugee affairs.  Its structures are generally regarded as 
legitimate and effective by the refugee population. But the system is under stress and steps must be taken 
to strengthen it at both the camp level and the broader coordination level, to strengthen the system and 
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improve the environment within which it operates. As a tool for the well-being and governance of the 
140,000 refugees in the camps along the Thai border, the camp management system is worthy of further 
investment and improvement. It is also likely to prove to be a valuable touchstone for the nation-building 
efforts, including the repatriation process, by the people and institutions of Burma in the years ahead.   
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – FRENCH  

Adaptation, résilience et transition : 

Rapport sur l’évaluation formative de la gestion des camps dans les camps de 

réfugiés birmans en Thaïlande 
 

SOMMAIRE 

Introduction 

Le présent rapport résume les conclusions d’une évaluation formative de la gestion de camp dans les 
camps de réfugiés birmans en Thaïlande.  Le rapport se divise en six parties : le contexte, l’objet, la 
méthodologie, les constatations, les leçons à tirer et les recommandations.  Effectuée en 2011-2012, 
l’évaluation a été commandée conjointement par l’Agence canadienne de développement international 
(ACDI), l’Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID) et Act for Peace (Australie). 

Contexte 

Le Myanmar semble être entré dans une importante période de transition politique et économique.  Alors 
que les gouvernements occidentaux commencent à relâcher leurs sanctions, et que les investisseurs se 
positionnent pour augmenter leur niveau d’activité dans le pays, la plupart des intervenants traitent la 
présente ouverture politique à la fois avec optimisme et circonspection.  Parmi d’autres défis, dans les 
années à venir, le processus complexe de rapatriement et de réinstallation des Birmans réfugiés à 
l’extérieur des frontières du pays doit être planifié, puis géré de façon effective et efficiente.  La 
géographie, l’ethnicité, la langue, le sexe et la religion font partie des nombreux facteurs sensibles qu’on 
devra traiter avec soin dans la réintégration des populations réfugiées dans la nation birmane.  Il est clair 
que tout au long de cette période de transition, et particulièrement au cours des cinq à dix prochaines 
années, le soutien des qualités d’adaptation et de résilience devra être l’une des plus grandes priorités 
attachées au succès recherché à travers tous les secteurs et toutes les institutions de la société du 
Myanmar. 
 
Un système adaptif et résilient qui a démontré sa valeur et qui pourrait être d’une pertinence considérable 
pour le succès du processus de rapatriement et de réinstallation, c’est celui du système de gestion des 
camps dans les camps de réfugiés birmans en Thaïlande.  En évolution pendant les 25 dernières années, 
cette approche à base communautaire a mis à contribution les réfugiés et les structures de réfugiés dans la 
gestion du jour le jour des camps, a cherché à promouvoir l’auto-suffisance chez les personnes déplacées 
et, ce faisant, a donné à ceux qui y ont participé l’expérience et les compétences qui pourraient être utiles 
dans le processus à plus long terme de reconstruction de la nation en Birmanie. 
 
Présentement le système gère neuf camps desservant 140 000 réfugiés appartenant pour la plupart aux 
groupes ethniques Karen (principalement dans sept camps) et Karenni (principalement dans deux camps).  
Si le système de gestion des camps a enregistré quelques succès impressionnants, il a aussi fait face à 
beaucoup de stress, particulièrement ces cinq dernières années.  À compter de 2008, une série d’examens 
effectués par les donateurs qui soutiennent des programmes opérant dans les camps ont identifié des 
problèmes préoccupants et le besoin de changements au système.  Commandée en 2011 par l’ACDI, 
AusAID et Act for Peace, la présente évaluation a cherché à examiner ces préoccupations et à évaluer la 
pertinence du modèle de gestion de camps dans le contexte actuel. 
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Objet 

L’objet de cette évaluation formative était triple : 
1) faciliter un dialogue constructif parmi les intervenants sur la question de la gestion de camps dans 

les camps de réfugiés situés à la frontière Thaïlande/Birmanie ; 
2) décrire de façon détaillée et exacte le modèle de gestion de camps qui est actuellement en place ; 

et 
3) identifier les domaines où il y aurait lieu de faire des améliorations et d’instaurer des 

changements. 
Plus précisément, le mandat de l’étude demandait à l’équipe d’évaluation de documenter l’histoire et 
l’évolution du modèle, d’évaluer l’efficacité de la couverture de ses responsabilités, d’évaluer dans quelle 
mesure le travail des structures de gestion respecte les normes internationales et de favoriser entre les 
partenaires le dialogue sur le modèle, sur la base d’une preuve documentée. 

Méthodologie  

La méthodologie employée par l’équipe d’évaluation était centrée sur l’utilisation des résultats et a mis 
l’accent sur  l’engagement des intervenants.  En plus d’un examen de documents et d’entrevues auprès de 
personnes clés des représentants des organismes donateurs, d’organisations non gouvernementales (ONG) 
et du gouvernement royal de la Thaïlande (Royal Thai Government - RTG), des données ont été 
recueillies dans les neufs camps par le biais d’une série d’ateliers et de groupes de discussion réunissant 
un échantillon volumineux de réfugiés choisis de façon aléatoire, ainsi que de groupes de discussion 
spéciaux à l’intention des minorités, des femmes et des jeunes (filles et garçons).  Une équipe de 11 
membres composée de chercheurs étrangers et locaux a animé ces discussions.  Quelque 545 résidents 
généraux des camps furent consultés, ainsi que 308 réfugiés gestionnaires et des représentants des 
organismes communautaires qui travaillaient dans les camps.  En plus, l’équipe d’évaluation a interviewé 
50 fonctionnaires du RTG à l’intérieur et à l’extérieur des camps, 57 petits commerçants à l’intérieur et à 
l’extérieur des camps, et 69 individus situés à proximité des camps : propriétaires de domaines, de fermes, 
de centres de villégiature et de restaurants, ainsi que des membres de la collectivité générale.  Dans 
l’ensemble, l’équipe d’évaluation a recueilli des données par le truchement d’interactions directes avec 
environ 1 060 informateurs de l’intérieur et des alentours des camps à l’étude, un fois qu’on y inclut les 
représentants de l’ONU, des ONG internationales et des comités de réfugiés (RC). 
 
L’évaluation a plusieurs limites.  En particulier, étant donné l’importance de l’accent mis sur la cueillette 
de données au niveau du camp, l’équipe d’évaluation a consacré relativement moins de temps au niveau 
plus large de la coordination de l’aide humanitaire à travers les camps.  De fait, le travail au niveau des 
camps s’est avéré plus exigeant en main-d’œuvre et plus complexe qu’on s’y attendait.  Les facteurs, ici, 
étaient notamment la dispersion géographique des camps et les deux comités de réfugiés, le changement à 
la direction d’un organisme clé, des délais de certaines approbations au niveau des camps et, suite à ces 
délais, la disponibilité de personnel local s’exprimant couramment en karenni.  Néanmoins, malgré ces 
contraintes et d’autres, l’équipe d’évaluation est convaincue que les constatations et les recommandations 
présentées ici sont exactes et appropriées. 
 
Il est également important de reconnaître que cette évaluation ne s’est pas penchée directement sur une 
dimension essentielle de la gestion des camps – le rôle et le rendement des organismes et représentants du 
RTG.  Le RTG détient l’autorité et la responsabilité ultimes sur les camps et leur gestion.  Une des 
conditions pour que la présente évaluation puisse procéder, ce fut que l’accent serait principalement mis 
sur les structures de gestion à base de réfugiés et non sur le rôle et la performance des organismes et des 
représentants du RTG.  Dans les cas où le rôle et la performance de divers représentants thaï sont 
pertinents, ils ont été notés dans le rapport.  Même si quelques-unes des constatations semblent indiquer 
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des recommandations évidentes à l’endroit du RTG, nous nous sommes abstenus de le faire puisqu’il 
n’était pas du ressort de ce rapport d’adresser des recommandations au RTG. 
 
En terminant, le processus de validation de l’évaluation a dû être écourté à cause de contraintes 
budgétaires qui ont mené au remplacement de la mission de validation qui avait été prévue par une série 
de conférences vidéo et audio avec des parties prenantes essentielles en Thaïlande : le DHAWG, les RC et 
l’OCDP/MOI.  Cette version finale du rapport reflète beaucoup du retour d’information reçu pendant ces 
séances.  Toutefois, les lecteurs intéressés peuvent également consulter l’Annexe 12 de la version longue 
du rapport, où ils trouveront un sommaire des discussions qui ont eu lieu pendant ces séances de 
validation. 

Constats 

La compréhension du modèle de gestion des camps 

Tel qu’il a évolué dans les neufs camps sis à la frontière thaïlandaise, le modèle de gestion des camps se 
compose de trois agglomérats3 de responsabilités, chacun composé d’un réseau d’organisations sous-
composantes.  La façon dont le modèle fonctionne dans son ensemble est influencée par la capacité et la 
performance d’organisations sous-composantes dans chacun des agglomérats, ainsi que par leur efficacité 
dans la coordination au sein de leur agglomérat et entre les agglomérats. 
 
Dans « l’agglomérat de camps » (notre terminologie), il existe des organisations qui ont pour fonction la 
prestation de services aux camps eux-mêmes.  Au cœur de cet agglomérat, il y a deux comités de réfugiés 
(RC) et neuf comités de camps (CC).  Sous chacun des CC, et relevant d’eux, il y a des chefs de sections 
appuyés par des comités de sections.  Ces structures sont soutenues par des ONG internationales dont les 
programmes principaux portent sur la santé et l’assainissement, l’éducation, l’alimentation, l’abri et le 
soutien non alimentaire, ainsi que le soutien de gestion, offert par par le Thailand Burma Border 
Consortium (TBBC) ; et la protection, dispensée par le Haut-commissaire des Nations Unies pour les 
réfugiés (UNHCR) et, plus récemment dans cinq des neuf camps, par un projet du Comité international de 
secours (IRC), les centres d’aide juridique (LAC).  Les ONG qui opèrent dans les camps sont 
coordonnées par le comité de coordination des services aux personnes déplacées en Thaïlande (CCSDPT), 
qui agit également comme interface entre ces ONG et le gouvernement royal de Thaïlande (RTG). 
 
« L’agglomérat des donateurs » (là encore, notre terminologie) constitue un deuxième agglomérat dans le 
système.  Ici les pays donateurs, souvent par l’intermédiaire de leurs ambassades à Bangkok, participent 
au groupe de travail des agents donateurs d’aide humanitaire (DHAWG).  Les principaux donateurs sont 
les États-Unis et l’Union européenne.  Le groupe de travail, à son tour, coordonne et partage l’information 
avec le CCSDPT et ses programmes, fait la liaison avec le UNHCR et effectue une consultation et une 
coordination avec des intervenants clés du gouvernement royal thaïlandais (RTG).  Par contre, les fonds 
vont toutefois directement des organismes donateurs individuels vers les camps, à travers le TBBC ou les 
ONG pourvoyeurs de services. 
 
Le troisième agglomérat touche le gouvernement royal thaïlandais (nous l’appelons « l’agglomérat 
RTG  »).  Les principaux acteurs ici sont le conseil national de sécurité (National Security Council - 
NSC), le ministère de l’Intérieur (Ministry of the Interior - MOI), l’Armée thaïlandaise (Thai Army), le 
ministère des Affaires étrangères (Ministry of Foreign Affairs - MFA) et le bureau de coordination des 
personnes déplacées (Office for the Coordination of Displaced Persons - OCDP) du MOI, qui a pour 
fonction d’approuver les plans des membres du CCSDPT et de travailler avec le UNHCR et d’autres 

                                                   
3 Ne pas confondre l’utilisation du terme “agglomérat (cluster)”, dans ce cas-ci, avec la “cluster approach” introduite par l’IASC dans sa réponse à la Humanitarian Response 
Review de l’ONU en 2005 et discutée à la Section 3.3.1 du présent rapport. 
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organismes.  Les quatre gouverneurs des provinces dans lesquelles les camps sont situés relèvent du MOI, 
alors que les agents adjoints de districts (Deputy District Officers – titre des commandants de camps 
thaïlandais) relèvent, par le biais de leurs bureaux de districts, des bureaux des gouverneurs respectifs.  
Les commandants de camps thaïlandais interagissent directement avec les comités de camps et leurs sous-
structures, sur lesquels ils conservent l’autorité ultime. 
 
Pendant la plus grande partie des deux dernières décennies, cet ensemble d’acteurs a évolué dans ses 
relations et a, collectivement, constitué une espèce d’écosystème.  Cet écosystème a généralement 
fonctionné d’une façon adaptive et résiliente en réagissant et en s’ajustant aux nouveaux acteurs et aux 
nouveaux besoins à mesure que les conditions changeaient et en mobilisant les ressources qu’il fallait 
pour atteindre les objectifs de ses parties constituantes.  Pour une grande part de son histoire, cet 
écosystème a fonctionné d’une façon généralement efficace à cause, à notre avis, de deux facteurs 
principaux : le premier, une vision commune et un ensemble de valeurs communes, et le deuxième, une 
confiance mutuelle.  Au centre de ces relations de travail positives s’est trouvé un engagement envers le 
bien-être des réfugiés et la valeur et la pratique de la transparence. 

Les perceptions des réfugiés et de leurs leaders dans les camps 

Il y a à travers les camps une très grande uniformité quant à la façon dont les réfugiés perçoivent leur vie 
dans les camps, tant pour ce qu’ils apprécient que pour les défis auxquels ils font face.  De plus, on trouve 
également beaucoup d’uniformité à travers les catégories de résidents des camps (femmes, minorités, 
jeunes) et entre les catégories et la population en général.  En fait, l’évaluation a trouvé qu’il ne semble 
pas y avoir, pour la plupart, de discrimination systématique contre les minorités dans les camps.  Et les 
femmes n’ont pas non plus enregistré des perceptions significativement différentes de celles des hommes 
concernant la vie des camps.  Pour leur part, toutefois, les jeunes ont exprimé un niveau de préoccupation 
plus élevé quant à leurs possibilités d’avenir et le manque de possibilités de scolarisation et une 
préoccupation plus grande vis-à-vis le problème de la toxicomanie. 
 
Quant au rôle des structures de gestion des réfugiés, la population en général est consciente des limites 
de ces comités quand il s’agit de résoudre de nombreuses difficultés auxquelles on fait face dans les 
camps.  En effet, les réfugiés montrent qu’ils ont une bonne perception de ce que leurs chefs sont capables 
de faire et de ce qui est au-delà de leur capacité de changer.  Les réfugiés montrent également un sens 
plutôt clair des tâches de leurs leaders de camps.  De plus, ils savent ce qu’ils veulent chez leurs leaders : 
les résidents des camps cherchent généralement des leaders qui ont un bon niveau de scolarité, la capacité 
de travailler dans plus d’une langue, des traits de caractère solides et des façons efficaces d’entretenir des 
rapports avec la population.  Dans l’ensemble, pour la plupart, les réfugiés sont positifs dans leur 
évaluation de leurs structures de gestion.  Bien qu’il y ait quelques différences attendues dans des 
questions particulières identifiées à travers les camps, les résidents ne remettent pas en cause le modèle de 
gestion des réfugiés en lui-même. 
 
De plus, les réfugiés ayant pris part à cette évaluation montrent qu’ils ont une bonne mémoire et une 
bonne compréhension des processus des élections tenues en 2010.  Toutefois, ils font observer qu’il y a 
des défis à surmonter, et notamment celui de donner aux réfugiés « non inscrits » le droit de vote.  Nous 
notons également le besoin d’autres améliorations dans la représentation des femmes et celui de trouver 
des mécanismes pour donner une voix aux préoccupations de catégories clés, et particulièrement les 
minorités et les jeunes. 
 
Pour leur part, les leaders des réfugiés comprennent clairement leurs rôles et leurs responsabilités. Ceux-
ci s’alignent bien avec les descriptions de tâches qui guident leurs efforts dans le système de gestion des 
camps.  La plupart des principaux défis auxquels ils font face dépasse leur capacité de s’y attaquer 
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uniquement au niveau de la gestion des camps.  Au lieu de cela, de tels problèmes doivent être traités au 
niveau plus large de la coordination de l’aide humanitaire. 

Autres questions clés concernant la gestion des camps 

Du côté de la protection et de l’accès à la justice, les réfugiés et leurs leaders sont conscients de 
l’importance du travail dans ce domaine.  Toutefois, ces efforts rencontrent quelque résistance.  Un des 
défis, c’est que le judiciaire doit être séparé de l’exécutif dans le système de la justice des réfugiés.  Un 
autre défi, c’est la nécessité, pour le personnel de sécurité, d’être appuyé par des programmes innovateurs 
avec de nouvelles façons de traiter avec les jeunes délinquants, un problème qui va croissant. 
 
En termes de coordination au niveau des camps, il y a un partage de l’information mais un manque de 
consultation sur la planification des programmes et l’établissement des priorités dans certains secteurs.  
De plus, ce n’est que tout récemment qu’un regard plus stratégique, au niveau du camp, sur les besoins et 
les lacunes restés sans réponse a eu droit de cité aux réunions de coordination mensuelles.  Quelques 
ONG internationales, comme celles du secteur de la santé, n’ont pas fait une pratique régulière de 
consulter les CC et les RC sur les décisions touchant les priorités de programmes ou les coupures de 
budgets. 
 
Pour ce qui est de la prestation des services et de la surveillance, les CC et les RC font bien dans les 
domaines où ils ont une responsabilité directe, comme de suivre le dénombrement de la population, 
l’entreposage et la distribution des rations, la maintenance de l’infrastructure de base et le maintien de la 
paix et de l’ordre à l’intérieur des camps.  Il est cependant moins clair de savoir si les CC et les RC ont 
suffisamment de capacité technique pour exercer une surveillance et assurer l’application de standards 
dans des secteurs comme l’éducation et la santé. 
 
Le système de gestion des camps de réfugiés est généralement perçu comme positif par les autres 
intervenants, particulièrement à la lumière d’un certain nombre de changements, ces dernières années, et 
notamment dans les processus de tenue des élections.  Étant donné les nombreux changements dans les 
postes de leadership survenus dans les structures des camps suite aux élections et à la réinstallation dans 
un tiers pays, les intervenants externes voient là un rôle continu pour un renforcement des capacités. 
 
Pour sa part, l’UNHCR s’est principalement engagé avec ces structures autour de l’agenda de protection, 
et, bien qu’il appuie ces structures, il croit que, dans le cadre de son mandat de protection, il y a un besoin 
continu de vigilance concernant l’interférence possible sur eux de la part d’acteurs non-étatiques.  Pour 
soutenir le renforcement de ces structures, un domaine où UNHCR pourrait faire une contribution 
précieuse, c’est d’intercéder auprès du RTG pour qu’il reconnaisse explicitement ces structures comme 
des structures légitimes de gouvernance et de gestion de la population de réfugiés, qu’il rende explicite les 
responsabilités et l’autorité qui leur ont été dévolues et qu’il rende explicite les termes qui régissent leurs 
relations avec le RTG. 
 
L’évaluation a également examiné l’impact des camps de réfugiés sur les communautés thaïes 
avoisinantes.  Ces impacts, positifs ou négatifs, ne présentent pas un défi majeur pour les structures de 
gestion des camps.  Les problèmes qui surviennent entre les camps et les communautés thaïes locales 
semblent trouver chez les commandants des camps thaïs une médiation effective entre les CC et les chefs 
de la communauté.  Toutefois, certains représentants d’autres organismes du RTG (le ministère des forêts, 
la police et l’armée) s’inquiètent de ce que les commandants des camps thaïlandais et le ministère de 
l’Intérieur n’appliquent pas effectivement les politiques du RTG concernant les camps, particulièrement 
en ce qui a trait aux mouvements de réfugiés entrant et sortant de plusieurs des camps.  Certains 
commandants de camps thaï notent que certaines politiques sont difficiles à appliquer étant donné que les 
camps ne sont pas établis comme des prisons ceinturées de clôtures avec périmètres de sécurité, et que les 
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camps ne devraient pas être établis comme des prisons puisque les réfugiés ne sont pas des criminels 
condamnés. 
 
L’évaluation a aussi examiné la question de savoir si le système de gestion des camps répond aux normes 
et aux standards internationaux pour l’aide humanitaire aux réfugiés. Dans l’ensemble, l’équipe a trouvé 
que ces normes et ces principes sont compris et qu’ils guident les structures de gestion des réfugiés et les 
autres organismes qui travaillent avec des réfugiés dans le système de gestion des camps. Il y a néanmoins 
quelques problèmes identifiés par des intervenants.  L’un de ces problèmes touche le grand nombre de 
réfugiés non inscrits (plus de 50 % dans certains des grands camps), dont l’absence de statut officiel les 
rend plus vulnérables.  Il y a également le cas où du riz de TBBC a été fourni par les RC à des 
combattants qui, en échange, assuraient la sécurité autour du périmètre du camp ; cela ne se produit plus, 
mais les parties en cause n’étaient pas transparentes à ce sujet quand c’était le cas.  Des préoccupations 
concernant les pratiques, et la transparence et la responsabilisation de certains commandants des camps 
thaïs, ont aussi été soulevées auprès des évaluateurs par différentes parties. 
 
La fourniture de soutien explicite à la gestion des camps est relativement récente.  Pendant les vingt 
premières années, ni le UNHCR, ni aucune des ONG n’ont assumé (ou n’auraient pu assumer) de 
responsabilité ou accordé de soutien à la gestion des camps. Ils n’ont fait que s’engager avec les 
communautés en ce qui avait trait à la prestation de services directs.  La tâche de dispenser ce soutien 
incomba à TBBC qui, à cause de son engagement à la responsabilisation des réfugiés et de ses solides 
relations de confiance avec les RC, était le mieux positionné pour entreprendre ce travail.  Il s’est fait 
beaucoup de progrès depuis que la situation a été examinée pour la première fois en 2003.  Des processus 
et des structures clairs de gouvernance et de gestion sont en place et standardisés à travers les camps.  Il 
existe des descriptions de tâches claires pour tous les postes au sein de ces structures, et un programme 
considérable de formation et de renforcement des capacités est fourni à tous les intervenants concernés.  
Et des codes de comportement ont été adoptés par les deux RC pour tous les réfugiés occupant des postes 
au sein des ces structures.  Toutefois, des défis demeurent quant aux capacités de gestion, notamment à 
cause du roulement substantiel d’anciens leaders occupant des postes clés suite à la réinstallation de ceux-
ci (dans des tiers pays) et aux élections périodiques.  De plus, de nouvelles difficultés émergeront à 
mesure que l’attention se tournera vers l’éventuel rapatriement de la population.  En allant de l’avant, 
donc, il est impératif que la communauté des donateurs reconnaisse explicitement que la gestion des 
camps est un secteur de plein droit qui doit être guidé stratégiquement et soutenu financièrement. 
 
Un des problèmes au niveau de la coordination de l’aide humanitaire qui a nui à la performance et à la 
crédibilité du système de gestion des camps, c’est un déclin dans la confiance mutuelle qui avait été 
critique pour l’efficacité et la résilience de la réponse au cours des années.  Que TBBC soit conscient de 
la fourniture de riz par les RC à des combattants (en échange de services de sécurité autour du périmètre 
des camps) et n’ait pas initialement informé le groupe des donateurs, a miné la confiance entre les parties 
de façon marquée, ce qui a déclenché des préoccupations et une série d’examens.  Cette confiance 
mutuelle doit être reconstruite, et des efforts dans ce sens ont déjà été entrepris.  Nous croyons aussi que 
l’un des facteurs contributifs, ici, c’est l’asymétrie générale des connaissances entre TBBC et d’autres 
acteurs à long terme sur le terrain, et les donateurs, dont le personnel change fréquemment.  Parmi 
d’autres choses, les donateurs ont besoin d’améliorer leurs connaissances indépendantes sur le terrain sur 
une base permanente. 

Leçons à dégager 

Trois grandes leçons qui se dégagent de cette évaluation valent la peine d’être notées : 
1) Il existe un potentiel profond, d’auto-gouvernance et d’autogestion dans les communautés de 

réfugiés.  L’expérience du système de gestion des camps dans les camps de réfugiés établis le 
long de la frontière thaïlandaise montre que les structures de gestion de réfugiés peuvent 
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fonctionner.  C’est vrai au niveau du camp individuel.  Et c’est également vrai, du moins dans la 
présente expérience, au niveau supérieur aux camps, où les structures de réfugiés ont établi des 
mécanismes et des politiques de camps communs, ont fourni des orientations et du leadership et 
ont négocié avec des intervenants extérieurs comme les gouvernements locaux, les organismes 
donateurs et les pourvoyeurs de services.  De plus, l’expérience examinée ici a montré que les 
structures de gestion des réfugiés peuvent s’adapter à des conditions et à des besoins changeants 
au fil du temps.  En fait, de plusieurs façons, elles fonctionnent d’une façon très semblable aux 
écosystèmes résilients.  Bien sûr, les structures de gestion des réfugiés connaissent aussi le stress 
et elles doivent être régulièrement révisées, réoutillées et autrement renforcées.  À son niveau le 
plus général, permettre aux réfugiés d’exercer le plus de contrôle possible sur leur propre vie et 
leurs moyens de subsistance par le biais de l’autogestion est une importante affirmation de 
l’humanité essentielle des populations de réfugiés. 
 

2) Les valeurs partagées et une vision commune, ainsi qu’une confiance mutuelle, forment la 

fondation d’une gestion efficace des camps de réfugiés.  Au tout début du cas examiné ici, des 
efforts ont été faits par les intervenants majeurs pour développer une vision et un ensemble de 
valeurs communs sur lesquels le modèle de gestion des camps serait édifié.  Une de ces valeurs, 
en particulier, était la transparence.  De plus, il y a eu des efforts également sérieux de faits par 
les parties pour établir et maintenir un respect et une confiance mutuels.  En combinaison, ces 
facteurs ont fourni le fondement sur lequel de nombreux gains furent faits par le système de 
gestion des camps.  Au cours de cinq dernières années, il est évident que, à cause de la 
dynamique tant interne qu’externe, les valeurs partagées et la confiance entre les acteurs s’étaient 
affaiblies.  Cet état affaibli nécessite des changements et des améliorations clés dans le système.  
Toutefois, si de tels changements sont faits d’une façon honnête et avec rapidité, il est très 
probable que le système de gestion des camps en sortira plus fort et continuera à offrir de la 
valeur aux réfugiés, aux organismes gouvernementaux et autres acteurs du développement. 
 

3) Les compétences et l’expérience en gestion des camps et en gouvernance peuvent promouvoir 

l’édification d’une nation dans l’effort de rapatriement.  C’est moins une leçon et plus une 
attente.  L’édification de compétences en leadership dans la prise de décision politique et dans 
l’administration publique par le biais de l’expérience active de la gestion de camps pourrait bien 
servir les populations de réfugiés et les communautés d’accueil.  En supposant que les enjeux 
ayant rapport à la région et à l’ethnicité peuvent être gérés d’une façon ordonnée et pacifique à 
mesure que les réfugiés retourneront, il est probable que les leaders des réfugiés ayant une 
expérience de gestion des camps seraient qualifiés pour se présenter à des postes publics ou pour 
accepter des nominations comme fonctionnaires du gouvernement dans leur localité.  Autrement 
dit, les structures de gestion des camps ont fonctionné comme des « écoles d’administration 
publique ».  Et, pour la population plus large des réfugiés à la frontière de la Thaïlande, les 
structures de gestion des camps ont animé une expérience de citoyenneté – étroitement définie, 
mais néanmoins tout à fait réelle.  Ces deux expériences – de leadership public et de 
citoyenneté—seront transportées dans le processus de transition de la Birmanie et, on l’espère, 
viendront renforcer celui-ci. 

Recommandations 

À la lumière de ces constatations et de ces leçons, il est recommandé que : 

Au niveau de la gestion des camps 

1) Que toutes les ONG pourvoyeuses de services travaillant dans les camps consultent 
complètement les structures de gestion des réfugiés comme structures légitimes de gouvernance 
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de la population de réfugiés, dans les décisions ayant trait à l’établissement des priorités, à la 
planification des programmes, à la mise en œuvre de programmes et aux réductions de budgets.  
Organisme responsable : ONG pourvoyeuses de services. 

2) Que tous les organismes qui travaillent dans les camps participent aux réunions de coordination 
mensuelles au niveau du camp et renforcent le rôle stratégique de ces réunions dans 
l’identification des lacunes et des besoins émergents, et de la façon dont ceux-ci peuvent être 
traités en temps opportun.  Organisme responsable : Comités de camps. 

3) Que, tout en continuant à exiger que les RC et les CC répondent aux normes les plus élevées 
concernant la protection de tous et chacun des réfugiés et concernant le caractère civil et 
humanitaire des camps, l’UNHCR intercède auprès du RTG pour qu’il : 
1) reconnaisse explicitement les RC et les CC comme structures légitimes de gouvernance et de 
gestion des réfugiés (aussi appelées populations de personnes déplacées); et  
2) énonce clairement et explicitement les responsabilités et l’autorité qu’il a dévolues aux RC et 
aux CC dans le fonctionnement au jour le jour des camps (aussi appelés aires d’abri temporaires) 
et les termes qui régissent les relations entre ces structures et les organismes et représentants du 
RTG. 
Organisme responsable : UNHCR. 

4) Que les RC et les CC s’assurent que tous les adultes dans les camps (tel que déterminé par les 
chiffres vérifiés de TBBC sur les charges de cas), inscrits ou non inscrits, aient le droit de vote 
lors des élections de 2013.  (Si le RTG continue à s’objecter au vote des non inscrits, les 
structures de camps devraient trouver d’autres façons de faire en sorte que les voix et les 
préoccupations de ces commettants puissent se faire entendre).  Organismes responsables : 
Comités de réfugiés et comités de camps. 

5) Que les RC, les CC et les comités d’élections, tant au niveau des camps qu’à celui des RC, 
prennent les mesure nécessaires pour garantir que le quota minimum actuel de 33 % de femmes 
sur les structures de gestion des camps soit atteint et, préférablement, surpassé.  Cette 
recommandation inclut des mesures visant à compenser, minimiser ou éliminer les aspects 
dissuasifs à la participation des femmes (par exemple, les longues heures d’absence de la 
maison)4.  Organismes responsables : Comités de réfugiés et comités de camps. 

6) Que les RC et les CC instituent des mécanismes, y compris une représentation directe des 
minorités ou des organismes consultatifs des minorités, pour faire en sorte que la voix des 
minorités ethniques et religieuses soit entendue et que leurs besoins spéciaux soient dûment pris 
en considération.  Organismes responsables : Comités de réfugiés et comités de camps. 

7) Que les RC et les CC mettent en place des mécanismes (par exemple, un forum public de camp) 
pour consulter les jeunes sur leurs idées et leurs préoccupations et pour encourager ceux-ci à 
participer aux activités qui seraient bénéfiques aux jeunes eux-mêmes et à la communauté toute 
entière.  Organismes responsables : Comités de réfugiés et comités de camps. 

8) Que UNHCR, RTG et IRC/LAC, en collaboration avec les RC, i) soutiennent une identification 
et une délimitation plus claires des rôles et responsabilités des diverses parties en ce qui a trait à 
la protection et à l’accès à la justice, et ii) renforcent la capacité du système de justice des camps 
et la sécurité des camps dans leurs rôles complémentaires de maintien de la paix, de l’ordre et de 
la règle de droit et pour traiter des délits mineurs et des infractions aux règles des camps.  
De plus, que ces parties entreprennent de trouver les ressources nécessaires à l’expansion de ces 

                                                   
4 Les recommandations 5, 6 et 7 portent sur les structures formelles de gestion des réfugiés et ne mentionnent pas explicitement le rôle des CBO.  L’équipe d’évaluation 
reconnaît qu’il y a un nombre de CBO présentement actives dans les camps et que, comme organisations de la société civile de la population des réfugiés, elles jouent un rôle 
important dans la prestation de certaines services, permettent aux réfugiés de s’organiser et de bâtir une capacité et un leadership dans certains domaines et, au sein d’un 
décor démocratique, elles jouents souvent un rôle important comme critiques et surveillants des structures formelles de gestion et de gouvernance.  Les CBO actuelles dans les 
camps sont des ressources et des structures importantes dont les CC et les RC devraient tirer parti, là où la chose est appropriée, dans leur réponse aux présentes 
recommandations. 
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activités de « protection et d’accès à la justice » des cinq camps actuels à l’ensemble des neuf 
camps.  Organismes responsables : UNHCR, RTG et IRC/LAC. 

9) Que UNHCR, RTG et IRC/LAC continuent à appuyer les RC pour réviser et sortir un ensemble 
mis à jour de règles et règlements des camps le plus tôt possible, et pour faire en sorte que la 
sortie inclue un processus effectif d’éducation publique de la population dans les camps 
concernant la nature et le but visé par ces règles et règlements et la façon dont ceux-ci doivent 
être conformes à la loi thaï et être au service de cette loi suprême.  Organismes responsables : 
UNHCR, RTG et IRC/LAC. 

Au niveau de la coordination de l’aide humanitaire  

10) Que, dans le contexte du processus de transition qui commence au Myanmar, et de la priorité 
associée du rapatriement des réfugiés, le groupe de travail des agents humanitaires donateurs 
(Donor Humanitarian Actors Working Group – DHAWG) investisse dans un processus de 
facilitation qui identifierait, pour ensuite la rectifier, toute dysfonction dans le fonctionnement du 
complex d’organismes opérant à ce niveau. Organisme responsable : DHAWG et l’organisme 

donateur responsable. 

11) Que l’efficacité et l’efficience de DHAWG lui-même soient rehaussées par l’établissement d’un 
petit secrétariat qui offrirait à la communauté des donateurs une continuité de soutien, de 
coordination, de permanence, d’information à temps opportun et d’analyse indépendante.  
Organisme responsable : DHAWG et l’organisme donateur responsable. 

12) Que les comités de réfugiés soient reconnus comme les représentants légitimes des réfugiés dans 
les neuf camps et soient mis à contribution dans les processus de planification et d’établissement 
de priorités de DHAWG.  Organisme responsable : la présidence de DHAWG. 

13)  Que DHAWG donne formellement son aval au rôle de leadership joué par TBBC à l’égard du 
soutien et du renforcement des structures de gestion des réfugiés et qu’il s’assure que des 
ressources financières adéquates soient réservées pour le renforcement des capacités et le 
fonctionnement général de ces structures et que l’organisme approprié soit engagé pour fournir 
une supervision de la dimension gestion de camp de l’aide humanitaire. Organisme responsable : 
DHAWG et l’organisme donateur responsable. 

14)  Que DHAWG demande à UNHCR d’assumer un rôle de leadership au nom de la communauté 
des donateurs dans le développement d’une approche coordonnée en préparation pour le 
rapatriement des réfugiés birmans.  Organismes responsables : DHAWG et UNHCR.  

15) Que, dans le contexte de la planification de la transition en vue du rapatriement des réfugiés, 
DHAWG commande une analyse stratégique plus détaillée des façons et des moyens par lesquels 
le modèle et, en particulier, son expérience, ses leçons, ses outils et ses capacités de gestion des 
camps peuvent apporter une contribution optimale aux efforts d’édification d’une nation birmane 
au cours des cinq à dix prochaines années.  Organisme responsable : DHAWG et l’organisme 

donateur responsable. 

 

Nous proposons que le Committee for the Coordination of Services to Displaced Persons in 
Thailand/Comité de coordination des services aux personnes déplacées en Thaïlande prenne la 
responsabilité d’animer et de suivre l’action reliée aux neuf recommandations au niveau de la gestion des 
camps.  Nous proposons de surcroît que le DHAWG dans son ensemble assume la responsabilité 
d’exercer un suivi sur les mesures reliées aux six recommandations au niveau de la coordination de l’aide 
humanitaire et qu’il identifie parmi ses membres un ou plusieurs organismes pour assumer la 
responsabilité pour chacune des recommandations où on n’a pas identifié de meneur. 
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Conclusion 

L’évaluation a trouvé que le système de gestion des camps a, en général, bien fonctionné et que c’est un 
modèle valable de participation et d’administration des affaires des réfugiés.  Ses structures sont 
généralement perçues comme légitimes et efficaces par la population des réfugiés.  Mais le système est 
soumis à des tensions, et des mesures doivent être prises pour le renforcer au niveau des camps et au 
niveau plus large de la coordination, afin de renforcer le système et d’améliorer l’environnement dans 
lequel il opère.  Comme outil pour le bien-être et la gouvernance des 140 000 réfugiés dans des camps 
longeant la frontière thaïlandaise, le système de gestion des camps mérite qu’on y investisse et qu’on 
l’améliore encore.  Il est également probable qu’il s’avère être une pierre de base pour les efforts 
d’édification d’un pays, y compris le processus de rapatriement, par le peuple et les institutions de la 
Birmanie dans les années à venir. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – BURMESE 

 

vdkufavsmnDaxGajymif;vJjcif;/ cHEdkif&nf±Sdjcif;ESifh vdkufavsmnDaxGajymif;vJjcif;/ cHEdkif&nf±Sdjcif;ESifh vdkufavsmnDaxGajymif;vJjcif;/ cHEdkif&nf±Sdjcif;ESifh vdkufavsmnDaxGajymif;vJjcif;/ cHEdkif&nf±Sdjcif;ESifh toGiful;ajymif;jcif;toGiful;ajymif;jcif;toGiful;ajymif;jcif;toGiful;ajymif;jcif;    

xdkif;EdkifiHa&muf jrefrmEdkifiH 'kuQonfrsm; pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ESifh ywfoufI tpOD; tuJjzwfcsuf tpD&ifcHpmxdkif;EdkifiHa&muf jrefrmEdkifiH 'kuQonfrsm; pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ESifh ywfoufI tpOD; tuJjzwfcsuf tpD&ifcHpmxdkif;EdkifiHa&muf jrefrmEdkifiH 'kuQonfrsm; pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ESifh ywfoufI tpOD; tuJjzwfcsuf tpD&ifcHpmxdkif;EdkifiHa&muf jrefrmEdkifiH 'kuQonfrsm; pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ESifh ywfoufI tpOD; tuJjzwfcsuf tpD&ifcHpm    

tpD&ifcHpm tusOf;csKyftpD&ifcHpm tusOf;csKyftpD&ifcHpm tusOf;csKyftpD&ifcHpm tusOf;csKyf    
    

ed'gef; ed'gef; ed'gef; ed'gef;     
TtpD&ifcHpmonf xdkif;EdkifiHa&muf jrefrmEdkifiHom; 'kuQonfpcef;rsm; pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ESifhywfoufaom 
tuJjzwfawG@S±Sd csufrsm;udk tusOf;csKyf az:jyxm;jcif;jzpfygonf? tpD&ifcHpmudk 
aemufcHta=umif;tcsuf/ &nf±G,fcsuf/ tpD&ifcHpm jyKpk&mY toHk;jyKaomenf;pepfrsm;/ 
awG@±Sdcsufrsm;/ oifcef;pmrsm;ESifh t=uHjyKwifjycsufrsm;[lI tydkif;rsm;cGJxm;yg onf? (2011-2012) 
ckESpfrSm jyKpkcJhaom TtuJjzwfcsufudkjyKpk&ef uae'gEdkifiH EdkifiHwumzGH@jzdK;a&;at*sifpD (Canadian 
International Development Agency-CIDA) =opaw;vsEdkifiH EdkifiHwum zGH@jzdK;a&;at*sifpD (Australian Agency 
for International Development-AusAID) =opaw;vsEdkifiHtajcpdkuf jidrf;csrf;a&; vkyfief;pOf tzGJ@ (Act for Peace 
– Australia)wdk@u wm0efay;cJhjcif;jzpfygonf?  
 
aemufcHta=umif; aemufcHta=umif; aemufcHta=umif; aemufcHta=umif;     
jrefrmEdkifiHonf ta&;=uD;aom EdkifiHa&;ESifh pD;yGm;a&;toGiful;ajymif;r_umvodk@ a&mufpjyKaea=umif; 
awG@&ygonf? taemufEdkifiHtpdk;&rsm;u '%fcwfydwfqkd@r_rsm;udk ajzav#mhpjyKaejyD;/ 
&if;ESD;jrSKyfESHolrsm;uvnf; jrefrmEdkifiHwGif;rSm tifwdkuftm;wdkuf v_yf±Sm;=u&ef jyifae=uonfjzpf&m/ 
jrefrmEdkifiHta&;wGif yg0ifywfoufaeol trsm;pku vuf±Sd EdkifiHa&; 0ifaygufudk 
taumif;jrifpdwfESifha&m/ owdrvGwfaom pdwfESifhyg =unfhjrifae=uv#uf±Sdonf? a±S@vmrnfhESpf 
rsm;wGif =uHKawG@&rnfh tjcm;pdefac:r_rsm;xJwGif jynfya&muf jrefrmEdkifiHom; 'kuQonfrsm;. 
ae&yf&if;jyefa&;ESifh jyef vnftajccsa&;wnf;[laom ±_yfaxG;cufcJonfh vkyfief;vnf; 
tygt0ifjzpfonf? Tvkyfief;twGuf tpDtpOfa&; qGJxm;&rnfjzpfjyD;/ xdxda&mufa&mufvnf; 
pDrHtkyfcsKyf&rnfjzpfygonf? yx0D0ife,fajr/ vlrsdK;pk/ bmompum;/ usm;-r/ 
bmoma&;jy\emwdk@onf ta&;=uD;aom jy\emrsm;jzpfjyD;/ 'kuQonfrsm;udk jynfwGif;odk@ 
0ifa&mufaygif; pnf;ap&mY *±kwpdkufajz±Sif;&rnfvnf;jzpfygonf? toGiful;ajymif;a&;umv 
wav#mufvHk;rSm/ vdkufavsmnDaxG ajymif;vJEdkifatmifESifh cHEdkif&nf±Sdatmif yHhydk;ay;jcif;vkyfief;onf 
jrefrmhvl@tzGJ@tpnf;. u¾pHk/ ae&mXmeaygif;pHkrSm atmifjrifr_&a&;twGuf taumif;qHk;OD;pm;ay; 
aqmif±Gufaom vkyfief;rsm;teuf wckjzpfoifhygonf?  
 
atmifjrifa=umif;jyocJhjyD;vnf;jzpf/ ae&yf&if;jyefa&;ESifh jyefvnftajccsa&;vkyfief; 
atmifjrifa&;twGuf tawmft wefvnf;ta&;ygEdkifaom vdkufavsmnDaxGajymif;vJa&;ESifh 
cHEdkif&nf±Sda&;vkyfief; pepfwckum; xdkif;EdkifiHxJ±Sd jrefrm EdkifiHom;'kuQonfpcef;rsm;wGif 
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usifhoHk;aeaom 'kuQonfrsm; pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_pepf. pepfwckjzpfygonf? vGefcJhaom (25)ESpfwm 
umvtwGif;rSm wpwp yHkay:vmcJhonfjzpfjyD;/ vlr_tzGJ@tpnf;rSm tajccHaom T 
pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_p epfonf ae@pOf pcef; pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_wGif 'kuQonfrsm;ESifh 
'kuQonftzGJ@tpnf;rsm;yg0ifaom pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_pepfjzpfonf? Tpepfonf 
tdk;tdrftajcysufcJholrsm;tzdk@ udk,fhtm;udk,fudk,f;a&;pdwf"gwf jrifhrm;vmatmif 
pGrf;aqmifay;cJhonf? Todk@ pGrf;aqmifay;jcif;ESifh wygwnf;rSmyif jrefrmEdkifiH. a&±Snf 
wdkif;jynfjyefvnfwnfaqmufa&;vkyfief;rSm taxmuftuljzpfapEdkifonfh tawG@t=uHKESifh 
u|rf;usifr_wdk@udkvnf; yg0ifaqmif±Gufolrsm;tm; ay;cJhavonf?  
 
avmavmq,fY Tpepfjzifh u&if (pcef; 7-ckwGif trsm;pkjzpfonf)ESifh u&ifeD (pcef; 2-ckwGif 
trsm;pkjzpfonf) vlrsdK;pkrsm; trsm;qHk;yg0ifaom 'kuQonfaygif; (140, 000)aexdkif&m pcef; (9)ckudk 
pDrHtkyfcsKyfv#uf±Sdonf? pcef; pDrH tkyfcsKyfr_pepfonf odomxif±Sm;a;om atmifjrifr_tcsdK@udk 
rSwfwrf;wifEdkifcJhaomfjim;vnf; t=uyftwnf;tawmf rsm; rsm;udkvnf;=uHKcJh&onf? txl;ojzifh 
vGefcJhaom (5)ESpftwGif;ujzpfonf? (2008)ckESpfupI pcef;.vkyfief; tpDt pOfrsm;udk 
taxmuftyHhay;aom tvSL±Sifrsm;. pDppfr_rsm;rSaeI pepfrSm±Sdaeaom tav;*±kjyKp&mjy\ 
emrsm;ESifh ajymif;vJ&efvdktyfcsufrsm; ay:xGufvmcJhonf? (2011)ckESpftwGif;u CIDA AusAid ESifh Act 
for Peace wdk@.wm 0efay;csuft& T,ck tuJjzwfcsufu Tjy\emrsm;udk pDppf=unfh&efESifh 
vuf±SdtajctaerSm pcef;pDrH tkyfcsKyfr_yHkpH. oifhavsmfr_±Sd/ r±Sdqdkonfudk tuJjzwf&ef 
=udK;;yrf;jcif;jzpfygonf?  
 
&nf±G,fcsufrsm; &nf±G,fcsufrsm; &nf±G,fcsufrsm; &nf±G,fcsufrsm;     
TtpOD;tuJjzwfcsuf. &nf±G,fcsufrsm;um; (3)csuf±Sdygonf? 4if;wdk@rSm 

1) xdkif;jrefrme,fpyf 'kuQonfpcef;rsm;. pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ESifhywfoufI 
yg0ifywfoufr_±Sdolrsm;.  tusdK;±Sd aom aqG;aEG;yGJwck jzpfajrmufvmap&ef  

2) tom;usaeaom vuf±Sd pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_yHkpHta=umif;udk jynfhjynfhpHkpHkESifh wdwdusus 
±Sif;jy&ef  

3) jyKjyifr_ESifh ajymif;vJr_rsm; pwifvkyfaqmifoifhonfh vkyfief;e,fy,frsm;udk az:xkwfjy&ef 
wdk@jzpfygonf?  

 
ydkI wdwdusus qdk&ygv#if/ TavhvmcsufrSmyg±Sdaom &nfn$ef;pum;&yfrsm;ESifh avsmfnDpGm 
tuJjzwfa&;tzGJ@onf pcef;tkyfcsKyfr_yHkpH. ordkif;ESifh wpwpjzpfay:vmyHkudk rSwfwrf;jyKjcif;/ 
pcef;tkyfcsKyfa&;wm0efrsm; aqmif±Gufjcif;.  xda&mufr_ yrm%udk tuJjzwfjcif;/ pDrHtkyfcsKyfa&; 
tqifhqifhtzGJ@tpnf;rsm;. vkyfief;rsm;onf EdkifiHwum pHcsdef rsm;ESifh rnfr#txdudkufnDa=umif; 
tuJjzwfjcif;/ tkyfcsKyfr_yHkpHESifhywfoufI vkyfaz:udkifzuftzGJ@tpnf;rsm;tcsif;csif;  pm±Gufpmwrf; 
taxmuftxm;rsm;jzifh aqG;aEG;aEG;onfh aqG;aEG;yGJudk usif;yay;jcif;wdk@ jyK&ygonf?  
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tpD&ifcHpm jyKpk&mY toHk;jyKaomenf;pepfrsm;tpD&ifcHpm jyKpk&mY toHk;jyKaomenf;pepfrsm;tpD&ifcHpm jyKpk&mY toHk;jyKaomenf;pepfrsm;tpD&ifcHpm jyKpk&mY toHk;jyKaomenf;pepfrsm;    
tuJjzwfa&;tzGJ@ toHk;jyKaom enf;pepfrsm;onf t"dutm;jzifh pcef;tkyfcsKyfa&;yHkpH usifhoHk;yHkESifh 
oufqdkifolrsm;. yg0ifr_udk avhvm&mY toHk;jyKaom enf;pepfrsm;jzpfonf? 
pm±Gufpmwrf;avhvmjcif;/ tvSL±SiftzGJ@tpnf;rsm;/ tpdk; & r[kwfaomtzGJ@tpnf;rsm; (NGOs) 
xdkif;tpdk;&tzGJ@wdk@rS udk,fpm;vS,frsm;jzpfaom t"duyk*~dKvfrsm;ESifh awG@qHk ar;jref;jcif;wdk@tjyif/ 
pHerlemtjzpf usbrf;a±G;cs,fxm;aom 'kuQonfpcef;om;rsm;(vlenf;pk tkyfpkrsm;/ t rsdK;orD; rsm;ESifh 
vli,frsm;-rdef;uav;rsm;ESifh a,mufusm;av;rsm;-ESifh oufqdkifaom txl;aqG;aEG;yGJ 
tkyfpkrsm;tygt0if) trsm;tjym;jzifh aqG;aEG;yGJrsm;/ t"dutkyfpk aqG;aEG;yGJrsm;udk 
usif;yjcif;tm;jzifhvnf; pcef;(9)ckrSm tcsuftvufpk aqmif;cJhygonf? EdkifiHjcm;om;ESifh e,fcH 
okawoeynm±Sif (11)OD;ygaomtzGJ@u TaqG;aEG;yGJrsm;udk OD;pD;usif;ycJhyg onf? omref pcef;om; 
(545)OD;tjyif/ 'kuQonf tkyfcsKyfa&;rSL;rsm;ESifh pcef;wGif;rSm vkyfief;aqmif±Gufae=uaom 
vlr_tzGJ@tpnf;tajccH tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;rS udk,fpm;vS,frsm;tygt0if vlaygif; (240)wdk@ESifhvnf; 
wdkifyifaqG;aEG;cJh ygonf? xdk@jyif/ tuJjzwfa&;tzGJ@onf pcef;wGif;ESifh pcef;jyify±Sd xdkif;tpdk;& 
t&m±Sd(60)/ pcef;wGif;ESifh pcef;jyify±Sd aps;qdkifydkif±Sif (60)/ pcef;teD;tem;ywf0ef;usif±Sd jcHydkif±Sif/ 
v,fydkif ±Sif/ tyef;ajzpcef;ydkif±Sif/ pm;aomufqdkifydkif±Sif/ omreft&yfom;wdk@yg0ifaom 
vl(60)wdk@udkvnf; awG@qHkar;jref;cJhyg onf? jcHKIajym&ygv#if tuJjzwfa&;tzGJ@onf avhvmr_vkyf&mY 
pcef;wGif;/ pcef;jyif±Sd owif;tcsuftvufay;ol (960)eD;yg;cef@ESifh wdkuf±dkufxdawG@ qufqHjcif; 
tm;jzifh tcsuftvufpkaqmif;cJhygonf?  
 
tuJjzwfa&;vkyfief;rSm tuef@towfaygif; rsm;pGm±Sdygonf? pcef;tqifh 
tcsuftvufpkaqmif;a&;vkyfief;rSm t vGeftm;pdkufcJhaoma=umifh/ txl;ojzifh ydkrdkus,fhjyef@aom 
tqifhjzpfonfh pcef;rsm;tm;vHk;twGuf  vlom;csif; pm emr_ tultnD nSdE_dif;a&;tqifhudk 
avhvm&mY tcsdefrsm;rsm; ray;EdkifcJhacs? wu,fawmh pcef;tqihfrSm aqmif±Guf aom vkyfief;onf 
vkyftm;ydkI ukefusjyD;/ vkyf&onfrSmvnf; ar#mfvifhxm;onfxuf ydkI ±_yfaxG;cufcJonf? T 
odk@jzpf&jcif;. ta=umif;tcsufrsm;um; pcef;rsm;onf4if; 'kuQonfaumfrDwD(2)ck onf4if;/ 
wckESifhwck yx0Dtae txm;t& wuGJwjym;pDjzpfaejcif;/ t"duusaomtzGJ@tpnf;(2)ckwGif 
acgif;aqmifr_ tajymif;tvJjzpfjcif;/ pcef;t qifhwGif twnfjyKaxmufcHcsuf 
wckck&&ef=uHh=umwwfjcif;/ twnfjyKaxmufcHcsuf&&ef =uHh=umr_a=umifh u&ifeDbm om 
u|rf;usifaom yk*~dKvfrsm; &&Sd&efrSmvnf; =uHh=umjcif;wdk@jzpfonf? Ttuef@towf rsm;tjyif 
tjcm;aom uef@ owfcsufrsm;vnf; ±SdcJhonfhwdkif/ TtpD&ifcHpmrSm az:jyxm;aom awG@±Sdcsufrsm;ESifh 
t=uHjyKwifjycsufrsm;onf wd usrSefuefr_vnf;±Sd/ qDavsmfr_vnf; ±Sdonf[k tuJjzwfa&;tzGJ@u 
,Hk=unfygonf?  
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awG@±Sdcsufrsm; awG@±Sdcsufrsm; awG@±Sdcsufrsm; awG@±Sdcsufrsm;     
pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_yHkpHudk em;vnfjcif;  
pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_yHkpHonf xdkif;e,fpyf±Sd pcef;(9)ckrSaeI wpwpay:aygufvmjcif;jzpfojzifh/ 4if;onf 
wm0ef aqmif ±Gufaom tkyfpk(3)pkjzifh zGJ@pnf;xm;onf? tkyfpkwpkpDonf tzGJ@i,frsm;jzifh 
zGJ@pnf;xm;jcif;jzpfonf? pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyf r_wpHkvHk;. vkyfief;aqmif±Gufr_onf 
tkyfpktoD;oD;rSmygaom tzGJ@i,frsm;. pGrf;&nfESifh pGrf;aqmifr_wdk@ty:rSmom ru/ tkyfpkwGif;ESifh 
tkyfpktcsif;csif; nSdE_dif;aqmif±Gufjcif;. xda&mufr_tay:rSmyg rlwnfonf?  
 
“pcef;rsm; tkyfpk (camp cluster)k” (u|Efkyfwdk@. pum;vHk;jzpfonf)xJrSm pcef;wGif; 0efaqmifr_ay;a&;ESifh 
ywfouf aom tzGJ@tpnf;tpnf;rsm; yg0ifonf? Ttkyfpk. A[dkcsufrY 'kuQonfaumfrwD (2)ck 
(RCs) ESifh pcef; aumfrwD (9)ck (CCs) ±Sdonf? pcef;aumfrwD toD;oD;. atmufwGif 
&yfuGufaumfrwDu axmufcHay;xm;aom &yfuGufvl =uD;rsm;±Sdonf? Ttqifhqifh 
tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;udk EdkifiHwum NGO rsm;u axmufyHhonf? T NGO rsm;. t"du 
vkyfief;tpDtpOfrsm;um; usef;rma&;ESifh aetdrfywf0ef;usifoef@±Sif;a&;/ ynma&;wdk@jzpfonf? 
xdkif;jrefrme,fpyf 'kuQ onfrsm; ulnDapmifha±Smufa&; nGef@aygif;toif; (TBBC) u &duQm/ aetdrfESifh 
pm;p&mr[kwfaom tjcm;taxmuf tyHhrsm;tjyif/ pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_qdkif&m taxmuftyHhvnf;ay;onf? 
ukvor*~ 'kuQonfrsm;qdkif&m r[mrif;=uD;u (UNHCR) um uG,fapmifha±Smufr_ ay;onf? 
r=umao;rDuyif EdkifiHwum u,fq,fa&;aumfrwD (IRC) . txl; pDrHcsufvkyfief;jzpfaom 
Oya'a&;&m tusdK;aqmifXmersm; (Legal Assistance Centres-LAC) pDrHcsufu pcef;(9)ck xJrS (5)ckudk 
tultnDay;onf? pcef;rsm;rSm vkyfief;aqmif±Gufae=uaom NGO rsm;tcsif;csif;udk xdkif;EdkifiHa&muf 
'kuQonfrsm;qdkif&m 0efaqmifr_rsm;twGuf nSdEd_if;a&;aumfrwD (Committee for Coordination of Services to 
Displaced Persons in Thailand-CCSDPT) u nSdE_dif;ay;onf? TtzGJ@tpnf;onf NGO rsm;ESifh 
xdkif;tpdk;&wdk@ t=um;wGif =um;cHtzGJ@tpnf;tjzpfvnf; aqmif&Gufay;onf?  
 
pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ pepfxJ±Sd 'kwd,tkyfpkum; “tvSL±Sifrsm;tkyfpk (donor cluster)” (Tpum;vHk;onfvnf; 
u|Efkyfwdk@. pum;vHk;jzpfonf)jzpfonf? TtkyfpkxJrS tvSL±Sifwdkif;jynfrsm;onf 
vlom;csif;pmemr_qdkif&m tvSL±Sifrsm;. t vkyftzGJ@ (Donor Humanitarian Actors Working Group-DHAWG) 
xJrSm yg0if=u (befaumufjrdK@udk t"duae&m tjzpfxm;jyD; aqmif&Gufavh±Sdonf)onf? 
t"dutvSL±SifEdkifiHrsm;wGif tar&duefjynfaxmifpkESifh Oa&myor*~wdk@ yg 0ifonf? tvkyftzGJ@onf 
CCSDPT ESifh4if;/ CCSDPT . vkyfief;tpDtpOfrsm;ESifh4if; nSdE_dif;jcif;/ owif;tcsuft vuf 
zvS,fjcif;jyKonf? UNHCR ESifh yl;aygif;aqmif±Gufonf? xdk@jyif xdkif;tpdk;&tzGJ@xJrS ta&;ygaom 
yk*~dKvfrsm;ESifh aqG;aEG;wdkifyifjcif;/ nSdE_dif;aqmif±Gufjcif;jyKonf? odk@&mwGif tvSL±SiftzGJ@tpnf;wckcsif; 
qDrS tvSLaiGrsm;onf  TBBC odk@r[kwf 0efaqmifr_ay;aom NGO rsm;rSwqifh pcef;rsm;odk@ 
pD;qif;onf?  
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wwd, tkyfpkwGif xdkif;tpdk;&yg0ifonf (u|Efkyfwdk@u “RTG” tkyfpk[k ac:onf)? 
t"dutm;jzifhyg0ifaomtzGJ@tpnf; rsm;rSm trsdK;om;vHkjcHKa&;aumifpD (NSC) jynfxJa&;0ef=uD;Xme 
(MOI) xdkif; =unf;wyfrawmf/ EdkifiHjcm;a&;0ef=uD;Xm e (MFA) wdk@tjyif/ (MOI) . 'kuQonfrsm;qdkif&m 
nSdE_dif;a&;±Hk; (Office for the Coordination of Displaced Persons – OCDP) wdk@jzpfonf? OCDP . wm0efum; 
CCSDPT . tzGJ@0ifowfrSwfa&; tpDtpOfrsm;udk twnfjyKay;jcif;/ UNHCR 
tygt0iftjcm;tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;ESifh yl;aygif;aqmif&Gufjcif;wdk@jzpfonf?  'kuQonfpcef;rsm;±Sd&m 
jynfe,f(4)ck. tkyfcsKyfa&;rSL;rsm;u jynfxJa&;0ef=uD;Xmeodk@ tpD&ifcH&jyD;/ vufaxmuf 
c±dkiftkyfcsKyfa&;rSL;rsm; (xdkif; pcef;wyfrSL; rsm;. &mxl;jzpfonf)u rdrdwdk@. c±dkif±Hk;rsm;rSwqifh 
oufqdkif&m jynfe,ftkyfcsKyfa&;rSL;±Hk;odk@ tpD&ifcH&onf? xdkif; pcef;wyfrSL;rsm;onf 
pcef;aumfrwDESifh4if;/ pcef;aumfrwD. vufatmuftzGJ@tpnf;rsm;ESifh4if; wdkuf±dkufqufqHjyD;/ 
xdktzGJ@tpnf;rsm;tay: tm%mydkifonf?  
 
vGefcJhaom q,fpkESpf (2)pk. wav#mufvHk;eD;yg;r# TtzGJ@tpnf;rsm;. tcsif;csif;qufqHa&;onf 
wpwpajymif; vJvmcJhjyD;/ a*[pepfwrsdK;udk pkaygif; wnfaqmufjzpfcJh=uonf? Ta*[pepfonf 
rsm;aomtm;jzifh vdkufavsmnD axG jyKjyifajymif;vJEdkifpGrf;±SdpGmESifh cHEdkif&nf±SdpGm vnfywfv_yf±Sm;cJhum/  
tajctaeajymif;vJonfESifhtr# tzGJ@tpnf; opfrsm;/ vdktyfcsuftopfrsm;ESifh xdawG@qufqHjcif;/ 
4if;wdk@ESifh vdkufavsmnDaxG jyKjyifajymif;vJjcif;jyKcJhonfhtjyif/ t&if;tjrpfrsm;udk 
pepftpdwftydkif;toD;oD;. &nfrSef;csufrsm;twGuf cef@cGJjcif;jyKcJhonf? u|Efkyfwdk@. tjrift&qdk  v#if/ 
Ta*[pepfonf 4if;zGJ@wnfcJhaom umvtawmfrsm;rsm;Y atmufyg ta=umif;tcsuf 
(2)csufa=umifh a, bk,stm;jzifh xda&mufpGm vnfywfv_yf±Sm;cJhonf? yxrta=umif;tcsufum; 
bHkwlnDaom tjrifESifh bHkwlnDaom wefzdk;xm;r_rsm; ±Sdjcif;jzpfonf? 'kwd, ta=umif;tcsufum; 
tjyeftvSef,Hk=unfpdwfcsr_ jzpfonf? Taumif;rGef aom tvkyfqufqHa&;. r¾dKifonfum; 
'kuQonfrsm; tusdK;udk a±S@±_jcif;ESifh yGifhvif;jrifomr_±Sdjcif;wdk@yifjzpfonf?  
 
'kuQonfrsm;ESifh pcef;acgif;aqmifrsm;. tjrifrsm; 'kuQonfrsm;ESifh pcef;acgif;aqmifrsm;. tjrifrsm; 'kuQonfrsm;ESifh pcef;acgif;aqmifrsm;. tjrifrsm; 'kuQonfrsm;ESifh pcef;acgif;aqmifrsm;. tjrifrsm;     
rdrdwdk@. pcef;wGif;b0udk rnfodk@jrifonfrdrdwdk@. pcef;wGif;b0udk rnfodk@jrifonfrdrdwdk@. pcef;wGif;b0udk rnfodk@jrifonfrdrdwdk@. pcef;wGif;b0udk rnfodk@jrifonf (olwdk@ oabmusESpfjcdKufaomt&mrsm;omru 
olwdk@=uHKawG@&aom tcuftcJrsm;ESifhywfoufIvnf; rnfodk@jrifonf) qdkonfESifhywfoufI 
pcef;tm;vHk;rSm wnDwnGwfwnf;eD;yg; ±Sdaeygonf? xdk@jyif pcef;om; trsdK;tpm;(trsdK;orD;rsm;/ 
vlenf;pk tkyfpkrsm;/ vli,frsm;)tm;vHk;. tjrifrsm;udk E_dif;,SOf=unfh&mY4if;/ trsdK;tpm;wck. 
tjrifudk tjcm;trsdK;tpm;wck. tjrifESifh E_dif;,SOf=unfh&mY4if;/ pcef;vlxk wckvHk;. tjrifrsm;udk  
wckESifhwck E_dif;,SOf=unfh &mY4if; wnDwnGwfwnf;eD;yg; ±Sdaea=umif;awG@&onf? trsm;tm; jzifh 
pcef;rsm;rSm vlenf;pk tkyfpkrsm;tay: pepfwus cGJjcm;qufqHr_ r±Sda=umif; tuJjzwftzGJ@u 
awG@±Sd&onfrSm trSefyifjzpfonf? xdk@jyif/ pcef;wGif;b0ESifh ywfoufI trsdK;orD;rsm;u 
trsdK;om;rsm;ESifh rwluGJjym;aom tjrifudk az:jyjcif;r±Sdacs? odk@&mwGif vli,frsm;url rdrdwdk@. 
tem*wftvm;tvmjy\em/ ynmqufoif&ef tcGifh tvrf; rJhr_jy\em/ xdk@jyif 
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Tjy\emwdk@xuf ydkI=uD;aom axmufyHhypPnf;rsm; tvGJoHk;pm;vkyfr_jy\emwdk@udk tav; 
xm;az:jycJhonfrSm trSefyifjzpfonf?  
 
'kuQonfrsm; pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ tqifhqifhtzGJ@tpnf;rsm;'kuQonfrsm; pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ tqifhqifhtzGJ@tpnf;rsm;'kuQonfrsm; pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ tqifhqifhtzGJ@tpnf;rsm;'kuQonfrsm; pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ tqifhqifhtzGJ@tpnf;rsm;. tcef;u¾ESifhywfoufI pcef;aevlxku 
TaumfrwDrsm; onf pcef;rsm;rSm =uHKawG@&aom t=uD;pm; tcuftcJ tawmfrsm;rsm;udk 
ajz±Sif;ay;&mY tuef@towfrsm;±Sda=umif; odxm;=uonf? 'kuQonfrsm;u rdrdwdk@. 
acgif;aqmifrsm;onf rnfonfhudpPudk aqmif±Gufay;EdkifpGrf;±Sdjcif;ESifh rnf onfht&mrsm;udk 
ajymif;vJay;EdkifpGrf;r±Sdjcif;wdk@udk aumif;pGmodxm;a=umif; az:jy=uonf? pcef;acgif;aqmifwdk@. 
wm0ef0wW&m;rsm;udk ±Sif;±Sif;vif;vif;em;vnfa=umif;udkvnf; az:jy=uonf? xdk@jyif rdrdwdk@. 
acgif;aqmifrsm;rSm rdrdwdk@ ±Sdapvdkaom t&nftcsif;rsm;udkvnf; az:jy=uonf? pcef;rsm;±Sd 
pcef;om;rsm;onf ynma&;tqifhtwef; aumif;aumif;±Sdaom / vkyfief;aqmif±Guf&mY 
bmompum; wrsdK;wnf;ru toHk;jyKEdkifaom/ tusifhp±dkufaumif; aom/ trsm;jynfolwdk@ESifh 
xdxda&mufa&muf qufqHEdkifaom acgif;aqmifrsm;udk ±Sm=uonf? jcHKIajym&ygv#if/ 'kuQ 
onfwdk@onf trsm;tm;jzifh rdrdwdk@. pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ tqifhqifhtzGJ@tpnf;rsm;udk tuJjzwf&mY 
taumif;jrif=uonf? pcef;tm;vHk;rSm az: xkwfawG@±Sd&aom jy\emtcsdK@wGif 
ar#mfvifhxm;onfhtwdkif; tjrifuGJjym;r_rsm;±Sdaomfvnf; pcef;om;rsm;onf 'kuQonfrsm 
pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_yHkpHudkawmhrl jy\em±Sdonf[lI oHo, rxm;=uacs?  
 
xdk@jyif/ TtuJjzwfr_wGif yg0if=uaom 'kuQonfrsm;onf (2011)ckESpfwGif usif;ycJhaom a±G;aumufyGJ a±G;aumufyGJ a±G;aumufyGJ a±G;aumufyGJ 
tpDtpOtpDtpOtpDtpOtpDtpOfESifh ywfoufI rSwfrda=umif;ESifh em;vnfa=umif; az:jycJh=uonf? odk@&mwGif 
ajz±Sif;ay;p&m±Sdonfh jy\em rsm;±Sda=umif; udkvnf; az:jycJh=uonf? txl;ojzifh 'kuQonftjzpf 
“rSwfyHkwifxm;jcif;r±Sd”olrsm;udk rJay;cGifhjyKjcif; jzpfonf? xdk@ jyif trsdK;orD;rsm;. udk,fpm;jyKcGifh 
udpPwGif aemufxyfjyKjyifajymif;vJr_rsm;vkyf&efESifh/ t"duusaom tkyfpktrsdK;t pm;rsm; (txl;ojzifh 
vlenf;pktrsdK;om;rsm;ESifh vli,frsm;)twGuf ajyma&;qdkcGifh&atmif vkyfxHk;vkyfenf;rsm; ±Sm=uH &ef 
vdktyfa=umif;udkvnf; u|Efkyfwdk@ awG@±Sd&ygonf?  
 
pcef;acgif;aqmifrsm;pcef;acgif;aqmifrsm;pcef;acgif;aqmifrsm;pcef;acgif;aqmifrsm;uvnf; pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_pepfwGif rdrdwdk@. vkyfief;vrf;n$efjzpfaom 
tvkyfwm0ef az:jycsuf (job description)twdkif;/ rdrdwdk@. tcef;u¾ESifh wm0ef0wW&mrsm;udk 
±Sif;±Sif;vif;vif; em;vnfxm;=uonf? olwdk@ =uHKawG@&aom t"du tcuftcJtawmfrsm;rsm;onf 
pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfa&; tqifhr#jzifh rajz±Sif;Edkifaom tcuftcJ rsm;jzpf onf? TuJhodk@aom 
tcuftcJrsdK;udk ydkI jrifhaom tqifhjzpfonfh vlom;csif;pmemr_ tultnD nSdE_dif;a&; tqifhjzifh 
ajz±Sif;&rnfjzpfygonf?  
 
pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_wGif ±Sdaeaom tjcm;jypcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_wGif ±Sdaeaom tjcm;jypcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_wGif ±Sdaeaom tjcm;jypcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_wGif ±Sdaeaom tjcm;jy\\\\em=uD;rsm; em=uD;rsm; em=uD;rsm; em=uD;rsm;     
umuG,fapmifha±SmufumuG,fapmifha±SmufumuG,fapmifha±SmufumuG,fapmifha±Smufr_ESifh w&m;r#wr_ &±Sda&;r_ESifh w&m;r#wr_ &±Sda&;r_ESifh w&m;r#wr_ &±Sda&;r_ESifh w&m;r#wr_ &±Sda&;ESifhywfoufIqdk&v#if/ 'kuQonfrsm;ESifh 
pcef;acgif;aqmifrsm;u  T vkyfief;e,fy,frSm ±Sdaom vkyfaqmifcsuf. ta&;ygr_udk odxm;=uonf? 
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odk@jzpfapumrl/ Tvkyfaqmifcsufrsm;udk vkyfaqmif&mY tcuftcJtcsdK@vnf;±Sdaeygonf? 
tcuftcJwckum; 'kuQonfpcef;w&m;pD&ifa&;pepfwGif w&m;pD &ifa&;tzGJ@udk tkyfcsKyfa&;tzGJ@ESifh 
woD;wjcm;pD cGJxm;a&;jzpfonf? 'kwd, tcuftcJrSm vHkjcHKa&; 0efxrf;rsm;u qdk;oGrf;vli,frsm;udpP 
(TudpPonf =uD;xGm;vmaeaom udpPjzpfonf)udk ajz±Sif;&mY ajz±Sif;a&;enf;vrf;opfrsm; ygaom 
rGrf;rHtpDtpOfrsm;jzifh yHhydk;ay;a&; jzpfonf?  
 
pcef;tqifh nSdE_dif;aqmif±Gufr_pcef;tqifh nSdE_dif;aqmif±Gufr_pcef;tqifh nSdE_dif;aqmif±Gufr_pcef;tqifh nSdE_dif;aqmif±Gufr_ESifhywfoufI qdk&v#if/ owif;tcsuftvuf zvS,fr_rsm; 
±Sdaomfvnf; tcsdK@aom vkyfief;u¾rsm;wGif vkyfief;tpDtpOfa&;qGJjcif;ESifh 
OD;pm;ay;vkyfief;owfrSwfjcif;udpPrsm;ESifhywfoufI wdkifyifaqG; aEG;r_ r±Sdacs? xdk@jyif/ pcef;tqifh 
vpOfnSdE_dif;a&; tpnf;ta0;rsm;wGif r=umao;rD umvurSom rjznfhqnf;&ao; aom 
vdktyfcsufrsm;ESifh uGm[csufrsm;udk tav;xm;aqG;aEG;jcif;jyKcJhonf? 
usef;rma&;vkyfief;u¾uJhodk@aom u¾rsm;±Sd EdkifiHwum NGO tcsdK@onf vkyfief;tpDtpOf. 
OD;pm;ay;vkyfief;rsm; owfrSwfjcif; odk@r[kwf bwf*suf av#mhcsjcif; ESifhywfoufI qHk;jzwf&mY 
pcef;aumfrwDESifh 'kuQonfaumfrwDrsm;udk yHkrSefvkyf±dk;vkyfpOf taeESifh wdkif yifaqG;aEG;jcif; r±Sdacs?  
 
0efaqmifr_ay;jcif;ESifh apmifh=unfhjcif;0efaqmifr_ay;jcif;ESifh apmifh=unfhjcif;0efaqmifr_ay;jcif;ESifh apmifh=unfhjcif;0efaqmifr_ay;jcif;ESifh apmifh=unfhjcif;vkyfief;ESifhywfoufI qdk&v#if/ pcef;aumfrwDESifh 
'kuQonfaumfrwDwdk@onf rdrdwdk@ wdkuf±dkufwm0ef±Sdaom vkyfief;e,fy,frsm;jzpfonfh 
vlOD;a&pm&if;udk rjywfapmifh=unfhjcif;/ odkavSmif±Hkrsm; aqmufvkyfjcif;/ &duQma0jcif;/ 
tajccHtaqmufttHkrsm;udk jyKjyifxdef;odrf;jcif;/ pcef;rsm;. at;csrf; wnfjidrfr_udk  
xdef;odrf;jcif;wdk@wGif aumif;pGmaqmif±Gufa=umif;awG@±Sd&onf? odk@&mwGif pcef;aumfrwDESifh 
'kuQonfaumfrwDwdk@rSm ynma&;/ usef;rma&;uJhodk@aom txl;u|rf;usifr_qdkif&m vkyfief;u¾rsm;udk 
apmifh=unfh&efESifh tqifhtwef;xdef; odrf;&ef vHkavmufaom pGrf;&nfrsm; ±Sd/ r±SdESifhywfoufI 
±Sif;±Sif;vif;vif;rod&acs?  
 
'kuQonfpcef; pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_pepfESifhywfoufI tjcm;aom yg0ifywfoufolrsm;tjcm;aom yg0ifywfoufolrsm;tjcm;aom yg0ifywfoufolrsm;tjcm;aom yg0ifywfoufolrsm;u trsm;tm;jzifh 
taumif;jrif=u ygonf? txl;ojzifh/ a±G;aumufyGJtpDtpOfrSm jyKjyifajymif;vJr_rsm;tygt0if 
r=umao;cifESpfrsm;twGif;u vkyfcJh aom ajymif;vJr_trsm;tjym;ESifhywfoufI 
taumif;jrif=uygonf? a±G;aumufyGJrsm;ESifh wwd,EdkifiHrsm;odk@ oGm; a&muf tajccsjcif;wdk@a=umifh 
pcef;acgif;aqmifr_ tqifhae&mrsm;wGif tajymif;tvJ trsm;tjym;±Sdonfjzpf&m/ pGrf; 
&nfwnfaqmufa&;vkyfief;udk qufvufvkyfay;oifhonf[k jyify rS yg0ifywfoufolrsm;u 
jrifygonf? UNHCR u wm0ef±Sdonfhtavsmuf/ 4if;. 
umuG,fapmifha±Smufr_ay;a&;tpDtpOfESifhywfoufI Tpcef;tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;ESifh 
qufqHaev#uf±Sdonf? odk@&mwGif 4if;wdk@udk w&m;0if pcef;tkyfcsKyfa&;ESifh 
pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;tjzpf tod trSwfrjyKao;acs?  
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teD;tem;ywf0ef;usif±Sd xdkif;aus;&Gmrsm;tay: 'kuQonfpcef;rsm;. teD;tem;ywf0ef;usif±Sd xdkif;aus;&Gmrsm;tay: 'kuQonfpcef;rsm;. teD;tem;ywf0ef;usif±Sd xdkif;aus;&Gmrsm;tay: 'kuQonfpcef;rsm;. teD;tem;ywf0ef;usif±Sd xdkif;aus;&Gmrsm;tay: 'kuQonfpcef;rsm;. 
±dkufcwfcsufrsm;±dkufcwfcsufrsm;±dkufcwfcsufrsm;±dkufcwfcsufrsm;ta=umif;udkvnf; tuJjzwf tzGJ@u pDppf=unfhcJhygonf? aumif;onfjzpfap/ 
qdk;onfjzpfap T±dkufcwfcsufrsm;onf pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfa&; tzGJ@t pnf;rsm;tzdk@ t"du 
udpPw&yfr[kwfacs? pcef;rsm;ESifh e,fcHxdkif; aus;±Gmrsm;t=um;rSm ay:aygufvmcJhaom jy\em 
rsm;udk xdkif; pcef;wyfrSL;rsm;. urRuxjyKr_jzifh pcef;aumfrwDrsm;ESifh xdkif; aus;±Gmvl=uD;rsm;u 
xda&mufpGm ajz±Sif; ay;a=umif;awG@&onf? odk@&mwGif xdkif; pcef;wyfrSL;rsm;ESifh 
jynfxJa&;0ef=uD;Xmewdk@onf pcef;rsm;ESifhywfoufaom xdkif;tpdk;& ay:vpDudk wu,fwrf; 
xdxda&mufa&muf usifhoHk;jcif;r±Sd[lI tjcm;aom xdkif;tpdk;&tzGJ@tpnf;rsm; (opfawmXme/ 
&JwyfzGJ@ESifh ppfwyf). udk,fpm;vS,ftcsdK@u ajymqdkonfrsm; ±Sdonf?  
 
tuJjzwftzGJ@onf pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_pepftaeeSifh 'kuQonfrsm;twGuf vlom;csif;pmemr_ 
tultnDay;jcif;ESifhqdkif aom EdkifiHwum pHcsdefrsm;/ xHk;pHrsm;EdkifiHwum pHcsdefrsm;/ xHk;pHrsm;EdkifiHwum pHcsdefrsm;/ xHk;pHrsm;EdkifiHwum pHcsdefrsm;/ xHk;pHrsm;ESifh udkufnDjcif;±Sd/ r±Sdudkvnf; 
pDppfcJhygonf? jcHKajym&ygv#if/ 'kuQonf pDrHtkyfcsKyf r_tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;omru/ 
pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_pepfxJrSm 'kuQonfrsm;ESifh yl;aygif;um vkyfief;aqmif±Gufae=uaom t 
jcm;tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;uyg em;vnfxm;=ujyD;/ vrf;n$eftjzpf usifhoHk;ae=uonf? odk@jzpfonfhwdkif 
yg0ifywfoufolrsm; az:xkwfjyaom jy\emtcsdK@ ±Sdaeygonf? jy\emwckum; 
rSwfyHkwifxm;jcif;r±Sdaom 'kuQonfrsm; trsm;tjym;±Sd aejcif; (=uD;aompcef;tcsdK@Y vlOD;a&. 50%  
ausmf±Sdonf)ESifh xdkolwdk@rSm w&m;0if 'kuQonftqifhr±Sdr_a=umifh  tm;enf;csuf 
ydk±Sdaejcif;yifjzpfonf? TBBC axmufyHhay;aomqefudk 'kuQonfaumfrwDrsm;u a±S@wef;ppfom;rsm; 
tm;ay;aeonf[laom tr_vnf; ±Sdao;onf? Ttr_rsdK; aemufxyfjzpfyGm;jcif; r±Sdaomfvnf; 
Ttr_rSm yg0if ywfoufcJholrsm;onf xdktcsdefu yGifhvif;jrifomr_ r±SdcJhjcif;jzpfonf? tcsdK@aom xdkif; 
pcef;wyfrSL;rsm;. vkyf&yfrsm; ESifhywfoufaom jy\emrsm;/ yGifhvif;jrifomr_ESifh 
wm0efcHr_jy\emrsm;udkvnf; vltrsdK;rsdK;wdk@u tuJjzwfa&;tzGJ@ odk@ wifjycJh=uonf?  
 
pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_tzGJ@odk@ wdusaom taxmuftyhHrsm;ay;jcif;onf rsm;pGmr=umvSao;cs? UNHCR 
onf4if;/ tjcm; NGO rsm;onf4if; pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_tzGJ@odk@ taxmuftyHhrsm;ay;&ef wm0ef,ljcif; 
(,lEdkifjcif;)r±SdcJh=uacs? pcef;vlxk rsm;ESifhom qufqHcJhonf? ta=umif;rSm TtzGJ@tpnf;rsm;onf 
wdkuf±dkuf tultnDay;jcif;ESifhom oufqdkifaom a=umifhjzpfonf? TuJhodk@aom 
tultnDay;a&;wm0efonf TBBC . ycHk;ay:odk@ usa&mufvmcJhonf? 'kuQonfrsm; 
tm;tcGifhtm%m tyfESif;a&;udk tav;xmr_a=umifh TBBC onf Tvkyfief;wm0efudk aqmif±Guf&ef 
taumif;qHk; taetxm;rSm ±SdcJhonf? yxrOD;qHk; prf;oyfaqmif±GufcJhaom (2003)ckESpfupI 
wdk;wufr_rsm; tajrmuftjrm;&±SdcJh onf? ±Sif;vif;jywfom;aom pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ESifh 
tkyfcsKyfa&;tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;/ vkyfief;vkyfaqmifyHk tpDtpOfrsm;onf p cef;tm;vHk;rSm aexm;wusESifh 
yHkrSefjzpfvmcJhonf? Tpcef;tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;±Sd &mxl;tqifhtm;vHk; twGuf ±Sif;vif; aom 
tvkyfwm0ef az:jycsufrsm; (job descriptions) ±SdvmcJhonf? vkyfief;tvdkuf oufqdkifoltm;vHk;twGuf 
oif wef;rsm;ESifh pGrf;&nfwnfaqmufr_rsm;udk t=uD;tus,f jznfhqnf;ay;cJhonf? 'kuQonf aumfrwD 
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(2)ckpvHk;u T pcef;tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;wGif &mxl;tqifhtvdkuf wm0ef,laqmif±Gufae=uaom 
'kuQonfrsm; tm;vHk;twGuf usifh0wf Oya' (code of conduct) csrSwfcJhonf? odk@&mwGif 
pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ pGrf;&nfESifhywfoufI tcuftcJrsm; ±Sdaeygonf? t"du ta=umif;&if;um; 
ae&majymif;a±G@tajccsoGm;jcif;ESifh tcsdeftcgtvdkufusif;yaom a±G;aumufyGJrsm;. t 
usdK;quftjzpf t"du acgif;aqmifrsm; xGufoGm;=uaoma=umifhjzpfonf? 'kuQonfrsm;udk 
ae&yf&if;jyefydk@a&; buf odk@ tm±Hkajymif;oGm;jcif;a=umifhvnf; jy\emopfrsm; 
ay:vmvdrfhOD;rnfjzpfonf? odk@jzpf&m a±S@odk@ wufvSrf;&mY tvSL±Siftodkif;t0dkif; taeESifh 
pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_tzGJ@onf r[mjAL[mt& vrf;nGefr_ESifh b¾ma&;t& axmufyHh r_udk cH,loifhaom 
tzGJ@tpnf;jzpfjyD;/ 4if;rSm udk,fydkiftcGifhta&;±Sdonf[laom tcsufudk a=ua=uvnfvnf tod 
trSwfjyKxm;&ef vdktyfygonf?  
 
vlom;csif;pmemr_ tultnD nSdE_dif;a&; tqifhrSm ±Sdaeaom jy\emrsm;teuf 
pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_pepf. pGrf; aqmif r_ESifh *k%fudk xdcdkufapaomjy\emwckum; xda&mufr_vnf;±Sd/ 
wm±SnfcHEdkif&nfvnf;&Sdaom vkyfaqmifcsufrsm; twGuf r±Sdrjzpfvdktyfaom/ ESpfESifhcsDwnf±SdcJhonf 
htjyeftvSef ,Hk=unfpdwfcsr_,Hk=unfpdwfcsr_,Hk=unfpdwfcsr_,Hk=unfpdwfcsr_ avsmhyg;vmjcif;yifjzpfonf? pcef; aumfrwDrsm;u 
a±S@wef;ppfom;rsm;twGuf qefay;jcif;udpPta=umif; TBBC &±Sdaom owif;udk tvSL±SiftzGJ@odk@ 
todray;bJ xm;cJh&m/ TtzGJ@tpnf;ESpfck. tjyeftvSef,Hk=unfpdwfcsr_onf ododomom=uD; 
usqif;oGm;cJhonf? Todk@jzifh/ pdk;&drfr_rsm;ESifh jyefvnfpDppfoHk;oyfr_rsm; woDwwef;=uD; 
jzpfyGm;apcJhonf? tjyeftvSef ,Hk=unfpdwfcsr_udk jyefvnfwnfaqmuf&rnfjzpfonf? 
jyefvnfwnfaqmufaev#ufvnf;±Sdonf? Todk@ tjyeftvSef,Hk=unfpdwfcsr_ avsmhyg;&jcif;. 
ta=umif;tcsufw&yfrSm a,bk,stm;jzifh ESpfaygif;rsm;pGm vufawG@ uGif;qif;aqmif±Gufae=u aom 
TBBC tygt0if tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;ESifh vlr=umc% ajymif;aeaom tvSL±SiftzGJ@tpnf;wdk@. odjrifr_csif; 
xyf wlxyfr#rjzpfaoma=umifhjzpfonf[k u|Efkyfwdk@ ,Hk=unfygonf? tvSL±Sifrsm;taeESifh 
vkyfaqmifoifhaom vkyfaqmif csufrsm;teuf wckum; wu,fhvufawG@vkyfief; ESifhywfoufI 
tpOfojzifh udk,fwdkifudk,fus ydkrdkod±Sdvmatmif vkyfaqmifjcif;yifjzpfygonf?  
 
oifcef;pmrsm; oifcef;pmrsm; oifcef;pmrsm; oifcef;pmrsm;     
TtuJjzwfcsufxJrS rSwfom;zG,f&m oifcef;pm=uD; (3)&yfwdk@rSm  
1) 'kuQonfpcef;rsm;wGif udk,fydkiftkyfcsKyfa&;ESifh udk,fydkifpDrHtkyfcsKyfr_wdk@ jzpfay:rnfhtvm;tvm 

eufeuf ±_dif; ±_dif;&Sdaeonf? xdkif;e,fpyfwav#muf±Sd 'kuQonfpcef;rsm;wGif usifhoHk;aeaom 
pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_pepf. tawG@t=uHKrsm;u 'kuQonfpDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;onf 
pDrHtkyfcsKyfEdkifaom pGrf;&nf±Sda=umif; jyo aeygonf? Ttcsufonf pcef;wckcsif;rSm rSefuefr_ 
±Sdaea=umif;awG@&onf? TtawG@t=uHKt&=unfhv#if Ttcsufonf pcef;aygif;csKyf 
tqifhrSmvnf; rSefuefa=umif;awG@&ygonf? TtqifhwGif 'kuQonftzGJ@t pnf;rsm;u 
bHkwlnDaom pcef;vkyfxHk;vkyfenf;rsm;ESifh ay:vpDrsm;udk csrSwfxm;onf? vrf;n$efr_ESifh acgif; 
aqmifr_ay;onf? xdk@jyif/ e,fajrtm%mydkifrsm;/ tvSL±SiftzGJ@tpnf;rsm;/ 0efaqmifr_ay;aom 
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tzGJ@t pnf;rsm;tygt0if jyify±Sd yg0ifywfoufolrsm;ESifhvnf; aphpyfaqG;aEG;r_rsm;vkyfonf? 
xdk@jyif/ pDppfoHk;oyf xm;aom tawG@t=uHKrsm;u jyoaeonfrSm 'kuQonf 
pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;onf ajymif;vJaeaom tajctaersm;/ ajymif;vJaeaom 
vdktyfcsufrsm;ESifh vdkufavsmnDaxG±Sdatmif tcsdef,l ajymif;vJEdkifpGrf;±Sd onf[lI jzpfygonf? 
trSefpifppfY TtzGJ@tpnf;rsm;onf =uHhcdkifaom a*[pepfrsm;tjzpf rsm;pGmtoHk; 0ifygonf? 
TtzGJ@tpnf;rsm;onf t=uyftwnf;rsm;ESifhvnf; =uHKawG@&rnfrSm aocsmonfjzpf&m/ jyK 
jyifrGrf;rHjcif; odk@wnf;r[kwf tiftm;aumif;atmifwnfaqmufjcif;udk 
rSefrSefvkyfoGm;&rnfjzpfygonf? tqifhtm;vHk;vdkvdkrSm 'kuQonfrsm;tm; rdrdwdk@. b0rsm;ESifh 
toufarG;0rf;ausmif;vkyfief;rsm;udk rdrdwdk@ udk,fwdkif pDrHv#uf xdef;csKyfEdkifor#xdef; csKyfEdkifatmif 
aqmif&Gufay;jcif;onf 'kuQonfrsm;. vlom;yDor_ udk jyoap&mY ta&;=uD;aom tcsuf 
w&yfjzpfonf?  

2) bHkwlnDaom wefzdk;xm;r_/ bHkwlnDaom tjrifESifh/ tjyeftvSef,Hk=unfpdwfcsr_wdk@onf 
xda&mufaom 'kuQonfpcef; pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_. tajccHjzpfonf? ,ckT jyefvnfpDppfoHk;oyfr_ 
rwdkifrD apmpGmuwnf;uyif t"dutm;jzifh yg0ifywfoufolrsm;u pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_yHkpH 
wnfaqmuf&mY tajccHtjzpfusifhoHk;rnfh bHkwlnDaom tjrifESifh wefzdk;xm;r_rsm; 
jzpfay:wdk;wufvmatmif =udK;yrf;vmcJh=uonf? Twefzdk;xm;r_ rsm;teuf wckum; 
yGifhvif;jrifomr_jzpfonf? xdk@jyif/ Tyg0ifywfoufolrsm;u tjyeftvSefav;pm;r_ESifh 
tjyeftvSef ,Hk=unfpdwfcsr_udkvnf; tvm;wl=udK;yrf; pdkufxlcJh=uonf? 
Tta=umif;tcsufrsm;. tpk taygif;onf pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_pepf qGwfcl;cJhaom 
atmifjrifr_rsm;.  tajccH&m rlrsm;jzpfonf? vGefcJhaom (5)ESpftwGif;rSm twGif;ESifh 
tjyifta=umif;w&m;rsm;a=umifh bHkwlnDaom wefzdk;xm;r_rsm;ESifh tcsif;csif; 
tjyeftvSef ,Hk=unfpdwfcsr_wdk@ csdeJ@oGm;cJhonfrSm txift±Sm;jzpfonf? 
Todk@csdeJ@oGm;aomtajctaeY pepfxJrSm t"duusaom ajymif;vJr_rsm;ESifh jyKjyifr_rsm; 
vdktyfygonf? Tajymif;vJr_rsm;udk xufxufoef oefESifh tcsdefrSDtcgrSDvkyfrnfqdkygu 
pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_pepfonf ydkrdktm;aumif;vmrnfjzpfjyD;/ 'kuQonfrsm;/ tpdk;&tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;ESifh 
tjcm;aom zGH@jzdK;a&;tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;udk qufvufI wefzdk;wdk;apvdrfhrnf[k ,l q&ygonf?  

3) pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_qdkif&mESifh tkyfcsKyfa&;qdkif&m u|rf;usifr_rsm;/ tawG@t=uHKrsm;onf 
ae&yf&if;odk@jyef&mY   wdkif;jynfwnfaqmufa&;udk tusdK;jyKEdkifzG,f±Sdygonf? 
EdkifiHa&;qHkjzwfcsufcsjcif;ESifh jynfol@tkyfcsKyfa&;qdkif&m acgif;aqmifr_twwfrsm;udk 
pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_rS&±SdcJhaom udk,fawG@tawG@t=uHKrsm;jzifh wnfaqmufjcif; onf 
'kuQonfrsm;udkfomru Xmaevlr_tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;udkvnf;  aumif;pGm tusdK;jyKEdkifygonf? 
ae&yf&if; odk@ 'kuQonfrsm; jyefoGm;aomtcgY e,fajra'oESifh vlrsdK;pkqdkif&m udpP&yfrsm;udk 
tpDtpOfwusESifh jidrf;csrf; pGm pDrHtkyfcsKyfEdkifonfqdkygu  pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_tawG@t=uHK±SdcJhaom 
'kuQonfacgif;aqmifrsm;onf rdrdwdk@ e,fajra'oY jynfol@ 
udk,fpm;vS,favmif;rsm;taeESifh ,SOfjydKifta±G;cH&efaomf4if;/ tpdk;&tm%mydkifrsm; taeESifh 
cef@tyfcH&efaomf4if; t&nftcsif;jynfrSDzG,f±Sdygonf? wenf;qdk&v#if/ pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ tzGJ@rsm; 
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onf “jynfol@tkyfcsKyfa&; twwfoifausmif;rsm;”tjzpf toHk;0ifcJhygonf? xdk@jyif/ xdkif;e,fpyf±Sd 
'kuQonf xk=uD;w&yfvHk;tzdk@ pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_tzGJ@rsm;u EdkifiHom;tawG@t=uHKw&yf 
(TtawG@t=uHKonf usOf; ajrmif;aom tawG@t=uHKjzpfaomfvnf; wu,fppfrSefaom 
tawG@t=uHKjzpfonf)udk tpcsDay;cJhyg onf? TtawG@t=uHKESpf&yfpvHk;(trsm;jynfolESifhqdkifaom 
acgif;aqmifr_tawG@t=uHKESifh EdkifiHom; tawG@ t=uHK) udk jrefrmEdkifiH. toGiful;ajymif;a&; 
jzpfpOfxJodk@ aqmifusOf;oGm;vdrfhrnfjzpfjyD;/ TjzpfpOfudkvnf; tm; jznfhay;EdkifzG,f±Sdygonf?  

    
t=uHjyKwifjycsufrsm; t=uHjyKwifjycsufrsm; t=uHjyKwifjycsufrsm; t=uHjyKwifjycsufrsm;     
TawG@±Sdcsufrsm;/ oifcef;pmrsm;ESifhtnD atmufygwdk@udk t=uHjyKwifjyygonf? 
pcef; pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_tqifhY  

1) pcef;rsm;rSm 0efaqmifr_ay;aeaom NGO tm;vHk;taeESifh OD;pm;ay;vkyfief;owfrSwfjcif;/ 
vkyfief;tpDtpOf a&; qGJjcif;/ vkyfief;tpDtpOfaz:aqmifjcif;/ 
bwf*sufav#mhcsjcif;wdk@ESifhpyfvsOf;aom qHk;jzwfcsufrsm; cs&mY 'kuQonf pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ 
tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;udk pcef;vlxk. w&m;0iftkyfcsKyfa&; tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;tjzpf oabm xm;um 
tjynfht0 wdkifyifaqG;aEG;&ef? 0efaqmifr_ay;aom NGO rsm;odk@  

2) pcef;rsm;rSm vkyfief;aqmif±Gufae=uaom tzGJ@tpnf;tm;vHk;taeESifh pcef;tqifh vpOf 
nSdE_dif;a&;tpnf; ta0;wGif yg0if=ujyD;/ uGm[r_rsm;/ aemufxyfay:aygufvmaom 
vdktyfcsufrsm;ESifh 4if;udpPrsm;udk tcsdefrSD rnfodk@ajz&Sif;rnf qdkonfrsm;udk az:xkwf&mY 
Ttpnf;ta0rsm;. wcGifwjyifvHk;qdkif&m tcef;u¾udk wdk;jrifhay;&ef? 
pcef;aumfrwDrsm;odk@ 

3) UNHCR taeESifh vuf±Sd 'kuQonf pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;udk pcef;rsm;. w&m;0if 
tkyfcsKyfa&;ESifh pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_qdkif&m tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;tjzpf todtrSwfjyKay;jyD;/ 
TtzGJ@tpnf;rsm;. pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_pGrf;&nfudk jrSifhwifay;&ef? UNHCR odk@ 

4) 'kuQonfaumfrwDrsm;/ pcef;aumfrwDrsm;taeESifh pcef;wGif;±Sd t&G,fa&mufjyD;oltm;vHk; 
(&duQm taxmuf tyHh&olrsm;tjzpf owfrSwfxm;onfhvlOD;a& twdkif;)tm; 
rSwfyHkwifxm;onfjzpfap/ wifrxm;onfjzpfap (2013)ckESpf/ a±G;aumufyGJrsm;wGif 
rJay;cGifhjyK&ef?(tu,fI xdkif;tpdk;&u rSwfyHkwifr±Sdolrsm; rJay;jcif;udk uef@uGufygu 
Tyk*~dKvfrsm;. toHESifh jy\emrsm;udk =um;emEdkifaprnfh tjcm;enf;vrf;rsm;udk ±Sm=uHxm; 
oifhonf)? 'kuQonfaumfrwDrsm;ESifh tjcm;aumfrwDrsm;odk@ 

5) pcef; pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;wGif tedrfhqHk;tm;jzifh trsdK;orD; 33% yg0ifa&; owfrSwfcsuf 
jynfhrSDatmif (TowfrSwfcsufxuf ausmfvGefoGm;v#ifydkaumif;onf) 'kuQonfaumfrwDrsm;/ 
pcef;aumfrwDrsm;/ (pcef; tqifhESifh 'kuQonfaumfrwDtqifh±Sd) 
a±G;aumufyGJusif;ya&;aumfrwDrsm;u vdktyfaom tpDtpOfrsm;udk csrSwfxm;&ef? 
tpDtpOfrsm;wGif trsdK;orD;rsm;.yg0ifr_twGuf t[ef@twm;jzpfapaom ta=umif;tcsuf 
rsm;udk  xdef;csKyfjcif; odk@r[kwf tenf;qHk;jzpfajcif; odk@r[kwf 
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±Sif;vif;ypfjcif;tpDtpOfrsm;tygt0ifjzpfonf? 'kuQonfaumfrwDrsm;ESifh 
pcef;aumfrwDrsm;odk@ 

6) vlrsdK;vlenf;pkESifh bmoma&;vlenf;pkwdk@rSm ajyma&;qdkcGifh ±Sda&;twGuf/ xdk@jyif 4if;wdk@. 
xl;jcm;aom vdk tyfcsufrsm;udk vdktyfovdk xnfhoGif;pOf;pm;Edkifa&;twGuf 
'kuQonfaumfrwDrsm;ESifh pcef;aumfrwDrsm;u vlenf;pk wdkuf±dkufudk,fpm;jyKaom 
tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;ESifh vlenf;pk t=uHay;tzGJ@rsm;tygt0if tzGJ@tpnf;rsm; udk zGJ@pnf;ay;&ef? 
'kuQonfaumfrwDrsm;ESifh pcef;aumfrwDrsm;odk@ 

7) vli,frsm;. tjrifrsm;/ jy\emrsm;ESifh ywfoufI wdkifyifaqG;aEG;Edkifa&;twGuf/ xdk@jyif 
vli,frsm;twGuf 4if;/ pcef;wckvHk;twGuf4if; tusdK;±Sdaprnfh vkyfaqmifcsufrsm;wGif 
vli,fwdk@yg0ifvmatmif tm;ay;Edkifa&; twGuf 'kuQonfaumfrwDrsm;ESifh 
pcef;aumfrwDrsm;u vkyfxHk;vkyfenf;rsm;(om"utm;jzifh/ pcef;vlxk ESD;aESmzvS,fyGJ) 
csrSwfxm;&ef?  'kuQonfaumfrwDrsm;ESifh pcef;aumfrwDrsm;odk@ 

8) 'kuQonfaumfrwD/ UNHCR xdkif;tpdk;&/ IRC/LAC wdk@ yl;aygif;aqmif±Gufv#uf/ pcef; (9)ckpvHk; 
twGuf umuG,fapmifha±Smufr_ESifh w&m;r#wr_cHpm;cGifhudk wdk;jrSifhay;&efESifh (at;csrf;r_/ 
wnfjidrfr_/ w&m;Oya'pdk;rdk;r_ wdk@udk xdef;odrf;a&;ESifh &mZ0wfr_tao;pm;rsm;/ pcef; pnf;rsOf; 
csdK;azgufr_rsm;udk ajz±Sif;a&;twGuf) pcef; w&m;a&;tzGJ@ESifh pcef;vHkjcHKa&;tzGJ@wdk@. 
pGrf;&nfrsm;udk wdk;jrSifhay;&ef? UNHCR xdkif;tpdk;&ESifh IRC/LAC odk@ 

9) UNHCR xdkif;tpdk;&/ IRC/LAC wdk@taeESifh pcef; pnf;rsOf;pnf;urf;rsm;udk pcef;aumfrwDrsm;u 
jyifqif rGrf;rHjcif;/ jrefEdkifor# jrefjref topfxkwfjyefjcif;jyKEdkifatmif qufvufulnDay;&ef? 
UNHCR xdkif;tpdk;&ESifh IRC/LAC odk@  

 
vlom;csif;pmemr_ tultnD nSdE_dif;a&;tqifhY vlom;csif;pmemr_ tultnD nSdE_dif;a&;tqifhY vlom;csif;pmemr_ tultnD nSdE_dif;a&;tqifhY vlom;csif;pmemr_ tultnD nSdE_dif;a&;tqifhY     
10) jrefrmEdkifiHrSm pwifaeaom toGiful;ajymif;r_ESifh (4if;ESifhqufpyfaeaom)'kuQonfrsm; 

ae&yf&if;jyefa&; vkyfief;udk OD;pm;ay;aeaom tajctaeY vlom;csif;pmemr_qdkif&m 
tvSL±Sifrsm;. tvkyftzGJ@ (DHAWG) taeESifh TtqifhrSm aqmif±Gufae=uaom 
tzGJ@tpnf;aygif;pHk. vkyfaqmifcsufrsm;udk az:xkwfjyD;/ vGJacsmf r_rsm;udk jyKjyifay;rnfh 
taxmuftuljyKvkyfief;rSm tm±Hkpdkuf aqmif±Guf&ef? (DHAWG) ESifh OD;aqmif tvSL ±SiftzGJ@odk@  

11) (DHAWG) taeeSifh tvSL±Sif todkif;t0dkif;tzdk@qufvuftaxmuftuljyKay;r_/ 
nSdE_dif;aqmif&Gufr_/ vkyf ief;t±Sdefrysuf vnfywfr_/ tcsdefoifhtcgoifh owif;tcsuftvufrsm;/ 
udk,fydkif ydkif;jcm;oHk;oyfr_rsm; ±Sdap rnfh twGif;a&;rSL;tzGJ@i,fwzGJ@udk zGJ@pnf;xm;jcif;tm;jzifh 
rdrd. xda&mufpGmaqmif&GufEdkifpGrf;udk wdk;jrSifh&ef? (DHAWG) ESifh OD;aqmif tvSL±SiftzGJ@odk@  

12) 'kuQonfaumfrwDrsm;udk pcef;(9)ckpvHk;. w&m;0if udk,fpm;vS,ftzGJ@tpnf;rsm;tjzpf 
w&m;0iftodt rSwfjyKay;&ef? xdk@jyif DHAWG . tpDtpOfa&;qGJjcif;ESifh OD;pm;ay;vkyfief; 
owfrSwfjcif; vkyfief;rsm;wGif 4if;wdk@udk w&m;0if xnfhoGif;&ef? (DHAWG) ESifh OD;aqmif tvSL 
±SiftzGJ@odk@  
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13) (DHAWG) taeESifh 'kuQonf pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_ tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;udk axmufyHhjcif;/ 
tiftm;awmifhwif;atmif aqmif&Gufay;jcif;wdk@wGif TBBC . OD;aqmifr_tcef;u¾udk w&m;0if 
twnfjyKay;&ef/ xdk@jyif TtzGJ@t pnf;rsm;. pGrf;&nfwnfaqmufr_ESifh 
taxGaxGvkyfaqmifcsufrsm;twGuf vHkavmufaom b¾maiGrsm; owfrSwfay;&efESifh 
vlom;csif;pmemr_tultnDESifhywfoufI pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_tzGJ@tay: oifhawmfaom 
tzGJ@tpnf;wcktm; =uD;=uyfap&ef? (DHAWG) ESifh OD;aqmif tvSL ±SiftzGJ@odk@  

14) jrefrmEdkifiHom; 'kuQonfrsm; ae&yf&if;jyefa&;twGuf =udKwifjyifqifr_ enf;vrf;w&yfudk 
nSdE_dif;csrSwf&mY tvSL±Siftodkif;t0dkif;. udk,fpm; acgif;aqmifr_ay; ay;ygrnfhta=umif; DHAWG 
u UNHCR tm; arwWm &yfcH&ef? DHAWG ESifh UNHCR odk@ 

15) 'kuQonfrsm; ae&yf&if;jyefa&;udpPESifhywfoufI toGiful;ajymif;a&; tpDtpOfa&;qGJaeaom 
tajctae/ tcsdeftcgY DHAWG taeESifh tzGJ@tpnf;wckudk iSm;&rf;jyD;/ vmrnfh (5)ESpfrS 
(10)ESpftwGif; jrefrmEdkifiH. wdkif;jynfwnfaqmufa&;vkyf ief;rsm;udk pcef;pDrH tkyfcsKyfr_yHkpH/ 
pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_tawG@t=uHK/ pDrHtkyfcsKyf&m Y toHk;jyKaom vufoHk;u &d,mrsm;/ 
pGrf;&nfrsm;u taumif;qHk; tusdK;jyKEdkifrnfh enf;vrf;rsm;udk ydkIt 
ao;pdwfaomr[mjAL[majrmuf ydkif;jcm;oHk;oyfr_wck vkyfap&ef? (DHAWG) ESifh OD;aqmif tvSL 
±SiftzGJ@odk@  

 

xdkif;EdkifiHa&muf 'kuQonfrsm;qdkif&m 0efaqmifr_rsm;twGuf nSdEd_if;a&;aumfrwD (Committee for 

Coordination of Services to Displaced Persons in Thailand-CCSDPT) u wm0ef,lum t=uHjyKcsuf (9)csufudk 
pcef;(9)ckrSm pwiftaumiftxnfaz:apoifhonf[k u|Efkyfwdk@t=uHjyKygonf? xdk@jyif uae'gEdkifiH 
EdkifiHwumzGH@jzdK;a&;at*sifpD (Canadian International Development Agency-CIDA) ESifh =opaw;vsEdkifiH 
EdkifiHwum zGH@jzdK;a&;at*sifpD (Australian Agency for International Development-AusAID) wdk@u wm0ef,lum 
tcsuf(6)csufudk vlom;csif; pmemr_tultnD nSdE_dif;a&; tqifhrSm 
pwiftaumiftxnfaz:ap&efvnf; t=uHjyKygonf?  
 

ed*Hk;csKyf ed*Hk;csKyf ed*Hk;csKyf ed*Hk;csKyf     
pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_pepfonf  a,bk,stm;jzifh aumif;pGmvnfywfv_yf&Sm;cJha=umif;ESifh 'kuQonf 
a&;&mudpPrsm;ESifhywf oufI yg0ifaqmif&Gufjcif;/ pDrHtkyfcsKyfjcif;jyK&mY tzdk;xdkufwefaom pHerlem 
yHkpHwckjzpfa=umif; tuJjzwftzGJ@u awG@±SdcJhygonf? Tpepf. tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;udk 
'kuQonfvlxktrsm;pku w&m;0ifjyD;/ xda&mufpGmpGrf;aqmifEdkifaom tzGJ@tpnf;rsm;tjzpf 
rSwf,lxm;ygonf? odk@&mwGif Tpepfonf t=uyftwnf;awG@aeonfjzpf&m/ pcef;tqifhrSm omru/ 
nSdE_dif;a&;tqifhrSmyg tiftm;ydk±Sdvmatmif wnfaqmufay;&rnfjzpfygonf? pepfudk 
tm;ydk±SdvmatmifESifh pepfvnfywfv_yf±Sm;&m ywf0ef;usifudk jyKjyifay;&efjzpfygonf? 
xdkif;e,fpyfwav#muf pcef;rsm;rSm aexdkifae=uaom 'kuQonf (140, 000). aumif;usdK;ESifh 
tkyfcsKyfa&;twGuf vufoHk;u&d,mwcktaeESifh pcef;pDrHtkyfcsKyfr_pepfudk jyK pkapmifha±Smufay;jcif;ESifh 
ydkrdkaumif;atmifjyKjyifay;jcif;jyKoifhygonf? Tpepfonf jrefrmEdkifiHjynfolrsm;ESifh tzGJ@t pnf;rsm;. 
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wdkif;jynfwnfaqmufa&;vkyfief;(Tvkyfief;wGif ae&yf&if;odk@ 
jyefa&;udpPvnf;tygt0ifjzpfonf)twGuf wefzdk;±Sdaom rSwfausmufwck jzpfvmzG,fvnf; ±Sdygonf?  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – KAREN 

 
w>rRb.vdmw><Aw>uhRu'guhR'ftvD>vD>A'D;w>vJvdmto;w>rRb.vdmw><Aw>uhRu'guhR'ftvD>vD>A'D;w>vJvdmto;w>rRb.vdmw><Aw>uhRu'guhR'ftvD>vD>A'D;w>vJvdmto;w>rRb.vdmw><Aw>uhRu'guhR'ftvD>vD>A'D;w>vJvdmto;    

w>ymzsgxD.w>uG>u'gorHord;uhRw>tuh>t*DRb.C;w>yXqSX  'Ju0DR w>ymzsgxD.w>uG>u'gorHord;uhRw>tuh>t*DRb.C;w>yXqSX  'Ju0DR w>ymzsgxD.w>uG>u'gorHord;uhRw>tuh>t*DRb.C;w>yXqSX  'Ju0DR w>ymzsgxD.w>uG>u'gorHord;uhRw>tuh>t*DRb.C;w>yXqSX  'Ju0DR     
tySRb.uD b.cJ vXtd.vXuFD.wJ.uD>tylRtySRb.uD b.cJ vXtd.vXuFD.wJ.uD>tylRtySRb.uD b.cJ vXtd.vXuFD.wJ.uD>tylRtySRb.uD b.cJ vXtd.vXuFD.wJ.uD>tylR    

    
ySRtcd.tw>wJzSd.uhRw>*h>ySRtcd.tw>wJzSd.uhRw>*h>ySRtcd.tw>wJzSd.uhRw>*h>ySRtcd.tw>wJzSd.uhRw>*h>    

w>uwdRvXngw>uwdRvXngw>uwdRvXngw>uwdRvXng    
w>ymzsgxD.w>*h>vXtzk.b.C;w>CkxH.M>uhRw>tpXwz.vXtrh>w>uG>u'gorHord;uhRw>tuh>t*DRb.C;w>yXw>yXqSX'J
u0DRySRb.uDb.cJvXtd.vXuD>uFD.wJ.tylRM.vDRIAw>*h>vXw>ymzsgxD.wz.rh>'fvXw>zDvmwz.ymzsgod;vXtrh>0J<Aw>td.
o;t*h>tusdR<Aw>ynd.<Aw>rRtDRtusdRtusJ<Aw>CkxH.M>uhRw>tpXwz.<Aw>rRvdw>wz.'D;w>[h.w>tk.cD.vXt*hRwz. 
M.vDRIAw>oh.wz.tHRw>rRtDRvX2011eH.AwkR2012eH.A'D;w>uG>u'gorHord;uhRw>tw>zH;w>rRtHRM.w>rRoud;tDR'D;cJef 
eX. '.  t w>*kRxD.yoDxD.u&XA(CIDA)<AySRtD;p-xhvH,gtw>*kRxD.yxD.u&X(AusAID) 'D;w>rRw>Clw>zd;w> (Act for Peace) 
(tD;p-xhvH ,g)wz.M.vDRI 
 
w>td.ow>td.ow>td.ow>td.o;t*h>tusdR;t*h>tusdR;t*h>tusdR;t*h>tusdR    
zsgvDR*mvXuD>y,DRp;xD.rRxD.w>t&h'd.b.C;xH*h>uD>*h>'D;rk>usdR0JRuGmtw>qDwvJM.vDRIAuD>rk>Ekmty'd.wz.up;xD. rR 
uqS.vDRuhRt0Joh.tw>zD.CHmw>wz.'D;ySRvXtbsXvDRphwz.urRtgxD.tw>zH;w>rRwz.vXtxHvD>uD>ylRM.vDRIAySRcd.e>
vXtb.xGJb.C;0Jwz.qdurd.eDRz;0JxH*l>uD>oJ;tw>vDRzsJ.vDR[dwz.vXtrh>w>vX*hR'D;rh>ph>uD;w>vXvDRb.,d.cHcgvXm 
M.vDRIAw>wRw>vXurRto;'D;ySRvXeH.u[Jqlngwz.tusgM.<Aw>rRtusdRtusJvXtobH.bk.'ftrh>w>qSXuhRySRql tuD> 
'D;w>ok;uD>y,DRtySRb.uDb.cJwz.tvD>tusJqluD>qXtcsXM.w>ub.&J.usJRtDR'D;yXqSXtDRwkRvDRwDRvDR<rRtDRvDRwH>vDR
qJ;'D;vXvXySJRySJRM.vDRIAvXtusgM.w>*h>rd>yS>wz.vXtrRb.'dySRohnD0J'ftrh>w>vD>w>usJt[D.cd.rJmzH;cd.<Auvkm'l.<Ausdm<
rk.cGg'D;w>bl.w>bgwz.M.w>ub.rRtDRvXw>yvD>y'DtylRzJvXw>uuhRymzSd.ySRb.uDb.cJwz.vXuD>y,DRtxHvD>uD>ylR 
M.vDRIAw>tHRtd.zsgvDRwH>vXw>vJvdmo;tuwD>tHRM.<AvDRqD'.w>qlrJmng,J>eH.wkRteH.wqHM.<Aw>urR*hRxD.w>tuH>
tpDwz.vXtrh>w>rRb.vD>b.p;uhRw>'D;w>uhRu'guhR'ftvD>vD>M.rh>w>vd.b.tug'd.uwX>wcgvXw>urRuJxD. vd. 
xD. w>vXw>*h>cJvXmtzDcd.'D;vXuD>y,DRu&Xtw>td.ol.vDRo;tylRM.vDRIAAA 
 
w>rRb.vdmuhRw>'D;w>uhRu'guhR'ftvD>vD>tw>&J.w>usJRw>rRwcgtHRrh>w>'k;eJ.zsgxD.0Jup>tvk>tyORvXtrh>w>vXtug
'd.0JvXurRuJxD.vd.xD.w>qSXuhRw>'D;w>ok;vD>ok;usJtw>rRtusdRtusJqlw>yXqSX'Ju0DRvXuFD.wJ.uD>tylRM.vDRIAw>vJ
vdmo;wqDb.wqDvXtylRuGHmA25eH.M.<AySRw0XvXvD>zJtHRp;xD.rR0Jw>yXqSX'Ju0DRvXty.Ckm0J'D;ySRb.uDb.cJwz. 'D; ySR 
b.uDb.cJtw>qDvDRym vDR w>rRtusJuylRwz. vXtuyXqSX'Ju0DRwz. vXweHRb.weHRt*D><A vd.b.0JvXw>urR*hR xD.t 
eD>up>tw>rRpXRvDRo;ohvXySRpH.rSH[;zsd;oh.wz.tusg'D;ySRvXtEkmvDRrRoud;w>wz.cDzsdvXtrRw>tCdM.utd.'D;tw>
vJRcDzsdwz.'D;tw>ohw>b.wz.vXuuJxD.w>rRpXRvXtw>rRtusdRtusJtylRvXw>ol.xD.xHuD>vXuD>y,DRylRM.vDRI 
 
qXuwD>tcJtHRM.<Aw>yXqSXw>rRtw>&J.w>usJRvXw>rRtDRvX'Ju0DRcGHzsX.tylRvXtrRpXRySRb.uDb.cJA140<000*RA'D;ySR
b.uDb.cJwz.tHRrh>0Juvkm'l.wz.'D;tgwuh>rh>0JySRunDzd (td.vX'Ju0DREGHzsX.vXm)A 'D;u&h.eH.(td.vX'Ju0DRcHzsX.) M.vDRIA 
w>yXqSX'Ju0DRw>rRtusJwz.uGJ;eD.uGJ;Cg0Jw>rRvXtuJxD.vd.xD.0JvXtd.'D;u[kunD>z;'d.oemuhtd.ph>uD;0JvXw>uDw>cJ
z;'d.tzDvmzJtylRuGHm,J>eH.twD>ylRM.vDRIAp;xD.vX2008eH.tylRM.<AySR[h.rRpXRusd.phvXtqD.xGJrRpXRw>zH;w>rRtw>&J.
w>usJRwz.tHRM.<AuhRuG>uhR0Jw>*h>vJRto;wqDb.wqD'D;ymzsgxD.tw>b.,d.b.bDw>*h>wz.'D;vd.b.0JvXw>ub.rR
w>qDwvJwz.vXw>&J.w>usJRtw>rRylRM.vDRIA cJefeX.'.tw>*kRxD.yoDxD.u&XA(CIDA)<AtD;p-xhvH,gtw>*kRxD. yxD. 
u&X(AusAID) 'D;w>rRw>Clw>zd;w> (Act for Peace) (tD;p-xhvH ,g)wz.tw>rRw>uG>u'gorHord;uhRw> vXA2011eH. w> rR 
tylRM.<vd. b.vXw>uorHord;uhRw>b.,d.b.bDwz.'D;xd.uG>pDRuG>uhRw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtuh>t*DRtw>td.o;vXt-uX; 
0Jb.0J w z. 'fw>td.o;t*h>tusdRtd.zsg0Jtod;M.vDRI 
A 
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w>ynd.wz.w>ynd.wz.w>ynd.wz.w>ynd.wz. 
w>'k;td.xD.w>uG>u'gorHord;uhRw>tuh>t*DRtd.0JJoXcg< 

1)AAuwDcd.&d.rJvXw>wX.yD.w>vXurR*hRxD.w>vXySRb.xGJwz.tusgvXb.C;w>*h>vXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRvX'Ju0DRwz.
 t ylRvXuD>uFD.wJ.'D;uD>y,DRtuD>qXM.vDRI 

2)AAuwJzsgxD.w>*h>w>usdRcJvXmcJqh'D;vDRwH>vDRqJ;b.C;w>ymvDRw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtuh>t*DRcJtHRwz.'D; 
3)AAuymzsgxD.w>vD>wz.vXw>ub.p;xD.vJvdmrR*hRxD.'D;qDwvJtDRM.vDRI 

 

vDRqD'.w>t'd.uwX>vXw>rRvdCkoh.ngw>*h>tw>b.xGJwz.eJ.vDR0JySRorHxHw>zdwzkvXuuGJ;eD.uGJ;Cgw>*h>w>usdRvXt
ylRuGHm'D;rR*hRxD.w>rRt'dwz.<Auxd.uG>pDRuG>tw>rRrl'gcJvXmvXtuJxD.vd.xD.wz.<Auxd.uG>pDRuG>w>qDvDRymvDRw>
yXqSXw>zH;w>rRtusJzJvJ.vXw>rRxGJ0JtDR'f[D.cd.'Dbh.twDRywD>wz.tod;<A'D;uwX.yD.oud;'D;u&XrRoud; w>wz.b. C; 
w>rRtuh>t*DRvX'd;oMRxD.to;vXw>uGJ;eD.uGJ;Cgtw>tk.o;wz.M.vDRI 
 

w>rRtusdRtusJw>rRtusdRtusJw>rRtusdRtusJw>rRtusdRtusJ 
ySRuhRuG>uh'gorHord;uhRw>wzkrR0Jtw>rRtusdRtusJvXuynd.CDR0JvXuol0J'fod;vXuuJxD.w>bsK;td.'D;eJ.zsgxD.w>t&h
'd.vXySRb.xGJwz.t w>zH;oud;rR oud;tylRM.vDRIA w>rRtgxD.vXw>uuhRuG>uhRw>uGJ;eD.uGJ;Cg'D; ySRtug'd.w*RuoHuG> 
oH  'd;vdmo;w>'D;ySR t cX.p;  vXw>u&Xu&dvXt[h.rRpXRusd.ph< ySR t cX.p; vXu&XobVwz.(NGOs)<'D; ySR t cX.p; vXuFD.wJ. 
y'd.wz.(RTG)<A  w>xXzSd. w >*h> w>usdRwz. vX 'Ju0DREGHzsX.cDzsdw>rR0Jw>cDvJmvdmo;w>xH.tw>td.zSd.wz. 'D;u&l>vXw>ynd. 
tDR wz. t'd'ftrh>0Jw>CkxX ySR b.uDb.cJwz.M.zJ'.up>'.0Jrd.o;CkxX<A Ckm'D;u&l>vXuwdRoud;w>vDRvDRqDqD vXuvkm 
'l. teD. *H>pSRwz.t*D><Aydmrk.'D;o;p>wz.A(ydmrk.zdo.'D;ydmcGgzdo.wz.)M.vDRIA ySRwzkvXtd.0J A11A*RvXtrh>ySRvXuD>csX'D; 
uD> ylRtySRCkoh.ngw>wz.uwDcd.&d.rJvXw>uwdRoud;w>oh.wz.tHRM.vDRIAAySRtd.qd;vX'Ju0DRylRA545*RAub.w>xH. 
vdmuwdRoud;w>'D;t0Joh.wylRCDCkm'D;ySR'Ju0DRcd.e>A308 A*R'D;ySRw0Xtw>u&Xu&dvXtrRw>vX'Ju0DRylRtySRcX.p;wz. 
M.vDRIAtgM>tM.<  AySRuhRuG>uh'gorHord;uhRw>wzk oHuG>oH'd;0JuFD.wJ.y'd.tySRb.rlb.'gA50*R vXtrRw>vX 'Ju0DtylR'D; 
'Ju0DRtcsXwz.<Aus;t up>A57 A*RAvXtrh>ySRtd.vX'Ju0DRtylR'D;'Ju0DRtcsXwz.<A 'D;ySR  A69*RAvXttd.qd;0JvXtbl;'D;'J 
u0DR  w z.<A 'ftrh> [D.cd. tup><ApHmup><Aw>td.w>qd;vD>tup>'D;w> tD.us;tup>wz.<ACkm'D;ySRw0Xt*kRt*RvXtd.bl; 
'D;'Ju0DRwz. M.vDRIA vXw>cJvXmtzDcd.M.<AySRorHxHw>wzkuymzSd.w>*h>w>usdRcDzsdw>qJ;usd;vdmo;vdRvdR'D;ySR[h.w>*h> w> 
usdRvXu td.0J  1<060*RvXttd.vX'Ju0DRtylR'D;vX'Ju0DRtuydmuyRwz.zJvX UN  < AxH*kRuD>*Rtu&XobV'D;A IRC 
tySRcX. p;wz.Ekm vDRy.Ckm0J'.M.vDRI 
 
w>orHxHw>M.td.0J'D;w>ymyeD.CmtqXwbsK;rHRM.vDRIAvDRqD'.w>vXw>ynd.tDRql.ql.uvJmvX'Ju0DRtywD>w>xXzSd. 
w>*h>w>usdRwz.M.vDRIAySRorHxHw>wzk[h.vDRtw>qXuwD>pSRvXw>tywD>vXtvJ>xD.o;wz.'ftrh>w>rRoud;w>vXw> 
rR pXRySRw0Xtw>vd.b.vX'Ju0DRwz.tylRM.vDRIAteD>eD>uD>uD>wcDM.<Aw>rRw>vX'Ju0DRtywD>M.'k;eJ.zsg0JvX w>vd.b. 
ySRtgtg*D>*D>vXurRw>'D;obH.bk.0J'd.M>'H;w>qd.rd.0Jtod;M.vDRIAw>*h>rd>yS>zJtHRwz.y.Ckm'Ju0DRwz.t[D.cd.rJmzH;cd. 
uh>*DRtw>vDRjyHvDRjyg'D;'Ju0DRurH;wHmcHzk<Aw>qDwvJw>uJcd.uJe>vXw>u&Xu&dt&h'd.tylR<ApJRcHvXw>[h.w>tcGJ;wrHRrHR 
vX'Ju0DRtwDRywD>tylR<A'D;w>rRM>ySRvXvD>u0DRylRvXtohu&h.eH.bsJ;bsJ;M.pJRcH0JM.vDRIAA'fvJ.*hR*hR<Aw>ymyeD.w>tqX 
oh.wz.tHR'D;t*kRt*Rwz.M.<AySRorHxHw>wzktd.'D;w>emM>vDRo;vXw>ymzsgxD.w>CkxH.M>w>tpXwz.'D;w>[h. ul. [h. 
z;zJtHRwz.M.rh>w>vXtvDRwH>vDRqJ;'D;-uX;0Jb.0JM.vDRI 
 
rh>ph>uD;w>wcgvXw>ub.ymol.ymo;vXw>orHxHw>tHRM.wrh>w>vXw>ynd.tDRvXw>uxd.uG>pDRuG>w>vdRvdRqlw>yXqSX'J
u0DRylRtw>rRwz.b.'ftrh>uFD.wJ.y'd.ySRrRw>zdwz.tw>zH;w>rRw>'D;rRtrlt'gwz.M.b.IAuFD.wJ.y'd.tySRb.rlb. 
'gwz.tw>pdw>urDRtd.0Jz;'d.'D;trlt'gtd.0JvXw>tH;xGJuG>xGJyXqSX'Ju0DRM.vDRIAw>orHxHtw>td.o;tHRM.tw>ynd.t
cd.oh.rh>'fod;vXw>urRu'D;w>qlngb.C;'Ju0DRtw>ol.xD.w>yXqSX&J.usJRtw>zH;w>rRtusdRtusJwz.<Awrh>vXuFD.wJ.
y'd.tySRb.rlb.'gu&X'D;cX.p;wz.tw>rRw>zH;w>rRtrlt'gwz.M.b.IAw>*h>w>usdRrh>td.xD.0JtuvkmuvkmvXtrh> 
b.C;'D;uFD.wJ.tySRb.rlb.'gwz.tw>zH;w>rRtrlt'gwz.M.<At0Joh.uuGJ;eD.Cm0JvXtvHmwD.zsgxD.w>*h>tylRM.vDRI
zJvXw>tpXweDReDRzsgvDR*mvXu'k;eJ.0Jw>tk.to;[h.ul.[h.z;vDRwH>vDRqJ;qluFD.wJ.tySRb.rlb.'gwz.t*D>oemuhy0Jy
wue.CkmrRtDRb.rh>vXw>wD.zsgxD.w>*h>tvHmtHRwrh>vXw>urR0Jw>[h.ul.[h.z;qluFD.wJ.tySRb.rlb.'gzdwz.t*D> 
M.b.I 
 

vXcHuwX> Aw>rRtusdRtuGmb.C;w>rRvDRwH>ym*X>ymusXRw>orHxHtw>rRtHRM.<A w>b.rRpSRvDRtDRcDzsdvXusd.pht w> CH; 
w>phRtCdw>&J.usJRuhR0JvXw>urR0Jw>eJ.zsgw>Ckoh.ngym*X>ymuusXRw>*h>w>usdRtHRvXw>'dw>*DRrl'D;zD.M>w>tuvk>zJvX
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w>td. zSd.'D; ySRvXtb.xGJb.C;tcd.e>tu&l>vXtd.vXuD>uFD.wJ.tylRwz.vXtrh>0J<ADHAWG, RCs 'D; OCDP/MOI wz. 
M.vDRIAw> wD.zsg xD.w>*h>vXw>rRtDRtuwX>wbh.tHRM. tgwuh>ymzsgxD.0Jw>[h.ul.[h.z;qXuhRw>vXw>rRM>tDR zJvX w> 
td.zSd.tqX uwD>wz.M.vDRIA'fvJ.*hR*hRySRz;w>zdvXto;pJwz.uuG>0JvXvHmbs;pJA12 AvXtd.zsg0Jz;xDvXtrh> w>wD.xD. w> 
*h> vXw>*h>t&h 'd.vXw>uGJ;zk.uhRtDRwz.zJvXw>uwdRoud;tDR vXw>td.zSd.tqX uwD>wz.M.vDRI 
 
w>tpXvXw>CkxH.M>tDRwz.w>tpXvXw>CkxH.M>tDRwz.w>tpXvXw>CkxH.M>tDRwz.w>tpXvXw>CkxH.M>tDRwz. 
w>e>yX>w>yXqSX'Ju0DRtuh>t*DRw>e>yX>w>yXqSX'Ju0DRtuh>t*DRw>e>yX>w>yXqSX'Ju0DRtuh>t*DRw>e>yX>w>yXqSX'Ju0DRtuh>t*DR 
tqXuwD>cJtHR'Ju0DRcGHzsX.vXtd.vXuFD.wJ.tuD>qXwz.*kRxD.yoDxD.0Ju,Du,DtCd<Aw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtuh>t*DRM.w>'k; 
td.xD. tDRoXu&l>vXw>u[H;M>rRrl'gt*D>'D;vXySRwu&l>b.wu&l>tylRM. y.Ckm'Dw>u&Xu &d  tw>bs; pJ vdmo; weDRM. vDRIA 
w>zH;w>rR tuh>t*DRtw>ynd.wz.cJvXmvXw>ub.rRtDR'fvJ.M. <Aub.w>yXqSXrRtDRvXw> u&Xu&d w eDR  vX t td. 'D;t 
w>ohw>b.vXw>zH;w>rRw>tylR'D; rRw>wkRvDRwDRvDRvX w>'k;b.vdmzd;'hw>vXu&l>wzkb.wzktylR'D;vXu&l>cJ vXmt ylR M. 
vDRI 
 
ySRu&l>tcD.xH;wzkM.yud;tDRvXA?'Ju0DRtu&l>/M.rh>u&Xwz.vXtb.C;'D;w>qSXCDRw>ql'Ju0DRwz.vXteD>uup>'.0J
M. vDRIAySRtcd.oh.rd>yS>vXySRu&l>tHRtylRM.rh>0JySRrRw>vXySRb.uDb.cJturH;wHmcH*R'D;A'Ju0DRcGHzsX.turH;wHmM.vDRIAySR 
vX td.vX'Ju0DRcGHzsX.turH;wHmtzDvm'D;ub.ymzsgxD.w>*h>qlt0Joh.ttd.M.rh>0Ju0DR'hcd.wz.vXb.w>qD.xGJ rR pXR tDR 
u0DR'hurH;wHmwz.M.vDRIAw>zH;w>rRtusdRtusJtw>qDvDRo;wz.tHRb.w>qD.xGJrRpXRtDRvXxH*kRuD>*Ru&Xo bV w z. 
vXtrRw>vXw>td.ql.td.cV'D;w>uqSJuqSD<Aw>ul.b.ul.oh<Aw>tD.w>tD<Aw>ol.xD.w>td.u'kvD>'D;vXw qD. xGJ rR 
pXRw>tD.wz.<ACkm0J'D;w>rRpXRw>yXqSX&J.usJRw>wz.vXtb.w>qD.xGJrRpXRtDRvXxH.bH.bH.pH.<A'D;w>[h.w>td.u'kt 
w>td.qd;tvD>tusJwz.vX,lRtJef'D;zJvXw,Hm'H;b.u&XobVvDRqDvXtrRpXR'Ju0DR,J>zsX.vX'Ju0DREGHzsX.tusgvXtrh> 
IRC/LAC  M.vDRIAu&XobVtw>zH;w>rRvX'Ju0DRwz.tylRM.b.w>rRoud;tDR'D; CCSDPT  AturH;wHmwz. vXt 'k; bs;pJ 
w>vXu&XobVwz.'D;uFD.wJ.y'd. (RTG)tbX.pXRM.vDRIA 
 
ySRu&l>cHzkwzkM.yud;tDRvXA?ySR[h.rRbl.phtu&l>/AM.vDRIAySR[h.rRbl.phtxHuD>wz.nDEk>[h.cDzsd0J0h>bD;uDtrD>oD0JR'X;w
z.(xHuD>y'd.cX.p;vXuD>*RwuD>)<AvXtEkmvDRy.CkmvXySR[h.rRpXRw>vXySR*h>0Dtw>vd.b.u&l>rRoud;w>A(DHAWG) t 
ylRM.vDRIAySR[h.rRbl.phcd.oh.rd>yS>wz.rh>0JuD>trJ&uR'D;uD>,l&yRM.vDRIAu&l>rRoud;w>tHRM.<Aw*RvX tuwD>'.0JM.rR 
oud;w>'D;eDR [h.vDR w>*h>w>usdRwz.qlCCSDPT  'D;qlteD>up>w>zH;w>rRw>&J.w>usJRwz.tylR'D;uJxD.ySRcX.o;vXw>&h vdm 
o; 'D; UNHCR  'D;Ckw>[h. ul. [h. z;'D; rRoud;w>'D;ySRtug'd.vXtrh>uFD.wJ.y'd. (RTG)M.vDRIA oemuhySR[h.rRbl.pht u&X 
wz. [h. vDR usd. phw>rRpXRvXw>urRw>zH;w>rRvX'Ju0DRwz. tylRcDzsdxH.bH.bH.pH.tw>u&Xu&d'D; u&XobVt*kRt*Rwz. 
M. vDRI 
 
ySRu&l>oXzkwzkrh>0JuFD.wJ.y'd.vXyud;tDRvXA?uFD.wJ.y'd.tu&l>/AM.vDRIAySRrRw>tug'd.vXw>zH;w>rRtylRwz.y.Ckm0J
'D;xHuD>w>bH.w>bXtySRul.vdmw>u&X(NSC)<uFD.wJ.uD>ylRudwdm0JRusdR(MOI)<AuFD.wJ.ok;<uD>csXw>rRto;udwdm0JRusdR 
(MFA)'D; MOIAt0JR'X;vD>vXySRCh>rSH[;zsd;wz.t*D> (OCDP)AvXub.tX.vDRwl>vdm0JCCSDP tySRrRw>u&Xwz. tw>rR 
w>&J.w>usJRwz.<A'D;rRoud;w>'D; UNHCR  A'D;u&Xt*kRt*Rwz.M.vDRIAw>ymzsgxD.w>*h>qlMOIAttd.M.rh>0JuD> q. vGH> 
bh.vXySRb.uDb. cJtd.vXtylRwz.<AvXb.w>yXqSXtDRvXuD>&h.cd.cH (Deputy District Officers) wz.M.vDRIAySRwz.tHR 
ub.wD.zsgxD. w>*h> cDzsdtuD>&h.0JR'X;vD>'D; qSXqlySRb.rlb.'gt0JR'X; vXw>zDcd.wqDM.vDRIAuD>&h.cd.wz. urRoud;w>vdR 
vdR'D;vXcHuwX>[H;Cmtw>pdw>urDRvX'Ju0DRurH;wHmwz.'D;t0Joh.tw>qDvDRymvDRvXtzDvmvXywD>zk.M>tDRwz.tzDcd.
M.vDRI 
 
tgwuh>vXtylRuGHmw>qXuwD>teH.cHqHtwD>ylRM.<ySRrRw>tu&l>wz.*kRxD.yoDxD.0JvXw>&hvdmrkmvdmo;tylR'D;td.'D;w>pl;
zSd.&dzSd.vdmto;'D;'k;uJxD.0Jw>rltw0XtusdRtusJwuvkmM.vDRIAAw>rlw0XtusdRtusJM.w>ynd.tDRtuvkmuvkmvXw>
urRb.vdmuhRw><Aw>uhRrRuhR'ftvD>vD>wz.<ApH;qXuhRw>'D;usJRb.vD>uhRySRrRw>toDwz.'D;qDwvJw>td.o;vXtvd.
b.w>qDwvJtDRwz.<A'D;xXzSd.0mzSd.w>zdw>vHRvXtqD.xGJrRpXRw>wz.vXurRuJxD. vd.xD.tw>ynd.vXt'k;td.xD.0J 
wz.M.vDRIAw>uhRuG>uhRw>rRw>td.rlw0XtusdRtusJvXtylRuGHmwz.tgwuh>rh>w>vXw>rRtDRwkRvDRwDRvDRM.vDRIyymvDR
w>*h>rd>yS>cHrHRb.C;'D;yw>xH.vXw>rRw>td.rlw0XtusdRtusJwz.IAw>tcD.xH;wrHRrh>0J<Aw>xH.pdw>'D;w>tvk>tyORwz.A
'D;cHcgwcgM.rh>0J<u'Ju'Htw>emM>vdmo;M.vDRIAyrh>uG>w>&hvdm rkmvdmtw>rRoud; w> vXt*hRwz. M.rh>0Jw>[h.vDRo;vX 
ySRb.uDb.cJtw>td.rl*hRxD.t*D>'D; ySRb.uDb.cJtvk>tyOR'D; w>rRvdo; vXw>rRw> wDwDvdRvdRM.vDRI 
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ySRb.uD.b.cJ'D;tySRcd.ySRe>vX'Ju0DRylRwz.tw>ySRb.uD.b.cJ'D;tySRcd.ySRe>vX'Ju0DRylRwz.tw>ySRb.uD.b.cJ'D;tySRcd.ySRe>vX'Ju0DRylRwz.tw>ySRb.uD.b.cJ'D;tySRcd.ySRe>vX'Ju0DRylRwz.tw>xH.wz.xH.wz.xH.wz.xH.wz.    
w>xH.wrHRCDtg0JvX'Ju0DRcJvXmtylRvXtb.C;'D;ySRb.uDb.cJwz.xH.0Jtw>td.rlvX'Ju0DRwz.tylRM.'f vJ.IAySRb.uDb.cJwz.xH.0Jtw>td.rlvX'Ju0DRwz.tylRM.'f vJ.IAySRb.uDb.cJwz.xH.0Jtw>td.rlvX'Ju0DRwz.tylRM.'f vJ.IAySRb.uDb.cJwz.xH.0Jtw>td.rlvX'Ju0DRwz.tylRM.'f vJ.IA  tw> 
xH.vXtrh>0J<t0J oh.t w>b.olb.o;0Jwz.'D; w>wRw>vXtb.uG>qX.rJm0Jwz.M.vDRIA tgM>tM.w>xH. wrHRCDtg0Jb. 
C;  ySRtd. qd; tu&l>vX'Ju0DRwz.tylR (ydmrk.wz.<uvkm'l.vXeD.*H>td.pSRwz.< ySRo;p>wz.)'D; w>t uvkmwz.'D;ySRxHzduD>zd 
w z.tbX.pXRM.vDRIAteD>uD>wcDM.<Aw>uG>u'gorHord;uhRw>*h>w z.M.'D;w>wxH.0JvX w zsgvDR *mvXw>rRw>tusdRtusJ 
vXw>uuG> w vDRu vkm'l. eD.*H>pSRwz.M.td.0Jb.IAw>wxH.ph>uD;vXydmrk.wz.tw>td.rlvX'Ju 0DRtylRM.w>wymtDRvDRqD 
vdm o;'D; ydmcGgwz. ph> uD;M.b.IAAt0Joh.tw>ymzsgxD.b.C;ySRo;p>wz.ymzsgxD. tw>b.,d.vXw>urRvdM>b.w> vXt 
wDRxDxD.vXtw> td.rlcgqlngt*D>'D;uqJ;rRvdw>qlngt*D>M.pSR0J'D;w>b.,d.t'd.uwX>rh>w>olw>rlRw>bSD;wz.M.vDRIA 
 
b.C;'D;w>yXqSXySRb.uDb.cJtw>qDyw>yXqSXySRb.uDb.cJtw>qDyw>yXqSXySRb.uDb.cJtw>qDyw>yXqSXySRb.uDb.cJtw>qDymvDRymvDRw>rRmvDRymvDRw>rRmvDRymvDRw>rRmvDRymvDRw>rRtrl'gwz.tCd<AySRursX>wz.ymo;vXvXurH;wHmwz.tHRubSgqSJ 
w> *h>vXtb.uG>qX.rJm0JvX'Ju0DRwz.tylRM.tw>ohw>b.pSR0JM.vDRIAeD>eD>wcD<AySRb.uDb.cJwz.ymzsgxD.tw>xH.vX 
t *hRvXtcd.te>wz.tzDcd.vXrRw>rEkRwz.oh'D;w>rREkRwz.vXxDM>'H;tcd.te>tw>ohw>b.vXub.qDwvJ0JM.vDRIA 
ySRb.uDb.cJph>uD;'k;eJ.zsgxD.tw>xH.vXtvDRwH>vDRqJ;b.C;tySRcd.ySRe>rRtrlt'gwz.M.vDRIAtgM>tM.<At0Joh.oh.
ng0JvXttJ.'d;tcd.te>'fvJ.wuvkmvJ.M.vDRIAySR'Ju0DRzdwz.tJ.'d;tcd.te>vXutd.'D;w>ul.b.ul.ohvXtxD<uwdR
usdmub.ogtgM>wusdm<A rh>ySRouJ;y0mvDRqDvXttd.'D;w>*H>ql.vXw>rRtylR'D; rRw>wkRvDRwDRvDRvXySRxHzd uD>zdwz. t*D> 
M.vDRIAvXw>cJvXmtzDcd.M.<AySRb.uDb.cJwz.tg'.w>wuh>xH.0JvXtw>orHord;uhRw>yXqSXw>qDvDRw>zH;w>rRtusdR
tusJrh>w>vXt*hR0JM.vDRIAb.q.zJtqXuwD>M.<Aw>xH.tusJvDRqDvdmo;td.0JvXw>*h>tHRtzDcd.vX'Ju0DRwz. ymzsg xD. 
0JvXySRtd.qd;vX'Ju0DRcJ vXmtylRM.w>wud;oHuG>tDRb.C;w>yXqSX'Ju0DRtuh>t*DRtw>td.o;wz.M.b.IA 
 

vXM>trJmngM.<AySRb.uDb.cJwz.vXtrRw>vXw>uG>u'gorHord;uhRw>t*D>tHRM.'k;eJ.zsgtw>oh.eD.xD.uhRw>vXt*hR 
'D;tw>e>yX>w>vXt*hRb.C;w>CkxXw>tusdRtusJvXb.w>rRtDRvX2010eH.M.vDRIA'fvJ.*hR*hR<At0Joh.xH.0JvXw>wRw>
wz.td.0JvXw>ub.rRtDR<AvDRqD'.w>vXw>w[h.AySRb.uDb.cJvXwqJ;vDRtrHRvXp&DylRwz.tcGJ;vXuEkmvDRw>Ck xX  
M.b.IyrReD.rRCgph>uD;w>vd.0JvXub.rR*hRxD.qlngb.C;w>uJxD.cX.p;vXydmrk.wz.t*D>'D;w>Ckoh. nguhRw>rRt usdR 
tusJwz.tpXvXuymzsgxD.u&l>vXtug'd.wz.tw>tJ.'d;vDRqD'.w>vXtrh>uvkm'l.vXteD.*H>pSRwz.'D;ySRo;p>wz.M.
vDRIA 
 

vXt0Joh.wuyRwcD<AySRb.uDb.cJtcd.e>wz.eXyX>tw>rRrl'gw>zH;w>rRwz.vD>wH>vDRqJ;vXtvJRoCJR0J'D;tw>ymzsg 
xD.w>rRt*h>tusdRwz.vXueJ.t0Joh.tusJvXuxJ;*H>xJ;bgvXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtw>&J.w>usJRw>rRtylRM.vDRIAw>wRw>t
cd.oh.rd>yS>vXt0Joh.b.uG>qX.0Jt'd.uwX>rh>w>vXub.rR0Jw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtwDRywD>vXtxDM>'H;t0Joh.tw>ohw>b.M. 
vDRIAw>*h>w>usdR'ftHRoh.wz.M.<Aw>ub.rRtDRvXtvJ>xD.o;vXtrh>w>rRpXRySR*h>0Dt w>vdb. w> rRoud;w>tywD>M. 
vDRI 
 

w>*h>w>usdRtug'd.tw>*h>w>usdRtug'd.tw>*h>w>usdRtug'd.tw>*h>w>usdRtug'd.t*kRt*Rwz.vXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtylR*kRt*Rwz.vXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtylR*kRt*Rwz.vXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtylR*kRt*Rwz.vXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtylR    
b.C;'D;w>u[ku,m'D;w>rRM>w>wDw>vdRw>u[ku,m'D;w>rRM>w>wDw>vdRw>u[ku,m'D;w>rRM>w>wDw>vdRw>u[ku,m'D;w>rRM>w>wDw>vdRt*D>M.<AySRb.cDb.cJ'D;tySRcd.ySRe>wz.yvD>o;vXw>rRw>t&h'd.vXvD>u 0DR t 
0JtHRtylRM.vDRIAb.q.'fvJ.*hR*hR<Aw>xD'gw>td.weDReDRvXusJ;pX;rRw>oh.wz.tHRtzDcd.ph>uD;M.vDRIAw>wRw>wcgrh>0J 
w>pH.nD.yDwhw>M.ub.w>ymtDRvDRqD'D;cd.e>vXttd.vXySRb.uDb.cJtw>wDw>vdRtw>&J.w>usJRw>rRtylRM.vDRIAw>cH
cgwcgrh>0Jw>bH.w>bXvXySRrRw>zdwz.t*D>vXub.w>qD.xGJrRpXRtDRvXw>rR*hRxD.w>tusdRtusJtw>&J.w>usJRCkm'D;usJ
toDwz.vXub.bSgqSJ0JySRo;p>tw>rRur.w>'D;rh>w>*h>uDwcgvX'd.xD.0Jw>uJxD.o;vDRysHRvDRzk;tylRM.vDRI 
 

rhrh>vX'Ju0DRywD>tw>rRoud;w>wcvX'Ju0DRywD>tw>rRoud;w>wcvX'Ju0DRywD>tw>rRoud;w>wcvX'Ju0DRywD>tw>rRoud;w>wc D<Aw>*h>w>usdRwz.b.w>eDR[h.vdmo;b.q.w>[h.ul.[h.z;vdmo;w>vXw>rRtw> 
&J.w>usJRtylRM.pSR0J'D;w>'k;td.xD.w>tug'd.vXvD>u0DRweDRtylRpSR0JM.vDRIAtgM>tM.<w>rRtgxD.w>rR&J.usJRtcd.oh.<
'Ju0DRcJvXmuG>0Jw>vd.b.wz.vXtwb.w>rRvXySJRtDR'D;w>vDRzsJ.vDR[dwz.vXw>w>ynd.ymwh>vHtDRvXwvgwbsDw>rR
oud;w>wz.tylRM.vDRIAu&XobVvXuD>t*kRt*RweDRvDRqD'.w>vXtrh>w>td.ql.td.cVwuyRM.<AwrR0Jw>[h. ul.[h. 
z;oud;w>'D;'Ju0DRturH;wHmwz.'D;ySRb.uDb.cJturH;wHmwz.vXw>qXwJmw>wz.vXtb.C;'D;w>zH;w>rRtw>&J.w> 
usJRvXt&h'd.wz.Arhwrh>Aphrd>yS>vXw>rRywkmtDRwz.M.vDRIA 
 

b.xGJ'D;w>eDRvDRw>'D;w>vlRuG>orHord;uhRw>w>eDRvDRw>'D;w>vlRuG>orHord;uhRw>w>eDRvDRw>'D;w>vlRuG>orHord;uhRw>w>eDRvDRw>'D;w>vlRuG>orHord;uhRw>M.<A'Ju0DRturH;wHmwz.'D;ySRuG>xGJySRb.uDb.cJturH;wHmwz.rRtrlt'g 
vXtw>rRvD>u0DRwz.*hR0J'ftrh><Aw>vlRCkoh.ngySRb.uDb.cJteD.*H>eD.zDw>td.o;wz.<Aw>ymw>zdw>vHRt'X;vD>w z. 
'D;w>eDRvDRw>zdw>vHRwz.<AuG>xGJuwDR*H>cD.xH;tw>ol.xD.qDvDRuh>*DR<A'D;uG>xGJuwDRw>Clw>zd;'D;w>rkmw>ck.vX'Ju0DR 
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wz.tylRM.vDRIAw>tHRwzsg&SJb.<A'fvJ.*hR*hR<A A'Ju0DRturH;wHmwz.'D;ySRuG>xGJySRb.uDb.cJturH;wHm w z. td. 'D;w>pkoh 
tw>ohw>b.vXvXySJRySJRvXuvlRuG>orHord;uhRw>'D;rRvDRwH>uhRw>twDRywD>wz.vXw>vD>vDRvDRqDqDwz.tylR'ftrh> w> 
ul. b.ul.oh'D;w>td.ql.td.cVM.vDRI 
 

ySRvXtb.xGJt*kRt*Rwz.ySRvXtb.xGJt*kRt*Rwz.ySRvXtb.xGJt*kRt*Rwz.ySRvXtb.xGJt*kRt*Rwz.nDEk>xH.oh.ng0JvXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtw>&J.w>usJRw>rRM.rh>w>vXt*hR0JvDRqD'.w>eH.vXtylR 
uGHmtw>qDwvJwz.Ckm'D;w>vJvdmrR*hRxD.w>vXw>CkxXw>tw>rRtusdRtusJwz.tzDcd.M.vDRIAw>qDwvJw> w>cd.w>e> 
tw>zH;w>rRwz.wbsK;cgcDzsdvXw>CkxXxD.w>wz.'D;w>vJRqluD>oXbh.wbh.w>qDvDRymvDRwz.tzDcd.M.vDRIySRw>csXvX
t b.xGJb.C;wz.xH. vXw>zH;w>rRvXw>ol.xD.M>ySRtw>ohw>b.M. vJR'H;to;qlnguU>uU>M.vDRIAb.C; 'D;w>wcg tHR 
M.<A UNHCR rh>ySRtcd.oh.wzkvXtEkmvDRrRoud;wh>vH0JvXw>qDvDRymvDRw>rRtusdRtusJwz.vXtrh>0Jw>u[ku,m t w> 
rR&J.usJRtw uGD.A'D;zJvXtqD.xGJrRpXR0Jw>qDvDRymvDRw>rRusdRtuGmwz.tHRM.<AemvXtrh>ph>uD;w>[h.vDRw>rRwcgvX 
w>u[ku,mtylRvXw>ub.qJ;rRtDRvXw>yvD>ol.yvD>o;tylRb.C;ySRvXw>csXvXtu[JEkmvDRrRwHmwmw>wz.M.vDRI
'fod;vXw>uqD.xGJrRpXRrR*hRxD.ql.xD.w>qDvDRymvDRw>rRtusdRtuGmwz.tHRM.< w>vD>zJvXA UNHCR    urRpXRw>vX td. 
'D;tvk>tyORvXtrh>w>uwdRpXRw>'D;uFD.wJ.tySRrRw>zdwz.vXuxH.oh.ng0Jw>qDvDRymvDRw>rRtusdRtuGmwz.vDRwH>vDR
qJ;'ftrh>w>yXjy;w>'D; w>qDvDRymvDRw>rRtusdmtuGmb.C;w>yXqSX'Ju0DRtySReD.*H>wz.vXtrh>w>vXtzd;oJp;wD0JvdR0J'D; 
rRtrlt'gvDR wH>vDRqJ;'D;w>pdw>urDRvXw>[h.vDRtDRtrl'gwz.M.<Aub.rRzsg0JvDRwH>vDRqJ;tw>yXqSXw>tusJb.C; t 
w> b.xGJvdmo;'D;uFD.wJ.ySRb.rlb.'gwz.M.vDRI 
 
w>uG>u'gorHord;uhRw>tHRuG>Ckoh.ngph>uD;0Jb.C;ySRb.uDb.cJvX'Ju0DRylRwz.tw>b.'d.b.xH;vdmo;'D;uFD.wJ.tySR
w0XvXtd.vXcd.CXRuydmuyRwz.IAw>b.'db.xH;vdmo;'ftHRoh.wz.M.rhrh>w>vXt*hRArhwrh>Awrh>w>vXt*hRcHcgvXmM.
wrh>w>vXwRw>z;'d.vXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtw>qDvDRymvDRw>rRtusJuylRwz.tylRM.b.IAw>*h>rh>td.xD.vX'Ju0DR'D;uFD.w.
tySRw0XzdtbX.pXRM.<A'Ju0DRurH;wHmwz.'D;ySRw0Xtcd.e>vXtrh>uFD.wJ.cd.e>vXtyXqSX'Ju0DRylRwz.ub.EkmvDRrRClrR
zd;uhRw>vXySRcHzktbX.pXRM.vDRIA'fvJ.*hR*hR<AuFD.wJ.y'd. (RTG)  u&Xt*kRt*R(oh.yS>0JRusdR<A*XRo;'D;ok;)b.,d.0J vXuFD. 
wJ.  cd. e>vX tyXqSX'Ju0DRwz. (Camp commanders)'D;uFD.wJ.y'd.vXrRw>vXw>udylRwz. (MOI) wpl;ug0JuFD.wJ.y'd. (RTG) 
tw>od.w>oDwz.vXtb.C;'D;'Ju0DRwz.wkRvDRwDRvDRb.vDRqD'.w>vXySRb.uDb.cJtw>[;xD.[;vDRvX'Ju0DrtylR
tcsXwz.M.vDRIAuFD.wJ.cd.e>vXtyXqSX'Ju0DRweDRpH;0JvXw>od.w>oDw>bsXweDRrh>w>vXtuDvXw>ub.rRtDRrh>vX'Ju0DR
wrh>w>vD>vXw>ub.'l.CmtDR'ftrh>ySRCdmzdtod;td.'D;w>'l.CmtDRtuElR0;w&H;bH.bH.bXbXM.b.IA'Ju0DRwz.wrh>w>
vXw>ub.ymtDR'ftrh>Cdmtod;b.rh>vXySRb.uDb.cJwz.wrh>ySRvXtb.rRur.w>zdwz.'D;ySRCdmzdwz.M.b.I 
 
w>uG>u'gorHord;uhRw>tHRuG>Ckoh.ngph>uD;w>oHuG>vXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRrR0JvXtw>zH;w>rRtusdRtusJtylRM.rh>twkRxD.b;
vX[D.cd.'Dbh.wDRywD>'D;w>zH;rRymo;tywD>wz.vXw>rRpXRySRb.uDb.cJtw>vd.b.wz.t*D>{gM.vDRIAyrh>uG>vXw>cJ 
vXmtzDcd.M.<AySRwzktHRxH.0JvXt0Joh.tw>zH;rRymo;tywD>'D;tw>od.w>oDwz.b.w>e>yX>tDR'D;[H;pkeJ.usJ0Jw>yXqSXySR
b.uDb.cJtw>ol.xD.qDvDRw>rRtusJwz.'D;u&Xt*kRt*RvXtrRoud;w>'D;ySRb.uDb.cJwz.tw>yXqSX'Ju0DRw>rRt
usdRtusJM.vDRIAAoemuhw>*h>uDtd.weDRvXtb.w>ymzsgxD.tDRvXySRcd.ySRe>vXtb.xGJb.C;0Jwz.M.vDRIAAw>*h>uDw 
cgtusgM.y.CkmySRvXwqJ;vDRtrHRvXySRb.uDb.cJwz.tp&DylRM.td.tgr;A(tgM>50rs;u,RvX'Ju0DR'd.xD.o;weDReDRt 
ylR)<AySRvXturRM>b.w>cd.w>e>tvD>tvRpSR0JtCd'k;uJxD.t0Joh.tw>*H>p>bgp>tgxD.0JM.vDRIAw>*h>td.'H;0JvX ySRyX qSX 
'Ju0DRurH;wHmwz.eDR[h.vDRxH.bH.bH.pht[ko;wz.qlySR'k;w>,Rw>wz.<AvXw>qDwvJt*D><AymvDRySRcd;w>zdwz.vX'Ju
0DRuElR0;w&H;<AAtcJtHRw>t0JtHRM.w>wrRtDRvXRb.<Ab.q.ySRvXtEkmvDRy.CkmvXw>oh.wz.tHRtzDcd.M.wrRw>wD 
wD vdRvDRzJvXtrR0Jtcgb.M.vDRIAw>wD.zsgxD.w>b.,d.b.bDwz.vXt b.C;uFD.wJ.tySRb.rlb.'gcd.e> vXtyX qSX'J 
u0DRweDRtw>zH;w>rR< tw>rRw>wDwDvdRvdR'D; w>ohrRtrlt'gw z.M.b.w>wD.zsgxD.tDRvXySRuhRuG>u'gorHord; w> 
wz.vXw>vD>vDRqDvdmo;tgwDRwz.M.vDRI 
 
w>[h.w>qD.xGJrRpXRvDRwH>vDRqJ;qlw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtw>zH;w>rRM.uJxD.to;zJw,Hm'H;b.tHRM.vDRIAvXtylRuGHmteH.cHqH 
M.< UNHCR  A'D;u&XobVwz.w[H;M>rRtrlt'grhwrh>qD.xGJrRpXRw>vXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRw>rRwz.tylRM. b.IArhrh>wcDt0J 
oh. rRw>'D;ySRw0Xwz.xJ'.w>vXtb.C;'D;t0Joh.tw>zH;w>rRM.vDRIAAw>rRvXtrh>w>qD.xGJrRpXRw>vX w>rRM>w>vk> 
tD.vk>tDw z.M.b.w>rRtDRvXxH.bH.bH.vXtrh>ySRwzkvXt*hRuwX>vXu[H;xD.zD.xD.uhRw>rRtHRrh>vXt0Joh.tX.vDR 
tDR vDR o;vXurRpXR[h.tgxD.ySRb.uDb.cJwz.tw>pdw>urDR'D;rRql.xD.tw>&hvdmrkmvdmvXtrh>w>emM>vdm o;tgxD.'D; 
ySRb.uDb.cJurH;wHmwz.t*D>M.vDRIAp;xD.vXw>orHord;uG>tDRvX2003eH.M.<Aw>zH;w>rRtw>*kRxD.yoDxD.td.0Jtgr;'f
trh><Aw>yXqSXw>vDRwH>vDRqJ;'D;w>qDvDRymvDRw>yXw>jy;w>rRwz.'D;w>rRttusdRtusJwz.tvD>tusJb.0J'D;b.w>rRtDR
'fod;od;vX'Ju0DRcJvXmtylRM.vDRIAw>'k;td.xD.w>ymzsgw>zH;w>rRtusJvXw>ub.rRtDRwz.vXySRrRw>zdud;*R'J;t*D>vXt
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td.vXw>qDvDRymvDRw>rRtusJuylRtHRtylR<Aw>[h.w>od.vdvXtb.C;w>tgrHR'D;w>[h.w>od.vdb.C;w>ol.xD.w>oh
w>b.wz.qlySRvXtb.xGJ0Jwz.t*D>M.vDRIAAySRrRw>zdtouJ;y0mw>od.w>oDw>bsXA (Codes of Conduct) wz.b. w>  wl> 
vdmtDRvHvXySRb.uDb.cJurH;wHmwz.'D;ySRrRw>zdcJvXmvXttd.vXw>qDvDRymvDRw>rRtusJuylRtHRtylRM.vDRI'fvJ.*hR*hR<
w>wRw>td.'H;0JvXw>uyXqSXw>zH;w>rRtw>ohw>b.wz.tzDcd.vDRqD'.w>cDzsdvXcd.e>vD>vHRvXt[H;M>0Jw>zH;w>rRtug
'd.wz.ok;vD>ok;usJqluD>oXbh.wbh.'D;w>b.CkxD.w>wvD>vD>M.vDRIAtgM>tM.<Aw>wRw>toDwz.u[Jzsd;xD.0JvXw>
o;pX>qXvXw>qSXuhRySRb.uDb.cJqltuD>M.vDRIAvXw>M.tCdw>uvJRqlngt*D>rh>w>vXtvD>td.0JoyS>uwX>vXySR[h.rR
pXRw>tySRw0Xub.tX.vDRymzsgtgxD.w>vDRwH>vDRqJ;vXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRrh>w>wcgvXtup>'.0Jub.[H;pkeJ.usJtDRvXt 
usdRtusJb.b.'D;qD.xGJrRpXRusd.phM.vDRI 
 
w>*h>w>usdRtusgwcgvXtrh>w>rRoud;w>vXw>rRpXRySR*h>0Dtw>vd.b.wz.tywD>M.rRb.'dwh>vH0Jw>zH;w>rR'D;w>emM> 
w>yXqSX'Ju0DRtw>rRt usdRtusJM.rh>0Jw>emM>vdmo;qH;vDRpSRvDRvXw*R'D;w*RtzDcd.vXtrh>wh>vHw>ug 'd.upH;qX uhR w> 
rR w> wkR vDRwDRvDR'D;w>uhRu'guhR'ftvD>vD> vXeH.wz.tylRM.vDRIAxH.bH.bH.pH.xH.oh.ng0JvXySRuG>xGJ'Ju0DRu rH;wHmw 
z.eDRvDRM>[k;olqlySR'k;w>,Rw>wz.A(vXw>qDwvJt*D><AymvDRySRcd;w>zdwz.vX'Ju0DRuElR0;w&H;)AvXtcD.xH;M.w>w'k;
oh.ngySRvXt[h.rRpXRphwz.b.'D;Aw>emM>vdmo;vXySRwzkwzktbX.pXRM.w>xH.tDRvXtvDRpSR0J<AtCd'k;td.xD.w>ud> 
w>*DR'D;w>ub.uhRuG>uhRtDRM.vDRIAAw>emM>vdmo;u'Ju'Jub.td.0J'D;w>ub.ol.xD.uhRtDRM.vDRIAyemvXw>[h.rX 
pXRw>*h>tusgwcgzJtHRM.<Aw>oh.nge>yX>w>w'fod;xJod;vdmo;vXxH.bH.bH.pH.'D;ySRrRw>zdvXtrRw>,Hm0Jwz.vXtd.w>
vD>zJM>oh.wz.tbX.pXR'D;ySR[h.rRbl.phwz.qDwvJo;cJtHRcJtHRtbX.pXRM.vDRIw>*h>t*kRt*Rwz.tusgM.<AySR[h.rR 
bl.w>w>wz.ub.rRtgxD.t0Joh.w*Rb.w*Rtw>oh.nge>yX>b.C;w>uJxD.o;tvD>0JM.vX*H>cD.xH;utd.*X>td.usXR
t*D>M.vDRI 
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w>rRvdwz.w>rRvdwz.w>rRvdwz.w>rRvdwz.    
w>rRvdw>td.0JoXcgvXt[JyX>xD.0JvXw>orHord;t0JtHRtylRvXtrh>w>vXtd.'D;tvk>tyOR'fvXw>zDvmtod;I 
 1IAySRb.uDb.cJtySRw0Xwz.tylRM.td.0J'D;w>rRw>oheD>eD>tuH>tpDvXtrh>w>uG>xGJvDReD>up>to;'D;w>yXqSX
 AA&J.usJRvDReD>up>to;M.vDRIAw>vJRcDzsdb.C;w>yXqSX'Ju0DRw>rRtusdRtusJvX'Ju0DRwz.vXttd.vXuD>uFD.
 AAwJ.tuD> qX w z.rh>w>vXt'k;eJ.zsg0JvXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtw>qDvDRw>rRtusJuylRwz.M.rRw>oh0JM.vDRIAw>t0J 
 AAtHRrh>0JwD0JvXyrh>uG>vX'Ju0DRwzsX.b.wzsX.tywD>tzDcd.M.vDRIw>vJRcDzsdtHRrh>0JwD0Jph>uD;tpSRuwX>vX'Ju0DR
 AAtywD>vXw>zDcd.wywD>zJvX'Ju0DRtw>qDvDRymvDRw>rRtusJuylRtHR 'k;td.xD.0J'Ju0DR w>rRtusdRtusJwz.'D; 
 AAw>bsXwz.<A[h.rRpXR0JvXw>[H;pkeJ.usJ'D;w>uJcd.uJe><A'D;wX.yD.w>'D;ySRw>csXcd.e>vXtb.xGJ0Jwz.<ACkm'D;
 AAw>vD>u0DRuFD.wJ.y'd.wz.<Au&XvXt[h.usd.phw>rRpXRwz.'D;w>[h.rRpXRw>tw>zH;w>rRwz.M.vDRIAtgM>
 AAtM.<Aw>uG>uhRw>vJRcDzsdzJtHRwz.'k;eJ.0JvXySRb.uDb.cJtw>yXqSXw>w>qDvDRymvDRw>rRtusJuylRwz.M.
 AAw>rRb.vdmuhRtDRoh'fod;vXw>td.o;tw>qDwvJo;wz.tzDcd.tod;'D;vd.b.tgxD.w>qXuwD>M.vDRIwu;
 AA'H;b.<A vXusJwbsK;bdtzDcd. M.t0Joh.ynd.tg0JvX w>td.rltusdRtusJ vXtuhRu'guhR'ftvD>vD> wz. tod;M. 
 AAvDRIAvXuvDRwH>t*D> M.<A'J u  0DR tw>yXqSXw>qDvDRw>rRtusJuylRwz.M. b.vJRcDzsdph>uD;0Jw>uDw>cJ'D; w>u 
 AAb.uhRuG>uhRtDR xD bd<AuhRbSD uhRtDR'D;rRql.xD.uhRtDRM.vDRIA w>tywD>tuvkmuvkmwz.tHR M.tgwuh> 'k;oh 
 AAxD. ySRb.uDb.cJwz.vXuol0Jw>yXqSXw>wohzJtohvXteD>up>tw>td.rltd.*JRt*D>'D;w>rRw>pkoh tw>zH; w> 
 AArR wz.cDzsdvXw>yXqSXvDRup>to;rh>w>tX.vDRt&h'd.vXySRunDvd.b.0JvXySRb.uDb.cJxHzd uD>zdwz.t*D> M. 
 AAvDRI 
 2IAeDRvDRw>vk>w>yOR'D;w>w>xH.vXng<A'D;w>emM>vdmo;u'Ju'J<A'k;uJxD.w>yXqSXySRb.uDb.cJvX'Ju0DRtcD. 
 AAAwCmwkRvDRwDRvDRIAw>uG>u'guhRw>*h>tHRM.AySRcd.e>vXtb.xGJwz.xJ;*H>xJ;bgvX'k;td.xD.w>xH.vXng'D;
 AAAw>vk>w>yORwz.vXw>uol.xD>w>yXqSX'Ju0DRtuh>t*DRt*D>M.vDRIAvDRqD'.w>vXw>vk>w>yORtusgwcgM.rh>
 AAA0Jw>rRw>zsgzsg&SJ&SJwDwDvdRvdRIAtgM>tM.<Aw>xJ;*H>xJ;bgoyS>yS>xJod;od;vXtb.w>rRtDRvXySRwz.vXu'k; 
 AAAtd.xD.'D;&J>oJuwDRw>ymuJ'D;w>emM>vdmo;u'Ju'JM.vDRIAw>ymzSd.w>*h>wz.tHRM.[h.rRpXR0Jw>t*H>xH;cD.
 AAAbdvXurRM>tgxD.w>tgrHRvXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRw>rRtusdRtusJM.vDRIAAvXtylRuGHm,J>eH.M.<Atd.zsg0J-wX>u vm 
 AAAvXySRvXw>udylR'D;ySRvXw>csXwz.tw>vJvdmo;xDbd<Aw>eDRvDRw>vk>w>yOR'D;w>emM>vdmo;vXySRrRw>wz.t
 AAAzDcd.p>vDR0JM.vDRIA'fvJ.*hR*hRw>qDwvJwz.w>rh>rRtDRvdRvdRysDysD'D;vXw>qXuwD>b.b.M.<Aw>tHRvDR*mvX
 AAAw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtw>rRtusdRtusJub.w>rRb.vdmuhRtDR*hRxD.ql.xD.'D;uqJ;[h.rRpXRw>vk>w>yORqlySRb.
 AAAuDb.cJwz.<AuFD.wJ.y'd.tw>u&Xu&dwz.'D;ySRrRw>t*kRt*RvXt*kRxD.yoDxD.wz.M.vDRI 
 3IAw>yXqSX'D;tH;xGJuG>xJG'Ju0DRtw>ohw>b.wz.'D;w>vJRcDzsdvXurR*hRxD.w>ol.xD.xHuD>cDzsdvXw>*kmusJ;pX;qSX
 AAAuhRySRqltuD>M.vDRIAw>t0JtHRvXw>rRvdt*D>pSR0J'D;utg0JvXw>rk>v>uG>pdt*D>M.vDRIAw>ol.xD.w>uJcd.uJ 
 AAAe>tw>ohw>b.wz.vXtrh>xH&l>uD>oJ;tw>qXwJm'D;vXw>yXqSXursX>tylRcDzsdw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtw>vJRcDzsdvXu
 AAArRpXRb.ySRb.uDb.cJtxHzduD>zdwz.oh*hR*hR'D;rRM>b.ySRw0Xwz.oh*hR*hRM.vDRIAqdurd.w,mvXw>*h>oh.
 AAAwz.tHRM.b.xGJ'D;w>vD>w>usJ'D;uvkmoh.wz.M.w>ub.yXqSXtDRohohb.*h>b.0D'D;vXw>Clw>zd;tylRzJvX 
 AAAySRb.uDb.cJwz.uhRu'guhR0JM.vDRIAySRb.uDb.cJtcd.te>wz.vXtw>vJRcDzsdtd.0JvXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRw>rR
 AAAwz.tylRM.<Aurh>ySRoh.wz.vXt-uX;0Jb.0JvXurRw>vXursX>t0J>vD>t*D>Arhwrh>ArR0Jy'd.yyS>w>rRvX t 
 AAAvD>u0DRylRM.vDRIAyrh>wJvXw>uwdRt*RwzsX.M.<Aw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtw>qDvDRymvDRw>rRtusdRtusJwz.M.t
 AAAw>ynd.rh>'fod;?ursX>tw>yXqSXw>tuFdwz./M.vDRIA'D;ySRb.uDb.cJtySRxHzduD>zdvXtvJ>txDvXuD>qX'Dw
 AAAwDRM.<Aw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtw>qDvDRtuh>t*DRM.rR[l;rR*JRySRxHzduD>zdtw>vJRcDzsdA='k;eJ.zsgxD.pSRudmzd<Ab.q.
 AAAoemuhvDRwH>0JIAAw>vJRcDzsdcHcgvXmA=AySRursX>tw>uJcd.uJe>'D;tySRxHzduD>zdA=Aub.w>rRtDR'D;rk>v>vXu
 AAArRql.xD.uD>y,DRtw>vJvdmo;w>rRtusdRtusJt*H>tbgM.vDRI 
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w>tk.tw>tk.tw>tk.tw>tk.to;vXw>t*D>wz.o;vXw>t*D>wz.o;vXw>t*D>wz.o;vXw>t*D>wz.    
w>CkxH.M>w>tpXwz.'D;w>rRvdwz.<Aw>[h.w>tk.to;vXt*hR§w>[h.ul.[h.z;wz.A= 
w>yXqSX'Ju0DRtywD>w>yXqSX'Ju0DRtywD>w>yXqSX'Ju0DRtywD>w>yXqSX'Ju0DRtywD>    
 1IAu&XobVud;zk'J;vXtrRw>vX'Ju0DRwz.tylR[h.ul.[h.z;w>vXvXySJRySJRqlw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtw>qDvDRtuh>t 
 AAA*DRwz.A'ftrh>w>qDvDRymvDRw>yXw>jy;vXtwD0JvdR0JvXySRb.uDb.cJtySRxHzduD>zd<Aw>qXwJmw>wz.vXw> 
 AAArRxD.w>vXtug'd.wz.t*D><Aw>&J.vDRusJRvDRw>zH;w>rR<Aw>rRw>zH;w>rRtw>&J.vDRusJRvDRwz.'D;w>rRpSR
 AAAvDRphrd>yS>wz.IAySRuJcd.uJe>A=Au&XobVvXt[h.w>rRpXRI 
 2IAu&Xud;zk'J;vXtrRw>vX'Ju0DRwz.tylRub.EkmvDRy.CkmvX'Ju0DRywD>tw>td.zSd.oud;wvgwbsD'D;rRql. 
 AAAxD.M>w>td.zSd.wz.tw>&J.usJRvDRrl'gvXuymzsgxD.w>vDRzsJ.vDR[dwz.'D;w>vXub.rRb.uhRtDR'D;w>oh.
 AAAwz.tHRw>ub.rRtDR'fvXtqXuwD>b.vdmo;M.vDRIAySRuJcd.uJe>wz.A=A'Ju0DRurH;wHmwz.I 
 3IA zJvXw>vd.b.'H;0JySRb.uDb.cJurH;wHm'D;'Ju0DRurH;wHmwz.vXurRw>b.vdmo;'D;w>u[ku,mtw>rR t 
 AAAwDRywD>t'd.uwX>vXySRw*Rb.w*RtzDcd.<AvXySRb.uDb.cJwz.tzDcd.<AySRursX>wz.tzDcd.<AvXySR*h>0DRt
 AAAw>vd.b.tzDcd.wz.t*D>M.<AUNHCR wJoud;w>'D;uFD.wJ.tySRb.rlb.'gwz.vXtrh>< 
  1)A    uFD.wJ.tySRb.rlb.'gwz.xH.oh.ng0JySRuG>xGJ'Ju0DRurH;wHmwz.'D;'Ju0DRurH;wHmwz. 'ftrh>w>yX  
  AAAjy; w> 'D;w>qDvDRymvDRw>rRtusdmtuGmb.C;w>yXqSX'Ju0DRtySReD.*H>wz.vXtrh>w>vXtzd;oJp; wD  
  AAA0J vdR 0J A(aka AySRpH.rSH[;zsd;teD.*H>)'D; 
  2) A uFD.wJ.tySRb.rlb.'gwz.urR0J&SJ&SJ'D;vDRwH>vDRqJ;vXrl'gwz.'D;w>pdw>urDRvXw>[h.vDR vXySRuG>  
  AAAxGJ 'Ju0DR urH;wHmwz.'D;'Ju0DRurH;wHmwz.vXtrR0JvXweHRb.weHRvX'Ju0DRwz.tylRI(aka Aw>td.  
  AAAu'kwpd>wvD>tvD>u0DR)AA'D;w>yXqSXw>b.xGJvdmo;vXw>qDvDRymvDRw>rRtusdRtuGm'D;uFD.wJ.  
  AAAtySR b.  rlb.'gtw>u&Xu&d'D;tySRcX.p;wz.tbX.pXRIAySRuJcd.uJe>A=A UNHCR  
 4IAySRuG>xGJ'Ju0DRurH;wHmwz.'D;'Ju0DRurH;wHmwz.rRvDRwH>vXySReD>'d.vX'Ju0DRwz.tylR(b.w>ymvDRusXRrkqý 
 AAAvXxH.bH.bH.pH.tw>ymzsgvDRwH>vDRqJ;teD.*H>wz.)<AySRvXtqJ;vDRrHRvX'Ju0DRp&DylRArhwrh>AySRvXwqJ;vDR
 AAArHRwz.<w>ub.[h.t0Joh.w>cGJ;w>,mvXuxXEkmb.rJt*D>vX2012eH.tw>CkxXwz.IA(uFD.wJ>y'd.ySRrRw>
 AAAwz.rh>w[h.ySRvXwqJ;vDRrHRwz.tcGJ;vXuxXEkmrJb.M.<A'Ju0DRtw>qDvDRw>rRtusJuylRwz.ub. CkusJ 
 AAAvX t*Rwz.vXw>ymzsgxD.w>tHRw>b.,d.b.bDt0JtHRM.ub.w>oh.ngtDRM.vDRI 

5IAySRb.uDb.cJurH;wHmwz.<A'Ju0DRurH;wHmwz.'D;urH;wHmvXw>CkxXxD.tDRvX'Ju0DRylR'D;vXySRb.uDb.cJu 
 AArH;wHmtwDRywD>wz.u[H;M>0JeD.xd.wz.vXurRvDRwH>0JvXtcJtHRw>eDRvDRM>ydmrk.tpSRuwX>A33µvXw>yXqSX
 AA'Ju0DRtw>qDvDRw>rRtusJuylRM.-uX;0Jb.0J'D;w>b.o;'d.M>w>*R<A*hRM>'H;ySR*R{gM.vDRIAAw>t0JtHRy.Ckm 
 AAw> xd.uG>pDRuG>w>uXuDf.vdmuhRto;<Aw>rRpSRvDRrhwrh>rR[gr>uGHmw>-wDCmydmrk.tw>EkmvDRrRoud;w>(t'd<A 
 AAub.td.,HR'D;t[H.vXwbsK;e.&H.twD>ylR)IA ySRuJcd.uJe>wz.A=AySRb.uDb.cJurH;wH.'D;'Ju0DRurH;wHm 
 AAwz.I 

6IA ySRb.uDb.cJurH;wHmwz.'D;'Ju0DRurH;wHmwz. tw>'k;td.xD.w>rRtusdRtusJwz. y.Ckm0J'D;w>uJxD.cX.p; 
 AAAt rd>yS> wz.vXuvlRorHord;uhRw>Arhwrh>A[h.ul.[h.z;w>'D; urRvDRwH>0JvXuvkm'l.zdwz.'D; w>bl.w>bg 
 AAAtqH;wz.tuvk>ub.w>e>[ltDR'D;tw>vd.b.vDRvDRqDqDwz.ub.w>qdurd.M>tDR'D;[h.tDRt*D>M.vDRI A
 AAAySRuJcd.uJe>wz.A=AySRb.uDb.cJurH;wH.'D;'Ju0DRurH;wHm wz.I 

7IA ySRb.uDb.cJurH;wHm'D;'Ju0DRurH;wHmwz.ub.zXEkmvDRw>rRtusdRtusJwz.tvD>(t'd<A'Ju0DRySRursX> tw> 
 AAAtd.zSd.)vXu[h.ul.[h.z;ySRo;p>b.C;t0Joh.tw>qdurd.'D;tw>b.ud>b.*DRwz.<A[h.ql.xD.ySRo;p>w
 AAAz.to;vXuEkmvDRy.CkmvXw>zH;w>rRwz.tylRvXuuJxD.w>bsK;w>zSd.vXySRo;p>'D;ySRw0XcJvXmM.vDRIA 
AAA AAAySRuJcd.uJe>wz.A=AySRb.uDb.cJurH;wH.'D;'Ju0DRurH;wHm wz.I 

8IA UNHCR, RTG 'D;IRC/LAC wz.tw>rRoud;w>'D;ySRb.uDb.cJurH;wHmwz.vXtrh><A1)AqD.xGJrRpXR ySRxHzd 
 AAAuD>zd wz. vDRwH>vDRqJ;'D;ymzsgxD.ySRwzkb.wzktw>zH;w>rRtrlt'gvDRwH>vDRqJ;b.C;'D; w>u[ku,m'D; w>rh> 
 AAAw>wD<A2)ArR*hRxD.'Ju0DRtw>pH.nD.w>rh>w>wDtusdRtusJtw>ohw>b.wz.'D;'Ju0DRtw>bH.w>bXvXw>rR
 AAAtrlt'gvXvXySJRySJRvXu[H;Cm*X>usXRw>Clw>zd;tylR<w>eJ.vDR<w>od.w>oDtw>bsXwz.'D;uG>qX.rJm'D;w>rR
 AAAur.w>qH;qH;zdwz.'D;w>vk>oh.cgywmw>od.w>oDtw>bsXwz.M.vDRIAtgM>tM.ySRtzkoh.wz.tHRu*kmusJ;
 AAApX;Ck0Jw>zdw>vHRvXtvd.b.0Jwz.vXurR'd.xD.0JAw>u[ku,mw>wz.'D;usJvXw>rRM>w>rh>w>wDwz.t
 AAAw>zH;w>rRvX'Ju0DREGHzsX.vXmvXtcJtHRM.,J>zsX.vHM.vDRI AySRuJcd.uJe>A=AUNHCR,RTG 'D;AIRC/LAC  
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9IA  AUNHCR, RTG 'D;A IRC/LACwz.qJ;qD.xGJrRpXRySRb.uDb.cJurH;wHmwz.vXuuhRuG>u'guhRw>'D;'k;oh.ng 
 AAAw>'D; rR*hRxD.oDxD.uhR'Ju0DRw>od.w>oDw>bsXwz.vXtqdtcVwohzJtoh'D;rRvDRwH>vXrl'gwz. M.ub.y. 
 AAACkm'D;w>rRursX>w>ul.b.ul.ohteD.*H>vX'Ju0DRylRtusdRtusJvhRwk>vhRwDRvXb.C;'D;tw>ouJ;y0m<Atw>
 AAAynd.<Atw>od.w>oDtw>bsXwz.'D;At0Joh.ub.b.vdmo;'D;uFD.wJ.tw>bsX'D;ub.td.vXuFD.wJ.tw> 
 AAAod.w>oDw>bsXwz.tzDvmM.vDRIAySRuJcd.uJe>A=AUNHCR,  RTG 'D;IRC/LAC 
w>qD.xGJrRpXRySRw0Xtw>vd.b.tw>rRoud;w>tywD>w>qD.xGJrRpXRySRw0Xtw>vd.b.tw>rRoud;w>tywD>w>qD.xGJrRpXRySRw0Xtw>vd.b.tw>rRoud;w>tywD>w>qD.xGJrRpXRySRw0Xtw>vd.b.tw>rRoud;w>tywD>    

10IAw>tcD.xH;vXtymzsgb.C;w>p;xD.w>vJvdmo;tw>rRtusdRtusJvXuD>y,DRylR'D;w>qSXuhRySRb.uD
 b.cJt  AAw>b.xGJvdmo;vXt&h'd.wz.M.<AySR[h.rRbl.phvXySR*h>0Dtw>vd.b.w>rRoud;w>u&l> ( DHAWG)  
A[h.rR  AApXRw>vXw>rRnDxD.w>tw>rRtusdRtusJwz.'fod;uymzsgxD.'D;rRb.vdmuhRw>obH.bk.td.xD.vX u&X vX
 AAtrRw>vX w>zH; w>rRtusdRtusJwcgtHRtylRtw>rRur.w>wz.M.vDRI  AySRuJcd.uJe>=DHAWG 'D;ySR[h.rR 
 AAbl.usd.phtcd.e> u&Xwz.I 

11IADHAWG  AvXtrh>ySRwzkvXtrRw>vhRwk>vhRwDR'D;td.'D;tuH>tpDvXtrRw>oh*hR*hRwz.M.urR*hRxD. tup> 
 AAA'.0J tuH>tpDcDzsdw>'k;td.xD.eJ.&GJ>t0JRvD>qH;qH;vXurRpXR0JySR[h.rRbl.phtySRw0XvXtrh> w>qD.xGJrRpXR 
 AAA'H;w><ArRoud;'H;w><AqJ;rR'H;w><AwD.xD.w>*h>w>usdRb.qXb.uwD>'D;w>yJmxHeDRz;w>vXw>obVtylRM. 
 AAAvDRI AySRuJcd.uJe>=DHAWG 'D;ySR[h.rR bl.usd.phtcd.e> u&Xwz.I 

12IA ySRb.uDb.cJurH;wHmwz.rh>ySRoh.wz.vXw>oh.ngtDR'ftrh>cX.p;vXtzd;oJp;wzkvXySRb.uDb.cJwz.t*D> 
 AA'D;rh>ySRwzkvXEkmvDRrRoud;Ckmw>vX DHAWG Aw>&J.vDRusJRvDRw>'D;w>qDvDRw>rRtusdRtusJ vXt&h'd.wz. 
 AAM.vDRI  AySRuJcd.uJe>=DHAWG tySRyXRvD>qh.eDRI 

13IADHAWGM.tX.vDRrR*X>rRusXR0JvXw>rRcd.e>w>zH;w>rRrl'gM.ub.w>rRtDRvXxH.bH.bH.pH.vXuqD.xGJ rR
 AAApXR'D;rRql.xD.0JySRb.uDb.cJtw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtw>qDvDRw>rRtusJuylRwz.<A'D;rRvDRwH>vXusd.phw>rRpXRw
 AAAz.vXvXySJRySJRvXw>rRpXRw>ol.xD.w>ohw>b.'D;w>zH;w>rRt*kR*Rtuvkmuvkmwz.vXtd.vXw>qDvDRym 
 AAAvDRw>rRtusJuylRwz.tylR'D;urh>ph>uD;cX.p;u&XvXt-uX;tb.wzkvXurRpXRw>vXw>uG>uymw> yXqSX'Ju 
 AAA0DRtw>xd.eD.wJmeD. w>vXw>rRpXRySR*h>0Dtw>vd.b.w>wz.M.vDRIA AySRuJcd.uJe>=DHAWG 'D;u&X[h.rR 
 AAAbl. usd.phtcd.e>wz.I 

14IADHAWGACh0JA UNHCR  AvXu[H;M>w>uJcd.uJe>trl'gvXySRw0XvXt[h.usd.phw>rRpXRtcX.p; t*D> vXrR*hR 
 AAAxD.w>rRoud;w>tusJvXw>uwJmuwDRw>vXw>qSXuhRy,DRySRb.uDb.cJwz.qltuD>t*D>M.vDRIA  
 AAAySRuJcd.uJe>=DHAWG 'D; UNHCR  I 

15IAw>uJxD.to;b.C;w>&J.vDRusJRvDRw>vJvdmo;tw>rRtusdRtusJvXw>qSXuhRySRb.uDb.cJwz.M.<At 
 AAw>b.xGJvdmo;vXt&h'd.wz.M.< DHAWGArRw>yJmxHeDRz;w>&J.vDRusJRvDRw>vDRwH>vDRqJ;tusJwz.'D; tcD 
 AAynDwz.vXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtuh>t*DRtylR<A'D;vDRqD'.w>tw>vJRcDzsd<Atw>rRvdwz.<Atw>yD;w>vDwz.'D;w>
 AAohw>b.wz.vXurh>w>rRpXRt*hRuwX>qluD>y,DRtw>ol.xD.qDvDRxHuD>vXqlrJmng,J>eH.wkRteH.wqHM.vDRI
A AAySRuJcd.uJe>=DHAWG 'D;u&X [h.rR bl. usd.phtcd.e>wz.I 
yChxD.vXurH;wHmvXtrRoud;w>vXw>rRpXRySRpH.rSH[;zsd;vXuD>uFD.wJ.tylRAurRtrl'gvXw>[l;xD.*JRxD.'D;vlRCkoh.ng
w>[l;w>*JRvXtb.C;'D;w>tk.uDRo;cGHxH.vXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtywD>M.vDRIAAyChtgxD.vX DHAWGA'Dwzku[H;M>rRtrl'g 
vX w> vlRCkoh.ngtw>[l;w>*JRvXtb.C;'D;w>[h.w>tk.to;CkxH.vXw>rRpXRySR*h>0Dtw>vd.b.w>rRoud; w>tywD> 
'D;A uymzsgxD.0JvXtySRrRw>zdtw>u&Xu&dtudylRArhwrh>Aw>u&Xu&dwz.u[H;M>rR0Jw>[h.w>tk.uDRwxH.b.wxH.vX 
w>wymzsgxD.'H;tDRb.M.vDRI    
 
w>uwdRvXcHuwX>w>uwdRvXcHuwX>w>uwdRvXcHuwX>w>uwdRvXcHuwX> 
w>uhRuG>u'gorHord;uhRw>tHRxH.0JvXw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtw>&J.w>usJRw>rRwz.rh>w>vXt*hR'D;rh>w>tuh>t*DRtvk> 'd.yOR 'd. 
vXw>EkmvDRrRoud;w>'D;w>yXw>qSX0JySRb.uDb.cJtw>zH;w>rRwz.M.vDRIAw>qDvDRymvDRtuh>t*DRwz.M.ySRb.uDb.cJ
tySRxHzduD>zdwz.nDEk>,l;,D.ymuJ0JvXtwD0JvdR0J'D;wkRvDRwDRvDR0JM.vDRIAb.q.w>rRtw>&J.w>usJRtHRtd.vXw>qD.oeH;
tzDvm'D;w>rRql.xD.uhRw>tywD>wz.ub.w>rRtDRvX'Ju0DRtywD>'D;vXw>rRoud;w>vXtvJ>xD.to;tywD>cHcgvXm<A
'fod;vXurRql.xD.w>rRtw>&J.w>usJR'D;rR*hRxD.w>vXyrRtDRvXycd.CXR0;w&H;wz.M.vDRIA'ftrh>w>tyD;vDvXw>td.rlu
*hRxD.t*D>'D;w>yXw>qSXySRb.uDb.cJA140<000A*RvX'Ju0DRylRvXtd.vXuFD.wJ.uD>tqXt*D>tod;<Aw>yXqSX'Ju0DRtw>rR
w>&J.w>usJRtHR-uX;0Jb.0JvX w> ub.[h.vDRw>qXw>uwD>tgxD.'D; rR*hRxD.tDRM.vDRIA w>tHRrh>ph>uD;w>vXuymzsg0JvX t 
rh> 0JeD.xd.vXtvk>'d.yOR'd. wcg vXw>*JRysK>usJ;pX;vXw>ol.xD.bSDxD.xHuD>t*D>Ckm'D; w>qSXuhRySRqltuD>tw>rR tusdRtusJ 
vX ySRunDwz.'D;uD>y,DRtw>u&Xu&dvXeH.u[Jqlngwz.t*D>M.vDRI 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – THAI 

 
การปรับตัว การฟื�นตัว และการเปลี�ยนผ่าน 

รายงานการประเมนิผล5ของระบบบริหารศูนย์พักพิง 
ในศูนย์พักพิงผู้ลี �ภยัชาวพม่าในประเทศไทย 

 
บทสรุปสาํหรับผู้บริหาร 

 
คาํนํา 

รายงานฉบบันี Gสรุปข้อมลูทีRได้จาการประเมินผลของระบบบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิในศนูย์พกัพิงผู้ลี Gภยัชาวพม่าในประเทศไทย 
รายงานนี Gแบง่ออกเป็นหมวดตา่งๆ คือภมิูหลงั วตัถปุระสงค์ วธีิการประเมินผล ข้อมลูจากการประเมินผล บทเรียน และ
ข้อแนะนํา การประเมนิผลนี Gดําเนินการระหว่าง พ.ศ. 2554-2555 โดยได้รับมอบหมายจาก Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA) ร่วมกบั Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID) และ Act for Peace 
(Australia) 
 
ภูมิหลัง 

ประเทศพม่าได้ก้าวเข้าสูร่ะยะสาํคญัของการเปลีRยนผ่านทางการเมืองและเศรษฐกิจ ในขณะทีRรัฐบาลของชาติตะวนัตกเริRม
ผ่อนคลายมาตรการควํRาบาตร และนกัลงทนุเตรียมพร้อมทีRจะเพิRมการลงทนุในประเทศนี G องค์กรและหน่วยงานทีRเกีRยวข้องส่วน
ใหญ่กําลงัจบัตามองการเปิดช่องทางการเมืองในปัจจบุนัด้วยความระมดัระวงัและความคาดหวงัวา่สถานการณ์จะดขีึ Gน  
ประเทศพม่ายงัต้องรับมือกบัความท้าทายตา่งๆ ระหวา่งช่วงเวลาหลายปีต่อจากนี Gไป หนึRงในความท้าทายเหลา่นั Gน คือ
กระบวนการอนัซบัซ้อนของการสง่ผู้ลี Gภยัชาวพม่ากลบัประเทศ และไปตั GงถิRนฐานใหม่ ซึRงต้องวางแผนและจดัการอยา่งมี
ประสทิธิภาพและรัดกมุ ปัจจยัด้านภมิูประเทศ ชาติพนัธุ์ ภาษา เพศสภาพและศาสนาเป็นสว่นหนึRงของหลายปัจจยัทีR
ละเอยีดอ่อน และต้องจดัการด้วยความระมดัระวงั เมืRอให้ประชากรผู้ลี Gภยับรูณาการเข้าสูส่งัคมของชาวพมา่ เห็นได้ชดัวา่ตลอด
ระยะการเปลีRยนแปลงนี Gและโดยเฉพาะช่วงห้าถึงสบิปีต่อจากนี Gไป การสง่เสริมคณุภาพของการปรับตวั และการฟืGนตวั จะเป็น
หนึRงในงานทีRสาํคญัเป็นอนัดบัต้นๆ เพืRอความสาํเร็จของทกุภาคสว่น และทกุสถาบนัของสงัคมพม่า 
 

ระบบหนึRงของการปรับตวัและการฟืGนตวัทีRได้แสดงคณุค่าให้เห็นกนัมาแล้ว และอาจมีผลอย่างยิRงตอ่ความสาํเร็จของ
กระบวนการสง่ผู้ลี Gภยักลบัประเทศและไปตั GงถิRนฐานใหม่ คือระบบบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิในศนูย์พกัพิงผู้ลี Gภยัชาวพม่าในประเทศ
ไทย วิธีบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิเป็นระบบทีRคอ่ยๆ พฒันาขึ Gนมาตลอด 25 ปีทีRผ่านมา โดยให้ผู้ลี Gภยัและโครงสร้างผู้ลี Gภยัมีสว่นร่วมใน
การบริหารงานในแต่ละวนัของศนูย์พกัพิง สง่เสริมให้ผู้ลี Gภยัรู้จกัพึRงพาตนเอง และดงันั Gน จึงทาํให้ผู้มส่ีวนร่วมในการบริหารงาน
ได้รับประสบการณ์และฝึกทกัษะ ซึRงจะช่วยส่งเสริมกระบวนการสร้างชาติพม่าได้ในระยะยาว 

                                                   
5 ตนัฉบบัภาษาองักฤษของรายงานฉบบันี G กลา่วถึงการประเมินผลช่วงพฒันา หรือformative evaluationกลา่วคอื การประเมินผลทีRดาํเนินการ
ระหว่างการปฏิบตัิงานในโครงการหนึRง โดยมีวตัถปุระสงค์เพืRอให้ทราบบทเรียน และเสนอแนวทางปรับปรุงโครงการสว่นทีRเหลอื 
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ในปัจจบุนั ระบบนี Gใช้จดัการศนูย์พกัพิงเก้าแห่ง และให้บริการผู้ลี Gภยั 140,000 คน ส่วนใหญ่เป็นชาวกะเหรีRยง (เป็น

ประชากรสว่นใหญ่ในศนูย์เจ็ดแห่ง) และชาวคาเรนน ี (เป็นประชากรสว่นใหญ่ในศนูย์สองแหง่) แม้วา่ระบบบริหารนี Gประสบ
ความสาํเร็จอยา่งนา่ประทบัใจในบางด้าน แตก็่ต้องเผชิญกบัแรงกดดนัไม่น้อยโดยเฉพาะระหว่างห้าปีทีRผ่านมา ตั Gงแต่ พ.ศ. 
2551 เป็นต้นมา ผู้บริจาคทีRสนบัสนนุโครงการตา่งๆ ในศนูย์พกัพงิ ได้ทําการทบทวนระบบ และพบประเด็นทีRเป็นข้อกงัวล และ
ความจําเป็นต้องทําการเปลีRยนแปลงในระบบ จงึเป็นทีRมาของการประเมินผลครั Gงนี G ซึRงได้รับมอบหมายตั Gงแต ่ พ.ศ. 2554 จาก 
CIDA, AusAID และ Act for Peace มีจดุมุ่งหมายเพืRอตรวจสอบข้อกงัวลเหล่านี G และประเมินความเหมาะสมของรูปแบบการ
บริหารศนูย์พกัพงิในบริบทปัจจบุนั 
 
วัตถปุระสงค์ 

การประเมินผลครั Gงนี Gมีวตัถปุระสงค์สามประการ 
 

1) เพืRอสนบัสนนุให้ทกุฝ่ายทีRเกีRยวข้องสามารถแลกเปลีRยนความคิดเห็นอย่างสร้างสรรค์เกีRยวกบัประเด็นการบริหารศนูย์
พกัพิงผู้ลี GภยัทีRตั Gงอยูต่ามแนวชายแดนประเทศไทย-พมา่ 

2) เพืRออธิบายรูปแบบการบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิทีRใช้อยูใ่นปัจจบุนัอยา่งละเอียด และถกูต้อง 
3) เพืRอระบวุ่ามีด้านใดบ้างทีRควรดําเนนิการปรับปรุง และเปลีRยนแปลง 

 

ยิRงกว่านั Gน เงืRอนไขอ้างองิ (Terms of reference) ของการศกึษาครั Gงนี Gยงักําหนดให้คณะผู้ประเมินจดัทําเอกสารบนัทกึ
ประวตัิและววิฒันาการของรูปแบบการบริหารนี G ให้ประเมินวา่รูปแบบการบริหารนี Gครอบคลมุความรับผดิชอบต่างๆ อยา่ง
ครบถ้วนหรือไม่ ให้ประเมินวา่โครงสร้างการบริหารนี Gดาํเนนิการตามมาตรฐานสากลเพียงใด และให้สนบัสนนุการเสวนา
ระหว่างองค์กรภาคเีกีRยวกบัรูปแบบการบริหารนี G โดยใช้หลกัฐานทีRบนัทกึได้เป็นข้อมลูประกอบ 
 
วิธีการประเมินผล 

วิธีการทีRคณะผู้ประเมินใช้ในการทํางานมุ่งเน้นการมีสว่นร่วมของทกุฝ่ายทีRเกีRยวข้อง นอกจากตรวจสอบเอกสาร และ
สมัภาษณ์บคุคลทีRให้ข้อมลูสาํคญัได้แก่ผู้แทนขององค์กรผู้บริจาค องค์กรพฒันาเอกชน และรัฐบาลไทยแล้ว ยงัได้ทาํการ
รวบรวมข้อมลูจากศนูย์พกัพิงทั Gงเก้าแห่ง โดยใช้วิธีจดัการประชมุเชิงปฏบิติัการและจดัประชมุกลุม่ย่อย โดยสุม่ตวัอยา่งเลอืกผู้
ลี Gภยัจํานวนมากให้เข้าร่วมในกิจกรรม รวมถึงจดัประชมุกลุม่ย่อยเป็นพิเศษกบัชนกลุม่น้อย กลุม่สตรี และกลุม่เยาวชน (ทั Gง
หญิงและชาย) และมีคณะทํางานประกอบด้วยนกัวจิยัตา่งชาต ิและนกัวจิัยท้องถิRน จํานวน 11 คน เป็นผู้ดําเนินกระบวนการใน
การประชมุกลุม่ย่อยเหลา่นี G กระบวนการดงักลา่วผ่านการทาํงานร่วมกบัประชากรทัRวไปในศนูย์พกัพิง 545 คน รวมทั Gง
คณะกรรมการศนูย์พกัพิง และผู้แทนจากองค์กรชมุชน 308 คน ทีRทาํงานในศนูย์พกัพิง นอกจากนี G คณะผู้ประเมินได้สมัภาษณ์
เจ้าหน้าทีRของรัฐบาลไทย 50 คน ทีRทํางานภายในและภายนอกศนูย์พกัพงิ เจ้าของร้านค้า 57 คน ทั Gงภายในและภายนอกศนูย์
พกัพิง และบคุคลตา่ง ๆ 69 คน ทีRอาศยัอยู่ใกล้ศนูย์พกัพิง ซึRงประกอบด้วยเจ้าของทีRดิน ไร่สวน ขนาดใหญ่ สถานทีRพกัในแหลง่
ท่องเทีRยว และร้านอาหาร รวมถงึสมาชิกชมุชนทัRวไป สรุปได้วา่คณะผู้ประเมินได้รวบรวมข้อมลูโดยอาศยัวิธีปฏิสมัพนัธ์โดยตรง
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กบัผู้ให้ข้อมลูประมาณ 1,060 คน ทีRอาศยัอยู่ภายใน และรอบศนูย์พกัพงิในการศกึษาครั Gงนี G เมืRอนบัรวมผู้แทนจากองค์การ
สหประชาชาติ องค์กรพฒันาเอกชนระดบัสากล และคณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยั 
 

การประเมินผลมีข้อจํากดัหลายด้าน โดยเฉพาะเมืRอการประเมินมุง่เน้นทีRการรวบรวมข้อมลูในระดบัศนูย์พกัพงิ คณะผู้
ประเมินจึงใช้เวลาน้อยกวา่เพืRอรวบรวมข้อมลูในระดบัการประสานงานความช่วยเหลือตามหลกัมนษุยธรรมระหว่างศนูย์พกัพงิ 
อนัทีRจริง งานรวบรวมข้อมลูในระดบัศนูย์พกัพงิกลายเป็นงานทีRใช้เวลามากกว่า และซบัซ้อนกวา่ทีRคาดการณ์ไว้แตแ่รก ปัจจยัทีR
เป็นปัญหาในทีRนี Gประกอบด้วยความห่างไกลกนัของแต่ละศนูย์พกัพิงและคณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยัสองคณะ การเปลีRยนผู้ นําใน
องค์กรสาํคญัแหง่หนึRง ความลา่ช้าในการขออนมุตัใินระดบัศนูย์พกัพงิ และการหาบคุลากรท้องถิRนทีRรู้ภาษาคาเรนน ีอนัเป็นผล
มาจากความลา่ช้าดงักลา่ว แตแ่ม้ว่ามข้ีอจํากดัเหลา่นี G และข้อจํากดัอืRนๆ คณะผู้ประเมินก็มัRนใจวา่ข้อมลูทีRรวบรวมได้ และ
ข้อแนะนําทีRเสนอในรายงานฉบบันี Gถกูต้อง และเหมาะสม 
 

ประเด็นสาํคญัทีRต้องยอมรับ คือ การประเมนิครั Gงนี Gไมไ่ด้มุ่งเน้นโดยตรงทีRมติิสําคญัของการบริหารจัดการศนูย์พกัพงิ 
กล่าวคอื บทบาทและการปฏิบตังิานของหน่วยงานและผู้แทนของรัฐบาลไทย รัฐบาลไทยเป็นผู้มีอํานาจและความรับผิดชอบ
สงูสดุในศนูย์พกัพิง และในการบริหารจดัการศนูย์พกัพิงเหลา่นี G เงืRอนไขข้อหนึRงของการประเมินครั Gงนี G คือ การประเมินต้อง
มุ่งเน้นเป็นอนัดบัแรกทีRโครงสร้างการบริหารจดัการของผู้ลี Gภยั และไม่ใช่มุ่งเน้นทีRบทบาทและการปฏิบตังิานของหน่วยงานและ
ผู้แทนของรัฐบาลไทย รายงานนี Gจะกลา่วถงึบทบาทและการปฏิบตัิงานของเจ้าหน้าทีRของรัฐบาลไทยเฉพาะสว่นทีRเกีRยวเนืRองกนั
เท่านั Gน และแม้ว่าข้อมลูจากการประเมินบางข้อดเูหมือนว่าเป็นข้อแนะนาํทีRเสนอให้แก่รัฐบาลไทย แตค่ณะผู้ประเมนิไม่ได้เสนอ
ข้อแนะนําเหลา่นั Gน เพราะการเสนอข้อแนะนําแก่รัฐบาลไทยอยูเ่หนือขอบข่ายหน้าทีRของรายงานนี G 
 

ประเด็นสดุท้าย คือ กระบวนการรับรองผลการประเมนิครั Gงนี Gจําเป็นต้องถกูตดัทอนลง เนืRองจากข้อจํากดัด้านงบประมาณ 
และทําให้ต้องทดแทนกระบวนการรับรองตามแผนเดิม ด้วยการประชมุทางไกลหลายครั Gงผ่านทางอปุกรณ์ภาพและเสยีง กบั
กลุม่องค์กรทีRเกีRยวข้องในประเทศไทย คอื DHAWG, คณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยั และ ศนูย์ดําเนินการเกีRยวกบัผู้อพยพ/
กระทรวงมหาดไทย รายงานฉบบัสมบรูณ์นี Gได้รวบรวมข้อมลูป้อนกลบัทีRได้รับจากการประชมุเหลา่นี Gไว้ด้วย ผู้ อ่านทีRสนใจ
สามารถอ่านข้อมลูได้จาก ภาคผนวก 12 ทีRแนบท้ายรายงานฉบบัเตม็ ซึRงเป็นรายงานสรุปการหารือตา่งๆ ระหว่างกระบวนการ
รับรองผล 
 
ข้อมูลจากการประเมนิผล 
 
ความเข้าใจรูปแบบการบริหารศูนย์พักพิง 

ระบบบริหารทีRพฒันาขึ Gนในศนูย์พกัพิงทั Gงเก้าแห่งตามชายแดนไทยนี Gประกอบด้วยกลุม่ความรับผิดชอบ (clusters of 
responsibility)6 สามกลุม่ แตล่ะกลุม่มีเครือข่ายขององค์กรระดบัย่อย รูปแบบการบริหารจะทาํงานได้ดหีรือไม่ก็ขึ Gนอยูก่บัขดี
ความสามารถและประสทิธิภาพการทํางานขององค์กรระดบัยอ่ยในแตล่ะกลุม่ รวมถึงประสทิธิภาพในการประสานงานภายใน
กลุม่ และระหว่างกลุม่ 
                                                   
6 ความหมายของคาํว่า “กลุม่ (clusters)” ทีRใช้ในกรณีนี G ไม่เกีRยวข้องกบั cluster approach ทีRริเริRมใช้โดย IASC ในการตอบสนองต่อ 2005 
UN Humanitarian Response Review และทีRอธิบายไว้ในหมวด 3.3.1 ของรายงานฉบบันี G 
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ใน “กลุม่ศนูย์พกัพงิ”(camp cluster) มีองค์กรต่างๆ ทีRทํางานด้านบริการช่วยเหลอืศนูย์พกัพงิ หนว่ยประสานงานหลกัของ
กลุม่นี Gคือคณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยั (Refugee Committees - RCs) สองคณะ และคณะกรรมการศนูย์พกัพิง (Camp Committees 
- CCs) เก้าคณะ มีหวัหน้ากลุม่หรือป๊อก(section leaders) ทีRทาํงานภายใต้ และรายงานต่อคณะกรรมการศนูย์พกัพิง โดย
ได้รับการสนบัสนนุจากคณะกรรมการ/กลุม่หรือป๊อก(section committees) โครงสร้างเหลา่นี Gได้รับการสนบัสนนุจากองค์กร
พฒันาเอกชนสากล ซึRงจดัทําโครงการความช่วยเหลอืด้านสาธารณสขุสขุและ การศกึษาองค์การไทยแลนด์ เบอร์มา บอร์เดอร์ 
คอนซอร์เตี Gยม (TBBC) ให้ความช่วยเหลือด้านอาหาร ทีRพกัอาศยั ความช่วยเหลอือืRนๆ และงานบริหาร ในขณะทีRUNHCR ดแูล
เรืRองความคุ้มครองแตใ่นระยะหลงันี G International Rescue Committee (IRC)ได้จดัทาํโครงการพเิศษ คือ ศนูย์ความ
ช่วยเหลือด้านกฎหมาย หรือ Legal Assistance Centres (LAC) ในศนูย์พกัพิงห้าแห่ง จากทั Gงหมดเก้าแห่ง องค์กรพฒันา
เอกชนทีRทาํงานในศนูย์พกัพงิได้รับความชว่ยเหลอืประสานงานจากกรรมการประสานงานองค์การช่วยเหลอืผู้ ลี Gภยัในประเทศ
ไทย หรือ กปชล.ซึRงทาํหน้าทีRเป็นคนกลางประสานงานระหวา่งองค์กรพฒันาเอกชนเหลา่นี G และรัฐบาลไทย 

 
กลุม่ทีRสองในระบบบริหารนี Gคือ“กลุม่ผู้บริจาค”(donor cluster) ประเทศผู้บริจาคซึRงบ่อยครั Gงทํางานผ่านสถานทตูของตน

ในกรุงเทพฯ จะเป็นสมาชิกของคณะทํางาน Donor Humanitarian Actors Working Group (DHAWG)ผู้บริจาคหลกั
ประกอบด้วยประเทศสหรัฐอเมริกา และประเทศในสหภาพยโุรป คณะทํางานนี Gทําหน้าทีRประสานงาน และแบง่ปันข้อมลูกบั กป
ชล.และโครงการตา่งๆ ของ กปชล.ตดิตอ่กบั UNHCR และปรึกษาหารือ และประสานงานกับผู้มีบทบาทสาํคญัในรัฐบาลไทย 
แต่ผู้บริจาคแต่ละองค์กรจะให้ความช่วยเหลอืด้านเงินทนุโดยตรงแก่ศนูย์พกัพิง โดยผ่านทาง TBBCหรือองค์กรพฒันาเอกชนทีR
ให้บริการ 
 

กลุม่ทีRสามคือรัฐบาลไทย (เราจะเรียกว่ากลุม่ RTGหรือ “RTG cluster”) หนว่ยงานหลกัทีRมีบทบาทในกลุม่นี Gคือสภาความ
มัRนคงแห่งชาต ิ(สมช.) กระทรวงมหาดไทย (มท.) กองทพัไทย กระทรวงการต่างประเทศ และสาํนกังานศนูย์ดําเนินการเกีRยวกบั
ผู้อพยพ ซึRงอยู่ภายใต้สงักดักระทรวงมหาดไทย และมีหน้าทีRอนมุตัิแผนโครงการขององค์กรสมาชิกของ กปชล.และทํางาน
ร่วมกบั UNHCRและหน่วยงานอืRนๆ ผู้ว่าราชการของสีRจงัหวดั ซึRงเป็นทีRตั Gงของศนูย์พกัพิงจะรายงานต่อกระทรวงมหาดไทย โดย
มีปลดัอําเภอ (ตําแหนง่ของ) หวัหน้าพื GนทีRพกัพงิฯรายงานตอ่สํานกัผู้ว่าราชการ โดยผ่านทางทีRวา่การอาํเภอของตน หวัหน้า
พื GนทีRพกัพิงฯทีRเป็นคนไทยนี G เป็นผู้ควบคมุดแูลโดยตรงและมีอํานาจสงูสดุเหนือคณะกรรมการศนูย์พกัพงิ และโครงสร้างระดบั
ย่อยของศนูย์ 
 

เกือบตลอดสองทศวรรษทีRผ่านมานี G ผู้ มีบทบาทกลุม่นี Gได้พฒันาความสมัพนัธ์ของตน และได้ร่วมกนัสร้างระบบหนึRง
เหมือนกบัระบบนเิวศ (eco-system) ระบบนิเวศนี GทาํงานโดยทัRวไปในลกัษณะทีRปรับตวัและยดืหยุน่ โดยตอบสนอง และ
ปรับตวัให้เหมาะสมกบัผู้ มีบทบาทรายใหม่ และความต้องการใหม่ๆ เมืRอสถานการณ์เปลีRยนไป และขบัเคลืRอนทรัพยากรเพืRอให้
เป็นไปตามวตัถปุระสงค์ขององค์กรต่างๆ ในโครงสร้าง ระบบนิเวศนี Gทํางานได้ผลเป็นสว่นใหญ่ โดยคณะผู้ประเมินเชืRอว่า
เนืRองจากปัจจยัหลกัสองประการคือ (1) การมีวิสยัทศัน์และคา่นยิมร่วมกนั และ (2) ความไว้วางใจซึRงกนัและกนั ศนูย์กลางของ
ความสมัพนัธ์ด้านบวกในการทาํงานนี Gคอืความมุ่งมัRนทีRจะดแูลสวสัดิภาพของผู้ลี Gภยั และค่านิยมและแนวทางปฏิบตัิทีRเน้น
ความโปร่งใส 
 
ทรรศนะของผู้ลี ภัย และผู้นําในศนูย์พักพิง 

ทรรศนะของผู้ลี ภัยเกี#ยวกับชีวติของตนในศูนย์พักพิง 
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ค่อนข้างคล้ายคลงึกนัในทกุศนูย์พกัพิง ทั Gงในด้านความเข้าใจสถานการณ์และความท้าทายทีRเขาเผชิญอยู ่นอกจากนี G ยงัมี
ความคิดเห็นในลกัษณะเดียวกนัในกลุม่ผู้พกัพิงตา่งๆ ในศนูย์พกัพงิ (กลุม่สตรี ชนกลุม่น้อย กลุม่เยาวชน) และระหว่างกลุม่
ต่าง ๆ และประชากรทัRวไป อนัทีRจริง การประเมินนี Gพบข้อมลูทีRชี Gว่าไม่มีการเลอืกปฏิบติัอยา่งเป็นระบบตอ่ชนกลุม่น้อยในศนูย์
พกัพิง กลุม่สตรีก็ไม่มทีรรศนะทีRแตกต่างอยา่งมีนยัสาํคญัจากกลุม่ผู้ชายเกีRยวกบัชีวติในศนูย์ แต่กระนั Gน เยาวชนก็แสดงความ
กงัวลใจในระดบัสงูกว่าเกีRยวกบัความหวงัในอนาคต และการขาดโอกาสศกึษาต่อ และมห่ีวงใยมากกวา่กลุม่อืRนในเรืRองปัญหา
ยาเสพตดิ 
 

สาํหรับบทบาทของโครงสร้างบริหารจัดการผู้ลี ภัย ประชากรทัRวไปรับรู้ว่าคณะกรรมการเหล่านี Gมขีีดจํากดัในการจดัการ
กบัปัญหาหลายๆ อยา่งทีRเขาเผชิญอยู่ในศนูย์พกัพงิ ผู้ลี Gภยัแสดงความเข้าใจว่าผู้นาํของเขาสามารถทําอะไรได้บ้าง และ
อะไรบ้างทีRผู้นําของเขาไม่มีอํานาจทีRจะเปลีRยนแปลงแก้ไขได้ ผู้ลี Gภยัแสดงความเข้าใจในหน้าทีRของผู้นําศนูย์พกัพงิของเขา และรู้
ว่าเขาต้องการให้ผู้นาํของเขามีคณุสมบติัอย่างไร กลา่วคือ ผู้พกัพิงทัRวไปต้องการหวัหน้าทีRมีการศกึษาระดบัสงู มคีวามสามารถ
ใช้ภาษาได้มากกวา่หนึRงภาษา มีอปุนิสยัเข้มแข็ง และมีวิธีการติดตอ่สืRอสารกับสมาชิกในศนูย์พกัพงิอย่างมปีระสิทธิภาพ ผู้ลี G
ภยัสว่นใหญ่ประเมินผลคณะกรรมการบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิของตนในแง่บวก แม้ว่าผู้ลี Gภยับางคนมีความคาดหมายต่างกนัในบาง
ประเด็น แตก็่ไม่แสดงความไม่มัRนใจในตวัรูปแบบการบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิ 
 

นอกจากนี G ผู้ลี GภยัทีRเข้าร่วมในการประเมินผลครั Gงนี G ยงัมีความทรงจําทีRด ี และความเข้าใจเกีRยวกบักระบวนการเลอืกตั งทีR
จดัขึ GนเมืRอ พ.ศ. 2553 แต่ตั Gงข้อสงัเกตว่ามปัีญหาทีRท้าทาย และสมควรแก้ไข ประเด็นหลกัคอืควรให้ผู้ลี Gภยั “ไม่จดทะเบียน” มี
สทิธิออกเสยีงในการเลอืกตั Gงคณะผู้ประเมินยงัเห็นความจําเป็นต้องให้สตรีมตีวัแทนมากขึ Gน และต้องหากลไกทีRจะทาํให้ผู้ลี Gภยั
กลุม่สาํคญัสามารถแสดงความคิดเห็นเกีRยวกบัข้อกงัวลของเขาได้ โดยเฉพาะชนกลุม่น้อย และกลุม่เยาวชน 
 

สาํหรับผู้ นําศูนย์พักพิง  
คนเหลา่นี Gเข้าใจบทบาทและความรับผิดชอบของตนอยา่งชดัเจน ซึRงตรงกบัรายละเอียดตาํแหน่งงานทีRเป็นกรอบการ

ทํางานของเขาในระบบบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิ ความท้าทายสว่นใหญ่ๆ ทีRเขาเผชิญอยูเ่ป็นปัญหาทีRเกินขีดความสามารถของเขาทีR
จะแก้ไขได้ในระดบัผู้บริหารศนูย์พกัพงิ และปัญหาเหลา่นั Gนต้องได้รับการแก้ไขในระดบัการประสานงานความช่วยเหลอืตาม
หลกัมนษุยธรรมทีRกว้างกวา่ 
 
ประเดน็สําคัญอื#นๆ ในการบริหารศูนย์พักพิง 

ความคุ้มครอง และการเข้าถงึความยุติธรรม – ผู้ลี Gภยั และผู้นําผู้ ลี Gภยั เข้าใจดีว่าจําเป็นต้องปรับปรุงในด้านนี G แตก็่มี
ความรู้สกึตอ่ต้านความพยายามเหลา่นี G ความท้าทายอยา่งหนึRงคอื ผู้ทาํหน้าทีRตลุาการจะต้องไม่ใช่ผู้บริหารในระบบศาล
ยตุธิรรมของผู้ลี Gภยั ความท้าทายทีRสองคือ ควรมีโครงการใหม่ๆ เพืRอสนบัสนนุเจ้าหน้าทีRรักษาความปลอดภยัให้มีวิธีใหม่ๆ ใน
การจดัการกบัเยาวชนทีRทําผิดกฎหมาย ซึRงเป็นปัญหาทีRพบเห็นมากขึ Gน 
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การประสานงานระดับศนูย์พักพิง – มีการแบ่งปันข้อมลู แต่ยงัขาดการหารือเกีRยวกบัการวางแผนโครงการ และการ
จดัลาํดบัความสาํคญัในบางภาคสว่น นอกจากนี G การพจิารณาเชิงยทุธศาสตร์ทัRวศนูย์พกัพงิเกีRยวกบัความต้องการ และ
ช่องวา่งทีRยงัไม่ได้รับการตอบสนองเพิRงจะเป็นหวัข้อหลกัของการประชมุประสานงานประจําเดือนเมืRอไม่นานมานี Gเอง องค์กร
พฒันาเอกชนสากล เช่นองค์กรทีRให้ความช่วยเหลอืด้านสาธารณสขุไม่ได้หารือกบัคณะกรรมการศนูย์ และคณะกรรมการผู้ลี G
ภยัอย่างสมํRาเสมอเกีRยวกบัการตดัสนิใจจดัลาํดบัความสาํคญัของโครงการ หรือการตดัลดงบประมาณ 
 

ให้บริการและการตรวจสอบ – คณะกรรมการศนูย์พกัพงิ และคณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยัปฏิบตัิงานได้ดใีนด้านทีRเป็นความ
รับผิดชอบโดยตรงของคณะกรรมการเหลา่นี G เช่นการตดิตามตรวจสอบจํานวนประชากร การจดัเก็บ และการแจกจ่ายเครืRอง
อปุโภคบริโภค การบํารุงรักษาโครงสร้างพื Gนฐาน และการรักษาความสงบเรียบร้อยภายในศนูย์พกัพงิ แตไ่ม่เห็นได้ชดัเจนนกัว่า
คณะกรรมการศนูย์พกัพิง และคณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยัมีความสามารถด้านวชิาการเพียงพอทีRจะตรวจสอบ และปฏิบตัติาม
มาตรฐานในบางสว่นทีRต้องใช้ความชํานาญเฉพาะทาง เช่นการศกึษา และสาธารณสขุ 
 

องค์กรที#มีส่วนเกี#ยวข้องอืRนๆมองระบบบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิผู้ลี Gภยัในด้านบวก โดยเฉพาะหลงัจากทีRมีการเปลีRยนแปลง
มากมายในระยะหลงันี G รวมถึงการปรับปรุงกระบวนการเลอืกตั Gง เนืRองจากความเปลีRยนแปลงมากมายทีRเกิดขึ Gนในตาํแหน่งผู้นาํ
ในโครงสร้างศนูย์พกัพงิ อนัเป็นผลมาจากการเลอืกตั Gง และการเดนิทางไปตั GงถิRนฐานในประเทศทีRสาม องค์กรภายนอกทีR
เกีRยวข้องจึงมองเห็นบทบาทอนัตอ่เนืRองในการเสริมสร้างขดีความสามารถ UNHCR ได้ทํางานร่วมกบัโครงสร้างเหลา่นี Gในวาระ
เกีRยวกบัความคุ้มครอง แต่ยงัไม่ยอมรับว่าเป็นโครงสร้างการปกครอง และการบริหารของผู้ลี Gภยัอยา่งเป็นทางการ 
 

ในสว่นของ UNHCR โดยหลกัแล้ว องค์กรนี GเกีRยวข้องกบัโครงสร้างเหลา่นี Gในด้านความคุ้มครอง และแม้ว่า UNHCR 
สนบัสนนุโครงสร้างเหลา่นี Gเพราะเป็นสว่นหนึRงของหน้าทีRให้ความคุ้มครองทีRองค์กรได้รับมอบอํานาจให้ทํา  แต่ก็เชืRอวา่มีความ
จําเป็น ต้องเฝ้าระวงัมิให้ฝ่ายตา่งๆ ทีRไม่ใช่ภาครัฐ เข้ามาแทรกแซงในโครงสร้างเลา่นี G UNHCR สามารถช่วยเสริมประสิทธิภาพ
ให้โครงสร้างเหลา่นี Gได้ ซึRงเป็นการสนบัสนนุทีRสําคญัยิRงทีR UNHCR สามารถมอบให้ได้ ด้วยการรณรงค์เรียกร้องให้รัฐบาลไทย
ยอมรับอยา่งชดัเจน ว่าโครงสร้างเหลา่นี Gเป็นระบบการปกครองและการบริหารจดัการทีRถกูต้องตามกฎหมายของประชากรผู้ลี G
ภยั และให้กําหนดให้ชดัเจนขอบเขตความรับผิดชอบและอาํนาจทีRมอบหมายให้คณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยั และคณะกรรมการศนูย์
พกัพิงดาํเนินการในการจดัการศนูย์พกัพิง และกําหนดเงืRอนไขอยา่งชดัเจนเกีRยวกบัความสมัพนัธ์ระหว่างโครงสร้างเหลา่นี G และ
หนว่ยงานและผู้แทนของรัฐบาลไทย 
 

การประเมินผลยงัสาํรวจผลกระทบจากศนูย์พักพิงผู้ลี ภัยต่อชุมชนไทยใกล้เคยีง ผลกระทบดงักลา่วไม่ว่าด้านบวก
หรือด้านลบ ไมถื่อวา่เป็นความท้าทายสาํคญัสาํหรับโครงสร้างการบริหารศนูย์พกัพิง ดเูหมอืนว่าหวัหน้าพื GนทีRพกัพงิฯทีRเป็นคน
ไทยสามารถไกลเ่กลีRยปัญหาทีRเกิดขึ Gนระหว่างศนูย์พกัพิงและชมุชนไทย ระหวา่งคณะกรรมการศนูย์พกัพงิและหวัหน้าชมุชนได้
อย่างมีประสทิธิภาพ  แตผู่้แทนบางคนของหน่วยงานของรัฐบาลไทย (กรมป่าไม้ กรมตํารวจ และกองทพั) แสดงความห่วงใยว่า
หวัหน้าพื GนทีRพกัพงิฯทีRเป็นคนไทยและกระทรวงมหาดไทย ไมไ่ด้ปฏบิตัิตามนโยบายของรัฐบาลไทยทีRเกีRยวกบัศนูย์พกัพิงอยา่ง
รัดกมุ โดยเฉพาะเกีRยวกบัการควบคมุของผู้ลี Gภยัทั Gงการเข้าและออกจากศนูย์พกัพงิหลายแห่ง ประเด็นนี G หวัหน้าพื GนทีRพกัพงิฯ ทีR
เป็นคนไทยบางคนแสดงความคดิเห็นวา่เรืRองนี Gปฏิบตัไิด้ยาก เนืRองจากศนูย์พกัพงิไม่ได้สร้างขึ Gนให้มีลกัษณะเหมอืนคกุทีRมีรั Gว
ล้อมรอบ และมีบริเวณความมัRนคงรอบนอก อีกทั Gงศนูย์พกัพิงกไ็ม่ควรมีลกัษณะเหมือนคกุ เพราะผู้ลี Gภยัไม่ใช่นกัโทษคดอีาญา 
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การประเมินผลยงัได้ตรวจสอบวา่ ระบบบริหารศนูย์พกัพงินี Gสอดคล้องกบัมาตรฐานและบรรทัดฐานสากลในการให้
ความช่วยเหลอืผู้ลี Gภยัตามหลกัมนษุยธรรมหรือไม่ คณะผู้ประเมินพบในภาพรวมว่าคณะกรรมการและหนว่ยงานอืRน ๆ ทีR
ทํางานร่วมกบัผู้ลี Gภยัในระบบบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิเข้าใจบรรทดัฐาน และหลกัการเหลา่นี G และใช้เป็นเกณฑ์ในการทาํงานของ
โครงสร้างการบริหารผู้ลี Gภยั  แต่ก็มปัีญหาบางอย่างทีRองค์กรทีRเกีRยวข้องพบเห็น ปัญหาหนึRงคอืมีผู้ ลี GภยัจํานวนมากทีRไม่จด
ทะเบียน (มากกวา่ 50% ในศนูย์พกัพิงขนาดใหญ่บางแหง่) คนเหล่านี Gขาดสถานภาพอยา่งเป็นทางการ จงึอยูใ่นสภาพ
เปราะบางมากขึ Gนอีก นอกจากนี G ยงัมีกรณีทีRคณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยัแจกจ่ายข้าวของTBBC ให้แก่กองกําลงัตดิอาวธุ โดยกอง
กําลงัเหลา่นี Gตอบแทนด้วยการรักษาความปลอดภยัในบริเวณรอบศนูย์พกัพิง เหตกุารณ์นี Gไม่ได้เกิดขึ Gนอกีในปัจจบุนั แตท่กุฝ่าย
ทีRเกีRยวข้องไม่ได้ดาํเนินการด้วยความโปร่งใสในเวลาทีRเกิดเหตกุารณ์เช่นนี Gหลายๆ ฝ่ายได้หยบิยกปัญหาความกงัวลเกีRยวกบั
แนวทางปฏิบตัิ ความโปร่งใส และความรับผดิชอบของหวัหน้าพื GนทีRพกัพงิฯ ทีRเป็นคนไทยบางคน  
 

การให้การสนบัสนนุการบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิอยา่งชดัเจนเกิดขึ GนเมืRอไม่นานมานี G ตลอด 20 ปีแรก ทั Gง UNHCR และองค์กร
พฒันาเอกชนอืRนๆ ไม่ได้รับผิดชอบ (และไมส่ามารถรับผิดชอบ) หรือช่วยเหลอืด้านการบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิ เพยีงแต่เข้าร่วม
ทํางานกบัชมุชนทีRเกีRยวข้องโดยตรงกบัการช่วยเหลอื หน้าทีRให้การสนบัสนนุดงักลา่วตกเป็นของ TBBC ซึRงอยู่ในฐานะทีR
เหมาะสมทีRสดุทีRจะทํางานนี G เพราะเป็นองค์กรทีRพยายามให้อํานาจแก่ผู้ลี Gภยั และมคีวามสมัพนัธ์อนัดีและได้รับความไว้วางใจ
จากคณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยั กระบวนการนี Gคืบหน้าไปมากนบัตั Gงแต่การสาํรวจสถานการณ์เป็นครั GงแรกเมืRอ พ.ศ. 2546 กลา่วคือ มี
โครงสร้างการบริหารและการปกครอง และกระบวนการทีRชดัเจนและเป็นมาตรฐานเดียวกนัในทกุศนูย์พกัพงิ มีรายละเอียด
ตําแหน่งงานสาํหรับทกุตาํแหน่งภายในโครงสร้างเหล่านี G มีการจดัอบรมทกัษะ และเสริมสร้างขีดความสามารถให้ทกุคนทีR
เกีRยวข้อง คณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยัทั Gงสองคณะยอมรับ และปฏิบติัตามหลกัจริยธรรมตอ่ผู้ลี GภยัทกุคนทีRทํางานในตําแหน่งต่างๆ 
ภายในโครงสร้างเหลา่นี G แตย่งัมีความท้าทายในด้านขดีความสามารถในการบริหารจดัการ เนืRองจากมีการเปลีRยนตวัผู้นําทีRเคย
ดํารงตาํแหนง่สําคญัหลายคน เพราะคนเหล่านี Gเดนิทางไปตั GงถิRนฐานในประเทศทีRสาม และเนืRองจากการเลือกตั GงทีRจดัขึ Gนเป็น
ระยะ นอกจากนี G เราจะเห็นความท้าทายใหม่ๆ เกิดขึ Gน เมืRอผู้ลี Gภยัจะต้องถกูส่งตวักลบัประเทศในทีRสดุ เมืRอมองไปข้างหน้า 
จําเป็นทีRกลุม่ผู้บริจาคต้องยอมรับอย่างชดัเจนมากขึ Gนว่าการบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิเป็นภาคสว่นหนึRงทีRต้องได้รับการชี Gนาํในด้าน
ยทุธศาสตร์ และการสนบัสนนุด้านการเงิน 
 

ปัญหาหนึRงในระดบัการประสานงานความช่วยเหลอืตามหลกัมนษุยธรรม ซึRงมีผลกระทบในด้านลบตอ่การทาํงาน และ
ความน่าเชืRอถือของระบบบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิค ื อความไว้วางใจต่อกันทีRลดลง ซึRงเป็นปัจจยัสาํคญัสาํหรับประสทิธิภาพ และ
การฟืGนตวัในการตอบสนองระหวา่งหลายปีทีRผ่านมา การทีR TBBC รู้ข้อมลูว่าคณะกรรมการผู้ ลี Gภยัได้จดัสง่ข้าวให้แก่กองกําลงั
ติดอาวธุ (เพืRอแลกเปลีRยนกบัการรักษาความปลอดภยัในบริเวณรอบศนูย์พกัพิง) แต่ไม่ได้แจ้งข้อมลูให้กลุม่ผู้บริจาคทราบ
ตั Gงแตแ่รก ทาํให้ระดบัความไว้เนื GอเชืRอใจระหวา่งฝ่ายตา่งๆ ลดลงอย่างเห็นได้ชดั กระตุ้นให้เกิดความกงัวล และการทบทวน
สถานการณ์หลายครั Gง ความไว้วางใจกันนี Gเป็นสิRงจาํเป็นและกําลงัถกูเสริมสร้างขึ Gนใหม่ คณะผุ้ประเมินเชืRอวา่ปัจจยัหนึRงทีRมผีล
ต่อกรณีนี Gคือ ความไม่ทดัเทยีมของความรู้และความเข้าใจระหวา่ง TBBC และองค์กรอืRนๆทีRปฏิบตังิานระยะยาวในพื GนทีR กบัผู้
บริจาค ซึRงมีการเปลีRยนบคุลากรบอ่ยครั Gง นอกจากการปรับเปลีRยนด้านอืRนๆ แล้ว ผู้บริจาคจําเป็นต้องเพิRมข้อมลูความรู้ของ
ตนเองเกีRยวกบัสถานการณ์ในพื GนทีRอย่างถาวร 
 
บทเรียน 

บทเรียนสาํคญัทีRได้จากการประเมินผลครั Gงนี G และสมควรนํามาพจิารณามีอยู่สามประการ 
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1) ในชมุชนผูลี้�ภยั มีศกัยภาพสูงมากในการปกครองและบริหารจดัการตนเอง– ประสบการณ์ของระบบบริหารศนูย์พกั
พิงในศนูย์พกัพงิผู้ลี Gภยัตามชายแดนประเทศไทย แสดงให้เห็นว่าโครงสร้างการบริหารจดัการผู้ลี Gภยันั Gนใช้งานได้ ใช้
งานได้จริงในศนูย์พกัพงิแต่ละแหง่ และในระดบัเหนอืศนูย์พกัพงิซึRงโครงสร้างผู้ ลี Gภยัได้จดัตั Gงกลไก และนโยบายทีR
เหมือนกนัในทกุศนูย์พกัพิง ได้ให้คาํแนะนาํ และทิศทาง และได้เจรจาต่อรองกบัหน่วยงานทีRเกีRยวข้องภายนอกศนูย์
พกัพิง รวมถึงองค์กรปกครองสว่นท้องถิRน องค์กรผู้บริจาค และผู้ให้ความช่วยเหลอื ยิRงกวา่นั Gน การการประเมินผลยงั
แสดงให้เห็นวา่  โครงสร้างการบริหารจดัการผู้ลี GภยัสามารถปรับเปลีRยนให้เหมาะสมกบัสถานการณ์ และความ
ต้องการทีRเปลีRยนไปตามกาลเวลา อนัทีRจริง โครงสร้างเหลา่นี GทํางานเหมือนกบัระบบนิเวศทีRยืดหยุ่นในหลายๆ ทาง 
แต่โครงสร้างการบริหารจดัการผู้ลี Gภยัก็เคยประสบกบัแรงกดดนั และจําเป็นต้องได้รับการทบทวน เปลีRยนแปลง และ
เสริมประสทิธิภาพเป็นระยะอย่างสมํRาเสมอ ในระดบัพื GนฐานทีRสดุ การชว่ยให้ผู้ลี Gภยัพยายามควบคมุชีวิต และ
กิจกรรมหาเลี Gยงชีพของตนให้มากทีRสดุด้วยการบริหารจดัการตนเอง ถือวา่เป็นการยืนยนัคณุสมบติัทีRเป็นแก่นแท้ของ
มนษุย์ของประชากรผู้ลี Gภยั 

2) ค่านิยม และวิสยัทศัน์ร่วมกนั และความไวว้างใจต่อกนั เป็นองค์ประกอบของรากฐานของการบริหารศูนย์พกัพิงที>มี
ประสิทธิภาพ– ก่อนทีRจะมีการประเมินผลครั Gงนี G องค์กรทีRมีสว่นเกีRยวข้องเคยพยายามพฒันาวิสยัทศัน์ และค่านยิม
ร่วมกนั ซึRงจะเป็นรากฐานในการพฒันารูปแบบการบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิ หนึRงในคา่นยิมดงักลา่วคือความโปร่งใส 
นอกจากนี G องค์กรเหล่านี Gยงัได้พยายามอย่างจริงจงัทีRจะสร้าง และดาํรงความเคารพ และความไว้วางใจต่อกนั เมืRอ
นํามาผสมผสานกนั ปัจจยัเหลา่นี Gกลายเป็นฐานอนัมัRนคงทีRทาํให้ระบบบริหารศนูย์พกัพิงได้รับประโยชน์ ช่วงห้าปีทีR
ผ่านมา เหน็ได้ชดัว่า เนืRองจากพลวตัทั Gงภายในและภายนอกได้บัRนทอนคา่นิยม และความไว้วางใจต่อกนัระหว่าง
ผู้ปฏิบตังิาน สภาพทีRอ่อนแอลงเช่นนี Gทาํให้ระบบสมควรได้รับการเปลีRยนแปลงและปรับปรุง ถ้าการเปลีRยนแปลงนี G
กระทาํอยา่งเฉียบขาด และทนัเวลา เป็นไปได้ว่าระบบบริหารจดัการศนูย์อพยพจะแข็งแกร่งกวา่เดมิ และมีคณุค่า
สาํหรับผู้ ลี Gภยั หน่วยงานของรัฐ และองค์กรพฒันาอืRนๆ 

3) ทกัษะ และประสบการณ์ในการบริหาร และการปกครองศูนย์พกัพิง สามารถส่งเสริมการร่วมพฒันาชาติในการส่งตวั
ผูลี้�ภยักลบัประเทศ– ข้อนี Gเป็นความคาดหวงัมากกวา่เป็นบทเรียน การเสริมทกัษะความเป็นผู้นําในด้านการตดัสินใจ
ทางการเมือง และในการบริหารงานราชการอาศยัประสบการณ์ทีRได้รับจากการบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิ สามารถใช้ในการ
บริการประชากรผู้ลี Gภยัและชมุชนปลายทางได้ ถ้าปัญหาทีRเกีRยวข้องกบัพื GนทีRและชาติพนัธุ์สามารถจดัการได้อยา่งลง
ตวัและโดยสนัตวิิธีเมืRอผู้ลี Gภยักลบัประเทศ มีความนา่จะเป็นวา่ผู้นําผู้ลี GภยัทีRมีประสบการณ์ในการบริหารศนูย์พกัพิงมี
คณุสมบตัิทีRเหมาะสมทีRจะลงแข่งขนัในการเลอืกตั Gงผู้ดํารงตาํแหนง่ทางการเมือง หรือทาํงานเป็นข้าราชการในท้องถิRน
ของตน อีกนยัหนึRงคอื โครงสร้างการบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิได้ทาํหน้าทีRเหมือน “โรงเรียนสอนวิชารัฐประศาสนศาสตร์”
สาํหรับประชากรผู้ลี GภยัทัRวไปทีRอยู่ตามชายแดนประเทศไทย โครงสร้างการบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิได้ทําให้เกิด
ประสบการณ์ของความเป็นพลเมือง – ทีRแม้จะมีคํานยิามเพยีงแคบๆ แต่ทําให้รู้สกึได้จริง ประสบการณ์ทั Gงสองนี G – คือ
ภาวะผู้นําชมุชน และความเป็นพลเมือง – จะถกูนาํเข้าสูก่ระบวนการเปลีRยนผ่านของประเทศพม่า และเราหวงัว่าจะ
เพิRมประสทิธิภาพให้แก่กระบวนการนี G 

 
ข้อแนะนํา 

จากข้อมลู และบทเรียนทีRได้จากการประเมินผลนี G คณะผู้ประเมินขอเสนอข้อแนะนาํต่อไปนี G 

ในระดบัการบริหารศูนย์พกัพงิ 
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1) ให้องค์กรพฒันาเอกชนทกุองค์กรทีRให้บริการความช่วยเหลอืในศนูย์พกัพงิ หารือทกุแง่มมุกบัโครงสร้างการบริหาร
จดัการผู้ลี Gภยั ในฐานะทีRเป็นโครงสร้างปกครองอย่างเป็นทางการของประชากรผู้ลี Gภยั การตดัสินใจเกีRยวกบัการ
จดัลาํดบัความสาํคญั การวางแผนโครงการ การดําเนินงานในโครงการ และการตดัลดงบประมาณ – ผูที้>มีบทบาท
หลกั: องค์กรพฒันาเอกชนที>ใหบ้ริการความช่วยเหลือ 

2) ทกุองค์กรทีRปฏิบตังิานในศนูย์พกัพงิควรเข้าร่วมในการประชมุประสานงานประจําเดือนในระดบัศนูย์พกัพงิ และทําให้
การประชมุเหลา่นี Gมีบทบาทมากขึ Gนในเชิงยทุธศาสตร์ในการระบชุ่องวา่ง และความต้องการใหม่ ๆ และพจิารณาว่า
ควรแก้ไขปัญหาเหลา่นี Gอยา่งไรให้ทนัตอ่เหตกุารณ์ – ผูที้>ควรมีบทบาทหลกั: คณะกรรมการศูนย์พกัพิง 

3) ในขณะทีRกําหนดให้คณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยั และคณะกรรมการศนูย์พกัพงิ ปฏิบตัติามมาตรฐานขั Gนสงูสดุในการให้
ความคุ้มครองแก่ผู้ลี Gภยัทกุคน และรักษาสถานภาพของศนูย์พกัพงิให้เป็นทีRพกัอาศยัของพลเรือนและเป็นทีRให้ความ
ช่วยเหลือตามหลกัมนษุยธรรมต่อไป UNHCR ควรรณรงค์เรียกร้องให้รัฐบาลไทยสนบัสนนุในประเด็นต่อไปนี G 

1. ให้รัฐบาลไทยแสดงการยอมรับอย่างชดัเจนวา่คณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยั และคณะกรรมการศนูย์พกัพิง เป็นโครงสร้าง
การปกครอง และการบริหารจดัการผู้ลี Gภยั (หรือ ประชากรผู้หนภียัจากการสู้รบ) ทีRถกูต้องตามกฎหมาย 

2. ให้รัฐบาลไทยกําหนดให้ชดัเจน ขอบเขต และอาํนาจหน้าทีR ทีRมอบหมายให้คณะกรรมการผู้ ลี Gภยั และ
คณะกรรมการศนูย์พกัพิง ดําเนินการในการจดัการศนูย์พกัพงิ (หรือ บริเวณศนูย์พกัพิงชัRวคราว) และให้กําหนด
เงืRอนไขอยา่งชดัเจนเกีRยวกบัความสมัพนัธ์ระหว่างโครงสร้างเหลา่นี G และหน่วยงาน และผู้แทนของรัฐบาลไทย 

 
 ผูที้>ควรมีบทบาทหลกั: UNHCR 

4) ให้คณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยั และคณะกรรมการศนูย์พกัพงิดาํเนินการให้ผู้ใหญ่ทกุคนในศนูย์พกัพงิ (โดย TBBC คํานวณ
จากจํานวนผู้ได้รับแจกจ่ายอาหาร) ไมว่่าจดทะเบยีนหรือไม่จดทะเบียน มีสทิธิออกเสยีงในการเลอืกตั GงทีRจะจดัขึ Gนใน 
พ.ศ. 2556 (ถ้ารัฐบาลไทยยงัไม่ต้องการให้ผู้พกัพงิทีRไม่จดทะเบียนมีสทิธิออกเสยีง ให้โครงสร้างศนูย์พกัพงิหาวิธีอืRนทีR
ช่วยให้บคุคลในเขตเลอืกตั Gงนี Gสามารถแสดงความคิดเห็น และข้อกงัวลได้) - ผูที้>ควรมีบทบาทหลกั: คณะกรรมการผูลี้�
ภยั และคณะกรรมการศูนย์พกัพิง 

5) ให้คณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยั คณะกรรมการศนูย์พกัพงิ และคณะกรรมการเลือกตั Gง ทั Gงในระดบัศนูย์พกัพงิ และ
คณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยั ดําเนินมาตรการทีRจําเป็นเพืRอให้มัRนใจได้ว่า 33% ของโครงสร้างการบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิเป็นผู้แทน
สตรี และถ้าเป็นไปได้ควรมีมากกว่านี G มาตรการเหลา่นี G รวมถึงวิธีการลด หรือกําจดัอปุสรรคตา่งๆ ทีRขดัขวางไมใ่ห้สตรี
มีสว่นร่วมในโครงสร้างบริหาร (เช่นต้องทิ Gงบ้านเป็นเวลานานหลายชัRวโมง)7 - ผูที้>ควรมีบทบาทหลกั: คณะกรรมการผู้
ลี�ภยั และคณะกรรมการศูนย์พกัพิง 

                                                   
7 ข้อแนะนําทีR 5, 6 และ 7 ให้ความสาํคญัทีRสดุตอ่โครงสร้างการบริหารจดัการผู้ลี Gภยัอย่างเป็นทางการ และไม่ระบบุทบาทขององค์กรชมุชนอย่าง
ชดัเจน คณะผู้ประเมินยอมรับว่าในปัจจบุนัมีองค์กรชมุชนจํานวนหนึRงปฏิบตังิานอยูใ่นศนูย์พกัพิง และในฐานะทีRเป็นองคก์รประชาสงัคมของผู้ลี Gภยั 
จงึมีบทบาทสาํคญัในการเสนอบริการบางอย่างให้แก่ผู้ ลี Gภยั เปิดโอกาสให้ผู้ลี Gภยัจดัการตนเอง และเสริมสร้างขีดความสามารถ และภาวะผู้ นําใน
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6) ให้คณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยั และคณะกรรมการศนูย์พกัพงิจดัตั Gงกลไก– รวมถงึคณะผู้แทน หรือคณะทีRปรึกษาของชนกลุม่
น้อย – เพืRอให้มัRนใจได้ว่าสามารถรับฟังความคิดเหน็ของชนกลุม่น้อยทางชาตพินัธุ์และศาสนา และให้ความต้องการ
พิเศษของบคุคลเหลา่นี Gได้รับการพิจารณา -ผูที้>ควรมีบทบาทหลกั: คณะกรรมการผูลี้�ภยั และคณะกรรมการศูนย์พกั
พิง 

7) คณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยั และคณะกรรมการศนูย์พกัพงิ ควรจดัให้มีกลไกต่างๆ (เช่นเวทีสาธารณะประจําศนูย์พกัพิง) 
เพืRอหารือกบัเยาวชนเกีRยวกบัความคิด และข้อกงัวลของเขา และสนบัสนนุให้เยาวชนเข้าร่วมในกิจกรรมทีRมปีระโยชน์
ต่อเยาวชน และชมุชนโดยรวม - ผูที้>ควรมีบทบาทหลกั: คณะกรรมการผูลี้�ภยั และคณะกรรมการศูนย์พกัพิง 

8) ให้ UNHCRรัฐบาลไทย และ IRC/LAC ร่วมมือกบัคณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยั ในการ (1) สนบัสนนุการระบ ุ และกาํหนด
บทบาท และความรับผิดชอบให้ชดัเจนมากขึ Gน สาํหรับองค์กรต่างๆ เกีRยวกบัความคุ้มครอง และการเข้าถงึความ
ยตุธิรรม และ (2) เสริมสมรรถภาพของระบบศาลยตุิธรรมในศนูย์พกัพิง และระบบความมัRนคง ตามบทบาทของตน 
เพืRอรักษาความสงบเรียบร้อยและหลกันิติธรรม และเพืRอจดัการกบัความผิดลหโุทษ และการฝ่าฝืนกฎระเบียบของ
ศนูย์พกัพิง 

นอกจากนี G ให้องค์กรเหลา่นี GพยายามหาทรัพยากรทีRจาํเป็น เพืRอขยายขอบเขตกิจกรรมสง่เสริม “ความคุ้มครองและ
การเข้าถงึความยตุิธรรม” ให้ครอบคลมุศนูย์พกัพิงทั Gงเก้าแหง่ จากทีRดาํเนนิการอยูเ่พยีงในห้าแห่งในปัจจบุนั - ผูที้>ควร
มีบทบาทหลกั: UNHCRรัฐบาลไทย และ IRC/LAC 

9) ให้ UNHCRรัฐบาลไทย และ IRC/LAC สนบัสนนุคณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยัต่อไป ในการทบทวนและบงัคบัใช้กฎข้อบงัคบั
ทีRทบทวนใหม่สาํหรับศนูย์พกัพงิโดยเร็วทีRสดุ และดาํเนนิการให้มัRนใจได้วา่ การบงัคบัใช้กฎข้อบงัคบัใหม่นี Gจะ
ประกอบด้วยกระบวนการทีRมีประสทิธิภาพในการให้ความรู้แก่ประชากรในศนูย์พกัพิง เกีRยวกบัลกัษณะและ
จดุประสงค์ของกฎข้อบงัคบัเหลา่นี G และชี Gแจงเหตผุลว่าทาํไมกฎข้อบงัคบัเหลา่นี Gจึงต้องสอดคล้อง และต้องยดึ
กฎหมายไทยเป็นหลกั - ผูที้>ควรมีบทบาทหลกั: UNHCR รัฐบาลไทย และ IRC/LAC 

 
ในระดบัประสานงานความช่วยเหลอืตามหลักมนุษยธรรม 

10) ในบริบทของกระบวนการเปลีRยนผ่านทีRกําลงัเริRมต้นขึ Gนในประเทศพม่า และการสง่ตวัผู้ลี Gภยักลบัประเทศ ซึRงจดัวา่มี
ความสาํคญัในอนัดบัต้นๆ ให้ Donor Humanitarian Actors Working Group (DHAWG) ลงทนุจดัทาํกระบวนการ
ช่วยเหลือ ทีRจะสามารถระบแุละแก้ไขปัญหาจากความผิดปกติในการปฏิบตัิงานขององค์กรต่างๆ ทีRทํางานในระดบันี G 
- ผูที้>ควรมีบทบาทหลกั: DHAWGและองค์กรผูบ้ริจาคแนวหนา้ 

                                                                                                                                                                    
บางด้าน และบ่อยครั Gง ภายใต้ระบอบประชาธิปไตย มีบทบาทสาํคญัในการวิพากษ์วิจารณ์ และจบัตามองโครงสร้างการบริหารจดัการและการ
ปกครองอย่างเป็นทางการ องค์กรชมุชนในศนูย์พกัพิงในปัจจบุนั เป็นทรัพยากรและโครงสร้างสาํคญั ทีRคณะกรรมการศนูย์พกัพิง และคณะกรรมผู้ลี G
ภยั ควรใช้ประโยชน์เมืRอใดทีRทําได้ เพืRอตอบสนองตอ่ข้อแนะนําเหลา่นี G 
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11) ให้เพิRมประสทิธิภาพ และประสทิธิผลของ DHAWG ด้วยการจดัตั Gงคณะทํางาน เพืRอสนบัสนนุงานของกลุม่ผู้บริจาค
ด้วยการประสานงาน ทาํให้เกิดความต่อเนืRอง ให้ข้อมลูอยา่งทนัตอ่เหตกุารณ์ และวเิคราะห์ข้อมลูอยา่งเป็นเอกเทศ - 
ผูที้>ควรมีบทบาทหลกั: DHAWG และองค์กรผูบ้ริจาคแนวหนา้ 

12) ให้ยอมรับว่าคณะกรรมการผู้ลี Gภยัเป็นผู้แทนอยา่งเป็นทางการของผู้ลี Gภยัในศนูย์พกัพงิทั Gงเก้าแห่ง และให้เข้าร่วม
อย่างเป็นทางการในกระบวนการวางแผนและจดัลาํดบัความสาํคญัของ DHAWG - ผูที้>ควรมีบทบาทหลกั: ประธาน 
DHAWG 

13) ให้ DHAWG รับรองอย่างเป็นทางการบทบาทผู้ นําของ TBBC ในการสนบัสนนุ และเพิRมประสทิธิภาพของโครงสร้าง
การบริหารจดัการผู้ลี Gภยั และจดัสรรทรัพยากรด้านการเงินให้เพียงพอต่อการเสริมสร้างขีดความสามารถ และ
ปฏิบตัิการทัRวไปของโครงการเหลา่นี G และให้วา่จ้างหน่วยงานทีRเหมาะสมให้ควบคมุดแูลมิติการบริหารศนูย์พกัพิงใน
ความช่วยเหลอืตามหลกัมนษุยธรรม - ผูที้>ควรมีบทบาทหลกั: DHAWG และองค์กรผูบ้ริจาคแนวหนา้ 

14) ให้ DHAWG ร้องขอ UNHCRให้รับบทบาทผู้นาํและตวัแทนกลุม่ผู้บริจาคในการพฒันาแนวทางในการประสานงาน
เตรียมการสาํหรับการสง่ผู้ ลี Gภยัชาวพมา่กลบัประเทศ - ผูที้>ควรมีบทบาทหลกั: DHAWG และ UNHCR 

15) ในบริบทของการวางแผนช่วงเปลีRยนผ่านสาํหรับการสง่ผู้ลี Gภยักลบัประเทศ ให้ DHAWG จดัให้มีการวิเคราะห์เชิง
ยทุธศาสตร์วิธีการทีRสามารถนาํรูปแบบการบริหารศนูย์พกัพิง และโดยเฉพาะประสบการณ์ บทเรียน เครืRองมอื และ
ขีดความสามารถไปสนบัสนนุความพยายามการร่วมพฒันาชาตใิห้มากทีRสดุ ระหวา่งระยะเวลาห้าถึงสบิปีต่อจากนี G
ไป - ผูที้>ควรมีบทบาทหลกั: DHAWG และองค์กรผูบ้ริจาคแนวหนา้ 

คณะผู้ประเมินขอเสนอให้กรรมการประสานงานองค์การช่วยเหลอืผู้ลี Gภยัในประเทศไทย (CCSDPT) เข้ามา
รับผิดชอบในการเริRมต้น และติดตามผลกิจกรรมทีRเกีRยวข้องกบัข้อแนะนําเก้าข้อในระดบัการบริหารศนูย์พกัพิง คณะผู้
ประเมินขอเสนอด้วยว่าให้ DHAWG ทั Gงหมดเข้ามารับผิดชอบในการตดิตามผลกิจกรรมทีRเกีRยวข้องกบัข้อแนะนาํหก
ข้อในระดบัประสานงานความช่วยเหลอืตามหลกัมนษุยธรรม และให้ระบวุ่าองค์การใดในกลุม่องค์กรสมาชิกของตน 
ควรเป็นผู้ มีบทบาทในการปฏิบตัติามข้อแนะนําแต่ละข้อ เมืRอใดทีRไมร่ะบชืุRอผู้ทีRควรมีบทบาท 

 
บทสรุป 

การประเมินผลนี Gพบว่าระบบบริหารศนูย์พกัพงิเป็นระบบทีRใช้ได้ผลเป็นอย่างดี และเป็นรูปแบบทีRมีประโยชน์สาํหรับการมี
สว่นร่วมและการบริหารจดัการกิจการเกีRยวกบัผู้ลี Gภยั ประชากรผู้ลี GภยัทัRวไปมองว่าโครงสร้างการบริหารนี Gเหมาะสม และมี
ประสทิธิภาพ แต่ระบบนี Gอยูภ่ายใต้แรงกดดนั และจําเป็นต้องดาํเนนิมาตรการเพืRอเพิRมประสทิธิภาพให้แก่ระบบทั Gงในระดบัศนูย์
พกัพิง และระดบัประสานงานในวงกว้าง เพืRอทําให้ระบบเข้มแข็งมากขึ Gน และปรับปรุงสภาพแวดล้อมของระบบ เนืRองจากระบบ
บริหารศนูย์พกัพงิ เป็นเครืRองมือสง่เสริมสขุภาวะ และการปกครองผู้ลี Gภยั 140,000 คน ในศนูย์พกัพงิตามชายแดนไทย จึง
สมควรและคุ้มค่าทีRจะลงทนุและปรับปรุงต่อไป นอกจากนี G ยงัอาจเป็นบรรทดัฐานอนัมีค่าสาํหรับความพยายามสร้างชาติ 
รวมถงึกระบวนการสง่ผู้ ลี Gภยักลบัประเทศ ทั Gงสาํหรับประชาชน และสถาบนัต่างๆ ของประเทศพมา่ในอนาคต 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Rationale, Purpose and Objectives of the Evaluation 

In 2009 CIDA evaluated the CIDA-funded project, Burma Border Areas Program 2005-2010. Though 
that evaluation did not look at the humanitarian assistance component of the project in depth, it noted that 
the community-based camp management model being used in the Burmese refugee camps in Thailand, a 
model that involved the refugees and refugee structures in the day-to-day management of the camps, 
promoted the self-reliance of displaced people through the utilisation and development of their own 
resources, this with a view to preparing refugees for longer term solutions. The evaluation tendered the 
view that the basic model is sound, based on approaches dating back to the 1980s that began to view 
refugees and populations affected by disasters as key actors instead of as passive victims. 
 
However, the report also highlighted that the model has been questioned of late by some, particularly the 
May 2008 report commissioned by the European Commission, Strategic Assessment and Evaluation of 
Assistance to Thai-Burma Refugee Camps.  
 
Since 2008, debate among donors concerning camp management has intensified.  A number of specific 
concerns have been raised by some donors, primarily the European Commission (EC), which if true, call 
for action. Based on these concerns, the validity of the camp management model has been called into 
question and organizations delivering services in the camp, such as TBBC, are under pressure to 
implement reforms.   
 
CIDA therefore considered it prudent to investigate these concerns and the appropriateness of the camp 
management model at this time. CIDA took the initiative to draft Terms of Reference for an evaluation of 
the management model. These were circulated to key stakeholders in the donor community, the Ministry 
of Interior of the Royal Thai Government, CCSDPT and TBBC in May of 2011. The feedback and input 
received were reflected in the final TORs for this evaluation.  
 
As planning for this evaluation was taking place, it became clear that there would be significant benefits if 
the evaluation were to cover all nine camps. CIDA therefore approached other donors to gage interest in 
contributing financially. In the end, both the Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID) 
and the Australian NGO, Act for Peace/National Council of Churches of Australia (NCCA), agreed to 
contribute substantial funds to this undertaking and joined CIDA in co-sponsoring the evaluation. 
 
The evaluation process aimed to facilitate dialogue and learning between and among stakeholder groups 
by ensuring that a broad range of stakeholders were engaged. It was the intent of the evaluation that 
beneficiaries and intermediary bodies would learn through their participation in and contribution to the 
evaluation. By identifying and investigating concerns raised and issues considered sensitive, the 
evaluation aimed to foster a constructive dialogue that supports greater consensus among stakeholders on 
the merit of existing structures and current approaches to the involvement of refugees in camp 
management, on what ought to change and what principles and values ought to guide that change.    
 
The purpose of the evaluation is threefold:   

a) to facilitate a constructive dialogue among stakeholders on the issue of camp management in 
refugee camps situated on the Thai-Burma border,  

b) to comprehensively and accurately describe the current camp management model that is in place, 
and  

c) to identify areas where improvements and changes should be initiated. 
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The specific objectives of this evaluation are: 
a) To document the historic development of the camp management model used in the camps and its 

evolution to date; 
b) To assess whether the camp management model is able to ensure that the responsibilities of camp 

management are effectively covered; 
c) To assess the extent to which the work of the refugee management structures is in compliance 

with international standards, practices and principles for the care and protection of refugees; and 
d) To foster dialogue between partners about the model from documented evidence. 

1.2 Background 

For 20 years, prior to 2005, the camp committees received no recognition or formal support for the 
responsibilities they fulfilled in the day-to-day running of the camps. Since 2005, significant resources 
were provided for staff stipends, administration and capacity building, but the overall model was not 
assessed to see whether all the responsibilities were being adequately covered and effectively carried out. 
The nature of the study is a formative evaluation, not only to assess performance levels of the camp 
committees, progress and achievements, but also to identify critical gaps and how they could be 
addressed. 
 
In other refugee situations the camp management function is usually the responsibility of a national or 
international NGO, i.e., an independent body and not the beneficiaries themselves. Thus it is questioned 
whether the Camp Management bodies comprised of beneficiaries  are able to effectively conduct their 
roles according to humanitarian principles and whether they are legitimate, representative bodies. 
Significant donor funds are required to maintain the existing model, but replacing this with a traditional 
model would entail greater allocation of resources; therefore it is incumbent to ascertain whether the 
Camp Management bodies comprised of beneficiaries are effective mechanisms for this purpose. 
 
Value added from this evaluation is expected be achieved through greater understanding of the functions 
of the camp management authorities,  identified potential support mechanisms, identified gaps and 
appropriate delegation of support functions. It can also pave the way forward to support greater 
community participation in camp management and governance in other refugee settings around the world. 
 
Camp management is the role of the Camp Management Agency, normally a national or international 
NGO. Camp management encompasses those activities in one single camp that focuses on the 
coordination of services, establishing governance and community mobilisation mechanisms, the 
maintenance of camp infrastructure, data collection and sharing, provision of defined services and 
monitoring the service delivery of other providers. 
 
Since 1984 the camps along the Thailand Burma border have been managed by the beneficiaries 
themselves under the authority of the Royal Thai Government. The Thai authorities delegated day-to-day 
responsibility for the running of the camps to the refugees. For the first twenty years, neither UNHCR nor 
any NGO took (or could take) any responsibility or provided any support for camp management but only 
engaged with the communities as it related to direct service provision. The community-based camp 

management model that evolved is unique.  
 

The Ministry of Interior (MOI) implements refugee policy set by the National Security Council (NSC) 
and controls the day-to-day running of the camps through provincial and district authorities, in 
collaboration with refugee and camp committees.  
 
The Refugee Committees oversee all activities through the nine camp committees, coordinate assistance 
provided by NGOs, and liaise with UNHCR, the RTG, KNU and KNPP. 
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The Camp Committees are the administrative and management bodies of the refugee camps. They 
coordinate the day-to-day running of the camp and the delivery of services in collaboration with local 
MOI officials, as well as provide the main link between the camp population, NGOs, UNHCR and local 
Thai authorities.  

1.3 Evaluation Object and Scope 

At the time the evaluation was commissioned there were approximately 140,000 Burmese refugees 
residing in nine camps (see Table 1 below) along the Thai-Burmese border from the Thai northern most 
province of Mae Hong Son to the province of Ratchaburi which is at about the same latitude as Bangkok. 
The two northern most camps were set up in the mid-1990s under the Karenni Refugee Committee and 
their residents, at the time, comprised primarily people from the Karenni ethnic group. The Karen 
Refugee Committee oversees the other seven camps. A large majority of the residents of these camps 
when they were set up were Karen. In recent years, with the resettlement of significant number or 
refugees to third countries and the arrival of new refugees, the ethnic diversity of the camps has increased, 
particularly in the three camps in Tak.  
 
Since refugees who arrived since 2006 have not been processed and registered by the RTG Provincial 
Admission Boards (PABs), the camp population is comprised of both registered and unregistered 
refugees. The number of unregistered refugees in some of the camps is greater than 50% of the 
population.  

Table 1 Basic Data on Burmese Refugee Camps in Thailand8 

Camp Name 
(Acronym)

9
 

Population 
Total 

(at Dec. 2011) 

Population Mix 

Province  
Refugee 
Committee Majority 

Ethnicity (%) 
% 

Unregistered 
% 

Female 
% 

Adults 

Ban Mai Nai Soi 
(Site 1) 

13,592 
Karenni  
(93.4) 

24.2 48.3 54.8 

Mae Hong 
Son 

Karenni 
Ban Mae Surin 
(Site 2) 

3,579 
Karen 
(84.2) 

48.5 49.2 49.7 

Mae La Oon 
(MLO) 

13,763 
Karen 
(99.2) 

34.6 49.5 51.5 

Karen 

Mae Ra Ma 
Luang

10
 (MRML) 

15,901 
Karen 
(99.8) 

42.5 50.4 49.3 

Mae La  
(ML) 

46,431 
Karen 
(83.9) 

51.0 49.9 55.7 

Tak 
Umpiem Mai 
(UM) 

17,609 
Karen 
(74.7) 

52.1 48.6 58.3 

Nu Po  
(NP) 

15,325 
Karen 
(77.9) 

50.7 50.1 55.7 

Ban Don Yang 
(BDY) 

3,883 
Karen 
(95.0) 

36.2 52.3 52.5 Kanchanaburi 

Tham Hin  
(TH) 

7,074 
Karen 
(98.5) 

50.9 51.5 54.4 Ratchaburi 

Total 137,157 
Karen 
(78.5) 

45.3 49.8 54.5 
  

 
The camps vary in size. Some holding less than 4,000 refugees whereas, Mae La, the largest camp has 
over 45,000 residents. Five of the camps are of medium size with populations numbering between 13,500 
and 17,600.  

                                                   
8 In this report, unless otherwise stated, the figures used as reference are the ‘verified caseload’ figures of TBBC appearing in Appendix A of the TBBC Programme Report – July 
to December 2011, p. 109 
9 Throughout this report we will often use the camp name acronym in lieu of the camp name as we understand that most readers are familiar with these. 
10 To be consistent in the transliteration of the Thai name, this camp should be spelled Mae La Ma Luang and not Mae Ra Ma Luang. However, in this report, we have retained 
the common spelling used by most of those working in the camps.  
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At the time the evaluation was being planned it was estimated that many of these variables (size and 
ethnic makeup of the population, ratio of registered to unregistered refugees, geographic location and the 
Refugee Committee to which the camp is linked) would have a bearing on the management of the camps. 
Since some of the management challenges could be unique to a particular a camp and selecting a 
representative sample would have been difficult, it was decided to include all camps in the scope of the 
evaluation and additional financial resources were secured to do this.  
 
It was also determined at the time of work-planning that it was imperative that this evaluation capture the 
voices of the refugees to ascertain how the refugee management structures were perceived by the refugees 
themselves: to what extent were the structures perceived as addressing their diverse needs and serving 
their various interests, or in other words to what extent were they perceived as representative and 
legitimate. 
 
This evaluation has therefore focused primarily on the refugee management structures (Section Leaders, 
Camp Committees, Refugee Committees) themselves, and less on the other organizations and 
mechanisms involved in the coordination of the humanitarian response for Burmese refugees in Thailand.  

1.4 Lines of Inquiry 

The evaluation terms of reference identified a number of major lines of inquiry and within each of these a 
number of dimensions and questions to be addressed. In particular, it clearly specifies the lines of inquiry 
that are to be its focus:  
 

1. The extent to which camp management responsibilities are being effectively covered and by 
whom; 

2. The extent to which camps are being administered and managed in compliance with international 
norms; 

3. The TORs also put an emphasis on the intent that the camp management model be assessed from 
the beneficiaries (i.e., the refugees) standpoint. 

 
These were further clarified at the time the evaluation work-plan was being prepared. The main areas of 
focus and lines of inquiry were summarized in the Framework of Inquiry Matrix (included here in 
Annex 2). 

1.5 Organization of the Report 

This report presents the findings of this formative evaluation. It is organized in three parts. Part 1 
describes the approach taken and the methodology adopted by the evaluation (Section 2). It also presents 
important contextual information (Section 3) regarding Thai policy with respect to refugees, historical 
origins of the current management model and a perspective on emerging international humanitarian 
assistance practice. 
 
Part 2 presents the evaluation findings. Sections 4 to 8 deal with Part A of the evaluation’s Framework of 
Inquiry, i.e., the focus is on camp management and governance functions; roles and responsibilities, 
leadership, authority and legitimacy; participation and representation; and other specific management 
dimensions. Section 4 describes the evaluation’s understanding of the current camp management and 
coordination model. Section 5 reports on the refugee population perspectives and assessment of their 
leaders and the camp management structures. Section 6 looks at refugee leaders and managers perceptions 
of their roles, the fulfillment of their management roles and responsibilities and the challenges that 
continue to face. Section 7 examines the issues of participation, representation and selection of leaders as 
perceived by the refugee population as a whole as well as from the perspective of specific categories of 
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the population. And finally Section 8 examines specific dimensions of management, namely, protection 
and access to justice, coordination and data sharing, and service delivery and monitoring. 
 
Section 9 examines the perspectives of other stakeholders regarding the camp management structures but 
also deal with the context within which the camps exist and are managed. Section 10 reports on the 
impacts of the camps on neighbouring Thai communities. These two sections are responding to Part D of 
the Framework of Inquiry. Section 11 examines the degree of alignment of the current camp management 
model with international norms (Part B of the Framework of Inquiry). Finally, Section 12 examines the 
how the management structures are being supported and strengthened, and the challenges they continue to 
face (Part C of the Framework of Inquiry).  
 
Part 3 of the report presents the evaluation’s Lessons (Section 13), Recommendations (Section 14) and 
Conclusion (Section 15). 
 

PART 1 – EVALUATION METHODOLOGY AND CONTEXT 

2 EVALUATION APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Overall Approach 

The focus of this evaluation is on camp management and therefore we are not looking so much at what is 
being achieved (e.g., what services are being provided and what is the quality of these services) but how it 
is being achieved, by whom and how the refugee population participates in the governance and 
management of the camps. The approach adopted for this evaluation is therefore primarily utilization-
focused: Are camps being managed and their populations being provided for effectively? And are camps 
being managed in compliance with international norms? What improvements might be required in how 
camps are being governed and managed? 
 
Since an emphasis is being put on an assessment from the refugee standpoint, refugees will be asked what 
they look for in their leaders and what they expect of their leaders. These leadership qualities and role 
expectations will serve as the basis for assessing camp management from the refugee perspective rather 
than using a set of pre-defined indicators or management roles.  
 
This focus will be complemented by the perspective of others: refugees occupying camp management 
positions, representatives of other parties such as CBOs and international NGOs, local Thai authorities, 
etc. And such perspectives will be examined using recognized camp management categories as defined in 
the literature such as the establishment of governance and community mobilisation mechanisms, the 
maintenance of camp infrastructure, data collection and sharing, the coordination, provision and 
monitoring of services. The degree to which the exercise of management functions is being carried out in 
due consideration and compliance with specific international norms will also be examined.  

2.2 Approaches to Information Gathering in the Refugee Camps and 
Surroundings  

The evaluation used different approaches to information gathering. Some of the information was gathered 
using traditional forms of research such as document analysis and interviews of key informants. However, 
information gathering from the refugee population relied on participatory approaches and methodologies 
favouring group settings including small workshops and focus group discussions. These group encounters 
involved small groups of refugees randomly selected within certain categories. They provided 
contextualized information that better reflected the complexity of the situation and the interplay of various 
elements and factors.  
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During the sessions with various refugee categories (general population, minorities, women, youth), many 
of the same processes were used and same questions asked in order to allow cross-referencing and 
comparison of the responses between the different categories.  
 
During the sessions with youth groups, the first half of the session was carried out with the young women 
in one sub-group and young men in a different sub-group to make it easier for participants to raise issues 
that they might not be comfortable to raise in a missed group: e.g., issues related to fear about sexual and 
gender-based violence or other gender specific concerns.  
 
In some sessions in Karen camps, groups were separated according to whether participants were Karen-
speaking on non-Karen-speaking. This was necessary because of the language issue, but it also provided 
some insights into how the perspectives of such sub-segments of the camp population can differ.   
 
As noted in the previous section, the intent was to focus much of the evaluation effort on assessing the 
perceptions and perspectives of the refugees vis-à-vis their leaders and the camp management structures 
and secondly, to examine the refugee management structures themselves.  
 
Many other entities are involved in the delivery, coordination and management of services, protection and 
assistance to the refugees in the nine camps. While members of the evaluation team consulted with 
representatives of many of these agencies, it was primarily with regard to their perception of the current 
refugee management structures and not to assess their own roles in the management and coordination of 
humanitarian assistance to the refugee population. 
 
Since the evaluation was to gather information from all nine camps, an evaluation team of 11 members 
was assembled. All 11 members participated in a three day orientation and training in Mae Hong Son at 
the end of October 2011 where they were introduced to the evaluation’s purpose and the methodology and 
the information gathering tools to be used in the camps.  
 
All evaluation team members took part in information gathering in Ban Mai Nai Soi camp (Site 1) during 
the first week of November. Site 1 allowed the team to both pilot the methodology and information 
gathering tools and served, for the less experienced members of the team, as in situ training and 
familiarization with the group session processes. The information gathering tools were adjusted and fine-
tuned based on the experience in Site 1. The evaluation team leader also reported back to Director of the 
Office for the Coordination of Displaced Persons (OCDP) of the Ministry of Interior (MOI), and on the 
basis of that report, the team proceeded with data gathering in the other eight camps.  
 
The evaluation team split up into three smaller teams, each responsible for information gathering in the 
camps in Mae Hong Son, Tak and Kanjanaburi/Ratchaburi respectively (Table 2.1). Each team consisted 
of a senior evaluator and facilitators/ interpreters (Karen and Burmese/Karenni) responsible for gathering 
information in the camps. Each team also included a Thai evaluator who gathered information from shop-
owners inside and outside the camps, and from government officials and community members resident 
near the camps regarding camp impact on the surrounding communities. The composition of each of these 
smaller teams is provided in Table 2.1.  
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Table 2.1 Evaluation Team Members and Sub-team Composition 

 
Mae Hong Son  

(Site 2, MLO and MRML) 

Tak  

(ML, UM and NP) 

Kanchanaburi & Ratchaburi 

(BDY and TH)  

Senior Evaluator Dr. Ronald Renard Mr. Paul Turcot Ms. Rachitta Na Pattalung 

Facilitator/Interpreter 
(Karen) 

Mr. Palahae Suriyetrakul Ms. Hser Htee Praikamasi Mr. Chaiyan Mungthamdee 

Facilitator/Interpreter 
(Karenni/Burmese) 

Ms. Theh Mar Mr. Aung Myo Aye (same as above) 

Thai Evaluator Mr. Sompop Yeejorhor Ms. Jaranya Daengnoy Dr. Anchalee Singhanetra 

 
Note: As well as being the senior evaluator for the Tak team, Paul Turcot was also the evaluation team 
leader. Information gathering in these remaining eight camps took place during the period of 
November 7-26, 2011.  

2.3 Information Sources  

2.3.1 Sources from the Nine Camps and Surrounding Communities 

In each camp the evaluators conducted sessions with groups of refugees from the general population who 
were randomly selected within certain categories. These categories were identified in the evaluation 
work-plan to ensure that particular perspectives were heard given the focus of the evaluation and specific 
areas of inquiry (e.g., concern about the perspective of minority groups, women and youth). Information 
with respect to the selection criteria and desired number of participants for the sessions with each 
category is presented in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 Sessions Refugees from the General Camp Population 

Session Type   

Refugee Category 
Selection Criteria Desired Numbers 

General Refugee Population Workshops 
(2.5 Hours) 
Refugees selected from the general camp 
population 

• Adults 

• A mix of long-term and recent (since 
2005) arrivals from across sections 

• A mix of women and men 

• Randomly selected while reflecting 
proportions in total population 

16-20 people per workshop; 
# of workshops varies according to 
size of camp:  
1 in small camps (Site 2, BDY, TH);  
2 in medium size camps (Site 1, 
MLO, MRML, UM, NP);  
3 in largest camp (ML) 

Minority Focus Group 

(1.5 Hours) 
Refugees belonging to ethnic or religious 
minority groups  

• Adults  

• From the different ethnic minority groups 
and different minority religious groups 

• A mix of women and men 

• Randomly selected  

10 to 12 people per focus group 

Women Focus Group 

(1.5 Hours) 
Women refugees from the general camp 
population 

• Adult women 

• A mix of long-term and recent (since 
2005) arrivals from across sections 

• Randomly selected  

10 to 12 people per focus group 

Youth Focus Groups 

(1.5 Hours) 
Youth refugees (14-17 years)  
First half of sessions were carried out in 
gender disaggregated sub-groups to 
facilitate conversations around potentially 
sensitive issues. 

• A 50:50 mix of young women and men 

• Randomly selected for Site 1 only 

• For other camps, youth active in schools 
or youth CBO reps were selected

11
 

10 to 12 people per focus group 
 

                                                   
11 Based on the experience in Site 1, the evaluation team decided to change the basis for identifying youth participants. Many of the participants identified via random selection 
for Site 1 were young (14 or 15 years old) and quite shy. With only 1.5 hours available for these sessions, the evaluation team did not have the option of involving the participants 
in a lengthy warm-up process before getting to the matters of concern. While not completely representative of the youth population, it was decided that the best approach to 
address this constraint was to invite to the youth focus group sessions in the remaining eight camps youth who were more articulate through their involvement in activities at 
school or in youth CBOs.  
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2.3.1.1 Refugees Drawn from the General Refugee Population 
The random selection of participants was carried out from the TBBC population database making use of 
software designed for such a purpose. Participant lists were generated for each category. There was an 
oversampling to allow for errors in the database, the possible absence of people from their section at the 
time and also to provide for the elimination of individuals that held positions within the refugee 
management structures. These lists were sent to Camp Committee so that Section Leaders could inform 
the individuals listed that their presence was required at a set time and place to participate in an evaluation 
session.  
 
Table 2.3 provide a summary of the number of refugees from all nine camps who participated in various 
sessions not including refugee managers or CBO representatives. A breakdown of the number of 
participants in the general refugee population workshops and in the various focus group discussions can 
be found in Annex 3 in Tables A3.1.1 and A3.1.2 respectively. Annex 3 also provides of the breakdown 
of the number of by camp (Tables A3.2.1 to A3.2.9).  

Table 2.3 Total No. of Participants – All Refugee Sessions 

 Site 1 Site 2 MLO MRML ML UM NP BDY TH Total 

Women 23 25 29 21 46 35 41 27 23 270 

Men 41 14 39 28 43 36 33 20 21 275 

Registered 47 27 51 32 36 28 41 34 30 326 

Unregistered 17 12 17 17 53 43 33 13 14 219 

Total 64 39 68 49 89 71 74 47 44 545 
Minimum Sample 

Size Intended 62 46 62 62 78 62 62 46 46 526 

 
While 545 refugees participated in sessions, we did not meet the minimum sample size we were aiming 
for in some of the camps such as Site 2, MRML and TH. In both MRML and TH, the random sample lists 
for the various sessions did not reach the Camp Committee in time to properly alert the various 
participants. Other reasons explain why some of the people listed were not able to participate in a session: 
some prospective participants had other commitments (e.g., medical appointment, participation in a 
training session); some were not in the camp at the time of the session (this report confirms the fact that 
there is considerable movement of refugees in and out of the camp, both official and clandestine); small 
logistic slip-ups resulted in someone showing up at the wrong place or the wrong time, or at the right time 
but on the wrong day. However, we do not believe that these slightly lower participation numbers has 
negatively affected the findings of this evaluation.  
 
In Table A3.1.1 (in Annex 3), we can see that the general refugee population (GRP) workshops are 
weighted 2:1 in favour of men. However the fact that there was a separate women's focus group session in 
each camp helped re-establish a gender balance in the sample (Table 2.3). Women account for 49.5% of 
our sample (270 women out of a total 545 refugee participants), whereas in the total population of the 
nine camps they account for 49.8% of the TBBC verified caseload.12 
 
With respect to the representation of registered to unregistered refugees, unregistered refugees are slightly 
under-represented at 40.2% of the sample whereas in the total population of the nine camps they account 
for 45.3% of the TBBC verified caseload.  
 
The random sampling listings developed for each camp worked well. There were a few instances of wives 
standing in for their husbands or vice versa. In a few cases, small errors may have slipped into the 

                                                   
12 In this report, unless otherwise stated, the figures used as reference are those appearing in Appendix A of the TBBC Programme Report – July to December 2011, p. 109 
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database (e.g., a person identified as male but actually female; misspelling of a person’s name). For the 
most part, participants were as per the lists provided to the camps.  
 
We are satisfied that these randomly generated lists were adhered to by the Camp Committees and that 
there were no attempts to manipulate these lists in order to influence the outcome of the various sessions. 
 
With respect to specific sub-groups of the refugee population, in reviewing the detailed information for 
each of camp (Annex 3), we note the small number of people who attended the minority focus group 
session in BDY and TH (Tables A3.2.8 and A3.2.9 respectively). In both cases a larger number of people 
indicated that while they were Buddhist Karen they did not consider themselves different in any way from 
the majority Christian Karen. For this reason they did not feel they would have much to contribute to the 
session. The evaluators thanked them for showing up for the session and they returned to their homes.13 
However, in MLO and MRML, which are over 99% Karen, representatives from the Buddhist Karen 
minority expressed interest in participating in the session with other ethnic and religious minority 
representatives.  
 
In terms of the youth focus group discussions, as noted in Table 2.2 above, the evaluation did not rely on 
a random sampling of the TBBC population database but requested that youth active within schools or 
youth-focused CBOs be identified and invited to the sessions. Generally, this worked well. However in 
the case of TH, only half of the participants were 18 years or under, and in the case of Site 2, the 
participants were mostly young adults In the case of MRML, due to a misunderstanding, while all the 
participants were youth, they all were from the same section of the camp.  

2.3.1.2 Refugee Leaders and CBO Representatives 
In each camp the evaluators also held focus groups discussions with Section Leaders, with members of 
the Camp Committee (not including the Camp Leader) and with representatives of CBOs active in 
program delivery. The Camp Leader of each camp was interviewed separately. 
 
Table 2.6 provides a summary, for all nine camps, of the number of people in these categories who 
participated in these sessions. Again, detailed information for each of the camps is found in Annex 2.   

Table 2.6  Total No. of Participants – Refugee Managers and CBO Representatives    

 Site 1 Site 2 MLO MRML ML UM NP BDY TH Total 

Women 11 7 7 11 7 10 10 14 19 96 

Men 24 21 26 19 30 26 25 23 18 212 

Total 35 28 33 30 37 36 35 37 37 308 

Registered 28 20 23 22 28 30 24 25 25 225 

Unregistered 0 0 0 0 9 6 0 0 0 15 

Total
14
 28 20 23 22 37 36 24 25 25 240 

2.3.1.3 Other Camp Level Informants 
Interviews were also held with the Thai Camp Commanders (TCC) of all nine camps. 
 

                                                   
13 This was not the case in all such instances. For example, in MLO and MRML, where more than 99% of the population are Karen, representatives from the Buddhist Karen 
minority chose to participate in the session with other ethnic and religious minority representatives even though they recognized that they are in many ways not very different from 
the majority Christian Karen population. 
14 Information on whether CBO representatives are registered or un-registered refugees was only collected for ML and UM. Therefore the totals of registered and un-registered 
refugees for the other seven camps will not add up to the number who actually participated in the sessions 
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Meetings were held with field representatives of NGOs active in the camps, These meetings were held in 
Mae Hong Son (for Site 1 and Site2), Mae Sarieng (for MLO and MRML), Mae Sot (for ML), Umphang 
(for UM and NP), Sangklaburi (for BDY) and in Suan Pheung (for TH). One senior evaluator interviewed 
(in person or over the telephone) other NGO representatives unable to attend these meetings. In all 18 
people representing 12 different agencies contributed to the evaluation.  
 
Evaluation team members also met with KRC and KnRC at their offices in Mae Sot and Mae Hong Son 
respectively, as well as with KRC representatives in their branch offices in Mae Sarieng and Suan 
Pheung. Meetings also took place with the Karen Women’s Organization at their office in Mae Sarieng 
and with the UNHCR Senior Field Coordinator in Mae Sot.  

2.3.2 Informants Reached by Thai Evaluators  

As part of gaining a better understanding of the context within which the refugee camps must be 
managed, the evaluation examined the impacts the camps have on nearby Thai communities, and the 
impact this had on camp management. One operating assumption was that the situation in neighbouring 
Thai communities might influence actions or decisions taken by Thai camp commanders and other local 
authorities with respect to the refugee camps. 
 
This part of the evaluation could not be planned in advance and largely depended on the Thai evaluators’ 
abilities to approach various government and community informants and on others informally identified 
as useful sources of information.  
 
In the end the Thai evaluators were able to meet and hold conversations with 176 different informants. 
Table 2.7 provides a summary of the number of sources of each type for all nine camps.  

Table 2.7  Number of Sources by Type and Camp 

Type of Informants Site 1 Site 2 MLO MRML ML UM NP BDY TH Total 

Government Officials 

('or sor,’
15
 etc.)  

- inside the camp 6 3 4 5 1 2 2 3 2 28 

- outside of camp 5 1 2   3 1   7 3 22 

Shop Owners - inside the camp 3 3 5 6 11 8 4 2 3 45 

- outside of camp 4       2 1 1   4 12 

Estate/Large Farm Owners         1 1   1   3 

Resort/Restaurant Owner   1     2   1     4 

Community Members - next to camp 3 6 10 9 1 4 4 6 6 49 

- in proximity to camp   1     2 1 3     7 

Other  1 2     1     2 6 

  Total   21 16 23 20 23 19 15 19 20 176 

 

2.3.3 Other Informants 

A limited number of interviews and meetings took place in Bangkok. In addition to a briefing with the 
OCDP, these included representatives of the UNHCR, CCSDPT, TBBC, IRC and the Humanitarian 
Facilitator working with the Donor Humanitarian Actors Working Group. 
 
  

                                                   
15 ‘Or sor’ is the transliteration of the Thai acronym for the Territorial Defence Volunteers. It is the expression most commonly used by all who live or work in the camps. These ‘or 
sor’ assist the Thai Camp Commander in manning the formal entry points to the camps  and monitoring the application of RTG policy within the camps. 
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2.4 Limitations 

The evaluation has a number of limitations. Some of these are more significant, while a few others were 
less so: 
 
1) Insufficient focus on the broader ‘camp coordination’ level 
 
The work-plan foresaw the emphasis of data collection to take place with the refugee population in the 
camps with camp management in its narrow sense (the day-to-day management of the camps) being the 
primary focus.  The level of effort was therefore focused at this level. Some effort was invested in looking 
at the larger context within which the camps fit but the focus here was more on the situation within the 
vicinity of the camps which is the area on which the Thai evaluators concentrated their efforts.  
 
While the evaluation TORs identified issues at both levels, it did not make a clear distinction between 
these two different levels. Also at the time of work-planning, conversations with a number of stakeholders 
indicated that the emphasis should be put on capturing the perspectives of the refugee population with 
respect to the camp management structures and related issues, so the work-plan focused the level of effort 
at this level.  
 
Following the preliminary data analysis, as I began to draft the report, it became clear that there was a 
need to differentiate these two levels. It is at this point, in consultation with CIDA, that the Norwegian 
Refugee Council’s Camp Management Handbook and its reference to the Camp Coordination and Camp 
Management (CCCM) model being promoted by the IASC (ref. section 3.3 of this report) was brought to 
my attention. This model sets out a clear distinction between Camp Management in its narrower sense 
from the larger dimension with which ‘Camp Coordination’ is concerned. Revisiting the data with this 
framework in mind was helpful in organizing this report. But had this framework been available at the 
work-planning stage, it would have been clear that more of the effort in data gathering should have been 
directed at this broader level.  
 
Since insufficient effort was targeted at this broader level, the evaluation has far less data and therefore 
has to be more tentative with respect to findings, conclusions and recommendations. This is unfortunate 
since, as this report will reveal, some of the important challenges with respect to the camp management of 
the Burmese refugee camps in Thailand pertain more to this level than to camp management in its 
narrower sense.  
 
2) Limited examination of a key player in camp management – the Royal Thai Government 
 
The Royal Thai Government (RTG) maintains ultimate authority and responsibility over the camps and 
their management. As discussed in section 4.1 of this report, the various agencies and personnel of the 
RTG constitute one of the key clusters of actors in the camp management model being evaluated here.  
 
However, this evaluation could only take place on condition that it focus primarily on the refugee 
management structures and not on the role and performance of the various agencies and personnel of the 
RTG. This was made clear in an initial meeting between the lead evaluator and the Office for 
Coordination of Displaced Persons (OCDP). This meeting began on a tense note since the OCDP, 
initially, would not allow this evaluation to proceed. From the perspective of its Director as well as the 
Chief of the Planning Section, camp management is the responsibility of the Thai government and 
therefore it was its responsibility to authorize and oversee such an evaluation. The OCDP expressed 
dismay that such an evaluation was being undertaken without their knowledge and consent. It appears 
that, given a change in leadership at the end of September, the new Director was unaware of the purpose 
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and plan for this evaluation.16 The evaluation was ultimately allowed to proceed on the understanding that 
its primary focus would be on the refugee management structures. Prior to proceeding, the OCDP 
requested that a condensed version of the work-plan be prepared and translated into Thai. After reviewing 
this document, the evaluation was allowed to proceed with a first step, the piloting of the proposed 
evaluation approach in Site 1.17 Following information gathering in the pilot site (Site 1), a debriefing 
session with the OCDP over the telephone was required before permission was given to proceed with 
information gathering in the other eight camps. Once the all the data gathering at the camp level had been 
completed, the lead evaluator also met with the OCDP along with one of the evaluation team’s Thai 
evaluators to debrief on preliminary findings. To respect the request that interviews not be conducted with 
OCDP representatives, questions were not put to them during these encounters. 
 
The evaluation team was allowed to meet and interview the Thai Camp Commanders of the nine camps as 
well as other representatives of local RTG agencies regarding the refugee management structures and the 
impacts of the camps on neighbouring communities and localities. While the role and performance of 
various Thai officials was not the focus of this evaluation, issues related to this were observed and, when 
pertinent to the focus of this evaluation, have been noted. However, it is not of the purview of this 
evaluation or its report to address specific recommendations to the RTG.  
 
3) Various constraints resulted in fewer stakeholders encounters and interviews than planned 
 
Due to availability, the lead evaluator was only able to meet with a few Bangkok-based agencies and 
international NGO Directors during the week following the time in the camps and prior to his return to 
Canada. Also fewer representatives of international NGOs than foreseen participated in the sessions held 
during the information gathering period on the border.  
 
Finally, only a limited number of donor representatives were able to attend the debriefing session prior to 
the lead evaluator’s return to Canada since many were out of the country (attending a meeting of the 
donor community in Rangoon).  
 
4) Mis-estimation of the amount of time required to fully fulfill the evaluation mandate 
 
At the time of work-planning, additional financial support was sought to allow the evaluation to examine 
all nine camps. While sufficient time was allocated for data gathering in the nine camps (between three 
and half and five days was budgeted for time spent in the camps depending on the size), the amount of 
time to process and analyze all the data that was gathered was considerably underestimated. There were 
insufficient resources to enlist additional capacity in this work which led to a significant delay in 
completing this work as most of it fell on the lead evaluator.  
 
Given this pressure on resources available, only the senior evaluators and lead evaluator met for one day 
following the data collection in the nine camps for a preliminary reflection on the information gathered 
and to share first impressions. Ideally the evaluation would have benefitted from a reconvening of the full 
evaluation team in a two to three day workshop to undertake some preliminary processing of the 
information and the identification of tentative findings for this part of the evaluation.  
 
Time limitations and geographic location of the Refugee Committees also meant that it was not possible 
to meet with the RCs following a preliminary processing of information in order to provide feedback and 
validate preliminary tentative findings. Ideally, such meetings with the RCs as well as with the Camp 

                                                   
16 While the Canadian Embassy shared the terms of reference for the evaluation with the OCDP in May for their input and feedback, it appears that the Director at the time had 
not shared these with other senior officers in the OCDP office.  
17 The evaluation team’s information gathering in the pilot camp had to be delayed by a week due to this unforeseen obstacle.  
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Committees would have been both desirable and a requirement to be consistent with the participatory 
intent of this evaluation. Following the information collection on the camps, members of the evaluation 
team met with the RCs, but these encounters were limited to a few hours immediately following the time 
in the camps, and prior to any significant processing of the data. So it was only possible to share 
preliminary impressions with the RCs. 
 
5) The evaluation validation process had to be curtailed due to budgetary constraints 
 
The evaluation TORs and work-plan had foreseen a validation mission by the lead evaluator to present the 
draft report and allow the various stakeholders to discuss the findings and recommendations with the lead 
evaluator prior to the report being finalized. Due to financial constraints and the level of effort required to 
produce the draft report, this was not possible and the evaluation validation took place through a series of 
video and audio conferences between the stakeholders based in Thailand and the lead evaluator and CIDA 
representative based in Canada. The feedback received during these validation sessions has been captured 
in Annex 12 of this fuller version of the report. 
 
6) Lesser limitations and challenges 
 
With regards to the information gathering at the camp level, the evaluation team also faced a few lesser 
limitations: 
 
Information gathering in Site 1 was less complete as it was the camp that was used as the pilot to test the 
approach and the various information gathering tools and processes. It was also integral to the training 
provided to the evaluation team members, since it constituted their first use of the tools in real time. 
 
Given the one week delay in obtaining permission to proceed with work at the camp level, the most fluent 
Karenni member of the evaluation team was only available for two of the four days of work in Site 1 (due 
to prior commitments that could not be changed). This meant that most exchanges during the two days 
when our key Karenni facilitator was not available had to take place through an interpreter which both 
constrained the process and limited the amount of information that could be shared given the time taken 
up by interpretation.   
 
For two of the camps, the lists of randomly selected participants arrived at the very last minute allowing 
little time to inform the concerned people about the sessions they were being asked to attend. This was 
especially a problem for those sessions planned for the first day in the camp.  
 
Only one interpreter/facilitator who could work in both Karen and Burmese had been recruited for the 
Southern team. Since the team would be dealing with only two camps, and these were smaller camps, this 
set-up was deemed workable at the time of planning given the budget available. However, some days 
involved four different group sessions. This proved to be a very heavy work load for only one interpreter/ 
facilitator to carry.  

3 CONTEXT 

To assess the refugee-based camp management structures it is important to understand some of the Thai 
policy context, the history and evolution of these structures, the current context of international 
humanitarian assistance, and conditions prevailing in the camps at the time of this evaluation.  
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3.1 The Current Royal Thai Government Policy 

Mass movements of displaced persons from Burma to Thailand began in 1984. From the outset, the Royal 
Thai Government (RTG), given its recent experience with Lao and Cambodian refugees in the late 1970s 
and early 1980s, declared these people were “displaced persons fleeing danger” (phuu leephai)18 or 
“persons fleeing fighting.” They were allowed to temporarily remain in Thailand and were to return when 
the situation at home returned to normal. Thailand is not a signatory to the 1951 Convention relating to 
the Status of Refugees and does not use the term ‘refugee’ in referring to these asylum seekers but the 
term “displaced persons.” 
 
These groups of people initially established themselves in small encampments19 along the Thai-Burmese 
border, but when a number of these small encampments were attacked by the Democratic Karen Buddhist 
Army (DKBA)20 in the mid-1990s they were consolidated into the current nine ‘camps’, which the RTG 
terms “temporary shelters.”  

3.1.1 Key Elements of the RTG Policy with Respect to “Displaced Persons” 

Temporary Asylum Seekers and Illegal Immigrants 

Thailand accepts displaced persons fleeing from fighting situations in neighbouring countries temporarily; 
it allows them to receive humanitarian assistance until they can be repatriated safely when durable 
solutions are found to deal with their plight 
 
According to Thai immigration law these displaced persons are illegal immigrants who entered Thailand 
without proper travel documents and should normally be detained. However, recognizing the political 
reasons behind their plight, the RTG has allowed these people to remain temporarily in specifically 
designated areas.  
 
Encampment 

Initially established in small encampments, these people were relocated to nine government-designated 
temporary shelter areas. These ‘temporary shelter areas’ are referred to as ‘refugee camps’ by the 
international agencies providing humanitarian assistance, and to simplify the writing, we will use the term 
‘refugee camps’ in this report). According to RTG policy, the Burmese are not to leave these designated 
areas because the Thai government considers them a threat to order and national security and is also 
concerned for their personal safety. While restricted to designated areas, there are administrative 
guidelines21 that allow the Thai Camp Commander (‘Palad’) to issue exit passes in a limited number of 
specific cases.22 
 
Significant numbers of registered ‘refugees’ also leave the shelters unofficially or clandestinely. In doing 
so they risk being ‘deregistered’, i.e., having their displaced person status ‘terminated.’  
 
If ‘refugees’ choose to leave the camp and to become migrant workers, to be recognized as a legitimate 
migrant worker they would need to register with the Thai government which requires national verification 
by the government of Myanmar. Due to safety concerns, refugees are naturally reluctant to undergo such 
a process. Also RTG policy does not allow a person to hold dual status: by becoming a registered migrant 

                                                   
18 The RTG also referred to the Cambodian refugees as ‘phuu leephai’ or ‘displaced persons fleeing danger’. 
19 About 30 encampments ranging from 200 to 3,000 people. 
20 Acting on behalf of the Burmese Army. 
21 Guidelines for Government and NGO Officials Including Relevant Agencies on Providing Services to Displaced Persons from Burma in the Temporary Shelters for Displaced 
Persons from Burma in Kanchanaburi, Tak, Mae Hong Son and Ratchaburi, Ministry of Interior, RTG, January 2011 
22 The Guidelines document list three purposes for which the displaced person may leave the temporary shelter area: for educational purposes, for occupational training or for 
resettlement procedures (interviews, medical examination). 
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worker a refugee would be giving up their ‘displaced person’ status thereby losing the protection this 
entails as well as their eligibility to 3rd country resettlement.23 
  
Shelters 

All structures in the designated shelter areas, be they houses or community services buildings, must be 
temporary or semi-permanent structures:24  
 
For household shelters, the materials permitted are restricted to bamboo or eucalyptus for house frames, 
and leaves or thatch for roofing.25  
 
For community service buildings (warehouses, schools, medical clinics, offices, etc.), the Guidelines 
allow for semi-permanent structures: i.e., the use of metal posts and framework, concrete slabs, blocks or 
bricks as flooring and non-reflective or painted corrugated zinc roofing.  
 
Humanitarian Assistance and Modalities 

The RTG has welcomed the assistance provided by the international community and donors, which cover 
the costs of basic food rations, shelter and other necessities as well as provide for various services (health, 
basic education, and some vocational training and livelihood activities). 
 
The Guidelines document describes the conditions and modalities through which this assistance can be 
provided and the access that representatives of NGOs and donors can have to the camps.  
 
Some example of the conditions or modalities covered by the Guidelines include: 

- the number of expatriate staff is to be maintained to a minimum and preferably agencies should 
use ‘refugees’ whenever possible; 

- agency representatives must report to the provincial or district authority supervising the camp   
and must obtain a camp entry pass to be worn while in camp;  

- the Guidelines identify the types of goods and supplies that are permitted and how they should be 
processed; 

- assistance to be provided only to ‘registered’ displaced persons and those registered in the pre-
screening project phase;26 

- assistance is provided only to civilians; and no political propaganda or activities are allowed in 
the camps. 

 
Camp Administration and Day-to-Day Management 

                                                   
23 The migrant worker registration process also involves fees that are not negligible, and it must be renewed on an annual basis. These are further disincentives. 
24 It is not clear whether this is to emphasize the fact that these ‘displaced persons’ are only being allowed to stay in Thailand temporarily and that, therefore, their conditions 
should not be made too comfortable or, for that matter, enticing (concern about a ‘pull’ factor); or whether it is to ensure that these designated shelter areas can be returned to 
their former state once the ‘refugees’ have left; or both of these reasons. According to one source, when Than Hin was set up, it was “clearly established as a humane deterrent 
to discourage new arrivals from coming in – it was deliberately below the standards of other camps”. There are serious consequences to the specifics of this element of the 
policy:  
   (1) Leaves and thatch roofing is highly flammable as are bamboo frames and walls and given the very crowded nature of the shelters in the camps, an accidental fire can 
rapidly spread to neighbouring buildings/homes, as recently witnessed in Umpiem Mai on Feb. 23 when over 433 homes and buildings were destroyed by such a fire. 
Fortunately, the fire was in the middle of the day and there was no loss of life.  
   (2) The materials used are not durable and have to be replaced every other year at incredible expense and also causing a negative impact on the local environment as 
refugees try to supplement the limited housing materials they are provided with products available in the areas bordering the camps, most of which are located in designated 
forest reserves. 
25 Tham Hin is an exception as only plastic sheeting is allowed for roofing. 
26 At the time of writing this report, the guidelines for 2012 were issued and the distinction between ‘registered’ and ‘unregistered’ has been removed. The guideline refers to 
‘displaced persons living in the camp’. 
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The RTG maintains the ultimate authority of the camps, but the camp residents have considerable scope 
for self-administration through refugees committees and camp committees. The MOI at the provincial and 
district level enforces the policies and oversees the day-to-day management of the camps in close 
collaboration with the refugees committees and camp committees. An MOI deputy district officer 
(‘Palad’) is usually appointed as the Thai Camp Commander and has under his jurisdiction Territorial 
Defence Volunteers (‘or sor’) helping with internal security within the camp and manning the formal 
entry point to the camp.27  
 
Some Policy Changes since 2006 

A shift in policy from “care and maintenance” to “solution oriented” appears to have evolved most likely 
in recognition of the fact at the time that the situation in Burma was not improving and that the refugees 
would remain in Thailand for the foreseeable future. In 2006, MOI gave NGOs permission to support 
some occupational training activities so that refugees could engage in income generation activities and 
employment inside the camps. For some camps, local permission has been given to use plots of land near 
the camps to grow vegetables and other farm products both for consumption and for market. These 
activities are being piloted by various agencies including ZOA, TBBC/CAN, and UNDP. 
 
The RTG also provides Thai language instruction to camp residents with teachers from the Department of 
Non-Formal Education. 

3.1.2 How the Policy is Currently Applied 

Encampment 

Over time, other purposes have been added to the list for which exit passes are approved: e.g., for medical 
emergencies.  The TCCs for the Tak camps also provide exit passes to registered ‘refugees’ who wish to 
attend the funeral or wedding of a close relative living outside the ‘camp’. With time, almost all the 
camps have issued exit passes for refugees to perform seasonal farm work in the communities adjacent to 
the camps.  
 
As well as those who leave the camp with official exit passes, there are significant numbers of refugees 
(registered and unregistered) who leave the camp clandestinely. This practice is well known and, for the 
most part, tolerated or seen as unavoidable by the TCCs. When caught, those with registration status are 
not normally ‘deregistered’.28 They normally return to the camp but need to pay a fine or perform 
community work in reparation. Those without a registration card are sent back across the border and will 
usually attempt to  return to the camp. However in data gathering sessions in the camps some respondents 
also noted that, with the payment of a ‘fine’, some unregistered camp residents have been allowed to 
return to the camp. 
 
Shelters 

The policy of designated encampment areas and temporary shelters also only allows electricity from 
generators to supply medical clinics, offices and other buildings serving the community as a whole. 
Mobile telephones are also not to be allowed.  
 
In practice, however, both Mae La and Umpiem Mai are connected to the Thai Provincial Electricity 
Authority grid and electricity is available to anyone willing to pay for it, including individual households 
(at a substantially marked-up rate). Some of the camps (Site 2, Mae Ra Ma Luang and Nu Po) have set up 
mini-hydro generating stations to supply electricity to camp offices, but some of the electricity is also 
used for lighting homes. 
 

                                                   
27 The Thai military and border patrol police (sometimes assisted by Rangers) provide security on the outside of the camp and in the border region. 
28 There have been instances in Mae Hong Son province, where refugees that were caught lost their status, and the threat of deregistration is being used as a deterrent. 
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With respect to mobile telephone, many of the camps are so remotely located that there is no signal 
(Site 1, MRML, MLO, NP, TH). However, where a signal is available (Site 1, ML, UM, BDY) mobile 
phones are quite ubiquitous. They facilitate communication within the camps (between SLs and CCs) as 
well as between the CCs and the RCs. They allow refugees to be in touch with relatives on the outside or 
in 3rd countries both via telephone calls and access to the Internet and email.  
 
Humanitarian Assistance and Modalities 

We were told that the various modalities described in the Guidelines document are, on the whole, 
enforced. 
 
All these derogations from the official policy are, in various ways, beneficial to the refugees. As will be 
seen later in this report, the lack of freedom to move in and out of the camps is one thing the refugees find 
most challenging. The pressure to do so is even greater due to cuts in rations that have taken place in 
recent years since refugees need to find ways to supplement the rations and/or earn income.  
 
The lack of clarity and transparency around the application of the policy, however gives rise to grey 
zones. Such grey zones, one the one hand, provide for flexibility, but on the other provide a rich terrain 
for abuse.  

3.2 Origins of the Current Refugee-Based Camp Management Model 

3.2.1 Early Years Until 2004  

Following attacks by the Burmese army deep into ethnic areas in Eastern Burma in January 1984, almost 
10,000 Karen farmers and small traders and some families of KNU and KNLA combatants entered 
Thailand north of Mae Sot, in Tak province, to flee the fighting. Thai authorities allowed them to set up 
basic dwellings by drawing on the resources available in their immediate environment. Both the Thai 
authority and the Karen believed that these shelters would only be required for a few months until, come 
the rainy season, and the Burmese military retreated from the areas they had been forced to flee.  
 
Scattered along the Thai-Burmese border, these refugees came together in various temporary small 
encampments often recreating their communities of origin. Further south, Mon villagers had also been 
similarly attacked and forced to flee into Thailand near Three Pagodas Pass in Kanchanaburi province.  
 
By February 1984, the Thai Ministry of the Interior (MOI) had invited voluntary agencies working with 
Indochinese refugees (numbering approximately 350,000) to provide limited emergency assistance to 
these populations. Voluntary agencies and NGOs were grouped together under the Committee for the 
Coordination of Services to Displaced Persons in Thailand (CCSDPT), which served as the main interface 
between agencies and the Office for the Coordination of Displaced Persons (OCDP) of the MOI. A group 
of individual CCSDPT members rapidly mounted a mission to the border but not in the name of 
CCSDPT.29 This first mission led to the formation of the Burma Border Consortium (BBC),30 a grouping 
of NGOs interested in supporting these new arrivals and determined to do so in a coordinated approach 
from the outset. Médecins sans frontières (MSF) and Médecins du monde (MDM) had also established 
separate programmes for these populations. 
 
Given its experience with the Indochinese refugees, the CCSDPT had moved towards approaches that 
maximized refugee self-reliance. What the mission found when they reached the isolated Karen 
encampments along the border were refugee communities that were organized and well-run. Traditional 
social and governing structures were still in place including village leaders, spiritual leaders and respected 

                                                   
29 Jack Dunford, the current Director of TBBC, was a member of this first mission in March 1984. 
30 The Thai Burma Border Consortium’s precursor. 
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elders. And the various communities were linked among each other under the Karen Christian Refugee 
Committee (KCRC) – later to become the Karen Refugee Committee (KRC). It therefore made sense to 
the BBC and its member NGOs that they should recognize and support these existing structures and the 
KCRC/KRC.  
 
When the 1984 monsoon rains arrived and the Burmese army had still not withdrawn, the populations in 
these temporary shelters adjusted to the fact that they would not be returning yet.  
 
In 1985, a further offensive by the Burmese military led to thousands more refugees fleeing to Thailand. 
In subsequent years, there were further offensives and further refugee inflows of mostly villagers from 
rural communities in Eastern Burma. In 1988, following the pro-democracy uprising and the military 
crackdown, approximately 15,000 students joined the populations in various additional settlements on the 
border. In 1989, the Burmese army’s offensive in Karenni state sent the first large influx of refugees into 
Mae Hong Son province. Between 1984 and 1995, the numbers increased every year, except in 1988, 
reaching over 92,000 by the end of 1995.  
 
At the time of the first BBC mission in March 1984, the only thing the refugees asked for was rice. They 
had access to roots and vegetables from the jungle and in some cases were still able to harvest crops from 
across the border. Some found work on Thai farms and provided for some of their needs in this way. 
Following a review of their needs, it was agreed that there was approximately a 50% shortfall in the 
amount of rice required and that BBC would top up other donations they received to cover this shortfall. 
Sophisticated needs assessments and detailed baseline surveys were not undertaken. As to the needs of 
special groups (the elderly, the handicapped, single parents families, unaccompanied minors), it was 
assumed that these would be addressed by the communities according to their own social and cultural 
traditions.  
 
The relationship between the refugee structures and the BBC was based on a high level of trust: 
 

“The refugees had their own community and administrative systems and were well able to work out how 

to store and distribute supplies, some say, using British Quartermaster procedures. They were from 

ancient, rural cultures with strong moral, family and community values and somehow exuded 

trustworthiness. There was a joke that the Karen were the worst liars in the world. In those innocent days 

the NGOs were little concerned about assistance being misappropriated and, apart from casual visits, 

did not consider it necessary to carry out any kind of methodical monitoring or checks. These were 

formative days when real partnerships were forged. It was all consistent with the Thai Government’s 

policy of keeping staff presence and assistance levels to a bare minimum.   

 

The programme was simplicity in itself. Donors were very trusting and impressed with its efficiency. 

BBC could buy rice at the local shop, which arranged delivery to camp, and the job was done. No talk in 

those days of international tendering or professional quality control.”31 

 
While in the first year only 50% of the rice requirement was provided in 1984, over subsequent years it 
became increasingly difficult for refugees to find their own food, however, the BBC agreed to provide 
salt, fish paste and by the mid-1990s was providing 100% of the rice ration to over 25 small camps. 
Additionally, on an annual basis, BBC also provided blankets and mosquito nets.  
 
Each settlement or camp was headed by a refugee leader, usually a man, who was assisted by a camp 
committee and  leaders from various sections within the settlement or camp. Members of the committees 
were responsible for the storage and distribution of supplies (rice, fish paste, blankets, etc.), maintaining 
and safeguarding the camp infrastructure and the physical environment of the settlements, overseeing 

                                                   
31 Between Worlds – Twenty Years on the Border, Burmese Border Consortium, 2004, p. 111 
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community health clinics, supporting the school system, ensuring security within the settlement and 
overseeing the administration of justice. These responsibilities were quite comprehensive. The refugee 
leaders and the committees also ensured smooth relations with local Thai authorities and local 
communities in the vicinity of the settlement and coordination of activities with BBC and NGOs 
providing medical, education, sanitation and other services to the settlement.  
 
Monitoring this assistance was not a major concern during this period. It was still reliant on the 
relationships of trust established with the refugee structures at the outset: 
 

“BBC still had only three field staff on the border, each solely responsible for all the camps in his area 

without even any administrative assistance. But by now BBC was spending millions of dollars and was 

becoming more reliant on government funding. The first evaluation of the programme was carried out in 

1994. The evaluation was very supportive but pointed out the dangers of having such low staff presence 

and working with such a high level of trust. This led to the formalising of staff field checks and an 

embryonic monitoring process.”32 

 
When the Burmese side of the border fell under the control of the Burmese army starting with Manerplaw 
(the Karen resistance base) in 1995 and eventually other border areas in 1996 and 1997, even the small 
refugee settlements near the border on the Thai side were no longer safe from cross-border attacks.33 To 
improve security the RTG decided to consolidate the numerous small refugee settlements scattered along 
the border into nine larger government-designated “temporary shelter areas” or camps. Security was 
placed around the camps and refugees were no longer permitted to leave the camps to work or to gather 
building materials and fuel or forage. The larger densely populated camps, all situated in forest reserve 
areas, were a potential threat to the environment. However, restricting the movement of the refugees 
would make them far less self-sufficient and therefore far more dependent on international assistance. It 
became necessary to provide building materials and charcoal, add additional staples to the food basket to 
ensure adequate nutrition, and provide other necessities including clothing, cooking pots and soap.  
 
These consolidated camps retained many of the basic committee structures and organization of work that 
had existed in the encampments from where the refugees were arriving.34  One encampment now became 
a section within the camp and the village leader became the section leader.  
 
In 1998 the Thai government invited the UNHCR to begin playing a role in line with its protection 
mandate. The UNHCR was also given the mandate to identify gaps in services and began to look at the 
extremely vulnerable individuals (EVI) of the refugee population to determine whether any particular 
sub-group of the population has special needs to be addressed. Gender and equity issues also became 
more of a focus.  
 
The late 1990s also saw an increased focus by the donor community on the quality of humanitarian 
assistance and the accountability of humanitarian actors to their constituents, donors and the affected 
populations. For example, in 1997 a large number of humanitarian agencies established the Sphere 
Project,35 a community of humanitarian response of practitioners with a common aim – to improve the 
quality of humanitarian assistance and the accountability of humanitarian actors.  

                                                   
32 Between Worlds – Twenty Years on the Border, Burmese Border Consortium, 2004, p. 111 
33 For example, Mae Ra Ma Luang was attacked in April 1995; Wang Kha, near Mae Sot, and Mae La in 1997 
34 And these encampment structures reflected the village structures and village leadership that had existed in the villages from where they came. 
35 http://www.sphereproject.org/about/ . In 1998, the Sphere Project published the first trial edition of its Handbook, Humanitarian Charter and Minimum Standards in 
Humanitarian Response and it is now in its third edition (2011). The Sphere Handbook is internationally recognized set of common principles and universal minimum standards 
for the delivery of quality humanitarian assistance. Because it does not belong to any one organization, but benefits from the contributions of many, it enjoys broad acceptance 
by the humanitarian sector as a whole. 
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As a result of the increased dependence on international assistance, the resulting increased value of 
financial assistance (from approximately 10 million Thai baht in 1984, to 313 million in 1995)36 and the 
increased scrutiny and concern for international standards, the BBC needed to respond to these new 
trends. In 2000, it introduced competitive tendering and professional quality control standards for the 
majority of its purchases as well as methodical monitoring controls and checks on the delivery and 
distribution of supplies. These were subject to extensive evaluations and audits and, when necessary, 
further procedures, controls and measures were introduced to meet donor standards.  
 
When these more rigorous accountability measures were introduced, it was critical that it be done in a 
way that did not undermine the refugee management structures. As BBC noted at the time: 
 

“The challenge in all of this has been to maintain the self-respect of the refugee committees and the 

integrity of BBC’s relationship with them. BBC has made great efforts to involve them in all aspects of 

redesign of the programme and to explain current demands for accountability. It has been important for 

them to understand that demands for more monitoring are not because of mistrust, but that they 

themselves must also be transparent and accountable. The refugees will still retain full responsibility for 

handling supplies, but there will be a verifiable paper-chain to satisfy donor requirements.”37 

 
The increasing emphasis on controls and the need to track and report on the delivery, storage and 
distribution of supplies meant that camp management and administration was becoming increasingly 
demanding. These refugee structures needed resources to run the camps and compensate those involved 
since the Camp Committees were receiving only minimal financial support from BBC. While at the very 
beginning, some functions had been carried out on a volunteer basis, as the responsibilities became more 
onerous it was necessary to compensate workers/staff and committee members for the time invested to 
fulfill their responsibilities. 
 
Camp Committees needed resources to run their camp and the different committees responded to this 
challenge in various ways: inflating population figures (by not reporting departures or death thereby 
generating some surplus that could be used as payment in kind), ‘taxing’ refugees a tin of rice at the time 
of distribution, selling excess supplies, selling the containers in which the supplies were shipped to the 
camps (rice bags, fish paste, etc.). In 2003, in response to an increased need for transparency and to 
strengthen good governance BBC, in collaboration with the Refugee Committees (Karen and Karenni), 
undertook an in-depth eight month Camp Management Review  of camp management practices to gain a 
better understanding of the changing demands on the Camp Committees.  
 
The Review shed light on: 
1. Demands being put on Camp Committees (Table 3.1); 
2. Sources of pressure on staff, Sections Leaders and Committee members (Table 3.2); and 
3. Sources of income camps had identified to support the running of the camps (Table 3.3). 

Table 3.1 Demands on the Committees 

Managing the storing and distribution of supplies 

Ensuring camp security 

Supporting the work of education, health and sanitation workers 

Dealing with the special needs of the elderly, the disabled and other vulnerable groups 

                                                   
36 According to figures appearing in TBBC reports, the refugee population had increased from 9,502 at the end of 1984 to 81,653 at the end of 1995. So the average cost per 
refugee increased from Thai Baht 1,052 per refugee in 1984 to 3,833 in 1995, i.e., it had more than tripled.  
37 Between Worlds – Twenty Years on the Border, Burmese Border Consortium, 2004, p. 113 
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Responding to the demands of various groups:  

- registered camp population, unregistered people in the camp, and new arrivals 

- people who have temporarily fled across the border & located themselves in the vicinity of the camp  

- emergency requests for support from people inside Burma (needy villagers, IDPs),  

- students from Burma studying in the camp,  

- requests for support to special cultural and religious functions,  

- CBOs; and  

- - staff and committee members who need to support their families 

Dealing with demands and maintaining good relations with Thai authorities and neighbouring Thai villages 

Coordinating and supporting the activities of NGOs and UN agencies including the completion of surveys and 

preparation of reports 

Table 3.2 Sources of Pressure on Staff, Section Leaders and Committee Members 

Some staff positions such as medics and teachers were being paid a stipend by the NGOs. 

Since staff, committee members, etc. did not receive a stipend, they were given surplus supplies which they 

could trade, but this was being questioned by the population.  It was giving them a bad reputation and creating 

distrust between the refugee structures and the population. 

Since staff, committee members and others needed to support their families, they often had to find alternate 

sources of income such as work outside the camp. But doing this makes it difficult to fulfill their camp 

responsibilities.  

The lack of stipend, compared to medics or teachers, is an added difficulty in recruiting qualified people for these 

tasks and roles. 

Table 3.3 Sources of Income for Camp Management 

Reselling used rice sacks and fish paste containers (agreed to by TBBC); but when jute rice sacks were changed 

to polypropylene, the resale value fell from 20 baht to 1 baht. 

Overestimating population figures so surplus could be used to cover staff costs, support for CBOs, support for 

new arrivals and general camp management costs. 

When TBBC started implementing more rigorous controls to ensure that all supplies reached the beneficiaries, 

Camp Committees requested financial support to cover management costs. Initially TBBC provided 1.8 Baht per 

refugee. However this accounted for only 27% of costs. The remaining 73% was raised by selling excess 

supplies (usually at 50% reduction of actual costs) or ‘taxing’ refugees a can of rice or yellow beans at distribution 

time.  

The non-transparent, ‘under-the-table’ nature of these arrangements was a source of mistrust, 

misunderstandings, lack of respect and strained relationships with NGOs who could not trust the Camp 

Committees’ population figures.
38
 

 
The joint Camp Management Review conducted by TBBC39 and KRC/KnRC involved all nine camps and 
no less than four visits to all the Camp Committees and Section Leaders in order to analyze the situation 
and determine the support required to manage the camps.  
 
The Camp Management Project (CMP) would be implemented to put into practice the recommendations 
of the Review. 
 

3.2.2 Changes in the Camp Management Model Since 2005 

Under the Camp Management Project, TBBC agreed to provide on a monthly basis the following: 
                                                   
38 There was an unstated understanding that Camp Committees had additional needs for which surpluses were used. The needs themselves were not questioned. It was the lack 
of transparency of the arrangements that was the cause of concern. 
39 The BBC registered itself as a charitable company in the United Kingdom under the name of the Thailand Burma Border Consortium (TBBC) in September 2004. 
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- enough supplies to support the camp residents, based on the actual camp population (the initial 
feeding figure for all nine camps at the beginning of CMP was assessed to be 131,858, down 
from 144,157)40 

- rice for extra needs and contingencies (see list below) 
- financial support for administrative costs to manage and administer the camp (average for all nine 

camps: approximately 8.1 baht per refugee; a total of 1,064,000 baht/month) 
- based on an agreement with each Camp Committee about the number of staff required, financial 

support for staff stipends (average for all nine camps: approximately 7.3 baht per refugee, a total 
of 967,500 baht/month), and 

- financial support (a total of 63,200 baht/month) and staff stipends (a total of 39,000 baht/month) 
for the KnRc and KRC headquarters as well as for KRC offices in Mae Sariang, Ratchaburi and 
Sangklaburi.  

 
In exchange for this support, Camp Committees agreed to: 

- no longer sell TBBC supplies 
- no longer regularly ‘tax’ camp residents 
- revise and use more accurate stock reporting forms 
- provide more accurate population figures, and 
- do more monitoring and financial reporting. 

 
The extra needs and contingency supplies were required for five main categories: 

- Food for logistical support: part-time workers, office lunches, support to work teams, etc. 
- Relations: support to security personnel, Thai authorities, affected Thai villages, etc. 
- Security: payment in kind for in-camp security staff, office lunches, etc. 
- Activities: special cultural and religious functions/festivals, support to CBOs, training activities, 

meetings, etc., and 
- Emergencies: new arrivals, replacement for damaged rice, etc. 

 
Since 2005, TBBC has continued to provide funding to support these refugee-based camp management 
structures. In its more recent incarnation, the support provided comes under the Camp Management 
Support Program. In recent years, as well as providing financial assistance to the structures, it has worked 
with the Refugee Committees and Camp Committees to clarify roles and responsibilities, move towards 
greater uniformity between the management structures in the camps, supported the RCs in making 
changes they to election processes and the adoption of codes of conduct and provided various types of 
training for committee members and staff working in these structures.  

3.3 Emerging International Humanitarian Assistance Practice41 

That there are significant challenges in ensuring effective and efficient coordination and management of 
humanitarian responses should not come as a surprise. The international community has itself only 
recently come to grips with it in a concerted way. 

3.3.1 The 2005 Humanitarian Response Review 

Due to the ad-hoc, unpredictable nature of many international responses to humanitarian emergencies, the 
UN Secretary-General commissioned an independent Humanitarian Response Review (HRR) of the 
global humanitarian system which was published in 2005. 
 
                                                   
40 The pre-CMP figure was therefore an overestimation of 9.3 %. This overestimation varied from one camp to another: it was as high as 11.9% in Mae Ra Ma Luang and as low 
as 6.2% in Ban Don Yang. 
41 Information for this section draws on the following source: Appendix B, The Camp Management Toolkit, Norwegian Refugee Council/The Camp Management Project (CMP), 
May 2008. 
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The HRR noted that “almost all recent operations have disclosed a weakness in the sector of camp 
management.” It highlighted: 

- a lack of ownership for the broader aspects of working with internally displaced populations in 
camp situations; 

- weak capacity standards; and  
- the lack of tools and standards. 

 
In response to the recommendations of the review, the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) – the 
main international forum for humanitarian coordination – established measures to increase predictability 
and accountability in humanitarian responses to situations of internal displacement. 
 
One of those initiatives was the cluster approach, through which the IASC designated global cluster leads 
for clusters/sectors or areas of humanitarian activity where predictable leadership and/or enhanced 
partnership was needed. 
 
The Camp Coordination and Camp Management (CCCM) cluster was one of the key priority areas 
around which a cluster was formed (there are eleven clusters in all). The global CCCM Cluster is a joint 
cluster with co-leads: UNHCR for conflict induced displacement and IOM for displacement following 
natural disasters. 
 
In general, the Cluster Approach aims to ensure sufficient global capacity, as well as effectiveness of the 
response in five key ways. The approach aims to: 

- ensure sufficient global capacity 
- ensure predictable leadership 
- enhance the concept of partnership 
- strengthen accountability, and 
- improve strategic field-level coordination and prioritisation. 

 
The IASC has agreed that the cluster approach should be implemented at field level: 

- in all new emergencies involving internal displacement 
- in on-going emergencies, gradually in a phased manner, and 
- in all contingency planning for new emergencies. 

 
Clearly the situation of Burmese Refugees in Thailand predates this IASC cluster approach by some 20 
years. From the IASC’s perspective it might no longer be considered an ‘emergency’.  
 
However, we note the leadership role that has been given to the UNHCR with respect the CCCM cluster 
in situations of conflict induced displacement. At the very least, this would suggest that the UNHCR 
should be a source of expertise and support for whoever is charged with the responsibility of camp 
coordination and camp management of the on-going Burmese refugee situation in Thailand.  

3.3.2 Camp Coordination and Camp Management – Current International Practice 

In reflecting on camp coordination and camp management, an important resource is The Camp 
Management Toolkit42 developed by the Norwegian Refugee Council.  
 
The Toolkit describes the list of standard stakeholders involved in camp coordination and management 
and the division of roles and responsibilities (as per CCCM Cluster guidelines): 

- National government: camp administrations/supervision role; 
- IASC-designated cluster lead (e.g., UNHCR): camp coordination role; and 

                                                   
42 The Camp Management Toolkit, Norwegian Refugee Council/The Camp Management Project (CMP), May 2008.  
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- Camp management agency (e.g., a national/international NGO): camp management. 
 
An outline of the various responsibilities for each of these main roles is summarized in the Table 3.4 
below.   

Table 3.4 Key Stakeholders and Usual Roles and Responsibilities 

Camp Administration (Supervision) / Role of National Government 

Designating, opening and closing camps 

Securing land and occupancy rights for camps / temporary settlements 

Providing security, maintaining law and order and guaranteeing the civilian character of a displaced persons’ camps 

Issuing documentation, permits and licenses (such as birth certificates, ID cards and travel permits) to camp inhabitants  

Protecting citizens and preventing evictions of those living in the camp before they can regain their original homes in safety 

and dignity 

Facilitating access to camps by humanitarian agencies 

Camp Coordination/ Role of IASC-designated Cluster Lead (e.g., UNHCR) 

Primary function: to create the humanitarian space necessary for the effective delivery of protection and assistance.  

Also responsible for: 

- coordinating roles and responsibilities to the development and support of national plans for establishment and management 

of camps (including. exit and long term solutions strategies)  

- coordinating roles and responsibilities in the overall humanitarian camp response, including ensuring adherence to 

standards  

- ensuring situational assessment, operational planning, strategic design, monitored implementation, technical support and 

overall cluster coordination 

- ensuring that during the humanitarian response there is full and appropriate consultation with beneficiary populations, 

national government authorities, humanitarian and development partners (including camp managers and service delivery 

partners) and other actors (donors, diplomatic community, civil society, local/host communities)  

- providing appropriate support to national authorities, including capacity building 

- establishing and maintaining an open dialogue with the authorities  

- promoting and encouraging government ownership of the protection and assistance strategy for camps/temporary 

settlements  

- ensuring that international standards are applied and maintained within and amongst camps  

- identifying and designating Camp Management Agencies and service providers 

- monitoring and evaluating service provision  

- addressing issues of poor performance by camp management and/or service delivery partners 

- providing training and guidance to all humanitarian partners  

- setting-up and maintaining assessments and monitoring and information management systems  

- ensuring that all partners and service providers have access to, and share, operational data at the camp and inter-camp 

levels to help identify and address gaps and avoid duplication by service providers 

Camp Management/ Role of Camp Management Agency (normally a national/international NGO) 

Under the overall coordination and support of the Camp Coordination Agency, the Camp Management Agency will closely 

collaborate with the on-site authorities (the Camp Administration) and liaise with them on behalf of all humanitarian actors and 

service providers. 

Camp management encompasses those activities in one single camp that focus on: 

- coordination of services (delivered by NGOs and others 

- establishing governance and community participation/ mobilisation mechanisms 

- ensuring maintenance of camp infrastructure 

- data collection and sharing of the data 

- provision of defined services 
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- monitoring the service delivery of other providers in accordance with agreed standards 

- identifying gaps in the provision of protection and assistance and avoiding duplication of activities 

- referring all problems that cannot be resolved at the camp level to the CCCM Cluster Lead Agency/Camp Coordination 

Agency 

- assisting the Camp Coordination/Cluster Lead Agency in defining the standards and indicators that are to be applied in 

particular responses requiring camp or camp-like situations 

 
The above division or roles and responsibilities is a useful reference as we examine the current refugee-
based camp management model. This evaluation is focused primarily on the latter of these three roles. But 
all three roles are interdependent, and any gaps or shortcomings in the other roles hinder the ability of the 
camp management agency to fulfill its mandate.  

3.4 Certain Prevailing Conditions in the Camps at the Time of this Evaluation 

Finally, we believe it is important to be aware of some of the prevailing conditions that existed in the 
camps as the evaluation team prepared its work. We were cognizant of many of these prior to the 
evaluation, but often only superficially. The importance of some of these factors became evident during 
the information gathering processes and in the answers received.  
 
The elements that stand out are the following: 

- The recent cuts in rations (both food and non-food items). 
- The resettlement that had taken in place in recent years (2006 - 2011) and was still on-going. 
- The large number of new arrivals since the 2006, a large majority of which are not registered. 
- The recent budgetary cuts experienced by international NGOs providing services in the camps 

(especially in the education and heath sectors). 
- Recent increase in interest in certain international standards, in particular regarding children’s 

rights and sexual gender-based violence. 
- The substantial turnover in people holding refugee management positions due both to attrition 

(departures for 3rd country resettlement) and the 2010 elections. 
- Finally, the political situation unfolding inside Burma during the previous year and while the 

evaluation was underway. Many refugees did not seem to have ready access to much of the news, 
but people at the leadership level were better informed and wondered whether real change was in 
the offing and how this would impact the camps. 

 

PART 2 – FINDINGS  

4 UNDERSTANDING THE CAMP MANAGEMENT MODEL 

4.1 A View of the Whole System 

As it has evolved in the nine camps on the Thai border, the camp management model is composed of 
three clusters43 of responsibility, each comprising a network of sub-component organizations. How the 
model functions overall is influenced by the capacity and performance of sub-component organizations in 
each of the clusters, as well as their effectiveness in coordinating within their cluster and across clusters.   
 
A series of graphics depict the camp management model as it has evolved to this point. Figure 1 shows 
the three basic clusters. Figure 2 details the components of the camp clusters, Figure 3, the components of 

                                                   
43 The use of the term ‘cluster’ in this instance should not be confused with the cluster approach introduced by the IASC in its response to the 2005 UN Humanitarian Response 
Review and discussed earlier in this report (Section 3.3.1).  
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the donor cluster, and Figure 4 the components of the RTG cluster. Figure 5 presents a detailed picture of 
the full camp management model or eco-system.  

Figure 1  Camp Management Model – Three Clusters 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the “camp cluster” (our term), are the organizations concerned with the delivery of services to the 
camps themselves. At the core of this cluster are the two Refugee Committees (RCs) and nine Camp 
Committees (CCs).  Under each of the CCs and reporting to them are section leaders supported by section 
committees. These structures are supported by international NGOs whose main programs involve health 
and sanitation, education; food, shelter and non-food support, as well as management support, provided 
by the Thailand Burma Border Consortium (TBBC); and protection, provided by United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and more recently in five of the nine camps by a special 
International Rescue Committee (IRC) project, the Legal Assistance Centres (LAC). The NGOs operating 
in the camps are coordinated by the Committee for the Coordination of Services to Displaced Persons in 
Thailand (CCSDPT), which also acts as the interface between these NGOs and the Royal Thai 
Government (RTG).   
 
  

RTG Cluster Donor Cluster 

Camp Cluster 
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Figure 2 Camp Cluster Components  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A second cluster in the system is the “donor cluster” (again, our term). Here the donor countries, often 
through their embassies in Bangkok, participate in the Donor Humanitarian Assistance Working Group 
(DHAWG). The major donors include the United States and the European Union. The Working Group, in 
turn, coordinates and shares information with the CCSDPT and its programs, liaises with UNHCR, and 
also consults and coordinates with key actors in the Royal Thai Government (RTG). In contrast, however, 
funds flow directly from individual donor agencies through the TBBC or through NGO service providers 
to the camps.  
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Figure 3 Donor Cluster Components  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The third cluster involves the Royal Thai Government (we call it the “RTG cluster”).  The main actors 
here include the National Security Council (NSC), the Ministry of the Interior (MOI), the Thai Army, the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA), and MOI’s Office for the Coordination of Displaced Persons 
(OCDP), which is tasked to approve CCSDP member plans, and work with UNHCR and other bodies.  
Reporting to the MOI are the four Governors of the provinces in which the camps are located, with 
Deputy District Officers (the title for Thai Camp Commanders) reporting via their District Offices to their 
respective Governor’s Office.  Thai Camp Commanders interact directly with and retain ultimate 
authority over Camp Committees and their sub-structures. 

Figure 4 Royal Thai Government Cluster Components 
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For most of the past two decades, this set of actors has evolved in their relationships and have, 
collectively, constituted a kind of eco-system. That eco-system has generally functioned in an adaptive 
and resilient manner, responding and adjusting to new players and needs as conditions have changed, and 
mobilizing resources to achieve the objectives of its constituent parts. For much of its history, this eco-
system has operated generally effectively because, in our view, of two main factors: first, a common 
vision and set of values; and, second, mutual trust. At the centre of these positive working relationships 
was a commitment to the welfare of the refugees and the value and practice of transparency.  
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Figure 5  Full Camp Management Model 
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4.2 Key Organizations in the Model 

While this evaluation was primarily concerned with the refugee management structures within the ‘camp 
cluster’ (i.e., the RCs and the camp-level structures such as the CCs, and Zonal Leaders and Committees 
and the Sections Leaders and Committees), the other important dimension in this model is the 
humanitarian assistance coordination level. A number of mechanisms or agencies play important roles in 
humanitarian assistance coordination, and as such are worth describing in turn: 
 
The Office for the Coordination of Displaced Persons (OCDP) 
Within the Royal Thai Government (RTG), the Office for the Coordination of Displaced Persons (OCDP) 
of the Ministry of Interior (MoI) was created to deal with the large number of Indochinese refugee in 
Thailand in the late 1970s and act as the primary interface between the RTG and international NGOs 
providing material support and services to the refugees. It continues to play this role with respect to 
Burmese refugees and receives and approves all the plans for activities and services provided by TBBC 
and various international NGOs to the camps. One of its roles is to affirm Thai sovereignty over all the 
camps and all activities that take place in the camps. However, it does not have the staff or financial 
resources to assume the role of overall coordination of the assistance being provided to the camps. 
 
It is also our understanding that while the OCDP has a coordination and communication relationship with 
the camp level Thai Camp Commanders (TCC), it does not hold a supervisory role over the TCCs. In the 
performance of their roles, each TCC is answerable to his44 District Chief Officer and ultimately to his 
Provincial Governor. 
 
Committee for Coordination of Services to Displaced Persons in Thailand (CCSDPT) 
The CCSDPT was created to facilitate the interaction between international NGOs and the RTG in the 
provision of food, material and services to the large number of Indochinese refugees in Thailand in the 
late 1970s. From the outset, the CCSDPT has also acted as the coordination body of the various NGOs 
involved with providing assistance to Burmese refugees. It continues to act as the main interface between 
its NGO members and the RTG as well as the donor community. It has various standing sub-committees 
and working groups45 that focus on specific sectors. Much of the sectoral level sharing and learning takes 
place within these CCSDPT sub-committees and working groups that also contribute to ensuring that 
certain standards of service are maintained across the nine camps. In recent years, the CCSDPT has, in 
collaboration with the UNHCR, engaged in a dialogue with the RTG to achieve a vision of an improved, 
comprehensive, solutions-oriented humanitarian policy for Burmese refugees in Thailand (see UNHCR, 
below).  
 
Thai Burma Border Consortium (TBBC) 
The TBBC came about when a group of primarily church-based NGOs with prior experience working 
with Indochinese refugees responded to a request of the Thai government to assist with the first groups of 
Burmese refugees crossing the border. From the outset, the group decided to adopt a coordinated 
approach and formed a consortium, the TBBC consortium (initially called the Consortiums of Christian 
Agencies, then in 1991, the Burmese Border Consortium; its name changed to the TBBC in 2005). 
 
From the outset, the TBBC has been responsible for coordinating the supply of most of the food and non-
food items to the nine camps. Due to difficulties and delays in the refugee registration process, the TBBC 
had to establish, in cooperation with existing refugee management structures, its own camp resident ration 
cards and system to determine the feeding caseload for each camp. Since 2005, TBBC has also taken on a 
                                                   
44 Currently all nine TTCs are male. 
45 There are sub-committees in the following sectors: health, education, environmental health and infrastructure, and protection. The working groups include the following: camp 
management, food and nutrition sector, livelihoods, and shelter and non-food items sector. 
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role of supporting the strengthening of refugee management structures through the Camp Management 
Project and subsequently through the Camp Management Support Program (CMSP). 
 
The Refugee Committees (RCs) 

The KRC and KnRC have contributed to the overall coordination by establishing common policies and 
practices for the provision of services and support as well as the day-to-day management of the camps, 
enabling camp governance and participation (overseeing election processes, facilitating consultations with 
the population) and providing guidance, capacity building and oversight of camp management. The RCs 
could contribute more to overall coordination but not all parties involved in coordination make a point of 
consulting with the RCs. It is mainly TBBC and CCSDPT that have made a practice of doing so 
regularly. 
 
The UNHCR 
In the early years of the presence of Burmese refugees in Thailand, UNHCR was not involved. It only 
became formally involved when the RTG requested that UNHCR assume its refugee protection mandate 
in 1997.46 In the period of 1998 to 2005, the UNHCR also worked closely with the Provincial Admission 
Boards that the RTG set up at the provincial level to help determine the status of displaced persons.47 This 
more limited role for the UNHCR is unusual. More often, as a UN agency, the UNHCR plays the overall 
coordination role of humanitarian assistance provided in refugee situations.  
 
In recent years, the UNHCR has become more involved in overall coordination. Since 2005, in 
collaboration with CCSDPT, UNHCR has engaged in a dialogue with the RTG to achieve a vision of an 
improved, comprehensive, solutions-oriented humanitarian policy for refugees in Thailand. In 2009 the 
two agencies developed a first draft of a medium-term strategy entitled, CCSDPT/UNHCR Five Year 
Strategic Plan that sought to envisage solutions for refugees for which resettlement was not an option and 
voluntary repatriation seemed to be but a distant possibility. As a result of continued dialogue with the 
RTG, this strategic plan was revised to acknowledge the complexities in the RTG refugee policy and to 
incorporate more realistic timeframes within which objectives might be achieved. The resulting document 
is entitled, Strategic Framework for Durable Solutions.48 Given recent developments on the political front 
in Burma/Myanmar, the UNHCR regional office has also been quietly working at preparing the ground 
for the day when it will be possible for Burmese refugees to safely return to their country. Facilitating the 
repatriation of refugees is part of UNHCR’s core mandate, and when the conditions are favourable for a 
safe return, the UNHCR will be expected to play a major role.  
 
The Donor Humanitarian Actors Working Group 
In the past few years, given differing perspectives within the donor community about how to best engage 
with the RTG and address humanitarian assistance for Burmese refugees, the donor community set-up the 
Donor Humanitarian Actors Working Group. The services of a Humanitarian Facilitator were retained to 
assist the group in its work. 
 
For most of the past two decades, this set of actors in all three clusters has evolved in their relationships 
and have, collectively, constituted a kind of eco-system.  That eco-system has generally functioned in an 
adaptive and resilient manner, responding and adjusting to new players and needs as conditions have 
changed, and mobilizing resources to achieve the objectives of its constituent parts. For much of its 
history, this eco-system has operated generally effectively because, in our view, of two main factors: first, 

                                                   
46 As of 1994, the UNHCR had a roving protection officer visiting the border. But the RTG remained resistant to the UNHCR having a role until 1997 following a change in 
government and serious fighting on the border. 
47 Approximately 75,000 of the current 137,157 refugees still in the camps were formally processed in this way by the PABs and UNHCR. The remaining 62,000 or so are 
unregistered.  
48 Strategic Framework for Durable Solutions, CCSDPT and UNHCR, January 2011. 
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a common vision and set of values; and, second, mutual trust.  At the centre of these positive working 
relationships was a commitment to the welfare of the refugees and the value and practice of transparency.  

5 REFUGEE PERSPECTIVES ON CURRENT MANAGEMENT 

STRUCTURES 

5.1 Current Perception of Camp Life: Things Appreciated and Difficult 
Challenges 

The sessions with groups of refugees usually began with two questions: 
1) What are the things you appreciate the most about living in the camp? 
2) What are the most difficult challenges you face? 

 
Annex 3 presents tables that summarize the responses to these questions for each of the nine camps. 
Further summary tables allow the reader to compare the similarities and differences between the camps 
according to different categories of respondents including the general refugee population, minorities, 
women, and youth.  

5.1.1 Substantial Consistency Across Camps 

While there are differences between the camps, what is striking is the high degree of consistency between 
the camps regarding the answers to these two questions. The tables on the following pages summarize the 
things refugees identified most often. Table 5.1 presents the eight things appreciated most across all 
camps and all categories. Table 5.2 presents fourteen most difficult challenges identified across all camps 
and all categories. 
 
‘Access to education’, ‘provision of food’, ‘access to health care’, and ‘security from attack (the asylum 
provided by the camps)’ were identified by at least one group in each of the nine camps. Of a total of 43 
different sessions, 39 identified access to education49 as one thing appreciated most. Almost as many (35) 
identified the provision of food. Access to health was slightly less at 30, and security from attack from 
armed forces was slightly less again, at 25. But even in these latter two cases more than half of the groups 
had identified them as things appreciated most. ‘Provision of other basic needs’, such as shelter and 
clothing, was identified by at least one group in seven of the camps.  
 
There is also considerable consistency in some of the most difficult challenges identified. Groups in all 
nine camps identified the lack of freedom of movement (not allowed to leave the camp, leaving the camp 
is risky and/or expensive) and insufficient opportunities to work, to be involved in livelihood activities 
and/or to earn income among their most difficult challenges. Food ration reductions was also identified in 
more than two thirds (29 of 43) of the sessions. Only Tham Hin did not identify food rations reductions as 
a difficult challenge.50 A third of the sessions, and at least one group in seven of the camps identified the 
reductions in, or the poor quality of, shelter materials as one of their challenges. Two other challenges 
were identified by seven of the nine camps, but mostly by only one session per camp: the lack of 
opportunity to pursue studies (raised especially by the youth groups) and lack of hope and uncertainty 
about the future. 
 

                                                   
49 In the case of Tham Hin, only the two most appreciated things were recorded. Had more than two been recorded as was done in other camps, it is possible that these 
numbers could be even larger.  
50 While in Tham Hin only the two most difficult challenges were recorded, the cut in food rations was less of a concern here than in other camps and the population was far more 
concerned about the very crowded nature of their camp. 
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What also became clear during the dialogue that took place with different groups is that the four most 
difficult challenges are intricately interlinked. Both the reduction in food rations and in shelter materials 
puts pressure on the refugees to find other ways to cope. Whereas, in the past, the food rations were such 
that any slight surplus could be exchanged or sold to supplement other needs, but this is no longer the 
case. Families need to find other ways of providing for themselves, i.e., they need to find work, other 
livelihood means or other sources of income, food or shelter materials.  
 
Options are limited within the camps and therefore there is considerable pressure to leave to gather 
produce from the surrounding forests or to earn income. Since only a limited number of camp passes are 
approved, many are forced to leave clandestinely, at considerable risk (especially for the unregistered) 
and/or cost. While the lack of freedom of movement is felt as an infringement of a basic right, many 
refugees recognize that some restrictions on their movement is the price paid for the security of being in 
Thailand. However, recent cuts in rations have considerably exacerbated the degree to which restrictions 
on freedom of movement are felt.  

5.1.2 Differences Between Camps 

While there is considerable consistency between the camps regarding some of the most difficult 
challenges and things most appreciated, there are also significant differences. For instance:   

 

Regarding most difficult challenges:  
- ‘reductions in charcoal’ was identified in all three Tak camps but not in the other camps 
- ‘the presence of alcohol and drugs’ was only raised as a difficult challenge by youth groups 

(Site 2, MRML, MLO, ML and UM)51 
- ‘education cutbacks’ was identified by three camps: the youth groups in Site 1 and Ban Don 

Yang, and both the minority group and women’s group in Umpiem Mai 
- ‘fear of aggression or gender-based violence’ was raised only as a difficult challenge in two of the 

Tak camps (ML and UM);52 it was not identified initially as a challenge or perceived threat, but 
was raised following further probing by the facilitator 

- ‘fear of attacks by Burmese forces’ was raised only in the two Karenni camps (Site 1 and Site 2), 
and 

- ‘insufficient water’ was only raised as a concern in Mae La and Mae Ra Ma Luang. 
 
Regarding things most appreciated: 

- ‘freedom of religion’ was identified by minority groups in three camps (MLO, ML and UM); it 
was a woman from a minority group that also raised this in the ML women’s group 

- ‘cleanliness, good sanitation and access to potable water’ was raised in three of the camps (Site 2, 
Mae La and BDY). 

 

5.1.3 Consistency and Differences Across Categories of Refugees  

In all of the camps, when considering the ‘things most appreciated’, there is consistency across categories 
(general refugee population, minorities, women, and youth). This can be seen in looking at the 
appropriate columns for each of the camps in Table 5.1 and by referring to Tables A3.1.1 to A3.9.1 
(Annex 3) which provide further detail on each of the camps.  

                                                   
51 Drunkenness and alcohol/drug abuse was also raised as a concern by another group (i.e., Sections Leaders). It also came up in response to questions regarding the qualities 
looked for in leaders and the improvements to management structures refugees would like to see. This is addressed in another section of this report.  
52 These concerns were not identified initially as a challenges or perceived threats, but were raised following further probing by the facilitator on concerns of this kind. The issue 
of sexual or gender-based violence was also discussed with Section Leaders, Camp Committee members and CBOs. It will be addressed at greater length in another section of 
the report. 
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With respect to ‘most difficult challenges’, it is important to examine each of the special categories. 
 

Minorities 
Reference to Table 5.2 indicates some divergence between what the minority group considers the most 
difficult challenges and what other groups from the same camp identified: e.g., Site 1, Mae La Oon, Mae 
La and Tham Hin. But it is best to look at the complete information available for each camp in Tables 
A3.1.2 to A3.9.2 in Annex 3. In referring to these more complete tables, one notes that in the cases of Site 
1, Mae La Oon and Tham Hin only two difficult challenges were recorded from the minority group 
session in each camp, which, in itself, limits the amount of overlap possible.  
 
That there is considerable overlap in how minorities perceive the lives in the camp compared to the 
general population and other special groups such as women and youth is a first indication that there is not, 
for the most part, systematic discrimination against minorities. This does not mean that camp 
management structures do not face challenges to ensure fair treatment of minority groups.  
 
Some of the challenges identified during sessions with minority groups relate directly to the participant’s 
status as a member of a minority group: 
 
In Mae La Oon, the limited access to work or additional income, as a minority person, made it difficult to 
donate to religious ceremonies. 
 
In Mae La, participants had few job opportunities and few prospects for improvement or development 
because they did not speak Karen. Others noted that it was difficult for their young children to attend 
school because they did not speak Karen. 
 
In Umpiem Mai, an unregistered refugee (there is a higher proportion of minority people among the 
unregistered) noted that he/she has less recourse if caught outside the camp without a pass, and passes are 
not issued to unregistered refugees; this differential treatment was also noted in one of the sessions with 
the general refugee population. A female member of a minority group (in the women group session) noted 
that the language barrier was a difficult challenge. 
 
In Tham Hin, minority people feel discriminated against, looked down upon and treated badly by 
members of the majority group. 
 
The situation of minorities in the camps is further discussed in Section 7.3.3. It presents the challenges 
that camp management structures face in terms of ensuring their minority populations have a voice and 
are represented. 
 
Women 
There is a high degree of consistency between the ‘difficult challenges’ identified during women group 
sessions and those identified during sessions with the general refugee population. This should not be too 
surprising since about a third (32.5%; ref. Table 2.4) of the participants in the general refugee population 
sessions were women.  
 
One challenge that was only sparely raised by various groups of the population is gender-based violence 
(it was raised by only one woman in a women’s session as well as by two young women in youth 
sessions). The issue of gender-based violence is examined further in Sections 8.1.1 and 11.3. 
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Table 5.1  The Eight Things Appreciated Most by Refugees (Across All Camps and Categories) 
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education  
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Access to health 

care 
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Security / Asylum        M      W Y   M W Y    M W    M W          Y  M   25 4 9 1 

Shelter, clothing, 

etc.  
           M  Y    W      W Y   M                11 5 7 5 

Able to attend 

training 

workshops 

  M      Y   M                  Y         Y     5 6 5 6 

Good sanitation/ 

potable water 
                                           5 6 3 7 

Freedom of 

religion 
           M           M     M                4 8 3 7 
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Table 5.2  The Fourteen Most Difficult Challenges Faced by Refugees (Across All Camps and Categories) 
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Challenges 
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Not 
allowed/expensive to 
leave camp 

      M W Y    W    M  Y    M W Y   M W Y   M W Y    Y   W  32 1 9 1 

Insufficient 
opportunities 
(work/livelihood) / 
income  

   W   M W Y    W Y   M W      W Y    W     W Y   W Y    Y 25 3 9 1 

Food ration 
reductions 

  M W Y  M W    M     M       W    M W    M W   M W      29 2 8 3 

Reduction/poor 
quality of shelter 
supplies  

                           M W    M           14 4 7 4 

Uncertain future / 
depression 

                      M          M    M       7 6 7 4 

Lack opportunity 
/incentive to pursue 
studies 

    Y    Y     Y     Y    M  Y     Y             Y 9 5 6 6 

Health cutbacks 
(medicine shortage, 
low qualifications of 
staff, decrease 
referrals) 

  M           Y    W               M W          7 6 6 6 

Presence of drugs/ 
alcohol in camp 

        Y     Y     Y      Y     Y              5 8 5 8 

Reduction in 
charcoal 

                       W                    4 9 3 9 

Education cutbacks     Y                       M W          Y     4 9 3 9 

Insufficient water in 
dry season 

                                           3 11 2 11 

Fear of aggression/  
of gender-based 
violence 

                        Y    W Y              3 11 2 11 

Lack of security/ fear 
of attack by Burmese 

                                           2 13 2 13 

Health – disease 
outbreak/ often sick 
in camp 

   W          Y                              2 13 2 13 
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Youth 
While there is considerable consistency between the ‘most difficult challenges’ raised by youth and those 
raised in other sessions, youth sessions also had their own particular areas of interest. As noted earlier 
youth groups in seven of the camps identified the ‘lack of opportunity or incentives to pursue further 
studies’ as of particular concern (only two other groups identified this as a challenge). Youth are also 
clearly concerned about the ‘presence of alcohol or drugs in the camps,’ whereas this was not raised by 
any other group in response to this question. Fear of sexual aggression within or outside the camp was 
also raised by two youth groups. A number of other challenges were raised by just one group. The can be 
reviewed by reference to Table A3.10.3 in Annex 3. 

5.2 Refugee Perceptions of Refugee Leadership and Their Duties 

Camp residents rely first and foremost on their own capacities, resources and initiative to solve the 
challenges they face. When unable to solve the situation on their own, they turn to relatives, friends and 
neighbours for assistance. For most challenges, it is only when these avenues have been pursued to no 
avail will they  turn to others  including religious leaders, SLs, CC, CBOs, NGOs or the UNHCR. 
Refugees, for the most part, are aware that they can bring more difficult issues to the attention of their 
Section Leader. But they are also aware that some challenges are beyond the capacity of the Section 
Leader, and even that of the Camp Committee, to resolve. This is the case with some of the most 
important challenges refugees identified. The following table (Table 5.3) provides some coping 
mechanisms refugees identified to deal with these challenges and their understanding of how the Section 
Leaders and Camp Committee are able to assists with these challenges.  

Table 5.3 Refugee Coping Strategies and Possible Role for SLs and CC  

Most Important 

Challenges 
Coping Strategies Role of SLs or CC 

Reductions in food 

rations 

� Borrow from relatives or neighbours with a surplus (e.g., from 

families with many children, since children who are five or 

older get adult rations and don’t eat all leaving a small 

surplus); this is then repaid the following month.  

� Leave the camp to gather/hunt from the forest or to buy from 

local market/shops or neighbouring Thai communities.  

� Leave the camp to work in neighbouring communities (where 

this is permitted by the Thai Camp Commander) and use 

income to supplement rations. 

� Some grow vegetables or other crops for both consumptions 

and for sale (Site 2,). In most camps the capacity to do this is 

limited because of limited land inside the camps. Access to 

land outside the camps is limited (various pilot projects 

underway) and in some cases the quality of the soil near the 

camps is poor.  

� Some cook rice porridge with vegetables since it uses up less 

rice. Some have reduced meals from three times to twice a 

day.  

The rations cuts are beyond the 

power of the SLs or CC to resolve.  

The decision to cut rest with the 

donors and TBBC. 

Under special circumstances, the SL 

can sometimes provide extra supplies 

to someone facing special needs 

(e.g., due to illness).   

Not allowed/ 

expensive to leave 

the camp 

� Many camp residents leave the camp. Some do so with 

official passes, but many do so clandestinely with the 

understanding that this is tolerated as long as it is within a 

restricted area near the camp.  

� There is nevertheless the risk of being arrested and having to 

pay a fine or do ‘volunteer’ work in compensation. The risk is 

far greater for unregistered refugees since they risk being 

returned to the border if caught.  

The CC helps with the issuance of 

camp passes. The SLs and CC will 

often help negotiate the release of a 

refugee that is arrested. But 

negotiating the free movement of the 

refugees is beyond the power of the 

CC. The RTG determines the policy 

and the local Thai Camp Commander 

decides how it is applied locally.  
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It became clear during the sessions that many refugees were aware that the cuts in food rations (reduction 
in rice, oil, etc. and the elimination of chillies altogether) and in non-food items (building materials, 
charcoal, mosquito nets, clothing, etc.) are tied directly to cuts in the funding to TBBC by donors. They 
believed that these cuts were due to many factors including that donors provide support to refugees in 
other parts and possibly to situations that were even more desperate and that economic problems in donor 
nations may affect the amount of aid countries provide. Some were aware that an increase in the price of 
rice affected the amounts of rice provided.  
 
So what do the refugees expect of their Section Leaders, Camp Committees and Camp Leaders? First, not 
many of the refugees had dealt directly with their Camp Committee. They more often dealt directly with 
their Section Leader53 and they understood that if a situation was beyond the capacity of the Section 
Leader to deal with, the Section Leader could then bring this matter to the attention of the Camp 
Committee. From responses to the various questions covered during the sessions, the following composite 
picture emerges of how refugees perceive the duties of their camp leaders.  
 
They expect that their leaders will: 

� ensure security and maintain law and order within their section, zone and the camp as a whole 
� ensure that the camp is a good a place as possible to live in, i.e.: 

- that their basic needs (food, potable water, shelter) are addressed 
- that basic services (health, education, sports, cultural/social life) are provided 
- that the physical space of the camp is taken care of, i.e., the camp is kept clean (garbage 

collected, latrines), roads and community buildings are maintained, etc.  
� ensure that the above is done in a fair and non-discriminatory way 
� act  as the main contact between, on the one hand, the camp and its population, and on the other 

the outside world (i.e., with Thai authorities and RTG representatives, NGOs, the international 
donor community, others interacting with the camp population such as merchants, local Thai 
communities); and as part of this: 
- ensure the effective communication of relevant information 
- defend the interests of the refugees, and, when necessary, help them get out of trouble. 

5.3 Qualities Looked for in Leaders 

In the larger workshops with the members of the ‘general refugee population’ (GRP), one question that 
was asked of participants was what the qualities they looked for in a leader. This question preceded the 
exercise where we asked participants to rate both their Section Leaders and their Camp Committee, so 
that indirectly it would serve as a backdrop to their reflection and assessment of these. We examine how 
various refugee groups rated their management structures in the next section. 
 
Table 5.4 on the following page summarizes the qualities identified in all nine camps. The list is 
interesting in a number of ways including the particular qualities identified, certain qualities or attributes 
not mentioned; and which qualities were deemed important in some camps but not in others. 
 
In the following section when we examine how the refugees assess their current leaders and what 
improvements they wish to see in their performance, the reason why some of the qualities have been 
identified in some camps become clearer.  
 
Some qualities were identified by at least one group in almost all camps: e.g., having a basic education 
and the ability to read and write, being well-behaved (no drunkenness, drugs or gambling) was identified 
in seven of the camps; as well as having good interpersonal relations was a quality identified in six of the 
camps. 
                                                   
53 There were only a few instances were refugees indicated that they did not know who their Section Leader was.   
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Other qualities were identified only by groups in certain camps. For instance, the need for leaders to be 
impartial and not demonstrate any favoritism was only raised in the three Tak camps, and non-
discrimination according to ethnicity, religion or social status in Mae La and Umpiem Mai. On the other 
hand, it is only the two southern camps (BDY and TH) where honesty was identified as an important 
quality. It is also in these latter two camps where participants seem to indicate that being Karen was an 
essential attribute of a leader.54 
 
It is striking that, with the exception of basic education and language capacities, most of qualities 
identified relate to character traits, and very few relate to necessary skills required for the efficiently 
fulfilling the positions expected of Section Leaders and members of the Camp Committees. Planning and 
management skills and problem-solving skills were recognized as important only in the three Tak camps 
and by one group in MLO. This indicates that leaders are therefore not being selected so much for the 
skills they have but more on the basis of character traits. This, therefore, has implications for the type of 
training and capacity building that is required when people for management positions are chosen through 
democratic electoral processes. It is likely that there will have to be a focus on building management 
skills and capacities. 

                                                   
54 It is possible that participants were expressing what they understood to be current policy as opposed to what they believed should be a necessary attribute. This distinction 
was not explored during the sessions. 
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Table 5.4  Qualities Looked for in Leaders 

Main Qualities Looked for in Leaders 
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Group # 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 1 1 

Education and Knowledge of Languages                   

Be educated (Grade 7, 9, 10 or higher)                 11 7 

Be literate in Burmese as well as Karen/Karenni                 5 5 

Able to speak at least Karen and Burmese                 3 3 

Be literate in English an asset                 2 2 

Some basic knowledge of Thai                 1 1 

Skills and Experience                   

Experience in management & leadership / able to lead people                 8 5 

Has planning / management  / leadership skills                 6 4 

Problem solving capacity                 4 2 

Personal Character Traits                   

Good behaviour (no drunkenness, no drugs, no gambling, etc.)                 8 7 

Self-confident / outspoken / dares to speak up & defend our interests                 5 4 

Impartial / fair in decision making / no favouritism                 5 3 

Does not discriminate according to ethnicity, religion, status                 4 2 

Responsible and accountable                 3 3 

Honest                 2 2 

Character Traits re How Relate to Community                   

Good interpersonal relations / sociable                 8 6 

Generous / willing to sacrifice/work for benefit of the community                 6 4 

Understands people’s problems/situation                 5 3 

Considerate of others / good attitude                  4 3 

Patient / good listener                 4 3 

Other Attributes                   

Age is important: at least xx years old  20 25      40      20 20 5 5 

Can be male or female                 3 3 

Has to be Karen (cannot be minority or Burmese)                 2 2 

Should be registered refugee                 1 1 
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5.4 Refugees’ Assessment of Their Camp Management Structures 

5.4.1 How This Was Done 

To obtain a rough assessment of what refugees thought of their management structures, we used a simple 
4-level rating scale (a rating of 4 meant very good; a rating of 3 meant good; a rating of 2 meant not so 
good; and a rating of 1 meant bad). We had prepared individual ballots on which we had drawn a bamboo 
pole with four sections, with each section corresponding to one of the ratings. 

Figure 5.1  Rating Management Structures Using 4-Level Bamboo Scale 

   

 
We asked each participant in the session to indicate on their ballot their individual rating55 in response to 
the question that was asked (e.g., the photo on the left in Figure 5.1 shows participants marking their 
ballots in the ‘general refugee population’ workshop in BDY). The ballots were then collected by an 
evaluation team member, collated and the results were posted on a large piece of flipchart paper for all to 
see. 
 
The results on the flipchart were then used to hold a conversation with the group as to the factors that 
brought people to give a low rating, and the kinds of improvement they would want to see in order to give 
a higher rating (e.g., the photo on the right of Figure 5.1 shows the results of the rating by the Section 
Leaders in Site 1 and the facilitator/interpreters clarifying the points from the ensuing discussion that 
were captured on a separate sheet). 
 
The same approach was used in all of the sessions with refugee groups, but the questions varied 
somewhat according to the type of group (general refugee population, minorities, women, youth and 
section leaders). More information on the different questions used for each of the groups can be found at 
the beginning of Annex 5. Annex 5 also presents, on a camp-by-camp basis, the different ratings for all of 
the sessions in each camp. Annex 6 provides a listing of the improvements suggested by each group for 
each of the camps. 
                                                   
55 Methodologically, we are aware that each individual rating is based on that individual's personal frame of reference, and his/her overall assessment at that particular point in 
time. The individual frames of reference will be highly variable from one individual to another (e.g., what it takes to give a rating of 3). Because of this, combining the assessments 
of a group of individuals is not rigorously scientific since each individual scale is unique. However, the technique does provide a useful and valid reading, coarse as it may be, of 
what a group is thinking in response to a particular question. For the same reason, comparing one group to another within the same camp, must be done with caution. 
Comparing results between camps, is even more problematic not only because the frames of reference will be different, but the recent history of two camps could also be very 
different. For example, if the Camp Committee elected in 2010 in one camp is significantly better than their previous Committee, this will factor into people's assessment and 
likely lead to a rather positive assessment. If, in another camp, the reverse took place, this will likely result in a more critical assessment. Comparing the ratings of these two 
Camp Committees is problematic since both groups are using different references in making their assessment. 
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5.4.2 The Results of Refugees’ Assessment of Their Camp Management Structures  

Results from the GRP Sessions 

Charts 5.1, below, presents the overall rating by GRP sessions of Section Leaders in all nine camps. Chart 
5.2 presents a similar overall rating for the Camp Committees.  These indicate that, when taken as a 
whole, the overall assessment of the current camp management model by the refugee population is quite 
positive.  

Chart 5.1  Overall Rating of Section Leaders by All GRP Sessions in All Camps 

 
Chart 5.2  Overall Rating of Camp Committees by All GRP Sessions in All Camps 

 
 

82.6% of participants in the GRP sessions consider their SLs to be 'good' (rating of 3) or 'very good' 
(rating of 4) and only 3.4% (or 9 out of 264 respondents) indicate that their SLs are 'bad' (rating of 1) 
leaders. The assessment of the Camp Committees is also quite positive, since 85.8% of the 261 
respondents rated their CCs as either 'good' or 'very good'. And only three of the 261, consider their CC to 
be 'bad'.  
 
Charts 5.3 and 5.4 provide a breakdown of the above ratings on a camp-by-camp basis for the Section 
Leaders and the Camp Committees respectively.  
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Chart 5.3  Summary of Ratings of Section Leaders by GRP Sessions in Each Camp 

 
Chart 5.4  Summary of Ratings of Camp Committees by GRP Sessions in Each Camp 

 
 

While presenting the information for all the camps in one chart is convenient, such a presentation of camp 
information side-by-side can lead to making easy comparisons between camps. As noted earlier (see 
footnote no. 35, p. 32), making such comparisons are risky since each respondent would have been using 
their own personal frame of reference as opposed to a commonly agreed upon standard. The recent 
evolution with respect to management structures in one camp vs. another could also affect how 
respondents in a particular camp were rating their structures.  
 
However, Chart 5.3 does reveal that of the nine respondents who rated their Section Leader as ‘bad’, four 
were from MLO, two each were from Site 2 and UM, and one from ML. These respondents were clearly 
not very satisfied with their current Sections Leaders. Given that these ratings were carried out in a group 
sessions, we did not request individuals who rated their SLs as ‘bad’ to identify themselves. However, 
when respondents were asked to identify what factors would lead to a less than a ‘very good’ rating and 
what improvements they would want to see to give a higher rating, the areas of particular concern were 
identified.  
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A generally favorable assessment can sometimes mask significant differences at the level of sub-groups 
of a camp population. This should be of particular concern to camps with a sizable proportion of ethnic 
minorities (Site 2, the three Tak camps, and TH). As can be seen from Annex 5, some GRP sessions in 
ML and UM had significant enough numbers of both Karen-speaking and non-Karen speaking 
participants that the sessions were conducted simultaneoulsy with the two groups, one being facilitated in 
Karen, the other in Burmese. In both these instances there were significant differences in the ratings: the 
non-Karen speaking group was more critical in its rating of the management structures than the Karen 
speaking group (ref. sections A5.5 and A5.6 of Annex 5). In the case of ML, this information was 
somewhat offset by the more positive ratings arising from the minorities’ group. But in the case of UM, 
this critical assessment was reinforced by ratings of the minorities’ group which were even more critical. 
This is therefore a cause for concern.  
 
Results from the Sessions with Specific Categories of Refugees 

As noted above, it is important to look at each camp separately and compare the ratings of various groups 
as is done in Annex 5. However, when looking at the ratings as a whole, it is striking that there are not 
many highly divergent assessments from the distinct categories of refugees (minorities, women and 
youth) when compared to those of the GRP sessions.  
 
Also, even where there is a slightly divergent assessment from one group, this is often offset by the 
assessment of another group: fore example, whereas in ML the youth group in their assessment is 
somewhat more critical of the management structures than the GRP sessions (Chart A5.5.1), the women’s 
group is somewhat more positive in their assessment than the GRP sessions. 
 
With respect to special concerns of groups being addressed, on the whole the management structures are, 
for the most part, assessed positively in terms of their capacity to deal with the special concerns of these 
groups. The one significant exception being the assessment by the minorities’ group in UM where eight 
of 11 participants (72.7%) gave a rating of ‘not so good’, and only three participants (27.3%) gave a 
rating of ‘good’ or ‘very good’.  
 
The assessment charts in Annex 5 also include ratings given by the Section Leaders. These were included 
to see how the assessment of Section Leaders might differ or be similar to those of other refugee groups. 
It is interesting to note, that for seven of the nine camps, the Section Leaders ratings are actually more 
critical of the management structures (of which they are a part) than the assessments by the other refugee 
groups and in particular the GRP session ratings of the CCs.56 Only TH and UM are not more critical. And 
in the case of UM, the SLs assessment is significantly more positive than the GRP sessions assessment of 
management structures. This divergence of perspective could point to a lack of self-awareness on the part 
of SLs in UM which should be a cause for concern. 
 

Areas Identified for Improvement 

The generally positive assessment of the management structrures by the refugees does not mean that there 
is no need for improvement. Many areas were identified during the sessions. Some of these are 
highlighted for each of the camps in Annex 5. Annex 6 also provides a detailed listing of areas identified 
by each session for all nine camps. 
 
For both the SLs and the CCs, the areas raised most often as requiring improvement relate to doing better 
at being fair, avoiding favouritism and avoiding discrimination (on the basis of socio-economic status, or 
ethnic /religious identity), being honest and avoiding corruption, being respectful of people and not 
talking down or talking harshly to the people, and exhibiting good behaviour and abiding by camp rules 

                                                   
56 Based on the discussions that followed rating the management structures, it became clear that most SLs were primarily thinking of their CC as the structure that they were 
rating and for which they then identified improvements they wished to see. 
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(leaders should be an example to the community and not get drunk or gamble). Finally, for the CCs, a 
number of respondents noted the importance of maintaining good relations with NGOs (and by extension 
with donors) and with Thai authorities. There is realization by the population that they are highly 
dependent on both these groups for there basic welfare.  

6 REFUGEE LEADERS AND MANAGERS SELF-PERCEPTIONS 

6.1 Understanding of Main Responsibilities 

In each camp separate sessions were held with a group of about a dozen Section Leaders and the 
equivalent number of members of the Camp Committee.57  One of the questions asked of both groups was 
their understanding of their main duties and responsibilities. Their answers have been consolidated in 
Tables A7.1 and A7.2 of Annex 7 for the SLs and CCs respectively. For ease of reading we have grouped 
similar or related answers under different headings. Reference to these tables reveals considerable amount 
of consistency across all nine camps. 
 
We highlight below what the Sections Leaders and the members of the Camp Committees have identified 
as their main responsibilities. 

6.1.1 Section Leaders  

For Section Leaders, they see their main responsibilities as: 
- maintaining order and a respect for rules and regulations within their section, and ensuring 

security; part of maintaining the ‘rule of law’ within their section involves helping to solve 
problems and resolve conflicts that develop between members of their section 

- maintaining detailed population records including tracking new arrivals and section members 
being resettled 

- overseeing and facilitating the receptions of supplies and the distribution of rations within their 
section 

- communicating/information sharing with the section population  
- coordinating with CBOs and NGOs and supporting their activities within their section, and 
- overseeing their Section Committee and administrative duties, including reporting to the Camp 

Committee. 

6.1.2 Camp Committee Members 

For members of Camp Committees, they perceive their main shared responsibilities as: 
- ensuring order and the rule of law within the camp, including facilitating the requests for camp 

passes, as well as overseeing camp justice and protection within the camp 
- overseeing social affairs of the camp population (health, education, cultural activities, rights), and 

as part of this coordination with NGOs and CBOs 
- overseeing overall camp management including the supervision and support to Section Leaders 

and communication with their Refugee Committee 
- maintaining detailed population records including tracking new arrivals and camp members being 

resettled 
- overseeing and facilitating the reception of supplies and the distribution of rations 
- attending to administrative matters (budgeting and accounting, reporting, filing) 

 

                                                   
57 In In Mae La, a few Zonal Leaders participated in the Camp Committee session.  
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6.2 How This Compares to Formal Description of Positions and Structures 

The responsibilities identified by the Section Leaders (Section 5.1.1 above) as their main duties are, for 
the most part, consistent with the Section Leader job description. However, the job description focuses 
primarily on those responsibilities that relate to maintaining population records and assisting with ration 
distribution, i.e., responsibilities that are in support of TBBC’s function of provisioning the camps with 
food and non-food rations.  Clearly, while these are seen to be important by Section Leaders, from their 
perspective, their most important and most demanding duties relate to their roles in problem solving and 
maintaining peace and order within their section.  
 
Similarly, the responsibilities identified by Camp Committee members (Section 6.1.2 above) are 
consistent with those described in the formal job descriptions. These formal job descriptions are the 
results of work carried out between the KRC, KnRC, the Camp Committees and the TBBC supported 
Camp Management Support Program. This effort, that was carried out in the last few years, resulted in a 
clear division of responsibilities between various office holders at the camp, zone and section committee 
levels, and a move towards standardization between the seven camps overseen by the KRC and the two 
camps overseen by the KnRC. These job descriptions were shared with us by the some of the camp 
committees and were essentially the same from one camp to the next. Here again, we note that many of 
the job descriptions go into considerable detail on those responsibilities directly linked to TBBC’s 
provisioning and support to camp management functions, i.e., maintaining detailed population records, 
reception and distribution of food and non-food items (including ‘extra-needs’), and tracking 
administrative expenses. However, those job descriptions that do not relate to these functions (e.g., Camp 
Health Coordinator, Camp Education Coordinator, Camp Affairs Coordinator) are less detailed and 
explicit.  
 
Each committee member has a specific set of responsibilities and during the sessions in the camps, the 
individual participants were keen to discuss each of their responsibilities. However there was not 
sufficient time to explore and discuss these in detail. The conversation focused on what members 
perceived to be the key areas of responsibility of the Camp Committee as a whole.  

6.3 Main Challenges Faced by the Camp Level Management Structures 

During sessions with the Section Leaders, Camp Committee and Camp Leader in each camp we also 
enquired about the main challenges they faced in the fulfillment of their duties. It is not surprising that 
these would correspond to what they see as some of their main responsibilities. The responses of the 
Section Leaders for all nine camps have been tabulated in Table A7.1 of Annex 7. Those of the Camp 
Committees and the Camp Leaders can be found in the same annex in Tables A7.2 and A7.3 respectively. 
In reviewing these tables, it is important to remember that the challenges identified in the tables are not 
exhaustive, but what respondents in the various sessions identified as top of mind when asked about the 
challenges they faced as managers.  
 
Table 6 below presents a composite picture of the main challenges identified by all three levels. It only 
retains those that are most common across all camps when all three levels (SL, CC and CL) of the camp 
management structures are considered. More detailed listings of challenges as identified by SLs, CCs and 
CLs are provided in Tables A8.1 to A8.3 of Annex 8. 
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Table 6  Composite Picture of Main Challenges 

Camp Managers/Leaders’ Main Challenges  

Common to Most Camps  
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Problem solving and dealing with conflicts           8 

Enforcing rules and laws and maintaining security          7 

Dealing with conflicting codes of law          6 

Loss of management capacity (due to resettlement or elections of 
new, inexperienced managers) & need for training/capacity building 

         6 

Food rations reductions          6 

Reduction in budgets of NGOs in the health sector          6 

Dealing with new arrivals (both large numbers and diversity)          5 

Shelter materials (and other non-food items) reductions          5 

Needing to find alternate sources of income/livelihood to offset 
reductions (and therefore need to obtain permission to leave camp) 

         4 

 
‘Problem solving and dealing with conflicts’ was identified as the primary challenge by Section Leaders 
in eight of the nine camps. This challenge is tied closely to ‘rations reductions’ since section leaders 
indicate that many of the conflicts that have arisen of late, be they conflicts within households or between 
households, have resulted from these reductions (substance abuse and crowded quarters are some of the 
other causes of conflicts identified).  
 
It is noteworthy that most of these challenges, from ‘dealing with conflicting codes of law’ to ‘needing to 
find alternate sources of income/livelihood outside the camp’, are largely due to factors and 
circumstances over which refugee leaders have essentially no control. Not surprising then, that they find 
these challenging.  
 
With respect to ‘conflicting codes of law’, the KRC and KnRC have worked hard at revising their own 
camp rules to ensure that they are consistent with Thai law and international laws and conventions. This 
understandably takes time and is not easy. It is wise that the RCs start from their own customary laws and 
practices as a foundation since these are what most of the people in the camps are familiar with. These are 
the norms they learned growing up in their communities. In any society, laws are a codification of societal 
norms and they tend to follow, not lead the evolution of that society. As efforts are made in the camps to 
align traditional practices and norms with Thai and international laws, retaining the support and 
understanding of the refugee leadership (both formal and informal such as CBO leaders, religious leaders 
and community elders) is paramount. Because most of current leaders are perceived as legitimate and 
command the respect and moral authority of a majority of the camp population, they have a critical role to 
play in helping the population to understand, endorse and adopt any revised norms.   
 
The same kind of approach is required in promoting the various international covenants and rights 
conventions such as the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child. Close to 50% of the population of 
the nine camps are below the age of 18. And the problems of unruly youth and youth gangs are on the 
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increase in many of the camps.58  It is more challenging when the camps have both a high number of 
unregistered refugees involving a mix of ethnic backgrounds. While promoting children rights is laudable, 
of equal, if not greater, importance would be to invest program resources in order to channel the 
capacities and energy of such youth in a more useful and productive way.  
 
As external observers, this is one of the things that is most striking about the context in which these 
refugee management structures operate. They are vested with an incredible amount of responsibility but 
have virtually no financial resources at their disposal and very little say in where external service 
providers, like international NGOs, direct their resources.59  
 
Many of the challenges listed in Table 6 involve other key parties which have the authority to change 
things, the resources to lessen the constraints or the capacity to influence and encourage changes in other 
parties. Concerted dialogue between concerned parties could bring about the alleviation or the elimination 
of some of these challenges. This would be welcomed by the camp management structures as it would 
lessen the heavy load they currently bear. We have no doubt that the RCs and CCs would also be happy to 
participate in any such dialogues and be willing to contribute positively to these.  
 
With respect to the loss of experienced managers, this will in all likelihood continue. There will likely be 
a decrease in attrition due to resettlement, but there will continue to be the arrival of new people into 
governance and management positions. New skills and capacities will be required within camp 
management structures, especially if prospects of an eventual return to Burma were to firm up. So there 
will continue to be an ongoing need to invest resources into training and capacity building.  

7 PARTICIPATION, REPRESENTATION AND LEADERSHIP 

SELECTION 

7.1 Processes Used in the 2010 Elections 

The process of choosing leaders for the refugee management structures is complex and multi-phased. 
From the perspective of an external observer, its intent appears to be to strike a balance between giving 
the population a democratic voice in selecting their leaders, and ensuring some continuity and experience 
within the structures.  

                                                   
58 This was raised as a concern during the evaluation in at least four camps: Ban Mai Nai Soi (Site 1), Mae Ra Ma Luang, Mae La and Nu Po.  
59 Some NGOs, such as Solidarité, are quite good in consulting with the RCs and the CCs with respect to their programs, but this is not across the board. We were also told, that 
when the NGOs in the education sector realized that the whole sector would have fewer resources at their disposal, they consulted with the RCs and CCs to determine how best 
to deal with this sudden decrease in resources.  
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Figure 7.1 Graphic Representation of 2010 Camp Committee Election in Karen Camps 

 
 
One of the ways this is done is through the use of ‘colleges of electors’60 with mixed membership to elect 
the Camp Committees and the Refugee Committees. For instance, for the election of the Camp 
Committees a balance is struck by ensuring that the ‘college of electors’ is composed of the out-going 
Camp Committee members (approx. 15), five representatives for each section selected by the section,61 
and a larger number of Section Candidates elected (secret ballot) by the eligible voters62 in the section 
(three candidates per 100 eligible voters). If we use Mae La Oon as an example, this would mean 5x13 
sections = 65 representatives and approximately 120 candidates.63 This college of electors, composed of 
200 members in our Mae La Oon example, would then elect by secret ballot (from the Section Candidates 
and those out-going members of the CC interested in running for election again) the 15 people64 to sit on 
the new Camp Committee. Once the 15 have been chosen, they determine also by secret ballot who 
among them will occupy the five positions on the Executive Committee.65 This new Executive 
Committee, together with the Camp Committee Election Commission, then allocates CC subcommittee 
positions and administrative duties to the remaining ten members. 
 
The Refugee Committee also involves a similar ‘college of electors’ composed of mixed membership.  

                                                   
60 This term is not used in documents describing the processes. It is the term we use - to describe our understanding of what took place in the 2010 elections. A description of 
the election process can be found in TBBC July to December 2011 Programme Report, Appendix E, pp. 147-149 
61 It is not clear from the documentation whether these section representatives are chosen by the population or by the Section Committee.  
62 According to documents, eligible voters are all UNHCR-registered individuals that are 20+ years old. 
63 The number of registered voters in Mae La Oon is about 9,000. The number of adults 18 or older is about 4,635, and an estimate of those 20 or older would be about 4,000. 
This would give about 120 as the total number of section candidates ((4,000/100) x 3). 
64 Of the 15 there has to be a minimum quota of five female positions. 
65 Chairperson (or Camp Leader), Vice Chairperson (or Deputy Camp Leader), and the 2 to 3 Secretaries. 
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Figure 7.2 Graphic Representation of 2010 Karen Refugee Committee Election  

 
For example for the election of the Karen Refugee Committee in 2010 the ‘college of electors’ was 
comprised of the following: the members of the out-going Refugee Committee (up to 15), members of the 
Community Elders Advisory Board (CEAB) (up to 15), candidates selected by each of the seven Karen 
camps (20 candidates),66 and five representatives from each of the camps (up to 35 representatives though 
some of the representatives might have been chosen as candidates for their camp). So the ‘college of 
electors’ would consist of as many as 85 people who then elect among the 20 candidates the 15 people to 
sit on the Refugee Committee, and then among these 15 who is to sit on the new Executive Committee 
(EC). The new EC then allocates respective duties to the remaining ten RC members.  
 
At the camp level, the election is organized and overseen by a 15-member Camp Committee Election 
Commission (CCEC) that is appointed by the Refugee Committee or the out-going Camp Committee. The 
individuals are chosen for their prior experience in election processes and/or in camp administration; 
respected religious or other community leaders might also be included in the number. The CCEC 
responsibilities include explaining the process and rules to the community, designing the candidate 
application form, receiving the applications, approving the ballot design and overseeing the voting 
(including assistance to illiterate voters). The CCECs are supported and guided by the CEAB.  
 
At the RC level, it is the CEAB that assumes the functions of an Election Commission. 
 
At the zone and section levels, a similar process is used for the election of leaders at these levels with 
eligible voters from the zone or section free to submit their name (or that of another eligible person) as a 
candidate and participating in the election of the members to sit on the Zone or Section Committee. It is 
the newly elected Cam Committee that is responsible for organizing the elections at the zone and section 
levels.  

                                                   
66 The largest camp (Mae La) chose 5 candidates, the 4 medium size camps (MLO, MRML, UM and NP) chose 3 each, and the 2 smaller camps (BDY and TH) chose 2 each. 
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7.2 Refugees Awareness and Understanding of the 2010 Elections Processes 

During ‘general refugee population’ sessions, participants were asked about their understanding of how 
their leaders are chosen.  
 
For the most part, what participants described corresponds to what has been outlined in the previous 
section. These election processes took place almost two years ago and therefore the recollection was not 
very detailed. Given that the process is quite complex, it is not surprising that members of the population 
do not have a detailed recollection.  
 
However, in most camps participants recalled that there was a nomination process using forms and 
eligible voters could submit their candidacy or recommend someone else, that eligible voters got to vote 
on who would be put forward as Section Candidates for the Camp Committee election, and that they got 
to vote for members of their Section Committee, including their Section Leader.  
 
There were a few differences from the process described above: 
 
1) Who actually got to vote? 
In the four camps (MRML, ML, BDY, TH) where participants indicated who got to vote, all four 
indicated that it was only one representative per household that voted, and not all eligible voters. We note 
that these four camps are all camps under the KRC We do not know whether this was the practice in the 
other Karen camps or in the camps under the KnRC. The practice is not consistent with the process 
described above, not is it consistent with most common democratic practices where all adults have the 
right to vote. 
 
2) Who were the eligible voters? 
The three Tak camps were clear that only UNHCR-registered refugees had the right to become candidates 
and the right to vote. This is consistent with what is described above. However, in both the southern most 
camps (BDY, TH), participants indicated that all residents, both registered and unregistered, got to vote. 
This seems to have been what participants in Site 2 and MLO were also indicating, but it is not as clear.  
 
Participants in many of the sessions indicated that the process to identify their leaders that was used in 
2010 was an improvement over the past. Reference was also made in some of the other sessions (with 
specific categories of refugees), to the fact that refugees had a say in the selection of their leaders and that 
if they were not doing a good job, they could select different leaders in the next election.  

7.3 Challenges with Current Structures and Election Processes 

We see a number of challenges facing the current processes in terms of representativeness and democratic 
practice: 

7.3.1 Giving Unregistered Refugees the Right to Vote 

This is in accordance with Thai policy. Since the RTG does not formally recognize the right of these 
people to be in the camps (no registration papers issued), then they should not benefit from any of the 
rights accorded to those registered. In practice, however, the unregistered new arrivals did vote in some of 
the camps67 in the last election.  
 
Currently five of the nine camps have about 50% of their population that is unregistered, and of the 
remaining four, three have more than a third of the population unregistered. These people already face 
more serious challenges because as unregistered people they are not able to leave the camp, and if they do 

                                                   
67 The evaluation team is aware that this was the case in Ban Don Yang and Tham Hin.  
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it is at the risk of being sent back across the border if caught. But since they comprise such a large percent 
of the population, it is critical for the viability of the management structures that they participate in them 
and be allowed to elect people that will represent their perspective.  
 
We believe that this is also in the best interest of the RTG. It is the RTG that favored, from the outset, a 
management approach that involved the refugees themselves. We suspect that their reason for doing so 
was because they believed that such refugee-based structures would best be able to administer these 
communities in a peaceful and orderly way. It is also for this reason, that the unregistered people should 
be given a voice and a say in any new election. If in the future, SLs and CCs are only elected by 
registered people, they will lack both legitimacy and representativeness. This is particularly problematic 
in camps where a substantial portion of unregistered people are not part of the majority ethnic group (such 
as in the three Tak camps). As an evaluation team we noted considerable discontent and latent tension in 
at least one of the Tak camps, Umpiem Mai, and would not be surprised to find similar tensions present in 
other camps.  

7.3.2 Ensuring All Adults Get to Vote 

As noted above, in KRC camps, the practice seems to allocate only one vote per household. This practice 
can easily lead to over representation of men’s perspective in how the votes are cast since often the man 
of the house will be considered the household head and be the one to vote. Also the varying perspectives 
of the different adult members of the household are not given expression.  

7.3.3 Representation of Different Sub-Groups of the Population at Different Levels  

In this section when we refer to different sub-groups of the camps’ populations we are speaking of three 
specific sub-groups – women, people from ethnic or religious minority groups, and youth. 
 
Women 
In the 2010 elections, women were given a minimum quota of five places on Camp Committees that 
consist of up to 15 members (e.g., ML and some of the medium size camps). Some of the smaller camps 
had smaller committees so the number of places ‘reserved’ for women was correspondingly less. The 
intent was to ensure that women perspectives would be adequately represented. In KRC’s review of its 
election procedures, it noted that while an increased number of women stood for elections, this did not 
necessarily lead to more women actually being elected. To somewhat offset this shortfall resulting from 
the electoral process, CCs hired a number of women into CC staff positions. CMSP figures indicate that 
at the CC level 38% of people receiving stipends (i.e., CC members and staff) were women at the time of 
the evaluation.68 In some camps, such as Site 2 and TH, at least half of CMSP stipends are paid to women 
(54% and 50% respectively), while some camps have not achieved the 33% target aimed for (MRML: 
30%; UM: 26%; NP: 30%). Interestingly, Site 2 and TH also have the largest number of women being 
paid stipends at the section level (50% and 58% respectively) whereas when all nine camps are taken 
together only 21% of stipends are paid to women at the section level. The refugee Camp Leader in both 
Site 2 and TH are also women. As part of the review of election procedures in preparation for the 2013 
elections, the KRC and KnRC should examine what conditions led to this higher representation of women 
in Site 2 and TH and identify what measures could lead to a higher representation of women in the other 
seven camps.  
 
It might also be useful to reflect on how to ensure representation and a voice for other special categories 
of the population, such as minorities and youth. 

                                                   
68 During this evaluation, the sessions held with the Camp Committees consisted mostly of 11 to 12 participants. In total we met with 99 CC members (not counting the three 
zonal leaders that joined the ML CC session) of which 29 were women, or 29% of the participants which is lower than the 38% of women receiving stipends at the CC level, but 
participants in these sessions consisted mainly of CC members and not staff. The CC session in BDY included 5 women. Those in Site 1, UM and Nu Po included 4 women. 
There were only 3 women in MRML, MLO and ML, 2 women in TH and 1 woman in Site 2. 
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Minorities 
The way the current system is organized, it is very unlikely that representatives of minority groups will 
make it onto the Camp Committee. It is easier for minority groups to be represented at the Section Leader 
level if they have sufficient numbers and concentrate in specific sections such as with the Muslim 
population in the three Tak camps. It is much less likely that minority representatives will make it onto 
the Camp Committees. These will tend to be dominated by the majority group within the camp. 
 
While majorities rule in democracies, certain measures are also taken to ensure that the rights of 
minorities are protected and measures usually taken to ensure that minorities have a voice and 
consideration is given to their specific needs.  
 
Each camp faces different challenges in this respect, so it is unlikely that one approach will suit all 
situations. While the three Tak camps have substantial Muslim minorities, these Muslim minorities also 
wield significant economic clout and seemed to have been able to ensure that their voice is heard and their 
concerns addressed (e.g., difficulties in access to education or access to work opportunities, 
discrimination and/or intimidation by members of the majority groups vis-à-vis a minority person, etc.). 
Members of other minority groups, however, have more difficulty having their voice heard. In order to 
address this, the Camp Committee in Mae La Camp set-up a minorities advisory committee. This 
provides a channel of communication between these smaller minority groups and the Camp Committee. 
Possibly a similar mechanism could work in other camps, but as a management structure responsible for 
all the population in the camp the Camp Committee needs to find ways to communicate with and hear 
from these segments of the population that are faced with specific challenges69 (e.g., language barriers) 
and are often poorly understood.  
 
In camps where minorities comprise a significant segment of the population,70 it would even be advisable 
to include some form of minority representation71 on the Camp Committees.    
 
Given that ethnic minorities account for about 14% of the combined population of the seven Karen 
camps, it would also be advisable to give serious consideration to some form of minority representation 
on the Karen Refugee Committee. It is our understanding that the current Karenni Refugee Committee 
involves at least one non-Karenni member, and if that is the case, it would be a good example to emulate.  
 
Youth 
Because youth are not adults, they do not get to vote and therefore cannot use the ballot box as a way of 
having their views represented or addressed. However, with almost 50% of the population72 below the age 
of 18, youth account for a large segment of the camp population. Some of the camps have seen the 
emergence of youth gangs which concern both the population as well as the leadership of the camps. 
There is an incredible amount of energy and capacity among this segment of the population, especially 
those in their adolescent years. And there is a need to channel this energy and capacity in positive and 
productive ways.  
 
Channels of communication need to be opened and mechanisms found to directly engage youth. In our 
sessions, some interesting suggestions were made such as the idea of holding a forum to listen to their 

                                                   
69 In MRML, the CC noted that most of the Burmese-speaking population are in Section 13 which has its own Section Committee. The CC makes extra efforts to work with this SC 
given the special nature of the population of that section (a mix of former 1988 students and more recent arrivals). 
70 Minority groups account for more than 15% of the population in four camps. In descending order they are UM at 25.3%, NP at 22.1%, ML at 16.1% and Site at 15,8%.  
71 This would probably be best done through the election of a special representative by members of the minority population, or a representative of a minorities’ advisory group if 
such a mechanism exists. 
72 In UM, youth account for only 42% of the population. However in all other camps, they account for between 44% and 51% of the population. 
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concerns and them to come up with activities that could benefit both themselves and the community as a 
whole. Providing support to youth organizations which have become almost moribund with the departure 
of their leadership through resettlement was another interesting suggestion. Others are mentioned in 
Annex 4. 

8 SPECIFIC DIMENSIONS OF CAMP MANAGEMENT 

8.1 Protection and Access to Justice 

In 2006, prior to undertaking the IRC/UNHCR Legal Assistance Center (LAC) project, the International 
Rescue Committee (IRC) undertook an important and in-depth study on the protection environment in 
three of the nine refugee camps and an examination of issues related to access to justice and the rule of 
law in these settings. It was not really feasible for us to undertake as a comprehensive investigation as this 
earlier report since ‘protection and access to justice’ was only one of many dimensions this evaluation 
was mandated to look at.73 

8.1.1 Dealing with Serious and Sensitive Situations 

Our focus was gaining an understanding of how camp management structures perceived their role in 
dealing with serious and sensitive situations involving, for example, violence or sexual assault. We noted 
a heightened awareness of the types of crimes and how these should be processed, and a heightened 
concern about the need to support survivors and to enlist various parties in the provision of such support. 
In some instances, we also noted an awareness of the need to ensure confidentiality regarding certain 
sensitive cases. 
 
We observed a broad awareness and concern among camp management structures regarding specific 
aspects and challenges related to ‘protection and access to justice’ in the camps. This heightened 
awareness and concern is a direct result of efforts undertaken by various parties in the camps in the last 
few years: the work of the IRC/UNHCR LAC project in some of the camps (e.g., Site 1 and Mae La, and 
more recently Nu Po and Umpiem Mai), and various trainings provided by UNHCR on refugee rights, 
and CBO and NGO programs related to sexual gender-based violence and children rights.  
 
Unless otherwise noted, the following observations apply to all nine camps. There is: 
 

- A clear sense of what issues are dealt with at what level: section, zone, camp or handed over to 
the Thai justice system via Thai authorities.  

- An awareness that, because the camps are on Thai soil, any serious crimes involving a refugee 
from their camp (be it in or outside the camp) is to be dealt with by the Thai justice system and 
according to Thai law.  

- An awareness of the types of serious crimes that must be handed over and dealt with by the Thai 
justice system.74 Both the KnRC and the KRC have a set of camp ‘rules and regulations’ that help 
provide a framework for people operating within the camp management structures. In KRC’s 
current revised set of Rules and Regulations for Camp Residents there are 39 rules.75 Of these, 12 
relate to crimes that require the matter being immediately handed over to the Thai authority. 

                                                   
73 In the earlier study, 2,299 residents in Site 1, Site 2 and ML were surveyed on the sole focus of ‘protection and access to justice’ (i.e., barriers to accessing justice, challenges 
to the rule of law and other protection issues).  
74 The serious crimes mentioned by groups in all camps were murder, rape and sexual violence, human trafficking, forestry offences. Others crimes mentioned in only some 
camps include: possession and dealing in hard drugs, child exploitation, causing serious body injury or mental harm, production and sale of alcohol, etc. 
75 This set of 39 rules is part of a revised set of rules that the KRC has been working on to ensure that it is in line with Thai law. The earlier set only had 33 rules. This revision is 
still on- going and should be completed within the current year. In this undertaking, the KRC is in dialogue with the UNHCR, the IRC/UNHCR LAC project, and people familiar 
with Thai law and the Thai justice system. 
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Another three involve giving an initial warning to a perpetrator, providing education with respect 
to the infraction and why it is deemed a crime, but a repeat infraction would result in the matter 
being handed over to the Thai authority. With respect to the KnRC set of rules, 17 crimes76 
require handing the matter over to the Thai authority. 

- An understanding that with respect to sexual violence a multi-sectoral approach should be used 
and to involve different actors:  

 
o For instance, the Section Leaders are aware that when they are faced with an issue involving 

women in a domestic or sexual violence situation, they will involve Section Security, Section 
Social Affairs as well as CBOs (KWO or MWA if Muslim women are involved in Karen 
camps; or KNWO and WCC in Karenni camps, and SGBV program staff) to assist with the 
situation and provide support and counselling. Situations of serious violence are passed on to 
the camp level (camp security, camp justice).  

o Similarly, at the camp level, Camp Security, Camp Justice, Camp Social Affairs as well as 
relevant CBOs would be involved. In cases of rape or alleged rape, the matter would be 
handed over to the Thai justice system (often via LAC in camps where LAC is present). In all 
camps, either KWO or KNWO operate a safe house where women survivors can receive 
protection, support and counselling. Respondents in most camps also mentioned the need to 
involve the NGO responsible for health to conduct a medical exam77 and provide medical 
support to the survivor. 

 
The incidence of serious crimes varied considerably from camp to camp based on what we were told. For 
instance, in BDY and Site 2, we were told that there had not been any serious crimes in the past year or 
two. However, in Site 2, instances of domestic violence were quite common and most often related to 
alcohol abuse by the husband. In MRML, MLO, ML, UM and NP, references were only to past crimes 
(dating back to four or five years) and no mention of any specific recent crimes. In BDY, we were told 
that in the past year the camp had to deal with a rape, an attempted rape and a serious domestic violence 
incident where both wife and husband suffered injuries. In Site 1, during the session with the CBOs, we 
were told that there had been 11 instances of rape78 in the past year.  
 
As noted earlier in this report, section leaders report an increase in the incidence of domestic violence. 
They identify substance abuse (related to prolonged encampment and lack of a future) as most often a 
direct cause. They indicate that recent cuts in rations have also given rise to more conflicts both within 
households and between households, and that some of these conflicts have led to physical violence. 
 
However, significant challenges remain. For instance: 

- The notion that there has to be a separation between the executive and judiciary functions of 
democratic government is still not fully understood or accepted in all camps. A deep sense of 
frustration with the new approach was expressed most clearly by the Camp Committee in 
Umpiem Mai.  UM is one of the new camps where the LAC project is being implemented. 
However, even in Mae La where the LAC project has been operational for many years, not all 
leaders fully understand or support this notion. While some might understand and be willing to 
accept the principle, the concern is with how this can be done.  

 
- Many within the camp management structures (SLs, CC members) feel that their responsibility 

for maintaining security, order and peace within the camp is being undermined by their inability 
to apply camp rules to youth under the age of 18. They are convinced that if youth, individually 

                                                   
76 The KnRC rules also include crimes related to the possession of weapons and the production of explosives. 
77 This was not mentioned explicitly in Site 1, Site 2, BDY and TH. In MRML, the CC indicated that the camp does not have the ability to test whether a rape has occurred. 
78 We understand that many of these were ‘statutory rapes’: i.e., involving refugees girls under the age of 18 entering into intimate, though consensual, relationships.  
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or in gangs, are allowed to break the law (e.g., get into fights, carry arms, substance abuse, thefts, 
etc.) with impunity and without sanction then the situation will deteriorate very rapidly in the 
camp and camp residents as a whole will suffer.  

 
- The KRC and KnRC have invested considerable effort at revising and updating the existing camp 

‘rules and regulations’ to ensure that they are aligned and consistent with Thai law. Alignment 
with Thai law is important since, ultimately, for serious crimes, it is Thai law and the Thai justice 
system and its interpretation of these Thai laws that would apply. However, the Refugee 
Committees are very wise to want to adjust their existing ‘camp rules’ since these have been the 
rules that have been used to administer ‘justice’ and ensure a ‘rule of law’ in the camps for many 
years. They are likely to be better known and understood than Thai law which has only been 
introduced to the camp leadership in recent years and is still not well known and understood 
within the larger population.  

 
- In the process of revising the set of camp rules, there has been an attempt at suggesting that 

certain terms such as ‘law’, ‘crime’, ‘article’ or ‘punishment’ not be used at all by the Refugee 
Committees in their set of camp rules as these should only relate to Thai law. There appears to be 
a misunderstanding that more than one code of law cannot be present simultaneously, when 
actually this occurs in many jurisdictions. Most countries will have a constitution which is the 
supreme law, and then their will be a national code of law that comes under the constitutions and 
cannot in any way contradict the constitution. There are often, in some countries, other levels of 
jurisdiction such as provinces or states and most countries have municipalities. These states or 
provinces often have their own assemblies that are empowered to enact laws within their areas of 
responsibility, and as long as these laws are not in contradiction with the national code of law, 
they are as valid and enforceable as the national code. Municipal councils will also generally 
adopt a number of municipal by-laws and codes (e.g., building codes, sanitation codes, etc.) that 
will govern municipal services and determine what can be done and how within the municipality. 
As long as such codes and by-laws are consistent with and not in contradiction of codes of law at 
higher levels they are also valid and enforceable. So, in principle, there is nothing problematic 
with the RCs and the camps being governed by a distinct set of rules as long as they align and are 
not in contradiction with Thai law.  

 
- In practice, given their particular nature, camps and camp communities require a specific set of 

rules that deal with their specific circumstances. For instance, given the crowded nature of the 
camps, camps require very clear and enforceable rules to manage waste, to ensure sanitary 
facilities and to minimize the possibility of uncontrolled fires.  

 
While refugee leaders spoke of certain criminal cases that had been successfully prosecuted by the Thai 
justice system, it seems unlikely that the Thai justice system will be in a position to absorb a large number 
of criminal cases involving refugees. Therefore, we believe that, with respect to access to justice, 
continuing to strengthen the camp justice system remains imperative.  

8.1.2 Abuse of Power 

A few instances of milder forms of abuse of power by SLs or CC members were raised in various 
sessions with refugees. For example, some instances of favouritism or discrimination were mentioned. 
Favouring a friend, a relative or someone from one’s ethnic groups is a misuse of one’s power and 
authority. In Nu Po, one participant noted that his/her group had to give some ‘betel nut money’ to a CC 
member in order for that person to pay attention to their request. This is an example of petty corruption. 
But is also an abuse of power in that one is using one’s position to gain a favour. 
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In Umpiem Mai, as noted earlier, we observed some fear on behalf of participants to speak openly in a 
public session. While this was not the case in all groups, the very fact that a number of people were 
fearful of speaking up in some groups is an indication that these people believe that power could be used 
against them which suggests that it probably had been misused in such a way in the past.  
 
In order to address the problem of power abuse and misuse, the KRC and the KnRC have developed 
Codes of Conduct. Both Codes of Conduct were developed separately but cover much of the same 
ground. Their intent is to ensure that individuals working as committee members or as staff for the KRC 
or KnRC (and related bodies) use their power and perform their duties in a responsible and ethical 
manner. For both the KRC and the KnRC, the Code of Conduct applies to members of the Refugee 
Committee, to members of Camp Committees in all camps, to the staff in the Camp Management 
Program and the Camp Management Support Program (and in the case of KnRC to the staff of the Thai-
Burma Border Football program), and to Camp Justice and Camp Security staff in all camps.  
 
Code of Conduct Committees have been set up at both the Refugee Committee level and at the camp 
level. These committees have the responsibility of overseeing their respective Codes of Conduct and 
receiving complaints. There is some awareness among the camp population that these Codes of Conduct 
are in place and that complaints can be addressed to them. The evaluators did not meet with any of these 
Code of Conduct committees, so we do not have data on the number of complaints they have received and 
how these have been addressed and resolved. 

8.2 Program Activity Coordination and Data Sharing 

8.2.1 At the Camp Level 

Generally each camp holds a monthly meeting that involves the CC and representatives of various NGOs 
and CBOs working in the camp. These meetings provide a venue where information can be shared on 
activities that are taking place and being planned. These are often limited to the sharing of broad 
information and are not so useful in terms of working out specific details related to a particular activity. 
With respect to particular activities, often separate ad-hoc meetings are held between the particular NGO 
and the appropriate member of the CC. The CC also calls special meetings with concerned parties for 
planning and enlisting support for specific activities or to deal with specific issues.  
 
On the CC, there are Health Coordinator and Education Coordinator positions with the primary 
responsibility to interface with the NGOs that are providing services in these sectors in the camp. Camp 
level Health and Education Committees are also mechanisms to share information and coordinate efforts 
in each sector. 
 
Sessions with CC members and with the CLs reveal that from their perspective different NGOs have 
different attitudes towards the CC. Some NGOs will not attend the meetings and will often plan and carry 
out activities with very little reference to the CC. Some will not bother to request a meeting but will just 
show up in the camp and expect to be able to meet with the CL or certain members of the CC on the spot. 
Other NGOs, however, are very good in consulting and working with the CC. 
 
More recently, following an initiative by CCSDPT, there has been an effort to ensure that some of these 
monthly coordination meetings (or that part of the meetings) be used to step back from the day-to-day 
planning of discrete activities and take a more strategic approach. We understand that the purpose of these 
sessions is to reflect on the overall situation in the camp, understand how it is evolving and identify gaps 
or needs that are not being addressed.  
 
The camp is the obvious entity for the purposes of planning and managing of services to the population, 
but many of the key services (health, education) are provided by NGOs that focus on a particular sector of 
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expertise and across many camps. Understandably, their concern tends to be limited to the delivery of 
quality services in their particular area of expertise. As they deal with reductions in budget, their sectoral 
focus will tend to become even more pronounced, when from the perspective of the overall wellbeing of 
the population there is a need to reassess which needs are most critical and how resources should be 
allocated accordingly.  
 
This responsibility naturally falls on the camp management structures, but the Camp Leader and Camp 
Committee do not have access to significant programming funds that could be directed to what they see as 
areas of priority need or important gaps that are identified. They have very little say and must rely on 
moral suasion to influence how the NGOs allocate their resources. If NGOs are faced with significant 
difficulties they will sometimes turn to the camp management structures (RCs, CCs) to consult on the best 
way forward. We understand that this happened in the education sector when, due to budget reductions, 
the NGOs involved in education realized that they would no longer be able to support education in the 
camps as they had done in the past. TBBC also consulted with the RCs and CCs when its funding was 
reduced and it realized there would have to be reductions in the level of food and non-food items 
provided. Not all NGOs have proceeded in this way. Some, when faced with budget reduction and the 
realization that they are no longer in the position to support certain programs or activities, turn to the CC 
and expect the camp refugee management structures (SLs, CC) to take on the responsibility of the activity 
or program but without any resources to do so.  
 
Regarding data, the refugee management structures at the camp level (SLs and CC) gather detailed data 
primarily regarding camp population and on food and non-food items (reception and distribution). This 
data is kept at the Camp Committee office. It is updated on a monthly basis. On a monthly basis this 
information is shared with the Refugee Committee as well as with TBBC.  

8.2.2 At the Overall Humanitarian Assistance Coordination Level 

In terms of overall coordination of the humanitarian response to the Burmese refugee situation, this 
occurs in different ways, in different places. The key agencies and mechanisms involved are the OCDP, 
the CCSDPT, the RCs, TBBC, UNHCR and the DHAWG. Their roles and functions in coordination were 
described in section 4.2 above. 
 
While considerable coordination is taking place, when all is said and done, there does not appear a clear 
place (or clear entity) where the responsibility to decide and the mandate to act rest. The more collegial 
approach that has characterized the humanitarian assistance to Burmese refugees has, to date, been 
effective. This has been so because the community of stakeholders has been able to maintain a shared 
analysis and understanding, and a general consensus around what needed to be done and the approach to 
be used. However, as soon as such a general consensus no longer exists, the limitations of such a collegial 
approach begin to appear.  
 
When trying to understand how the overall coordination of humanitarian assistance works, another puzzle 
is figuring out where and how the refugee-based management structures, and in particular the Refugee 
Committees, interface with the parties involved in ensuring the overall coordination of assistance. Are 
they consulted, and if so how? Should they not have a place at the table?  

8.3 Service Delivery and Monitoring 

The refugee management structures have a direct role in camp security, maintaining detailed camp 
population records, the reception and distribution of food and non-food supplies and the maintenance and 
upkeep of basic camp infrastructure (e.g., roadways and paths within the camp, camp buildings such as 
warehouses, camp committee office, etc.).  
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With respect to the maintenance and upkeep of camp infrastructure, given that the camp committee has 
very minimal financial resources, it must rely primary on building supplies provided by TBBC and on 
voluntary labour from the camp population.  
 
While a Camp Health Coordinator and a Camp Education Coordinator that sit on the Camp Committee 
and have the responsibility to oversee camp education activities and camp health activities respectively, 
their role is more to serve as the main point of contact between the Camp Committee and their respective 
camp committees (education and health) and the NGOs working in these sectors.  
 
Chosen from among the 15 people elected to the Camp Committee, the Health Coordinator and Education 
Coordinator do not necessarily have backgrounds or training in public health or education respectively. It 
is not their function to monitor and ensure that services provided are up to standard, nor, for the most part, 
do they have the technical competence to do so. 

9 CURRENT MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES AS PERCEIVED BY 

OTHERS 

9.1 Thai Camp Commanders and Other Local Officials 

On the whole the TCCs report maintaining good relations and open communications with the refugee 
Camp Leader and the Camp Committee. The issue of language poses a problem in some instances (e.g., 
NP) so that interactions have to occur through the help of an interpreter. However, overall relations are 
facilitated by the fact that some of the Or Sor79 are ethnic Karen/Karenni and a number of Or Sor are also 
married to refugee women. Two of the TCCs are themselves married to Karen women (MRML and 
MLO). The shared cultural affinities facilitate communication.  
 
The TCCs also report that the refugee-based structures to manage the camps are working well. Some note 
that the refugee leaders are able to take care of the welfare of the population and maintain good order 
much more effectively than if it was left to the Thai military or officials from the MoI to take on this 
responsibility. That being said, some of the TCCs noted areas that remain a concern for them. For 
instance the TCC for Site 1 was concerned about the risk of fire within the camp and felt that the CC 
could do better at introducing measures to minimize the risk of accidental fires. The Site 2 TCC noted that 
while the CC was composed of good people that it has suffered considerably from the loss of experienced 
people to resettlement. In MLO the TCC believed that part of the task of the CL and CC was to prepare 
the population for an eventual return to Burma. In Nu Po, the TCC was concerned about the emergence of 
youth gangs and violent confrontations taking place between gangs from different ethnic groups and 
believed not enough was being done by the CC (and the NGOs) to deal with this matter.  
 
A number of the TCCs also believed that the structures and democratic processes used to choose the 
leaders was a good thing (TCCs in Site 2, MLO and NP talked about this explicitly). They noted that most 
of these refugees were in the camps because they had fled a repressive military regime and that this was 
good preparation prior to an eventual return to Burma.  
 
With respect to the movement of refugees in and out of the camps, this is one aspect of the official RTG 
policy that all TCCs acknowledged was difficult for both them and the refugee management structures to 
enforce. Some of the TCCs (Site 1, BDY) have instituted more rigorous control measures for entry and 
exit of the camps , but all TCC recognize that there are a number of refugees that leave, for instance, to 
work in nearby communities and this is deemed ‘acceptable’ if it is in certain specific communities in 

                                                   
79 As noted earlier in this report, ‘Or Sor’ is the transliteration of the Thai acronym for Territorial Defence Volunteers. It is the expression most commonly used by all who live or 
work in the camps. 
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close proximity of the camp. Some Thai Camp Commanders note that some policies are a challenge to 
implement given that the camps are not set up as fenced-in prisons with security perimeters, and that the 
camps should not be set up as prisons since refugees are not criminal convicts.  
 
More often, though, other officials, such as the military operating in the area or forestry officials 
responsible for protecting the forest reserves where almost all of the camps are located are of the opinion 
that the TCCs are being too lax in enforcing RTG policy and Thai laws, especially as regards movement 
of residents in and out of the camps. The negative impact of the presence of these camps on the local 
environment is considerable. For UM and TH, there are significant concerns about who actually are the 
people in the camps and how many are actually legitimate refugees (i.e., fleeing war or political 
repression).  

9.2 Non-Government Organizations (including TBBC) 

During the field data gathering period, meetings were held in six different locations80 to which 
representatives of NGOs working in the camps (including TBBC) were invited to share their perceptions 
and suggestions with regard to the camp management structures.  
 
Since some people were unable to attend these meetings, four other representatives were able to share 
their perspectives in separate meetings or over the telephone. In all, we were able to speak to 20 different 
representatives of 12 different agencies providing services in all main sectors: protection, health, 
sanitation/environmental health, education, food assistance/nutrition, livelihoods, camp management. 
 
Almost all of the representatives we spoke to indicate having a good working relationship with the camp 
management structures (primarily the Camp Committee or particular members of the CC) in the camps 
were they operate. Most have been working with the refugee camps for many years and commented 
positively on the changes that had been taking place over the past few years:  

- clearer division of roles and responsibilities and explicit job descriptions for people occupying 
positions within camp management structures; 

- more democratic processes for the election of refuges into leadership positions; 
- the introduction of Codes of Conduct for elected representatives and staff in management 

positions. 
 
However they also noted that significant challenges remain: 

- The elections in 2010 resulted in many new people occupying positions for which they have had 
no prior experience, so they are still learning their new role and responsibilities and still require 
training and support to develop the capacities needed for their new functions; 

- Third countries resettlement has also lead to the loss of the experienced leaders; 
- In some camps, there has been less of a change-over in people occupying leadership positions; in 

these camps, the challenge is bringing about changes in attitudes as many of these people still 
hold to traditional notions of leadership and authority, and to practices that are not always 
transparent; 

- While the election of representatives to Camp Committees is a good thing, this does not 
necessarily lead to the choice of people with various technical backgrounds (e.g., one of the 15 
people elected to the Camp Committee will be given the position of Camp Health Coordinator; 
such a person will not necessarily have any experience or training in the field of public health);  

- While noting that the 2010 election process was an improvement over past practices, there is 
considerable education work that needs to take place with the refugee population as a whole in 
preparation of the next elections in 2013; 

                                                   
80 Meetings were held in Mae Hong Son (for NGOs working in Site 1 and Site 2), Mae Sarieng (for NGOs working in MLO and MRML), Mae Sot (for NGOs working in ML), 
Umphang (for NGOs working in UM and NP), Sangklaburi (for NGOs working in BDY) and Suan Pheung (for NGOs working in TH).  
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- While the introduction of Codes of Conduct (CoC) is a positive development, some 
representatives noted that the ability of the CoC Committee to carry out its mandate remained a 
challenge in at least one particular camp with which they are familiar.  

 
Most NGOs are favourable to the basic philosophy or principle that favours people participation and 
control over their own lives. In practice, however, they often come up against situations which make this 
challenging to accomplish. One representative noted that NGOs are often critical of the refugee leadership 
which they see as not very participatory and top-down, but NGOs themselves are quite top down. For 
most NGOs, most of the authority rests with the Country Director in Bangkok and while the field 
representative is responsible to coordinate and work things out, he/she has very little freedom to 
manoeuvre or operate beyond the NGOs clearly established guidelines.  
 
Most NGOs operate within quite strict practices and must follow quite detailed plans and budgets with 
limited room to deviate from these. NGOs that operate in more technical areas such as in the health sector 
also have various protocols, norms and standards that they must respect. While, in principle, health sector 
NGOs would be open to collaborate with the CC in planning health related activities, there is often no one 
on the CC that has the technical background or competence to contribute knowledgeably to such a 
process. This raises the question whether the CC should be only composed of elected representatives or 
also include certain positions that are filled by people who are hired on the basis of the specific technical 
knowledge, experience and skills they would bring to the position. Another way of addressing this need 
for technical knowledge and expertise would be to have technical advisors in staff positions who are hired 
by and answerable to the CC. Such people would not change at every election, thereby helping maintain 
this important advisory capacity. The loss of such qualified people to 3rd country resettlement would 
remain an issue. 
 
A number of representatives noted that they can understand the frustration that must be felt by members 
of the CC who have been given certain responsibilities but have very little authority or control over 
anything and have virtually no financial resources at their disposal. Yet when an NGO faces cuts in its 
budget, it is to the CC that it turns for help in resolving the situation they face. Some CCs have 
demonstrated the ability to come up with reasonable criteria to help NGOs make decisions about what to 
cut when faced with a decrease in budget.  
 
TBBC held consultations with the KRC and KnRC as well as all the CCs when it implemented the first 
cut in rations. Further consultations were being held during the period of this evaluation regarding further 
cuts that would come into force in February 2012. Similarly the NGOs in the education sector held 
consultations when faced with significant shortfall in that sector. None of these consultations have been 
easy, but they demonstrate that there is a willingness to engage and the ability to contribute constructively 
in order to try to minimize the negative impacts of such cuts on the population.  
 
In the health sector, choices can be starker with life and death consequences: do we continue funding the 
immunization program (which statistically saves many more lives over time) and cut the budget for 
referrals (which almost always has to do with life-threatening injuries or illnesses), or the reverse? While 
such decisions are not easy, they are decisions community leaders are often faced with. There is no reason 
to believe that the refugee leadership would not be able to engage and contribute meaningfully with health 
sector NGOs to these kinds of decisions. While, members of the CC might not have all the technical 
expertise to usefully contribute to the planning of programs and activities, if presented with various 
options and the pros and cons of each, there is no reason they could not provide some guidance and help 
indicate what they believe should be the priorities (i.e., in terms of resource allocation) for the maximum 
benefit of the camp population.  
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Many NGO representatives acknowledged that building competent and capable refugee-based camp 
management structures is challenging. When asked where the responsibility for this should rest, they were 
of the opinion that it should not rest solely with TBBC (representatives of TBBC at all levels of the 
organization were also of this opinion). However, few had any clear ideas about alternatives. People 
recognized that they all have some contribution to make in how they work and interact with the 
management structures, but it was not clear that their role should be any more than that.  

9.3 Community-Based Organizations (CBOs) 

A total of 91 individual representatives of various Community-Based Organizations (CBOs) and camp 
committees participated in the CBO sessions in the nine camps. As indicated in Table 9 below, a large 
majority of these (79%) were from organizations representing women (KNWO, KWO), youth (KNYO, 
KYO) or students (KSU, KSNG). These six organizations often had more than one person attending the 
same session, usually because they were involved in distinct programs or activities within their 
organization. The evaluation sub-team for Mae Hong Son also met with six representatives of the Karen 
Women’s Organization (KWO) at their headquarters in Mae Sarieng.  
 
CBOs cooperate closely with the CCs in the camps and are often called upon to assist the CCs, and 
certain NGOs with various tasks and function such as community mobilization, nutrition and health 
education (women and student groups), psycho-social counseling and SGBV counseling and support 
(women organizations), and special events, cultural activities and sports activities (youth organizations). 
Some of the CBOs, especially (KNWO and KWO) are also often asked to sit on various camp 
committees.  

Table 9 Participation in CBO Sessions 
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 # of participants  

Karenni National Women’s Organization (KNWO)/ 
Karen Women’s Organization (KWO) 

4 4 4 3 2 1 3 6 5 32 

Karenni National Youth Organization (KNYO)/ 
Karen Youth Organization (KYO) 

1 - 4 4 4 2 3 6 5 29 

Karenni Student Union (KSU)/ 
Karen Student Network Group (KSNG) 

- 2 - 3 2 2 - - 2 11 

Representatives of 9 Other CBOs
81
 and 2 Committees

82
 2 2 - - 4 6 5 - - 19 

Total 7 8 8 10 12 11 11 12 12 91 

 
Clearly the CBOs are a means to mobilize various segments of the camp population, a venue to provide 
refugees with opportunity to learn basic planning and organizing skills and mechanisms to deliver specific 
services. As civil society organizations they are both training grounds for refugee leadership (and 
potential future camp leaders) and a different means to hold camp management structures accountable to 
the population. 
 
In the CBO sessions, the feedback received aligned itself closely with the feedback gathered in various 
refugee sessions. Where refugee sessions noted instances of bias or lack of fairness on the part of certain 
leaders, the CBO session would also raise this as an issue. Similarly with the concerns raised in one or 

                                                   
81 The other CBOs that participated were: BWU (2), EFCG (1), KNED (1), KNHD (1), KHWA (2), MWA (2), MYA (2), NEFCC (1) and PKLCC (2). 
82 The Camp Committees that participated were: Child Protection Committee (3) and Sexual and Gender-Based Violence Committee (2).  
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more camps of leaders being disrespectful or not attentive to others when being spoken, of certain leaders 
getting drunk or otherwise setting a bad example (by not following the camp rules and regulations), or of 
some leaders in one camp having the tendency of abusing their authority and being overly harsh.  
 
However, while noting that there are clearly areas where improvements are required, on the whole, the 
CBOs believe that the current refugee management structures are working satisfactorily. Efforts to 
strengthen these structures and build the capacity of managers and leaders should continue, but there is no 
need to replace the current structure with an alternate structure.  
 
Areas that were highlighted as requiring improvements (in addition to the ones noted above) were: 

- to ensure better representation of women on the CCs; 
- to ensure that communication channels are working better and that the information and messaging 

is consistent (from the outside world to the CC, from the CC to the zonal leaders and SLs/section 
committees, and from the SLs/section committees to the population; 

- to provide better support and oversight of SLs; and  
- to ensure that all camps are clear as to the current camp ‘rules and regulations’. 

9.4 UNHCR  

The UNHCR did not become involved with the Burmese refugees in Thailand until 1997.83 Following the 
arrival of the first groups of people fleeing fighting in 1984, the RTG had hoped that their presence in 
Thailand would be temporary. It did not invite the UNHCR to become involved in order not to 
“internationalize” the situation according to one UNHCR representative. This changed in 1998, when the 
UNHCR was approached by the RTG to visit the border and in 1999 an agreement was negotiated that 
gave the UNHCR quite a narrow mandate that focused on protection and registration, and, in the mid-
2000s, resettlement.  
 
These arrangements are quite an unusual as the UNHCR, along with its protection mandate is often 
expected and takes on an important role in the overall coordination of humanitarian assistance. While in 
recent years, the UNHCR has collaborated with the donor community and the CCSDPT in the 
coordination of the humanitarian assistance to Burmese refugees (e.g., the work with the CCSDPT on the 
Strategic Framework for Durable Solutions), its primary efforts have has been on its protection mandate 
and the rights of the individual refugee, and less on the community of refugees as a whole and the 
management of the camps.  
 
In line with its protection mandate, the UNHCR has actively supported ‘access to justice’ work in part 
through its support to the IRC LAC project as well as support to SGBV work in the camps. This latter is 
in response to a heightened concern within the UN system about sexual exploitation and abuse, and 
therefore the need to proactively address such issues. Through this work, the UNHCR has been working 
with and providing training in conflict resolution and protection to the Refugee Committees and the CCs. 
And through the LAC project, the UNHCR is supporting the efforts at separation of the ‘executive’ from 
the ‘judiciary’ within some of the camps and establishing the interface between the Thai justice system 
and these camps (initially in Site 1, Site 2 and ML; in the past year UM and NP have been added). 
 
The UNHCR’s engagement with the refugee-based camp management structures has been tempered by its 
continued concern about reprehensible activities and role of non-state actors (e.g., KNPP and KNU), in 
the border area and their potential to exert influence over and interfere with the camp management 
structures. The UNHCR does not suggest that the RCs and CCs are directly supporting or abating such 

                                                   
83 As of 1994, the UNHCR had a roving protection officer visiting the border. But the RTG remained resistant to the UNHCR having a role until 1997 following a change in 
government and serious fighting on the border. 
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activities,84 but recent incidents indicate that the potential for influence and interference by non-state 
actors is real and on-going monitoring and vigilance is paramount. Its concern about the rights of the 
individual refugee also leads it to focus on 1) the need to ensure the civilian and humanitarian character of 
the camps, 2) issues of impartiality and access to justice and 3) the need to ensure both democratically 
representative structures and a clear separation between the executive and the judiciary (to prevent 
conditions of abuse of power). Some of these issues have been addressed by this evaluation.  
 
Given recent changes inside Burma and the potential creation of conditions that would allow for the safe 
return of refugees, the UNHCR will be called upon to play an increasing role with the current 
humanitarian situation. It will need to engage even more closely with these management structures both in 
helping prepare the population and in facilitating the many different processes that an eventual 
repatriation and settling into Burma will entail. Making further contributions to building the capacity of 
these enabling management structures is imperative. The sooner this is undertaken, the better it will serve 
the interests of the refugee population as a whole as well as facilitate UNHCR’s enhanced role. In this 
regards, one area of contribution that would be particularly beneficial is the explicit recognition of these 
structures as the legitimate governance and management structures of the refugee population. This is an 
area for which the UNHCR could take some leadership in advocating with the RTG. In doing so, it should 
also advocate that the RTG make explicit the responsibilities and authority that it has devolved to these 
structures (RCs and CCs), and the terms that govern the relationships between these structures and the 
RTG agencies and representatives. Making these things explicit would contribute considerably to the 
removal of many areas of ambiguity, lack of transparency and lack of clear accountability, all of which 
lend themselves to arbitrariness, manipulation and abuse.  

10 CAMP RELATIONSHIPS WITH NEIGHBOURING THAI 
COMMUNITIES 

When the Thai government first allowed small groups of refugees to establish small communities in 
encampments in Thailand near the border with Burma, it was with the assumption that these would be 
temporary, possibly only for a few months until the end of the dry season offensive of the Burmese army. 
Soon, the RTG realized that this was not the case. The numbers were increasing from year to year, and 
when armed forces began attacking across the border, the refugees were moved into the current camps 
both for their own security and for the security of the border (to allow Thai authorities to more readily 
manage these large numbers of people).  
 
The presence of the camps in the vicinity of Thai communities – some of the camps of the size of towns, 
and one camp, Mae La, the size of a city – has had considerable impacts on these communities both 
positive and negative. Some of the impacts are on the local economy and the environment. Others are 
more in the legal, administrative and socio-cultural domains.  
 
The following pages summarize the impacts that were mentioned by Thai officials living and working in 
the areas were the camps are located and by villagers, shop owners and other community members living 
in communities that are in the vicinity of the camps.  

10.1 Economic and Environmental Impacts  

Many people living in the communities in the vicinity of all nine camps benefit from significant economic 
advantages. As indicated in Table A9.1 (Annex 9), the most common advantage is access to relatively 
cheap but quality labourers who help with various seasonal activities on farms and plantations. With 

                                                   
84 Or for that matter supporting on-going military activity inside Burma: when representatives were asked if they believed that the camps were somehow being used to support 
the groups fighting inside Burma, they acknowledged that there is no evidence that the camps are being used for combatants to be treated and rest before returning to combat. 
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regards to certain camps, other industries located at a greater distance from the camps, such as tourism 
and fishing, also benefit from this access to relatively cheap labour.  
 
The trade that takes place between the camps and the local communities also provide additional income to 
both shop owners and simple villagers located near many of the camps. And the access to relatively cheap 
goods due to the presence of the camps was also identified as a significant benefit by communities near at 
least four of the nine camps. For communities near some of the more remote camps such MLO and 
MRML, the road improvements undertaken to give suppliers access to the camps has meant easier access 
to markets to these communities both to purchase goods from larger centres and to sell produce.  
 
These positive impacts are considerably offset by the overall damage done to local forest cover as well as 
to the quantity and diversity of forest fauna and flora. All the camps are located in or near protected 
watershed or national park areas85 thereby heightening the seriousness of this damage as well as the 
concerns of Thai authorities. Recent cuts in rations of both food items and building materials has 
exacerbated the problem as many refugees clandestinely leave the camp and try to supplement their 
rations by produce from the local forests. Indirectly, the RTG policy of temporary shelters also 
contributes to the problem since the roofing materials used will seldom last for more than couple of 
seasons before having to be replaced. Allowing the use of slightly more lasting as well as less flammable 
materials would be more economical, less of a fire hazard as well as of enormous benefit to the local 
environment. And this would not significantly change the rudimentary and temporary nature of household 
shelters in the camps.  
 
Another negative impact that is common to all the camps are thefts carried out by certain residents of the 
camps in the gardens and fields of the communities that are located near the camps.86 

10.2 Administrative, Legal and Socio-Cultural Impacts 

With respect to other types of impacts, it is clearly the access to emergency medical attention and health 
services that is appreciated the most by certain remote Thai communities located near the camps. For 
communities located near MLO and MRML, the greater access they have to government services in the 
district centre in Mae Sarieng due to better year round road access is also a positive impact (see Table 
A9.2 of Annex 9).  
 

However, on the negative side, Thai authorities, particularly with respect to the camps located in Mae 
Hong Son province, identify increased administrative loads due to the presence of the camps both related 
to general administrative matters as well as added load on the Thai justice system. Community members, 
on the other hand, are more concerned about security and basic law and order issues due to the presence 
of the camps nearby and the perception that there is significant movement of refugees in and out of the 
camps.  
 
On the whole, the four camps located in Mae Hong Son province seem to have a more positive 
relationship with the communities located in the vicinity.  This can be explained in part by cultural 
affinity between the local Thai-Karen/Thai-Karenni population and the camp population, as well as 
marriages that have taken place between members of neighbouring Thai communities and camp residents. 
For some community members, they perceive the camp community as just one amongst a number of 
communities located in their area. 
 
                                                   
85 In Annex 6, the reader can consult Table A6 which identifies a number of characteristics of the camps and their local setting. 
86 The evaluation did not gather detailed statistics on the incidence of theft in neighbouring communities. However such thefts were raised as one of the negative impacts of the 
camps by Thai community respondents for all camps. Such incidents are normally brought to the attention of the TCC via the village headman who would then bring it to the 
attention of the CC.  
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There is less of a sense of harmonious relationships between the camps in Tak province, where as in the 
case of Ban Don Yang and Tham Hin, there has always been a considerable amount of back and forth 
across the Thai-Burmese border in those areas so the presence of the camps does not seem all that 
anomalous. However, the large amount of new arrivals over the past few years in the Tak camps and in 
Tham Hin has been noted by the local authorities as well as by local community leaders and there is a 
strong sense that many of these new arrivals are not legitimate refugees but people taking advantage of 
the presence of the camps to get access to third country resettlement or to conduct commerce. This is 
eroding the degree of sympathy felt by the local population towards the refugees and the level of 
tolerance to the continued presence of the camps.  
 
It is also noteworthy that there is a quite a broad negative sentiment of the local population towards the 
people working in the camps that is in large parts due to how drivers of various international agencies 
conduct themselves on the roads: often driving very fast, with apparent disregard to the people living near 
the roads (raising large clouds of dust) or also using the roadways (on foot, bicycles or in small farm 
vehicles). While the support to local community projects have been noted and appreciated such good will 
gestures are being undermined by the behaviour on the road of many of their staff.  

11 MEETING INTERNATIONAL NORMS 

11.1 Humanitarian Principles and “Do No/Less Harm” Principle 

The humanitarian principles refer to the ‘humanitarian imperative’ principle, neutrality and impartiality.  

11.1.1 Humanitarian Imperative Principle 

“Human suffering must be addressed wherever it is found, with particular attention to the most 

vulnerable in the population, such as children, women, the displaced and the elderly. The dignity and 

rights of all those in need of humanitarian assistance must be respected and protected.” 

 
The current camp management model has been quite successful in ensuring that this principle is being 
respected by both the refugee management structures and the humanitarian agencies87 providing assistance 
over the years. 
 
With cutbacks in rations, this is proving to be more challenging.  At the time of the evaluation, further 
reductions in rations were being planned for February 2012, and discussions were underway between the 
TBBC, the RCs and the CCs to identify the most vulnerable households in order to ensure that such 
households are provided with sufficient rations while other households receive a reduced ration. 
 
Where there should be a concern that the ‘humanitarian principle’ is, or could be, threatened is with the 
situation of the unregistered refugees. The large number of unregistered refugees (in some camps they 
account for about 50% of the total population being served) is putting significant pressure on limited 
resources at a time when many donor agencies are reducing their support. Without screening to determine 
which of the unregistered refugees are legitimate ‘refugees’ and should receive support, and which are 
not, the whole of the camps’ population are being forced to make do with these reduction in rations and 
services.  
 
In order to keep track of new arrivals (NA), all NAs are noted by section leaders that then provide a list of 
these NAs to the New Arrival Committees (NACs) set up by the CCs. The NACs will conduct ‘screening’ 

                                                   
87 The Donor Humanitarian Actors Working Group adopted a set of guiding principles and Operating Guidelines in June 2011 in Bangkok to guide their work and interventions 
along the Thailand/Burma border. These Operating Guidelines are an adaptation of the Red Cross and NGO Code of Conduct and the Good Humanitarian Partnership Principles 
to the local context. The guiding principles and operating guidelines include all four principles discussed in this section. 
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interviews with all NAs using pre-set questions to verify that they meet certain new arrival criteria 
developed by the RCs to determine whether the NAs should eligible for food rations and non-food items. 
The refugee management structures do not consider the NACs to be alternative mechanisms to determine 
whether these NAs have a legitimate claim to asylum. They would prefer not to have to deal with this 
responsibility but have put in place these mechanisms to deal with the fact that the RTG’s PABs have not 
completed the screening of any of the large number of new arrivals since 2005/2006.  
 
The NACs operate from the premise that all NAs have the right to asylum and to rations unless their 
responses during interviews clearly indicates that they are job-seekers, resettlement seekers or that they 
are from neighbouring Thai villages. Once NAs have successfully completed their NAC interview, a list 
of accepted people is given to the CC and TBBC. TBBC does a further verification, take their photos and 
eventually issues them a ration book. NAC statistics88 for the period of August 2010 to June 2011 for all 
nine camps indicate that of the 17,138 NAs enumerated by section leaders, only 13,544 (79%) presented 
themselves to interviews. The others presumably chose to leave the camp rather than show up for the 
NAC interview. Of those that showed up for their interview, 13,263 (98%) were accepted while 2% were 
determined to be job-seekers, resettlement seekers or Thai villagers. TBBC reports that there is a further 
significant drop in number in terms of NAs who show up to receive their ration book. The way these 
structures are operating is consistent with the humanitarian imperative and the asylum-seekers right to 
asylum. It is not the role of such mechanisms to determine the legitimacy of any asylum-seekers claim. 
This remains the responsibility of the RTG’s PABs, and, if the RTG was to request its involvement, it is a 
responsibility that could be shared with the UNHCR.  
 
The legitimacy of the large number of currently unregistered refugees remains a significant issue with 
respect to the humanitarian imperative principle. When asked about the number of NAs and unregistered 
refugees, CC members and CLs believed that a considerable number of these were in the camps for other 
reasons than fleeing fighting or political persecution. For example, in UM, they believed that as many as 
60% were there for business opportunities or resettlement reasons. In ML, the camp leader believed that 
as many as 20% of the numbers in his camp were there for such reasons. This underlines the urgency of 
arriving at an understanding with the RTG to process the large number of unregistered refugees (62,000 
people or 45% of the camp population). 
 
If a significant percentage of the current camp population do not have legitimate grounds for being in the 
camps, then this is putting unwarranted pressure on the resources available. While the measure mentioned 
above (targeted support to the most vulnerable) is addressing to some extent this concern with respect to 
food rations, this does not address the problem of reductions in non-food rations or the decreases in 
services provided (education, health, etc.) that the legitimate refugee population is experiencing.   

11.1.2 Neutrality 

“Humanitarian agencies must not take sides in the hostilities or in controversies based on political, 

racial, religious or ideological identity (non-partisanship/independence). Transparency and openness 

are key issues to keep neutrality. … Neutrality is not a justification for condoning impunity or turning a 

blind eye to egregious human rights abuses.” 

 
The current effort to provide support to Burmese refugees in Thailand is focused on providing support to 
people fleeing military conflict, human rights abuses and political persecution.  The current refugee 
management structures are staffed with people who are perceived as leaders by these very populations 
and they expect these leaders to provide them with a safe and liveable environment in the camps but also, 
to the extent possible, protect them from further aggression by the Burmese military regime. But the focus 
of these structures is to provide for these displaced populations while in Thailand and we did not come 

                                                   
88 TBBC Programme Report – January to June 2011, p. 55 
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across evidence that these management structures are participating in on-going military action against the 
Burmese military regime.  
 
The humanitarian agencies working with the refugees are deeply concerned about the plight of these 
populations and many are undoubtedly sympathetic to the political aspirations of the various groups 
within the refugee population for a democratic Burmese state where ethnic groups can exercise a certain 
degree of auto-determination. In this sense, the agencies are taking sides, but they are doing so in the face 
of the flagrant human rights abuses against these populations over the past 25 years. So in this sense, they 
fall within the conditionality of the application of this principle, that ‘neutrality’ should not condone 
impunity or turn a blind eye to egregious human rights abuses. 

11.1.3 Impartiality 

“Aid is delivered to all those who are suffering; the guiding principle is only their need and the 

corresponding right. Human rights are the basis and the framework for an assessment of needs. This 

principle includes both the proportionality to need (where resources are not sufficient, priority is always 

given to those most affected) as well as the principle of non-discrimination (no one should be 

discriminated against based on their sex, age, ethnicity, identity, etc.).” 

 
For the most part, the principle of impartiality is being respected in the Burmese refugee camps by both 
the refugee management structures and the humanitarian agencies providing aid. Significant efforts have 
been deployed over the years to be aware of the various groups and sub-groups within the population and 
to differentiate their needs.  
 
As noted above, a recent new effort has been undertaken to identify the more vulnerable households since 
food rations are being cut significantly for a second time in three years and some households will have 
more difficulty to cope. In this way the proportionality of need is being addressed.  
 
While some instances of discrimination have been noted in this evaluation, for the most part there is no 
evidence of systematic and intentional discrimination operating within the camps. 
 
However, particular areas of concern have been noted and these require attention: 
 

- Situation with unregistered refugees 
Unregistered refugees do not have refugee status. It is likely that a number of these would not 
pass any refugee status screening process and therefore would have no legitimate claim to the 
rights, protection and aid accorded the refugees. However, many of the unregistered refugees 
probably do have legitimate claims to refugee status. Currently none of these have this and 
therefore suffer from discrimination: with a few exceptions, they do not have the right to vote for 
the people that will occupy SL or CC positions, they are cannot obtain camp passes to leave the 
camps, and are much more vulnerable than other refugees if they leave the camp clandestinely 
since they are returned to the border rather than the camp.  
 

- Minorities 
While for the most part, religious and ethnic minorities indicate that they are being dealt with 
fairly, there are instances where this is not the case. The Muslim minority in the Tak camps has 
been able to ensure that its needs and interests are being addressed because of the considerable 
economic interests that it controls and therefore the influence that it wields in the camps. 
However, other minorities face more significant challenges, and with the exception of Mae La, 
there is no mechanism for these people to voice their concerns and particular needs. This is 
critical, since their numbers are not significant enough for them to be able to elect one of theirs to 
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a position of leadership at the section or camp level. We noted earlier in the report that Umpiem 
Mai is a case of particular concern in this regard.  

11.1.4 Do No/Less Harm 

“Although aid can become part of the dynamics of the conflict and may even prolong it, humanitarian 

organizations must strive to “do no harm” or to minimize the harm they may be inadvertently doing 

simply by being present and providing assistance. …. aid can be an indirect part of the dynamics of the 

conflict because it creates jobs, gives incomes in form of taxes … aid can exacerbate the root causes of 

the conflict by securing rebel activities.” 

 
Concerns have been raised in the past that, given inadequate or insufficient controls over the distribution 
of rations, it was difficult to ascertain that none of the humanitarian assistance was making it into the 
hands of armed members of the Karen and Karenni resistance. These concerns were made most notably in 
the 2008 ECHO report. 
 
Since then, new measures have been introduced by TBBC and the refugee management structures to 
ensure much tighter and more transparent controls over the reception and distribution of rations. In the 
past few years, the ration levels have also been cut a number of times so that an almost universal 
complaint heard in all nine camps was that the reduction of food rations generally and rice in particular 
was one of the most important challenges of living in the camps. The quantity of rations provided to CCs 
for special needs (e.g., to mark special occasions such as religious holidays or to assist needy NAs until 
such time as they obtain ration cards) has also been reduced. Given these significant reductions in rations 
and the added controls it is far less plausible than it once might have been that such camp rations are 
somehow making it into the hands of the resistance.  
 
So given this, is the presence of these nine Burmese refugee camps in Thailand, contributing to the 
dynamics of the conflict or to its prolongation by securing rebel activities? 
 
From information gathered during the evaluation we also note the following: 

- Some of the camp residents have family members (e.g., husband) fighting inside Burma. This was 
mentioned in two of the camps but informants could not indicate how wide spread a practice this 
was. That family members benefit from the relative safety of a refugee camp would certainly be 
of succor to the combatant, but this does not constitute a contribution to the conflict and such 
support has to be provided to conform with the humanitarian imperative principle. On the other 
hand, if the medical facilities in the refugee camps were being used to care for combatants that 
had been wounded so that they could return to the ‘front’, then this might be considered direct 
support to the conflict. While the evaluation did not conduct a systematic visit to all the medical 
facilities, the evaluators did not observe any instances of medical facilities being used in this way.  
 

- RCs, Camp Leaders and CCs are aware of some the activities of non-state actors such as the KNU 
and the KNPP. They note having on-going communication with these political entities for the 
purpose of sharing information. While many are sympathetic to these organizations, refugee 
leaders were quite clear that their mandate and responsibility is for the refugee population inside 
Thailand and it is the needs of this population that are their primary concern and the basis of 
decisions that they make. They state unequivocally that they are not being directed, nor do they 
receive financial support from these political entities.  
 

- The RCs have, however, provided some in-kind support (in the form of rice) to groups that help 
patrol the border, in the vicinity of the camps, on the Burmese side of the border. This was done 
in order to protect the camps against attacks by the Burmese army or other armed rebel groups 
(e.g., in Site 1 some houses were burned down in 2005 by Burmese military, in Mae La, the 
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presence of Border Guard Force/DKBA on the border since 2009 is a concern) since very little, if 
any, protection was being provided by any other party. In ensuring that such protection was in 
place, refugee leaders were responding to the requests of the refugee population.  The in-kind 
support was seen as a contribution to ensuring the security of the camps and their populations. 
TBBC was aware and had approved the supply of some rice for this purpose. TBBC took it upon 
itself to approve this form of support since it believed that ensuring the security of the refugees in 
the camp justified this action. However, because of the increased concerns being expressed by 
donors, TBBC met with the RCs in 2009 and informed them that TBBC would be phasing out (by 
the end of 2011) this form of support in order to respect the wishes of the donor community and 
not jeopardize the critical humanitarian support being provided to the camps.  
 

- The UNHCR indicates that non-state actors (e.g. KNPP and KNU) are present and active along 
the Thai-Burmese border. Some of these activities include extra-judicial killings, cross-border 
abductions and human trafficking which are direct infringements on the basic rights of asylum-
seekers. While the UNHCR does not suggest that the refugee management structures are directly 
supporting or abating such activities, it believes that such non-state actors continue to have a 
strong influence and the potential to interfere with the structures. It therefore believes that 
continued monitoring and vigilance are required to ensure the civilian and humanitarian nature of 
the camps.  

11.1.5 Other International Norms 

Because of various training courses that people in management positions (Section Leaders, Camp 
Committee members, Camp Leader) have received and their on-going interaction with various 
international organizations (UNHCR, TBBC, various NGOs, etc.), there is a considerable degree of 
knowledge and understanding of various international norms and human rights that must be respected. 
Since, for most in the camp, their main reason for being there is because they were fleeing a regime where 
basic human rights were not respected, refugee leaders are positively disposed to abide by and respect 
international standards and norms. Of the four principles discussed above, the humanitarian imperative 
and impartiality (non-discrimination) are the ones they are clearest about and do their best to put in 
practice. They are also, for the most part, aware of the international community’s concern about neutrality 
and the ‘do no/less harm’ principle.  
 
Many individual refugees are also familiar with human rights and in particular their right to speak up and 
be treated fairly and equally. This is particularly the case with refugees that have received training or who 
have a higher level of formal education. Refugee leaders in camps with a large number of new arrivals 
note that one of the challenges they face in dealing with these newer members of the population is that a 
number of them come from more urban areas, or are more educated and, as a result, are more inclined to 
‘demand’ certain services and rights.  
 
Refugee leaders (SLs, CC members and CLs) and even a number of refugees from the general population, 
while aware of the need to respect and promote human rights, also feel that these rights have to be 
balanced with community members responsibilities towards fellow refugees, i.e., they cannot exercise 
their rights at the expense of others. In all but Site 2 and Ban Don Yang, concerns were raised by refugee 
leaders that increased human rights training and especially training re child rights has made their task of 
maintaining peace and order in the community more difficult. In particular, that it has become more 
difficult to control youth gangs (raised as a significant concern in Site 1, Nu Po and Mae La) since some 
youth believe they can act with impunity because they believe that, as minors, they cannot be penalized or 
detained.  
 
The challenges of navigating various codes of law (Karen/Karenni customary law, Muslim law, Thai law 
and international law) is also proving a challenge in most of the camps. In Mae La and Site 1 and Site 2, 
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where the Legal Assistance Centres (LAC) were first introduced by IRC (with UNHCR support), there is 
a greater understanding of the need for a clear separation of the judiciary from the executive. In Nu Po, 
and in particular Umpiem Mai, were the LACs are just being introduced, there was not a good 
understanding of the rationale and importance for such a separation of the judiciary from the executive, 
and a high degree of frustration with this new approach. Camp Committee members, and especially the 
Security-in-Charge, believed that their authority and therefore their ability to fulfill their roles and 
responsibilities, was being seriously undermined.  

11.2 UNHCR’s ‘Community-Based Approach’ 

The UNHCR’s ‘community-based approach’ is based on five guiding principles: 1) rights-based 
approach; 2) meaningful participation that relies on age, gender and diversity analysis; 3) empowerment; 
4) ownership, solutions and sustainability; and 5) transparency and accountability.   
 
These five principles and how they are being applied in this context are examined in the following table. 

Table 11 How Current Model Aligns with UNHCR Community-Based Approach 

Guiding Principle
89
 How it is applied in the current refugee-based camp management model 

Rights-based Approach 

A rights-based approach is founded on 

the principles of participation and 

empowering individuals and 

communities to promote change and 

enable them to exercise their rights 

and comply with their duties.  

It identifies rights-holders (accounting 

for diversity), as opposed to 

beneficiaries, and seeks to strengthen 

their capacities to make claims; and 

identifies duty-bearers and seeks to 

strengthen their capacities to satisfy 

those claims. 

Adopting a refugee-based camp management model was in part driven by a belief that 

the refugee camps, when they were initially constituted, involved an amalgam of natural, 

self-governing communities and that to the extent possible these self-governing 

processes should be retained within the camps that were being set up, rather than 

transforming the camp populations into passive beneficiaries.  

In recent years, additional efforts have been undertaken to ensure that the management 

structures are representative of their population and that leaders are chosen 

democratically. 

The arrival of large number of new arrivals since 2007 is a challenge to this principle, 

since new arrivals, for the most part, do not currently have the right to vote, and do not 

have the same degree of protection as registered refugees.  

Meaningful Participation  

(based on age, gender and diversity 

analysis) 

The full and equal involvement of all 

members of the community in 

decision-making processes and 

activities that affect their lives. 

Meaningful participation will often 

require special efforts to ensure that 

that those traditionally marginalized 

(e.g., women, children, older persons, 

persons with disabilities and minority 

groups) are given support and specific 

opportunities to contribute. 

Considerable investment has been made by both the management structures, TBBC 

and service providing NGOs into needs assessments in order to ensure that the 

diversity of the population and its needs are well understood and responded to. 

A number of refugee-run community-based organizations (CBOs) that focus on the 

needs of special groups (women, youth, minorities, etc.) have also emerged and are 

supported in their work by the camp management structures. Places of congregation 

and worship for different faith have also been allowed to flourish. 

Registered refugees (but not, currently, non-registered) chose the leaders and people 

that occupy camp management positions. Allocation of resources to the population is, 

for the most part, done in a non-discriminatory manner. Individual refugees have access 

to their leaders, and there are also opportunities for information/consultation sessions 

between leaders and the community (mostly at the section level). 

                                                   
89 Information in this column is drawn from Chapter 2 – The context, concepts and guiding principles (pp. 11-26), A Community-based Approach in UNHCR Operations, UNHCR, 
January 2008 (http://www.unhcr.org/47ed0e212.html) 
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Guiding Principle
89
 How it is applied in the current refugee-based camp management model 

Empowerment 

The process by which individuals in 

the community analyze their situation, 

enhance their knowledge and 

resources, strengthen their capacity to 

claim their rights, and take action to 

achieve their goals. 

The refugee management structures have provided the refugee with mechanisms to 

identify the challenges faced on a camp-by-camp basis, establish priorities with respect 

to the needs of the population and interface with the international community to 

negotiate how such needs can best be addressed. CBOs have also provided specific 

segments of the refugee population with the means to organize themselves around 

issues of particular concern (e.g., women groups, youth groups) and network with like-

minded groups outside of the camps and between camps. 

As well as accessing services and resources within the camp, many refugees also 

venture outside the camps to gain access to additional resources and/or income to 

complement what is available within the camp. While it is difficult to put an accurate 

figure on the true size of the camp economy, it clearly involves considerable resources 

beyond what is provided directly by the international donor community and the RTG.  

The Muslim minority has played a major role in the market economy of the three Tak 

camps and has generated considerable wealth in so doing. This has made it easier to 

ensure that their particular needs as a religious minority are met. The challenges faced 

by other minority groups are more significant. 

Ownership, Solutions and 

Sustainability 

Ownership is achieved when persons 

of concern assume full responsibility 

for the continuation of the work and 

manage the activities and services 

they consider priorities. (Support and 

assistance from external actors might 

still be required, however, because of 

an absence of resources or 

opportunities.) 

Sustainability involves building on the 

capacities and skills of community 

members to manage representative 

and fair structures that can respond to 

both immediate and long-term 

protection risks and needs, and to 

develop solutions while upholding 

individual rights. 

Through the camp management structures, refugees play an important role in ensuring 

that, within the camps, they live in peace and security in a clean and orderly place. 

While their basic livelihood needs (food, shelter, clothing) are being met through 

contributions from international donors, the management structure ensures that these 

contributions are, for the most part, provided to all refugees in a fair and non-

discriminatory fashion regardless of sex, ethnic background, religious affiliation or socio-

economic status. Through these structures, refugees have developed their human 

resources policies, codes of conduct, disciplinary procedures and complaint 

mechanisms. All of this contributes to a protective environment for the refugee 

population. This experience, ways of doing and the skills that have been developed in 

the process are all things refugees will be able to take back with them to Burma and put 

to the service of their new community context when repatriation becomes possible. 

With respect to economic sustainability, access to land where refugees can grow some 

of their own food (or produce shelter materials) is limited. And access to alternate 

sources of income outside the camps is also very limited, and for the most part ‘illegal’ 

(against official RTG policy).  

The camp management structures only have limited input in how budgets are allocated 

and priorities set re the provision of health care to the population. While the provision of 

health care involves the mastery of considerable technical knowledge this should not 

preclude the involvement of the refugee population in consideration of various options 

and the identification of priorities.  

Transparency & Accountability 

Transparency refers to the provision of 

accessible & timely information to 

stakeholders and the opening up of 

organizational procedures, structures 

and processes to their assessment. 

Accountability is the process through 

which an organization makes a 

commitment to respond to and 

balance the needs of different 

stakeholders in its decision-making 

processes and activities, and delivers 

against this commitment. 

The efforts to clarify, standardize across camps, and make explicit the management 

structures, job descriptions and election processes have contributed to greater 

transparency and accountability. 

The RCs, the management structures within the camps (leaders and committees at 

different levels) and the TBBC have strived to ensure that the refugee population is 

provided with timely information. In some camps this have been quite challenging given 

the many different languages spoken by the refugee population.  

Regular meetings (on a monthly basis at the camp level) are held to facilitate the sharing 

of information and the coordination of activities between various stakeholders (e.g., 

between the CC and the TCC, between the CC and the NGOs and CBOs working in the 

camp). The recent introduction of community forums as a way of providing the 

population with opportunity to speak directly to their leaders has also been well received 

and proven to be an effective means for feedback. 

At the intra-camp level, the RCs also hold regular meetings of all the camps under their 

responsibility and an RC rep will visit each camp on a regular basis.  

In terms of service provision, there are also regular meetings of the CCSDPT standing 

committees which brings together the various service providers in various fields (health, 

education, etc.). At an overall, strategic level, there are also various encounters that take 

place between the RTG, the UNHCR, the donor community, and the CCSDPT.  
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11.3 IASC’s Plan of Action on Protection from Sexual Exploitation and Abuse 

Some of the core recommendations for the IASC’s Plan of Action called for the following: 
- Agencies and parties involved have clearly defined principles and standards of behaviour (codes 

of conduct, staff rules & regulations) re sexual exploitation and abuse and are promoting and 
enforcing these. 

- Basic health and psychological care is being provided to survivors. 
- Survivors have access to mechanisms for recourse and redress. 
- Managers are tasked with promoting a culture of protection in which exploitation and abuse is not 

tolerated and reports of possible violations are treated seriously and confidentially.  
 
While it was not feasible for this evaluation to undertake a complete compliance audit of IASC’s Plan of 
Action, it is clear that a lot of effort has been invested since 2003 by agencies involved with Burmese 
refugees to ensure protection from exploitation and abuse.  
 
For instance, with the support of the US Bureau of Population, Refugees and Migration, the CCSDPT has 
supported its member agencies and their partners in initiatives to prevent and respond to cases of sexual 
abuse and exploitation of refugees perpetrated by members of their humanitarian staff. All member 
agencies are required to abide by the Prevention of Sexual Abuse and Exploitation (PSAE) Code of 
Conduct, and an institutional PSAE mainstreaming checklist (a self-auditing tool) and guidelines for 
gender-based violence (GBV) interventions are tools that members agencies use to assist them in their 
efforts in this regard.  
 
Contractual agreements between TBBC and all its partners, be they the Refugee Committees (via the 
Camp Management Project) or refugee-based CBOs, also require that all persons receiving stipends 
through these agreements abide by their internal codes of conduct as well comply with the CCSDPT 
PSAE Code of Conduct and its protocols.   
 
Regarding the core recommendations for the IASC’s Plan of Actions the evaluation observed the 
following: 

- Both the KRC and the KnRC have Codes of Conduct that applies to all elected and appointed 
members of various committees as well as all the personnel working under the refugee camp 
management structures; these Codes of Conduct specifically state that elected officials, 
committee members, and staff will not sexually abuse (commit a sexually violent act) or threaten 
to sexually abuse others, or use their position of power and of control over resources to seek 
sexual favours from or take advantage over others. 

- Both the KRC and the KnRC have in place Code of Conduct Committees that see to the 
monitoring of, and compliance with, the respective Codes of Conduct. 

- While some of the CBOs and NGOs that we met referred to guidelines or codes of conduct in this 
regard, we did not actually see these and do not know whether they have their own distinct codes 
of conduct or whether they rely on the CCSDPT PSAE Code of Conduct.  

- It became clear through the various encounters with Section Leaders, Camp Committees and 
CBOs in all nine camps, that the issue of sexually gender-based violence (SGBV) has been the 
focus of attention and training in the past few years. There is a very high degree of awareness of 
the issue among all groups with whom we raised it, and a common understanding about how to 
proceed if incidents of rape, sexual violence occur.  

- All the camps have in place emergency safe-houses or shelters for survivors of sexual violence 
and domestic violence. These are usually managed by the women-focused CBOs (e.g., KWO and 
MWA in the seven Karen camps, and KNWO in the two Karenni camps), or by the SGBV 
program staff of international NGOs. Their role as part of the first intervener group appears to be 
clear and explicit. 
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- Cases involving rape or alleged rape are brought to the Thai justice system via the Camp 
Committee and Thai Camp Commander. Where there is a Legal Assistance Centre, the Centre is 
usually involved also. Less serious cases of domestic violence are handled within the camp. The 
women-focused CBOs and/or SGBV program staff resident in the camp provide support and 
counselling.  

 
We did not obtain any reports or camp based statistics regarding the incidence of sexual abuse or 
aggression, sexual exploitation, or the threat of sexual abuse/aggression. As noted earlier in this report 
(Section 8.1.1), in the 43 group sessions90 (involving 545 refugees) concerns related to this were raised 
three times. In one instance, a participant in the UM ‘women’ focus group session raised gender-based 
violence as a significant challenge; she had not experienced gender-based violence personally, but was 
speaking from her awareness of the issue as a refugee staff member with an NGO running an SGBV 
program. The two other instances involved two women in separate youth sessions (ML, UM). One raised 
the danger of being aggressed if walking out outside the camp or in Section 16 of the camp (ML), and the 
other talked about fear of being aggressed by drunken men (UM). In both these cases, the threat of sexual 
aggression was not initially raised as of particular concern by women youth when asked about the 
challenges or threats they faced as young women in the camp. These particular dangers or fears were 
expressed after the facilitator further probed the group and asked explicitly whether there were concerns 
of this nature.  
 
While any act of sexual aggression is one too many, the data gathered during this evaluation suggests that 
rape and acts of non-domestic sexual aggression are not wide spread and endemic in the camps.91  
However, as note earlier in this report (Section 8.1.1), the incidence of domestic violence appears to be 
more widespread and on the increase. Most often these incidents of domestic violence are associated with 
the use and abuse of alcohol or other drugs by male household members. 
 
We are aware that an area of increasing concern of the international donor community is whether the 
particular constraints of encampment – with its limits of freedom of movement, geographic isolation and 
the rationing of food and non-food items – have given rise to transactional sex.92 Since the cutbacks in 
food rations was raised in 29 of the 43 group sessions93 and eight of the nine camps, this issue of food 
rationing and its impacts was discussed with the refugees at some length. Transactional sex was not raised 
as one of the coping mechanisms refugees adopted to survive and provide for their families. However, in 
two of the Section Leader sessions, transactional sex was raised as a concern or as a source of violent 
conflict: in Site 1, a Section Leader indicated that one of his challenges was to try to prevent girls in his 
section from being enticed by money, nice clothes or job opportunities by Thai youth or by refugees who 
worked outside the camp; in MLO, regarding incidences of sexually-based violence, one Section Leader 
noted that there are cases of adultery due to lack of money where either the husband or wife engage in sex 
with someone who is better off financially.  
 

                                                   
90 16 sessions with general refugee population and 27 sessions with specific sub-groups (one each with minorities, women and youth groups in each camp). 
91 The one exception to this was Site 1, where CBOs indicated that there had been approximately 11 rapes in the past year. It was explained that a number of these cases were 
cases of statutory rape since they involved women youth under the age of 18 who were willingly involved in relationships and did not perceive that they had been raped. 
However, given the age of these women youth, they were in violation of Thai law which does not allow marriage before the age of 18. 
92 In other refugee contexts (e.g., Haiti), studies have found that when food rations are decreased, there can be an increase in transactional sex. 
93 14 of the 16 ‘general refugee population’ sessions raised decreased food rations as a major challenge. Only in Tham Hin and one of the groups in MRML was this not raised. 
The focus groups sessions with minorities in 7 of the 9 camps (all except Mae La and Tham Hin) and with women in 7 of the 9 camps (all except MRML and Tham Hin) also 
raised decreased food rations as a major challenge. It was raised by only one of the sessions with youth: Site 1. 
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It is possible that income94 is earned through transactional sex outside of the camps, but this did not come 
up in the information gathered by the members of the evaluation team that were gathering information 
from neighbouring communities and Thai officials living or working in the vicinity of the camps.  

11.4 Transparency and Accountability 

Beginning in 2003, considerable effort and resources have been invested in studying and understanding 
how the existing refugee-based management structures operated at the time, and then supporting a process 
in close collaboration with the RCs and CCs to clarify and standardize structures, roles and 
responsibilities, election processes, Codes of Conduct, etc. and then providing funding for stipends and 
basic administrative costs so that these structures could operate in a transparent and accountable way.  
The quid pro quo to receiving this support was that management structures operations would be above 
board and open to scrutiny. 
 
This is the way the refugee management structures continue to operate and be financed. The 
administrative costs budget, which is the part of the camp management budget under the direct control of 
the CC, amounts to between seven and eight Thai baht per month per refugee in the camp. In the medium 
size camps the monthly administrative budget amounts to between ThB 110,000-145,000/month. In one 
of these camps more than 50% of this amount has to be handed over to local Thai Camp Commander.  
 
The CCs in some camps (Site 2, MRML, MLO) have been taxing shop owners amounts that vary between 
ThB 20 to ThB 200 per month (depending on the camp and the size of the shops) and this is used to 
support community projects (e.g., in Site 2 it has been used to repair infrastructure, in MRML to 
supplement teachers' salaries). However, these do not constitute significant sources of income.  
 
However, in some of the camps, large amounts of money are involved in the camp passes issued by TCCs 
for a fee (e.g., in ML and UM it is ThB 150/pass;95 in UM there are 16 sections so if, on average, two 
passes per section per day are issued, the fees collected for passes would amount to ThB 144,000/mo.). 
Usually it is the refugee management structures (the CC and in some instances, SLs) that are responsible 
for collecting these fees, but there is no paper trail as to what happens with these funds.  
 
Even larger amounts of money are involved in payments for electricity used in two of the camps (ML and 
UM) that are connected to the Thai electric grid without any paper trail. We are told that the rate being 
charged for this electricity is three to four times higher than the going rate charged by the Provincial 
Electricity Authority to its users. The refugee management structures are not involved in the collection of 
these fees. 
 
The issue of concern in these last two examples is that it is difficult to establish and maintain a culture and 
practice of transparency and accountability when the same degree of transparency and accountability is 
not expected and enforced by all concerned parties involved with the camps. Such negative examples and 
practices risk eroding the exemplary efforts in this regards that have been undertaken to date within the 
refugee management structures.  

                                                   
94 The number of shops, and the large number of goods on sale in these shops, are an indication that many refugees have other sources of income: remittances from family 
members in Thailand or in 3rd countries, income from employment opportunities outside the camp. It is conceivable that transactional sex could be another source of such 
income. 
95 There is not a set rate for such fees across all nine camps. While in ML and UM it is ThB 150/pass in NP it is only ThB 20/pass. 
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12 BUILDING THE CAPACITY OF CAMP MANAGEMENT 
STRUCTURES 

12.1 Capacity Building Efforts to Date 

A lot of effort has been expanded and progress has been made since the Refugees Committees and TBBC 
first began to look at the camp management structures in 2003: 

- camp level structures (e.g., Camp Committee, Section-level committee, etc.) have been clarified 
and for, the most part, standardized across camps; 

- within these structures, clear positions have been identified and for each position written job 
descriptions describing the role and responsibilities have been developed; 

- election processes were clarified and revised to make them more democratic and representative, 
and elections held in 2010; these election processes are currently under further review in 
preparation for new elections in 2013; 

- management training and capacity building activities were carried out by the TBBC (CMP and 
CMSP) for all positions holders within the camp level structures as well as at the refugee 
committee level (Tables A7.1 and A7.2 in Annex 7, providing a listing of the trainings SLs and 
CC members identified as having received during sessions with these groups); 

- other targeted training has been provided by other organizations (UNHCR, NGOs) in specific 
areas such as refugee and human rights, Thai law, SGBV, PSEA, etc.; 

- Codes of Conduct have been adopted by both RCs and apply to all positions within the structures 
and all staff that work for these structures; CoC committees have been put in place at both the 
camp and RC levels; 

- other separate camp level committees have been established to provide support and guidance in 
specific areas such as child protection, dealing with new arrivals, etc.  

 
It is important to note the significance of TBBC’s role and contribution in this regard. TBBC has always 
been very clear in its commitment to the empowerment of the refugees in managing their own affairs. 
From the outset, it engaged the refugee leadership and has worked closely with this leadership and 
established a mature partnership relationship with this leadership and existing management structures. As 
it became clear that, given the substantial resources at stake, it was important to put in place more 
rigorous controls and checks and balances, TBBC raised these concerns with the refugee structures and 
worked with them to bring about changes. These have been adopted wholeheartedly by the RCs, because 
there is a good understanding of what is motivating these changes (in large part because TBBC played the 
very helpful role of ‘cultural interpreter’ and context interpreter between the donor community and the 
RCs), but also because TBBC has always remained transparent, and clear in its commitment to refugee 
empowerment.  
 
It is such strong relationships of trust between TBBC (and its CMSP staff) and the refugee management 
structures that has made possible the introduction of substantial structural improvements and check and 
balances, even as TBBC was, in its role as camp supplier of food and non-food items, in fact reducing the 
amount of direct control the management structures had over the control and distribution of supplies.  

12.2 Current Challenges  

While there has been significant progress in all the areas mentioned above, significant challenges remain. 

12.2.1 High Turnover of People in Management Positions 

The challenge of the high rate of turnover of people in management positions has already been mentioned 
in this report. The high turnover has resulted both because of a number of people in management 
positions having resettled to third countries as well as because of new people being selected as SLs or as 
members of the CCs during the 2010 election.  
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Table 12 below gives a sense of how significant this turnover has been. It is based on an incomplete 
sample as it refers to only those SLs and members of CCs that participated in the evaluation sessions. 
However, it does give a rough indication of the magnitude of the turnover.  
 
Two thirds of the SLs and 60% of CC members have been in their positions for three years or less, 
indicating that there is a very significant number of new people in such management positions. This was 
quite noticeable in some camps where a number of younger people occupied positions within the CCs 
(this was less noticeable at the SL level). One advantage of having younger people in such positions is 
that often they will have benefitted from more formal education than their seniors. Younger people might 
also more readily adopt new ways of doing things than their elders. The disadvantage is that they would 
generally have less practical management experience than more senior people. Interestingly, in most 
camps, there is a mix of younger and older people in management positions.  

Table 12 Years of Service in a Management Positions
†
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Section 
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3 yrs or less  n/a 12 n/a 11 7 5 7 n/a 7 49 67 

> 3 yrs n/a - n/a 2 5 7 5 n/a 5 24 33 

Total  14 12 10 13 12 12 12 12 12   

Camp 

Committee 

Members
97
 

3 yrs or less  7 8 6 10 5 n/a 6 3 8 53 60 

> 3 yrs 6 - 5 1 6 n/a 5 9 4 36 40 

Total #  13 8 11 11 11 12 11 12 12   

†
  Based on participants in evaluation sessions only. 

 

New elections are scheduled for 2013 and this is very likely to lead to further changes in the composition 
of people holding positions in the management structures. So those responsible for supporting and 
building the capacity of camp management structures must function with the understanding that on-going 
capacity building will be required. Efforts in this area will continue to be required and funding for such 
will also be needed. 
 
Because there is always turnover in democratically elected governance structures, there would be good 
reason to envisage distinguishing between people occupying positions in governance bodies (elected and 
representative) and staff that report to these governance bodies that are hired by them but are chosen for  
their more technical or professional knowledge and competence. Building the technical and professional 
capacity of staff takes time and is costly, so it is important that there not be a major turnover in such 
people every time there is an election. Building the capacity of people occupying governance positions 
will always be required, but doing so is less time consuming and costly. 

12.2.2 Building the Capacity of Managers  

One of the main approaches to capacity building of the CMSP has been the provision of training in 
various subject matters (leadership, community mobilization, problem solving, planning, 

                                                   
96 Some of the participants in the Section Leader sessions in some of the camps were not Section Leaders but held other positions on the Section Committee: in Site 2, 8 of the 12 
participants held other positions; in MRML, 1 of the 10 participants was a Section Affairs; in BDY, 2 of the 12 participants were Section Secretaries.  
97 Some of the participants in the Camp Committee sessions in some of the camps were not CC members: in Site 2, 1 of the 8 was a CMSP staff member; in ML, 3 of the 12 
participants were the three Zonal Leaders. 
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communications, monitoring and evaluation, etc.). While such training sessions are useful, what many 
SLs and CC members noted has been the lack of follow-up and on-going support. Classroom training is 
useful to introduce basic concepts, but most managers learn their trade through experience and by support 
and guidance from more experienced managers that act as sounding boards, coaches and counselors to 
more junior managers.  
 
With the exception of the Camp Management Coordinator and the Capacity Building Manager, most of 
the CSMP staff members are quite young with little management experience of their own, so they are not 
in a position to play this role of sounding boards, coaches and counselors to those that are new to their 
management positions. A different strategy must be used that draws on experienced managers to be in 
such a support role. This should include more direct support from the RCs to the camp level and from the 
CC level to the Zone and Section levels. To ensure that members of the RCs spend more time in the 
camps, resources are needed.  
 
TBBC and CMSP should also engage agencies involved in the Burmese refugee effort and challenge 
them to think about how one might draw on the management experience of their most seasoned managers 
in this capacity building effort.  

12.2.3 New Areas of Capacity Building Required 

Developments in Burma have been very much in the headlines of late. While it is still too early to say 
when conditions will be ripe for the safe and orderly repatriation of refugees to Burma, the likelihood of 
this occurring now seems more hopeful than ever.  
 
The existing refugee management structures will have an important role to play in the planning for this 
eventuality and in helping the camp population to prepare itself for such a return. They will also likely be 
involved in various processes to ensure a smooth transfer of the population back to Burma, and possibly 
also in the reintegration of the population into new communities.  
 
Whole new areas of skills and competencies will be required for such work, and the building of such 
capacities will need to be undertaken imminently. As noted earlier, since UNHCR will be a main player 
in preparation and implementation of any repatriation, it would be critical for the UNHCR to play an 
increasing role in building the capacity of the refugee management structures so that they can be 
mobilized and assist with this work.  

12.2.4 Where to House the Responsibility for Camp Management 

Another important challenge is who is to take responsibility for Camp Management. 
 
Starting in 2003, TBBC took upon itself to find the wherewithal to examine this whole area and find the 
resources required to support this. Because the TBBC had built strong relationships of trust with the 
Refugee Committees and because some of the areas to be addressed had to do with the distribution and 
controls over supplies, TBBC was probably best placed to play a bridging role in this area. It included the 
resources required to support this work to its overall budget, and included a fourth programme objective98 
to its programme so TBBC donors have de facto been supporting this work.  
 
However, TBBC does not necessarily believe that this should be part of its mandate. Representatives of 
TBBC indicated to the lead evaluator that they would welcome sharing this mandate or handing it over to 
some other agency. The question of where to house the work in support of camp management structures 

                                                   
98 Specific Objective 4 – Support mutually accountable community-based management which ensures equity, diversity and gender balance. TBBC Programme Report, July to 
December 2011, p, 1xx 
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including capacity building efforts was put to many of the stakeholders, and no one had any clear or 
obvious viable alternative candidates.99  
 
We believe that there continue to be good reasons to keep TBBC as the lead agency supporting camp 
management. For one, TBBC (and CMSP staff) has developed very strong relationships and bonds of 
trust with the RCs over the years and such strong relationships are crucial in fostering change in some of 
the more sensitive nature areas involved in this work. Furthermore, since we are entering a period of 
major transition (given changes taking place in Burma and the impact this is likely to have on the refugee 
situation), we believe it would be unwise to transfer this responsibility to another party at this time.  
 
An even more important question is: where should the oversight of camp management and camp 
management support be located? In the absence of overall humanitarian assistance coordination agency 
(what the CCCM model in Section 3.3.2 refers to as the Camp Coordination Agency), currently some 
strategic framing of what is at stake is provided by the CCSDPT-UNHCR Strategic Framework for 
Durable Solutions in which one of the eight sectors is the Camp Management Sector. In this document, 
three agencies are identified as being the key concerned agencies: IRC, TBBC and UNHCR. What is not 
clear is who is mandated (or would be willing to take on the mandate) to provide the strategic leadership 
for this work and ensure some oversight. While we believe that IRC, TBBC and UNHCR could jointly 
frame and provide leadership to this work, we also think it critical that some guidance and oversight of 
this work rest with the Donor Humanitarian Actors Working Group (or a specific donor member that is so 
mandated by the group; most likely the donor member willing to invest financial resources for this work). 
 
We also note that a number of other agencies participate in the CCSDPT Camp Management Working 
Group. Building broader ownership of this work and recognizing its importance are critical. Even better 
would be a commitment by all concerned to actively support the refugee management structures in the 
fulfillment of their responsibilities. 
 

PART 3 – LESSONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

13 LESSONS 

Three overarching lessons arising from this assessment are worth noting: 
1) There is deep potential for self-governance and self-management in refugee communities. The 

experience of the camp management system in the refugee camps along the Thai border shows 
that refugee management structures can work. This is true at the level of the individual camp.  
And it is also true, in this experience at least, at the supra-camp level, where refugee structures 
established common camp mechanisms and policies, provided guidance and leadership, and 
negotiated with outside stakeholders, including local governments, donor agencies and service 
providers. Moreover, the experience reviewed here showed that refugee management structures 
can adapt to changing conditions and needs over time. In fact, in many ways, they function very 
much as resilient eco-systems. To be sure, refugee management structures also experience stress 
and must be regularly revised, retooled and otherwise strengthened. At its most general level, 
enabling refugees to exert as much control as possible over their own lives and livelihoods 
through self-management is an important affirmation of the essential humanity of refugee 
populations.  
 

2) Shared values and vision, and mutual trust, form the foundation of effective refugee camp 

management. Early on in the case reviewed here, efforts were made by the major stakeholders to 
                                                   
99 The only suggestion made by one of the international NGOs was the possibility of having this work located as a special program under the CCSDPT. 
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develop a common vision and set of values upon which the camp management model would be 
built. One of these values, in particular, was transparency. Furthermore, there were equally 
serious efforts made by the parties to establish and maintain mutual respect and trust. In 
combination, these factors provided the bedrock upon which many gains were made by the camp 
management system. Over the past five years, it is evident that, because of both internal and 
external dynamics, the shared values and trust among the actors had weakened. This weakened 
state requires key changes and improvements in the system. However, if such changes are made 
in a forthright and timely manner, it is very likely that the camp management system will emerge 
stronger and will continue to provide value to refugees, government agencies and other 
development actors alike.   
 

3) Camp management and governance skills and experience may promote nation-building in the 

repatriation effort. This is less of a lesson and more of an expectation. The building of leadership 
skills in political decision-making and in public administration through the hands-on experience 
of camp management could serve refugee populations and receiving communities well.  
Assuming that issues related to region and ethnicity can be managed in an orderly and peaceful 
manner as refugees return, it is likely that refugee leaders with camp management experience 
would be qualified to run for public office or take up appointments as government officials in 
their locality.  In other words, camp management structures have functioned as “public 
administration schools.” And, for the broader refugee population on the Thai border, camp 
management structures have animated an experience of citizenship—narrowly defined, but quite 
real nonetheless.  Both of these experiences—of public leadership and of citizenship—will be 
carried into and will hopefully strengthen Burma’s transition process.   

14 RECOMMENDATIONS 

In light of these findings and lessons, it is recommended that: 

14.1 At the Camp Management Level 

1) All NGO service providers working in the camps consult fully with refugee management 
structures, as the legitimate governance structures of the refugee population, in decisions related 
to priority setting, program planning, program implementation and budget reductions.  Lead: 
NGO service providers. 

2) All agencies working in the camps should participate in the monthly coordination meetings at the 
camp level and strengthen the strategic role of these meetings in identifying gaps and emerging 
needs and how these can be addressed in a timely fashion.  Lead: Camp Committees. 

3) While continuing to require that the RCs and CCs meet the highest standards regarding the 
protection of each and all refugees and the civilian and humanitarian character of the camps, 
UNHCR actively advocate with the RTG that: 

(1) the RTG explicitly recognize the RCs and CCs as legitimate governance and management 
structures of the refugee (aka displaced persons population); and  

(2) the RTG make clear and explicit the responsibilities and authority that it has devolved to 
the RCs and CCs in the day-to-day running of the camps (aka temporary shelter areas) 
and the terms that govern the relationships between these structures and RTG agencies 
and representatives. Lead: UNHCR 

4) The RCs and CCs ensure that all adults in the camps (as determined for feeding numbers), 
registered or unregistered, be given the right to vote in the 2013 elections. (If the RTG continues 
to object to unregistered residents voting, then the camp structures should find other ways of 
ensuring that the voice and concerns of this constituency are heard).  Leads: Refugee Committees 
and Committees. 
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5) The RCs, CCs and election committees at both the camp and RC levels take the necessary 
measures to ensure that the current minimum quota of 33% women on camp management 
structures is met and, preferably, surpassed.  This includes measures to offset, minimize or 
eliminate deterrents to women’s participation (e.g., long hours away from home).100  Leads: 
Refugee Committees and Camp Committees. 

6) The RCs and CCs institute mechanisms, including direct minority representation or minority 
advisory bodies, to ensure that the voices of ethnic and religious minorities are heard and that 
their special needs are given due consideration.  Leads: Refugee Committees and Camp 
Committees.   

7) The RCs and CCs should put in place mechanisms (e.g., a camp public forum) for consulting 
youth about their ideas and concerns, encouraging young people to participate in activities that 
would benefit youth and the community as a whole.  Leads: Refugee Committees and Camp 
Committees. 

8) UNHCR, RTG and IRC/LAC, in collaboration with the RCs, i) support a clearer identification 
and delineation of the roles and responsibilities of the various parties with respect to protection 
and access to justice; and ii) strengthen the capacity of the camp justice system and camp security 
in their complementary roles of maintaining peace, order and the rule of law and dealing with 
petty crimes and infractions of camp rules.  
Furthermore, that these parties endeavour to find the necessary resources to expand these 
‘protection and access to justice’ activities to all nine camps from the current five.  
Leads: UNHCR, RTG and IRC/LAC. 

9) UNHCR, RTG and IRC/LAC continue their support of the RCs to revise and roll out an updated 
set of camp rules and regulations as soon as possible, and ensure that the role-out includes an 
effective process of public education of the population in the camps about the nature and purpose 
of these rules and regulations and how they must be consistent with and remain subservient to 
overarching Thai law.  Leads: UNHCR, RTG and IRC/LAC. 

14.2 At the Humanitarian Assistance Coordination Level 

10) In the context of the transition process beginning in Myanmar, and the associated priority of 
refugee repatriation, the Donor Humanitarian Actors Working Group (DHAWG) invest in a 
facilitation process that would identify and then rectify any dysfunctions in the workings of the 
complex of agencies operating at this level.  Lead: DHAWG and lead donor agency. 

11) The effectiveness and efficiency of the DHAWG itself be enhanced through the establishment of 
a small secretariat that would provide the donor community with ongoing support, coordination, 
continuity, timely information and independent analysis.  Lead: DHAWG and lead donor agency. 

12) The Refugee Committees be formally recognized as the legitimate representatives of refugees in 
the nine camps and be formally involved in the planning and priority setting processes of the 
DHAWG.  Lead: DHAWG Chair. 

13) DHAWG formally endorse the leadership role played by TBBC with respect to supporting and 
strengthening the refugee management structures, and ensure that adequate financial resources are 
earmarked for the capacity building and general operations of these structures and that an 
appropriate agency is engaged to provide oversight of the camp management dimension of the 
humanitarian assistance.  Lead: DHAWG and lead donor agency. 

                                                   
100 Recommendations 5, 6 and 7 focus on the formal refugee management structures and do not explicitly speak of the role of CBOs. The evaluation team recognizes that there 
are a number of CBOs currently active in the camps and that, as civil society organizations of the refugee population, they play an important role in the provision of certain 
services, allow refugees to organize and build capacity and leadership in certain areas and, within democratic settings, often play an important role as critiques and watch-dogs 
of formal management and governance structures. The current CBOs in the camps are important resources and structures that the CCs and RCs should draw on, where 
appropriate, in responding to these recommendations. 
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14) UNHCR be requested by the DHAWG to take on a leadership role on behalf of the donor 
community in developing a coordinated approach in preparation for the repatriation of Burmese 
refugees.  Leads: DHAWG and UNHCR. 

15) In the context of transition planning for the repatriation of refugees, DHAWG commission a more 
detailed strategic analysis of ways and means in which the camp management model, and in 
particular, its experience, lessons, tools and capacities can make an optimum contribution to 
Burma’s nation-building efforts over the next five to ten years.  Lead: DHAWG and lead donor 

agency. 
  
We propose that the Committee for the Coordination of Services to Displaced Persons in Thailand take 
responsibility for animating and tracking action related to the nine recommendations at the camp 
management level. We further propose that the DHAWG as a whole take responsibility for tracking action 
related to the six recommendations at the humanitarian assistance coordination level and that it identify 
within its membership an agency or agencies to take the lead for each of the recommendations where such 
is not identified. 

15 CONCLUSION 

The evaluation found that the camp management system has generally worked well and is a valuable 
model of participation and administration of refugee affairs.  Its structures are generally regarded as 
legitimate and effective by the refugee population. But the system is under stress and steps must be taken 
to strengthen it at both the camp level and the broader coordination level, to strengthen the system and 
improve the environment within which it operates. As a tool for the well-being and governance of the 
140,000 refugees in the camps along the Thai border, the camp management system is worthy of further 
investment and improvement. It is also likely to prove to be a valuable touchstone for the nation-building 
efforts, including the repatriation process, by the people and institutions of Burma in the years ahead.   
 


